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CHILDREN, YOUTH, AND FAMILIES IN THE
SOUTHWEST

WEDNESDAY. DECEMBER 7. 1983

Housz OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SELECT COMMITFEE ON CHILDREN,

YOUTH, AND FAMILIES,
Santa Ana, Calif

The select committee met, pursuant to call, at 9:40 a.m., at 22
Civic Center Plaza, Santa Ana, Calif., Hon. George Miller (chair-
man of the committee) presiding.

Members t: Representatives Miller, Patterson, Weiss,
Boxer, Siko Marriott, Fish, Cats, and Wolf.

Staff present: Ann Rosewater, deputy staff director; Judy Weiss,
research assistant; and Donald Kline, senior professional staff.

Chairman MILLER. The Select Committee on 'Children, Youth,
and Families will come to order.

The select committee is currently engaged in holding a series of
regional hearings around the country. We are putting together a
data base on the status of children, youth, and families for the use
of other committees and Members of the U.S. Congress.

This is our final regional hearing for this year. We have been to
New York City, Minneapolis, Miami, and Salt Lake City before
today.

It has been the purpose of these hearings to try to get an overall
view of the status of the American family and children and to
listen to individuals who work in the field providing services or
showing concern. It is important for Members of Co gress to go
beyond national statistics and visit various regions of the country,
which differ greatly in their makeup, and listen to individuals who
have spent most of their lives working with children and families
and who can share their views and concerns for the family with us.

We have had very good attendance at these hearings. Members
serve on this committee in addition to their other assignments in
Congress, and most of them came on the committee because of
their deep interest.

We have members who sit on various other committees, like the
We s and Means Committee, the Agriculture Committee, the Edu-
ce' m and Labor Committee, the Commerce Committee, the Bank-

. Committee, and others. Hopefully they will take the body of
,vledge we have developed this first year and bring it back to
other committees so that in their deliberations they might
er differentiate between helpful Federal policies and not so
11111 policies.
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OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. GEORGE MILLER, REPRESENA-
TIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA AND
CHAIRMAN, SELECT COMMITTEE ON CHILDREN, YOUTH AND
FAMILIES
[The prepared statement follows:1
The Select Committee on Children, Youth, and Families is extremely pleased to

hold its fifth regional hexing in Santa Ana, California.
The committee has made field hearings a priority because we know it is essential

to go beyound Washington to portray more hilly families' day-to-day struggles and
successes. This hearing marks the continuation of the committee's efforts to assess
the condition of American children and their families. We have come to Santa Ana
to learn more about families in the Southwest. National data are important to aid
our understanding of changes affecting our communities, but they often hide unique
local or regional conditions. We are here to uncover those differencesas well as
the many similarities we already know exist. Witnesses today will testify about
many concerns which continue themes articulated yesterday at our regional hearing
in Salt Lake City, and in our previous hearings.

We will learn that:
An all volunteer emergency assistance agency in Orange County responds to the

crisis needs of 160 families every day, a six-fold increase in the last year and a half.
It is estimated there are 4,000 homeless people every night in Orange Y-
Roughly 40,500 reports of child abuse are anticipated in LA. County t year,

one county in Arizona reports a 500 percent increase in reports of chili ual
abuse in the past year.

There is a serious gap between the rapidly increasing need for affordable hill
care and what is currently available in Orange County alone. There are four fami-
lies waiting for every one available subsidized child care slot.

Serious family stress has been placed on the roughly 70,000 Indochinese who have
settled in Orange County; these stresses include the collapse of the extended family
system, starvation and homelessness, and spousal abuse.

Throughout California citizens have Joined together to monitor placement of chil-
dren in the foster child care and welfare system.

Volunteers, vate agencies and corporations are coordinating efforts and cooper-
ating with public agencies to improve services for families and children.

Throughout the day we will hear directly from youth and parents who have faced
and surmounted difficult odds:

A youth who overcame alcoholism and now administers a successful county-run
treatment program for Spanish speaking alcoholics.

A young man who grew up working in fields and is now dedicating his life to bet-
tering the opportunities for migrant families and their children.

A parent of a severely disabled youngster who with her family, shouldered enor-
mous financial and emotional hardships to enable her son to get appropriate medi-
cal treatment.

We admire the courage and dedication of our witnesses today, as well as those
who work daily with children and their families. On this anniversary of Pearl
Harbor, we are particularly hopeful that the efforts of the committee will generate
greater investment in our children's future.

Chairman MILLER. We are delighted to be in Santa Ana today,
and we appreciate the hospitality that our colleague and your
Member of Congress, Jerry Patterson, has shown us. He has been
very active on this committee, and it was at his request that we
came to Orange County for the regional hearing covering this part
of the country.

At this point, I would like to recognize Congressman Patterson.
Mr. PArrERsoN. Thank you, George.
I am very pleased that Chairman Miller and so many of my col-

leagues on the Select Committee on Children, Youth, and Families
are present today, to participate in this southwestern regional
hearing of the committee. Members, witnesses and invited guests,
welcome to Santa Ana, Calif.
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For those of you who may not be familiar with our committee,
allow me to provide a brief background.

In 1982, the U.S. House of Representatives adopted a resolution
written by Chairman Miller. That legislation established a Select
Committee on Children, Youth, and Families. The committee is
charged with the major task of assessing the current status of the
American family, as well as determining public policy and private
initiatives that would protect the health and well-being of children
and parents, now and in the future.

Since January 1983, the select committee has embarked on an in-
tensive series of hearings which have unveiled problems and pro-
posed solutions for the difficulties children and parents are experi-
encing in America today.

Already, we have uncovered four distinct underlying themes:
Crisis begets crisis. When small problems are not addressed in

their early stages, they usually grow and they become worse. More
importantly, when a small investment is made at the initial stage,
both the long-term financial and physical toll can be minimized.

"An ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure." Detection,
treatment and prevention programs have a measurable positive
impact for families facing stressful situations. When a family is in
crisis, it must not be deserted.

In many parts of our Nation, the community and social services
network is stretched beyond the breaking point. Responsible agen-
cies cannot meet the full range of the demands being placed on
them. Funding cutbacks at every level of government come at a
time when recession has already claimed countless victims. Our
Nation's tattered and torn "social safety net" is in dire need of
repair.

Members of Congressand particularly those of us serving on
this committeehave a tremendous responsibility. We must find
new methods and additional resources to help families cope in
today's world. This can only be accomplished if we recognize and
respond to the needs of our children. Everyone talks about children
as our "most precious resource." But, it is meaningless rhetoric,
unless we can establish a solid framework of public policyone
which will protect our youth and guide them, when there is no
other system of support.

Today's hearing brings together clergy and laity, student and ed-
ucator, police officer and gang leader, refugee and immigrant, vol-
unteer and elected official. Each shares the concern about children
growing up alone in our society.

Inadequate and costly child care is a problem which pervades
Orange County, where 48 percent of our children live in single-
parent households. The newly elected chair of the Orange County
Human Relations Committee, Jean Forbath, will tell us about an
Orange County stripped of its "image of affluence." She reports
about the "new poor

stripped
struggling in a world of financial despair,

who come to her all-volunteer organization to seek emergency as-
sistance. In October of this year, with nowhere else to turn, over
18,000 people came to her organization for emergency relief.

Orange County is unique in many respects. It is a county which
has experienced dramatic growth in a short period of time, and its
communities exhibit extraordinary cultural, ethnic. and socioeco-
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nomic distinctions. Orange County has known many acute situa-
tions and has adjusted well.

Yet, like many other areas of the country, it Is having trouble

pomeeputton shift& It., too, has a growing number of , poor",
the demand!, of a rapidly changing .. and sudden

especially women who are being forced out of the middle and
onto the welfare rolls. They and their children may mark the be-
ginning of a new class of impoverished Americans.

Today's will focus to a large extent on these and relat-
ed developments, mb committee will listen, learn, question and
act. The needs of our families and their children cannot be post-
poned, except at all enormous and unacceptable cost to society.

Thank you Mr. Chairman.
Chairman MILLS& Thank you, Mr. Patterson.
One of the reasons for the success of the committee so far has

been the incredible cooperation and support that we have received
from the minority =embers of this committee, Dan Marriott from
Utah is the ranking minority member of the House select commit-
tee.

We were in Utah yesterday, listening to the concerns of citizens
in the intermountain region, from Wyoming, Montana, Utah,
Nevada, and elsewhere.

Dan?
Mr. Mwanicrer. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
On behalf of the minority, I am delighted with my colleagues to

be here and take part 'in this hearing today. I have just looked over
the panels and it looks like it is going to be a very interesting day,
so I won't make a long speech.

I would just like to say that I have been very impressed with the
work of your Co , Jerry Patterson, who has been an effec-
tive member of t is committee and I personally enjoy very much
working with him.

The purpose of our committee from our perspective is to develop
an accurate data base this year, not to write legislation or find new
ways to spend money, but to gather information, so we thoroughly
understand the problems of youth, families, and children.

I am personally convinced that the families of America weren't
all doing what they ought to be doing. If parents were parenting
properly, we would have very few problems in this country.

We just got back from visiting the Youth Guidance Center.
Three-quarters of those kids come from broken homes. All of them
that we talked to, Barbara Boxer and I, said that their problems
began when the families broke apart.

I think it is important that we have in America a committee that
is dedicated to build ;ng and strengthening the American family.
So, I hope that we a .1 in here to not simply hack at the leaves,
but to get to the root causes of our lems, and determine what
they are, and how we, working , might solve them.

I am delighted to be here, and I look forward to a very good
hearing.

Chairman Miami. Congresswoman Boxer?
Mrs. BOXICIL Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for the leadership you

have brought our committee. I would like to say that I am very
proud to be part of this new select committee, which is focusing on

JO
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certainly one of our country's most pressing needs, the needs of our
families and our young people and as Congressman Marriott
stated, we just did spend some time with some youth.

We did hear about the broken families . We also heard about the
peer pressure. The fact that in some of the school settings, they are
not getting any individualized attention which they feel they need,
so there are many problems which our children face today.

I would like to associate myself, because I want to get on with
this hearing, with the remarks of my very fine colleague, Congress-
man Patterson, and thank him for the hard work he put into ar-
ranging these hearings.

He has shown tremendous dedication in this area. Mr. Chairman,
I do look forward to this hearing. Thank you.

Chairman MILLER. Congressman Fish?
Mr. FISH. Thank you.
Chairman MILLER. Congressman Sikorski?
Mr. SIKORSKI. No comments.
Chairman Miu.za. With that, we will begin the hearing. We will

hear from the first panel, made up of Jose Torres, Detective Wil-
liam Dworin, and Celeste Kaplan. If they will come forward to the
witness table.

Part of this panel was to be made up of Mr. T. Rogers and Mr. V.
C. Guinses of the Sey Yes Organization, which is involved in resolv-
ing conficts among youth organizations and youth gangs in the Los
Angeles area.

We were told late last night that apparently there have been a
number of rather violent gang- related disturbances recently in Los
Angeles, and both of these individuals are currently involved in
trying to resolve them. The committee wishes to express its disap-
pointment that they could not be with us this morning.

Detective Dworin, welcome to the rvmmittee; and Miss Kaplan,
welcome to the committee. Your written statement or comments
will be placed in the record in their entirety, and you may proceed
in the manner which you feel the most comfortable.

The extent to which you can summarize will be appreciated, as it
will allow more time for the members of the committee to respond
to the concerns you have raised, and ask questions.

Thank you. Inspector Dworin?

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM H. DWORIN. SEXUALLY EXPLOITED
CHILD UNIT, LOS ANGELES POLICE DEPARTMENT

Mr. DWORIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen.
I am Detective William Dworin of the Los Angeles Police Depart-

ment's Sexually Exploited Child Unit.
The sexual exploitation of children is manifested in three pri-

mary categories: One, the sexual molestation of children; two, child
prostitution; and three, child pornography. All three categories are
interests of the pedophile. Because of these individuals, these per-
versities exist.

The traditional picture of the child molester as a dirty old man
huddled on a street corner with his trench coat and bag of candy
has been effectively disspelled in recent years. It has been estimat-
ed that the total stranger is responsible for 13 to 17 percent of re-
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child molestation, the remainder being committed by a

childmember,
family friend, or a person entrusted with the

care.
Studies have shown that many

ally abused at an early age. The
victims within the age range or

were themselveis emu-
will frequen seek out
stage of devel-

opment at which they, themselves, were molested.
tivtrensta

. , y to stimulate ithrMii to =wince
materials children inyolved in sexual ac-

them the behavior is normal and to lower their The
suspect tells them that sexual activity is normal and the photo-

m ay
used as m.d, evitkance.

r to furnishing children with alcohol, drugs or
n a r c o t i c s w h i c h dulls t h e s e n s e s an d m a k e s t h e c h i l d r e n m o r e s u s-

t o - 4 I: in the type of activity.
this t. - the suspects continually provide encourage-

ment to the victims by telling them that there is nothing wrong
with it Most of the child . .. in =iota= the product
of pedophiles. Although it been estimated that child prnmogra-
phy is a n3ultimillion-clollar to half-billion dollar yearly business, it
is, in fact, a cottage industry wherein more chilli is

through a loose network of pedophiles than is

maYny instances, the victims of ,these crimes are "willing par -
ticipants. " They are willing in the sense that they are induced to
e e in this activity in a - of ways rathern being seized
off the street and forced to . pate.

The victims are usually I' unstable homes and are lacking a
loving attentive home environment. They lack proper paternal su-
pervision and some are rune

As such, they =. . the .. of their time alone in public
places. These chil ren are see attention and affection which
makes them extremely vulnerable to the wiles of pedophiles. Pedo-

es are able to find these victims" because they offer
iendship, interest, and a r attitude that many parents

are unable or unwilling to provide.
Some of the effects on the victims of these crimes may be recog-

nizable immediately, however, they do not necessarily point to
sexual exploitation. 'The causes are generally emotional and behav-
ioral in nature, wherein the juvenile has difficulty in relating to
family and friends.

The long-term effects of sexual exploitation could be even more
serious. The victim may have extreme difficulty in relating normal-
ly to a sexual partner in later life and may develop abnormal
sexual preferences.

As previously indicated, the victim may actually turn to molest-
ing children. ftw studies have indicated that in excess of SO per-
cent of admitted child molesters had themselves been victims of
child molestation.

The primary consideration, when conducting this type of investi-
gation or any investigation in which the child has been a victim of
sexual or physical abuse, is the wat.:.are and wotection of the child.

State law mandates that when any child care custodian, medical
practitioner, nonmedical practitioner, or an employee of a child

12
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protective who has knowledge or or observes a child in the
course of his or her employment whom he or she knows or reason-
ably suspects has been the victim of child abuse, shall report the
known or suspected instance of child abuse to a child protective
°pricy immediately or as soon as practically possible by telephone
and shall prepare and send a written report within 36 hours of re-
ceiving the information.

It has been our experience that not only must the child receive
counseling, but the family of the child also should receive counsel-
ing. The child and the family must be made aware that the child is
a victim and no blame should be placed on him or her. The child is
a victim who has been taken in by the sophistication and skills of
an experienced pedophile.

Thank you.
Chairman MILLICR. Thank you very much.
[Prepared statement of William Dworin follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT or WIL'.IAM Plena's!, SEXUALLY EXPLOITED CHILD UNIT, Los
Arsome Poisea Daearraszter

The sexual exploitation of children is manifested in three primary categories: Ill
the sexual molestation of children, (V child prostitution and; (3) child pornogra .

All three categories are interests of the pedophile. Because of these indi ,
thee' perversities exit.

The traditional picture of the child molester as a dirty old man huddled on a
street corner with his trench coat and bag of candy has been effectively &welled in
recent years. It has been estimated that the total is responsible for 13-17
percent of reported child molestation, the remainder committed by a family
member, family friend or a person entrusted with the - 's care. Studies have
shown that many pedophiles were thernsevles sexually abused at an early age. The
pedophiles will frequently see.. out victims within the age range or particular stage
of physical development at which they, themselves, were molested.

r.mrographic material depicting children involved in sexual activities is frequent-
ytilized to stimulate children, to convince them the behavior is normal and to
er their inhibitions. The suspect tells them that sexual activity is normal and

the photographs are used as supportive evidence. Suspects may resort to furnishing
children with alcohol, drugs or narcotics which dulls the senses and makes the chil-
dren mire susceptible to engaging in the type.of activity. During this time, the Ins-
pects continually provide encouragement to the victims by telling them that there is
nothing wrong with it. Most of the child pronography in existence is the product of
pedophiles. Although it has been estimated that child pornography is a multi-mil-
lion dollar to half billion dollar yearly business, it is in fact a cottage industry
wherein more child pornography is exchanged through a loose network of pedo-
philes than is sold commercially.

In many instance the victims of these crimes are "willing participants." They are
willing in the sense that they are induced to e in this activity in a variety of
ways rather than being seized off the street to participate. The victims
are usually from unstable homes and are lacking a loving attentive home enviroa-
ment They lack proper parental supervision and some are runaways. As such, they
spend the majority of their time alone in public places. These children are seeking
attention and affection which makes them extremely vulnerable to the wiles of pe-
dophiles, Pedophiles are able to find these "willing victims" because they offer
friendship, interest and a concerned attitude that many parents art unable or un-
willing to provide.

Some of Inc effects on the victims of these crimes may be is le immediate-
ly, however. they do not necessarily point to sexual exploitation. a causes are gen-
erally emotional and behaviorial in nature wherein the juvenile has difficulty in re-
lating to family and friends. The long term effects of sexual exploitation could be
even more serious. The victim may have extreme difficulty in relating normally to a
sexual partner in later life and may develop abnormal sexual _preferences. As previ-
ously indicated the victim may actually turn to molesting cen. Some studies
have indicated that in excess of 80 percent of admitted child molesters had them-
selves been victims of child molestation.

3
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watigation in which the Child has been a victim of seised or abuse, is the
The primary consideration. what tonduclioir this title of lootkoll or anY

welfire and probed= of the child. State law mandates that any child care
custodian, !Medical prectitioner,-nensedicar or an employee of a child

sipency who his know s. dmtreas a child in the course of his or
Ctee:niZmmt whom he or she knows or reasenably suspects has been the victim
of abuse, shall repert the known or suspected instimee of child abuse to a child
protective agony immediately or as mon as pie, antarereivtgtokiPb000 and
shall propene and send a written report 36 hours of the infirm-
don.

It has been our that not only must the child naive annealing but the
&may of the child should readve cennading. The Child and the family must be
made aware that the chid is a victim and no blame should be placed on him or her.
The child is a victim who has been taken in by the sophistication and alas of an
experienced pedophile.

Chairman Mn-'.ER Mrs. Kaplan.

STATEMENT OF CELESTE KAPLAN, VOLUNTEER, UNITED WAY OF
LOS ANGELES

Ms. KAPLAN. Congressman Milks- and members of the commit-
tee, name is Celeste Kaplan and I am here as a volunteer rep-
resen the United Way of Los Angeles. I serve specifically on
their Community Issues Committee.

I should tell you that ,prior to becoming a volunteer with the
United Way until last January, I was the executive director of an
agency serving children and families in Los Angeles, El Nido Serv-
ices, and I spent my entire professional life working with children
and families.

I am happy to be able to use it now in a volunteer capacity.
The United Way of Los Angeles certainly welcomes the creation

of this committee and appreciates the work that all of you are
doing on it to develop a picture of tlw needs of tlxt children and
families of the country. We very much welcome also this opportuni-
ty to present to you our concerns in three primary areas.

First, abuse and neglect of children; second, certain children that
are falling the crate and, third, key health issues affect-
ing children. since you have my cmnplete testimony, I will try
to follow your advice and summarize much more briefly.

Chairman Mum. Thank you.
Ms. KApLAN. I would ask you, however, first, to visualize with me

who the children of Los Angeles are. There are over 2 million chil-
dren in Los Angeles County, out of a population of 7.5 million.

Of these, 40 percent are Latino or, as the census calls them, His-
panic children. Thirty-eight percent are white non-Hispanic. Fif-
teen percent are black, and the remainder are Asian, Native Amer-
ican, and what is characterized as "others."

In other words, 60 percent of the children of our city come from
minority groups, and in one way or another, experience the impact
of that status which, of course, varies by the particular group.

In addition, the 1980 census figures indicate that at least 20 per-
cent of the children live in poverty households as defined by the
Government's financial line of poverty income and, of course, there
are many more that are poor who are just above that line.

This, I think, is the framework in which one must address the
problems that face the children of Los Angeles County.

14
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First, with regard to child abuse and neglect, the core of the
problem which we have had in recent years is most clearly evident
in the contradiction between the rising number of reports of child
abuse and the declining resources available.

Over the 5-year period from the 1978-79 fiscal year to the 1982-
83 fiscal year, the number of abuse cases referred to Children's
Protective Services rose 46 percent, from 26,000 to 38,000 and the
investigations of child abuse and neglect cases by Children's Serv-
ices Workers rose 62 percent. Simultaneously, the number of Chil-
dren's Services Workers in the Department of Public Social Serv-
ices declined 18 percent.

Over the same 5-year period, the number of abuse cases filed for
action in juvenile court rose 35 percent and the number of children
made dependent on the court rose 62 percent. During that time,
only one additional judge was assigned to the court, and at the
present time, each judge in the dependency court carries roughly
40 cases per day.

Under these circumstances in which the two front-line guardians
of children who are abused and neglected face this very sharp di-
lemma the protective services function was seriously undermined.

The Department of Public Social Services, and specifically the
Protective Children's Services, attempted to deal with this lem,
in 1982, by establishing a new system of screening which they
hoped would enable them to be sure of dealing with at least the
most acute cases.

Previous to that time, every case of child abuse and neglect was
investigated directly and personally and in the home by Children
Services Workers. But in the revised system, all screening was
done by telephone in central offices, with a priority listing of what
seemed to be the most serious cases. The result was that only 50
percent of the cases were ever taken into the system during the
period that that system has been used.

Furthermore, priority was given to certain categories in an effort
to deal with the most serious ones. These included life-threatening
situations, serious physical abuse, sexual abuse and children under
14.

The result was that there was virtually no service available for
adolescents or for less serious child abuse, as well as nothing for
neglect or for prevention. Incidentally, during this period, all vol-
untary placements of children, which means placements away from
serious home situations before they lead to very serious abuse,
were abandoned.

Under these circumstances, there were literally thousands of
children and families that were not receiving help at an earlier
stage, as had been possible previously.

This entire situation was not really addressed in the county until
we began to have, unfortunately, numerous public reports of chil-
dren's deaths. It is tragic that children's deaths were required
before we began to get some action to change matters but that is
the bitter fact.

Recently, a couple of very important steps were taken to begin to
correct this situation. The County Board of Supervisors has re-
stored some funding (roughly $5 million), in the current fiscal year
for Children's Protective Services. A process of rehiring staff is now
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underway, so that we will be able to see the staff of Protective
Services workers restored to something closer to what it was before
the system of screening-out was adopted. We expect person-to-
perrn, in-home assessment to be resumed and that is currently oc-
curing.

I should also mention that a State measure, AB 1733, which was
enacted last year, enabled some funding to go to private, nonprofit

involvedagencies who are in programs that address either preven-
tion or treatment of child abuse cases. Something over $2 million
came to Los Angeles from that bill.

Consequently in both the private and the public sector, we are
beginning to try to address, redo, and strengthen the system of pro-
tective services.

However, a great deal still remains to be done in this repect, be-
cause the problems facing child protective services are continuing
to mount. I am certain there are to be more reports of child
abuse this year than last year, the initial steps taken have not
adequately dealt with the problem that we will have.

In this context, I want to say just a very few words to you, which
I have elaborated in my written report, about the importance of
the collaboration of the public and private sector and how we view
it from the perspective of the Us Angeles United Way.

I know that this committee understands that the private sector
cannot make up for the cuts that have been made in the lic
sector. I know you are all aware of that. There is no "ty of
doing that.

However, we must maximise the resources in both sectors, and
work jointly to get more funding. This approach requires a real
change from the past.

In particular, it means that we have got to put aside matters o;
turf and competition for funding. In the private sector, we must
give real support to the needs of the public sector, which means the
protective services and the /juvenile courts. These have the basic
social and legal responsibilities for the safety of our children.

At the same time we must try to use private sector money in a
way that provides for joint planning with the public sector. We
have got to think of services for children as an entire system, not
very well-organized at this point, not very well put together, but
able to be strengthened only if we plan together in the public and
private sector how children's needs are to be met. We must not fall
into the kind of bitter competition that may be understandable
from the standpoint of a given Government department or private
agency, but is totally nonfunctional with regard to the needs of
children. We are trying to take a very strong stand in this regard,
so that both the public sector and the private sector can play an
appropriate role.

men-
tioned, the children that are falling thro the cracks.

Now, let me turn to the second group of children that I men-

Here, I am going to deal primarily wi those children who we
call status-offenders. These are the children that are chronic tru-
ants, runaways, out of ntal control, and are the children who,
in man cases, are up on the streets.

Los les is a mecca, unfortunately, for many such children,
not only rom within the county, but from other parts of the coun-
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It is i w available only for those receiving mediCal and in very
few cases medicare ta. Prenatal visits now cost $20 and
upward on a sliding e per visit; this is an enormously regressive
step for whi ch a severe price will be paid.

Simil*rly, well baby care in the county health clinics is also, gen-
erally speaking, no longer available on a free basis even to the
poor, unless they can receive it under mediCal for which many
families are ineligible. Funding for the kind of ongoing well baby
care is virtually at an end. Again, a price will be paidboth in
lives and ultimately in higher medical costs later.

Medical screening of school-age children under the child health
and disability prevention screening program (which is the Califor-
nia equivalent of the national p ), is continuing but we find
that after the screening, virtually no children have ongoing health
care.

Immunization of school-aged children is going well, but 38 per-
cent of children 3 years of age and under in Los Angeles County
have not been immunized for the key child diseases.

In addition, we have a striking increase in tuberculosis among
children in Los Angeles and this, too, is in certain specific groups,
primarily, the Asian and Hispanic populations. Hispanic children

children of 14.6 in 1982, while
among Asians, the corresponding rate was 93.69.

These, of course, are rates that come from children in large fami-
lies that are often immigrant families. A great many of the Indo-
chinese, despite the fact they were su to have had a full
physical examination when they were 4. Ited, did come in with
active tuberculosis and this is reflected in the children.

In the cailf of Hispanic children, it is speculated that one of the
major factors causing a higher rate than for black or non-Hispanic
whites is that many parents who are undocumented are unwilling
to bring their children for help because they must now fill out goY.
ernment forms which could lead to deportation. The fear of
tation becomes a major issue adversely affecting children's health.

Another negative development is the serious reduction in school-
based health services, notably in school nurses and doctors. This
contributes to further weakening the whole system of medical care
that we have so painfully built up for children over many, many
years.

Last, I will mention briefly the special net.as of adolescent moth-
ers and their children. Some 14 percent of all births in Los Angeles
County in 1981 were to teenagers.

Of these, something over 10,000 were to Hispanic teenagers, 4,000
to black adolescents and 3,700 to non-Hispanic whites. This is a
very substantial number of teenage parents. There is a need for a
whole range of not only medical, but social services to insure that
these babies and their mothers will be protected.

They are obviously at high risk, and a preventive program is ex-
tremely important. In addition, there is the need for programs to
help these parents develop into mature, self-supporting adults that
can parent their children.

We know how to do some of this, but nrit enough funding is avail-
able. Here too, we will pay heavily later on in damaged lives and in
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the Dependency Court rose only 16%; by one additional judge (from 6.2 to 7.2). Cur-
rently, caseloads amount to = 40 cases per day for each j

Thus, the two frontline of our children's lives and the Children's
Protective Services and Dependency Court, were seriously hampered in their
ability to perform their rmties at the very period when requests for
tion were mounting. This of course reflected reduction in funding for Children's
Services in either actual dollar amounts or in constant dollars (adjusted for infla-
tion) at all levelsfederal, state, and local.

Ironically, a contrfliuting factor in this situation a to be an unanticipated
by-p of one provision in state legislates ai at implementing the Child
Welfare Act of 1993. Both the federal bill and the state measure, known as SB14,
represent forward steps in mandating new services for abused and negkcted chil-
dren and their families. aimed at maintaining children in their own homes andtor
returning them to their own homes if and when their safety and welfare can be as-
sured. However, among the many provisions contained in SB14, is one which re-
quires reviews at six month iiersods of all cases involving children placed out of

On the face of it, this would seem a reassemble on. But it confronted Chil-
their own homes, instead of the previous minimum ts of annual reports.

dren's Service Workers and the Dependency Court with an intensified dilemma.
Workers already struggling to carry greatly increased caseloads faced the added
burden of double the number of reports to the COUTL The Court, already handi-
capped by insufficient personnel, also had to double the number of its reviews. Thus
both were further hampered.

Not much public attention was given to the erosion of protective services until
dramatic reports of deaths due to child abuse appeared in the preys and on televi-
sion earlier this year. Child abuse deaths rose from 16 in 1978 to 35 In 1982, but
public reaction has been largely aroused by individual caaessuch as the one re-
ported in the Los Angeles Times last Saturday.

Meanwhile, the social cost of reduced protective services was paid by the many
other children and families who receic luate help or no help at allat a
point when it could have headed of later, life threatening circumstances.

For example, prior to 1982, all reported cases of child abuse and neglect were in-
vestigated in person through home visits by Children's Services Workers. In 1982,
the Department of Public Social Services attempted to insure protective services for
at least the most serious child abuse cases by establishinf a new procedure. This
involved centralised by the telephone; further direct action depended on
how serious the case to be. Priority was given basically to life threatening
situations, severe physical abuse, sexual abuse, and children under 14. As a conse-
quence, no service could be provided for most neglect or "minor" abuse cases, and
little or no service was available for adolescents. At the same time, voluntary place-
ment of children was ended. All this resulted in virtually no early intervention and
literally no prevention by Children's Protective Services.

Had adequate accompanied passage, of SB14 in California as well as the
Federal Child Welfare the foregoing tragic in service would not have oe-
curled, and the real intent of these measures ve been implemented.

Fortunately, in the 1983-84 County budget, additional funds have been allocated
for Children s Services. The Department of Public Social Services is now able to
rehire workers and will resume in-person handling of all abuse reports through
home visits. While the rating scale employed to determine serious endangerment
will still be used in evaluating case priority, workers will be able to base their deci-
sions on direct personal contact and will have access to more information. Those
cases not retained in Children's Protective Services will be referred in person to pri-
vate non-profit agencies willing and able to involve and serve those families. At the
same time, steps are underway to develop mandated in-home services involving par-
ticipation by both public and private agencies in planning and service delivery.

Much remains to be done to strengthen protective services for children in Lee An-
geles County. One promising avenue is improved practical collaboration between
public and voluntary non-profit agencies together with key community organiza-
tions.

PUBLIC/PRIVATC/CONNIUNITY COLLABORATION

Before describing collaborative efforts in Los Angeles, I must emphasize the con-
cept underlying our approach.

Increased fiscal constraints and financial stress faced by both public and private
non-profit agencies has often resulted in sharp competition between them. Such
competition also occurs between individual departments or agencies within each
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available for status offenders. Status offender* are children (usually adolescents)
who run away from home, who violate curfews, who present severe problems at
school, or who are out of !parental control. They 'MVO not committed acts that would
be clandfied as criminal if they were adults; however, they very often do need pro-
fessional services in order to resolve their probbrms and to lead productive adult
lives.

Professionals who have worked with runset4 or other status offenders tell us
that many of these boys and girls have run away from very troulded homes, some-
times from parents or guardians who are abusive, from sexual assault or incest. Al-
though initially running away may be a cry for help, it can end as a way of life. All
too often runaways wind up im the streets, without resources, in the company of
other aimless troubled children. And frankly. Los Angeles is a mecca for many such
boys and girls. We have all heard enough tragic stories of childien wino have suf.
fered ftom the street life to be aware of the need for more productive alternatives
for these young people.

While no one would advocate that children who have not committed crimes
should be treated as if they have, we do believe that it is time to reexamine our
system of providing care for these children who "fall between the cracks." The larg-
est "crack results from the current design of our social service deliveramistem,
with one department having responsibility for abused and (in
California. the Welfare and Institutions Code refers to these section 300) and
another for delinquents (referred to under section 602). The group which Is in be-
tween, often (Ades than the 300s kw whops former 300s) are the status offenders
identified as 601s. All too often these are young people who are headed towards or
haven't yet been caught in a delinquent act.

The 1977 Dixon Bill (A133124 a in service delivery kw
the 601s. This brill essentially iried the status and made it un-
lawful to detain a 601 in a secure placement. The code also provided that the coun-
ties could make short-term community based treatment services alienable, although
the provision of such services was not mandated. Them services have not been pro-
vided in most counties due to fiscal cutbacks following Proposition 1$. Thus the
main outcome of this reform has been to save moneyrather than children. No one
known exactly how many boys and girls are falling through this particular "crack".
but all estimates run into thousands d any one year.

In Los Angeles County. the Probation ent does have a Status Offenders
Detention Alternatives (SODA) project in a 601 child can receive care while
awaiting court adjudication and investigation. There are curried] 31 beds, of which
6 are in a group home and 25 in foster homes. Of the 9,490 children now under the
supervision of the Probation Department, only 262 are 601x 39 of these have been
placed in treatment facilities and the others are living at home under the supervi-
sion of the Department.

In addition: o few not-for-profit voluntary social service agencies provide a range
of services for these children. A very few are licensed to provide overnight care
(such as Options House, Stepping Stone, and 1736), some provide only short-term
day treatment or counseling isuch as Angel's Flight and Teen Canteen) and others
offer on-going counseling for 601s or 601-type children (such as parent-child
ance or family service agencies). There are also a few school based service
aimed at reaching chronic truants, as well as reducing school truancy in _general.
Although there is no reliable estimate of how many children might fit the 601 crite-
ria. professionals do agree that existing services can not begin to help all of the chil-
dren in need.

We believe that the best we can do for the thousands of children who are either
on the run, in trouble, or at risk right now in L.A. County is for all of those con-
cerned with the plight of these children including the public agencies such as
DPSS and Probation, the schools, private child-serving _agencies, and community
leadersto develop collaborative planning and service delivery mechanisms. This is
not to deny or underestimate the impact of limited resources to be used to
best advantage, available resources must be coordinated or pooled while efforts are
made simultaneously to secure adequate funding.

CHILDREN'S =ALM DUDS AND fIERITICE GAM

Considerable attention has been given to positive developments in child health,
such as increased immunization, health screening prior to initial admittance into
school, and the virtual elimination of polio. Unfortuantely, such general trends do
not reveal certain specific serious, unresolved, or newly emerging health problems
of our children.
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The following nudor concerns have been identified by United Way's representa-
tive to the Community Task Force that participated in drawing up the C....amyl'
1983 Child and Adolescent Health Plan (Vivian Weinstein, Associate Praessor,
Charles Drew Poet Graduate Medical School).

INFANT MORTALITY AND GAPS IN PRINATAL CARR

While infant mortality rates have declined in California and Los Angeles (1960 -
70-80 trends), Los Angeles continued to have a higher infant mortality rate in virtu-
ally all ethnic groups than thewhere in the State. Moreover, the rate for Black in-
fants is twice that for Whits and Hispanic infants. In 1W the infant ebrath rate
was 10.87 per 1,000 for all babies in California and 12.14 In Las Angeles. For Mack
babies. it was 19.66 in the state and 21.49 for Los Angeles. The rate ibr Infants with
Spanish surnames was 10.23 in the State; 10.32 in Los Angeles (Health Data Sum-
maries, 1982 report, State of California

Ironically, in the light of these for the first time in 40 years, the Los An-
lea Health Department is no free prenatal care to those needing it.

ant women not covered by .1 or Medicare will have to pay $20 or up.
wards for each prenatal care visit. This will Wiped most sharply on poor working
people in all ethnic groups, and may well lead W a rise in infant
the board. It can also result in other serious problems such as low birth and
various types of handicapall carrying greater costs at a later date.

GAPS IN ONGOING MEDICAL CARIB FOR CHILDREN

(1) Well Baby Care at County Health Clinics has also been virtually eliminated
and a policy similar to that for prenatal visits adopted. This means that much
ventive or early medical intervention will no longer be available for many

(2) Provisions to insure medical inoing of all children prior to initial school en-
trance are still in place under CHPD (MW Health and Disability Prevention
Screening Program). This is the California equivalent of EPSDT (Early Periodic
Screening, Diagnosis, and Treatment).

However, most children do not have subsequent ongoing health care and are seen
only when sick. Again, the working poor are in the worst position, being ineligible
for MediCal or Medicare.

(3) Immunization of school age children is still relatively adequate but 33% of
children 3 years old and under are not immunized This points to the importance of
promoting Immunisation in Head Start and other preschool child care inegrama

(4) Increase in Tuberculosis Among Children. --A marked increase in the inci-
dence of tuberculosis among children (and adults) has occurred in recent years; in
Los Angeles the most pronounced being in the Asian and Hispanic

Among Whites, the 1982 rates for -Mrm were very low, 0.5 per 111 for chil-
dren under 5. For Black children under 5, the rate was 7.6, Hispanic children under
5 had a rate of 14.6, while among Asians the ding rate was 93.69.

In 1982, the overall rate for Asians had actual y declined somewhat; this is RE-
cribed by Departmen. of Health Services primarily to a reduction in Indo-Chinese
imm' tion. A sharper decline was registered in the rate for Hispanics, which it is

t, may be caused in part by a reluctance to seek care due to a fear of depot,'
tion undocumented workers (Source: Tuberculosis Control Section, Department of
Heal Services).

(5) Reductions in school based health services, notably reductions in school nurses
and doctors, contribute to weakening further the whole system of health care for
children, especially those whose families have no medical coverage.

SPECIAL. NEE OF ADOMCENT MOTHERS AND THEIR CHILDREN

The special needs of teenage mothers and their children embrace both health
services and a whole range of Social Services. In Los Angeles County, in 1981,
nearly 14% of all births were to teenagers. Of these births, 10,150 were to Hispanic
teenagers, 4,000 were to Black adolescents, and 8,760 to Whites. The remainder were
Asian, other non-White or unknown. The health, educational, social and economic
problems facing this population are formidable and require a comprehensive pro-
gram to protect these babies as well as to help teenage mothers and fathers to

responsible parents.
It is not possible here to outline the varied efforts being made in Los Angeles to

provide services to this population, including the schools, health department, and
many voluntary agencies. A number of local coalitions and service networks have
been developed, but there is as yet no overall countywide planning or coordinating
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center for these programs. Some excellent indivklual local can be reported
to you in writing, if your Committee would like to receive material.

In closing, may I emphasize my conviction that your Committee can play a most
important role in focusing public attention, and the attention of Congress, on the
unmet needs of our children. Surely the people of our country, once under-
stand the need, will insist that the protection of our children, of their and
their lives, deserves the highent priority. Please keep us intOnned of your
and call upon the United Way dim Angeles for any additional assistance we can
provide.

Chairman MILLIM. Thank you very much, Ms. Kaplan.

57$1 11=n
Patterson.

ort. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Let me address a question to both witnesses. In our tour of the

Youth Guidance Center this morning that handles 13- to 18-year-
old boys, we had a chance to chat with juvenile delinquents one on
one, and within small groups. Over and over again, at least what I
heard from this group of mostly young boys, as to what their prob-
lem was or why they are thereI didn't really ask them that ques-
tion specificallybut their biggest problem in life seemed to be
they had nothing to do or that they got mad at somebody and did
something, and then they had the *hem or that they got into
trouble and they put it in those 4 " of terms. All of which
seemed to a lack of some sort of involvement with adults,
either th the schools, through home or through other means.

I am won ring if the people that you see in either of your agen-
cies, the Los ngeles Police Department or the United Way of Los
Angeles, if you hear explanations of recurring situations over and
over again?

Are you able to draw any conclusions as to what happens to chil-
dren that you deal with? I think we all understand that if every-
body had a happy family life and a mother and a father and
$50,000 a year, and thought clean thoughts, that we probably
wouldn't have any children in the predicament that we have, but
we are not in that circumstance.

Can you focus on your experience and tell the committee what
you perceive as being the basic root cause?

Mr. DWORIN. Well, from my experience, I believe it is the family
unit. These children are from either single-parent families, or
where both parents are there, both seem to be working and spend-
ing very little time with the child.

The child, like everybody else. needs affection and attention, and
if the parents are unable or unwilling to provide this affection and
attention, they will seek it somewhere else, either through their
peer group or through another adult who might take advantage of
them.

So, the primary cause, I believe, is the family unit, and the lack
of that attention and affection to the child.

Mr. PAITERSON. Would you care to comment, Mrs. Kaplan?
Ms. KAPLAN. Yes; I would certainly agree that the family unit is

important, probably vitally important, but I would add that we
must remember that there are very powerful social forces imping-
ing on the family.

Now, some family units may be strong enough to withstand this
under the most adverse conditions, though I think every family,
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like every individual, has its breaking point. And the stresses I
would emphasize include

Poverty, for one thing, and when you get into (=luau-
nities like the black mmmuniV, in which you have a t
unemployment rate or better for young teenagers, what . of
future is there for them?

I remember tortifyin on this km= many years ago to a congres-
sional committee, during the Great Depression of the 1930's. It was
34 percent for black men in those days; it is worse today
over 50 percent for young men.

Now, that kind of pressure on a family and on young people and
on their outlooks cannot be minimized. It is too easy to say it is the
family. Yes, the family is the crucial nmdiatim between the child
and the society and in that sense, I agree that an exceptionally
strong be able to overcome some of these adverse
things, but .. the . "4 of poverty and unemployment
are caused outside

We must also face the negative ... of racial discrimi-
nation that unfortunately minorithe encounter in this coun-
try. Here, too, there is a differentiation in family reaction but the
problem itself arkies from the larger society.

One would also have to talk about the condition of the school
system, which is not in good shape. Committees other than yours
are dealing With it, but we have to realize that the situation in the
schools is another aspect of powerful social developments that
make it difficult for the family to carry out its role.

One measure that would help families greatly is more child
careof all types. California has historically been a leader in this
field, but even in California, we are nowhere near having the child
care that we need as a social support for one-parent families, and
for those where both parents work.

So, while we have to work with individual families in our social
agenciesthat is what I did for many, many years as a line worker
before I became an executiveunless we address these broader
social needs simultaneously, the family alone will not be strong
enough to cope effectively with these me* problems.

Mr. PATTERSON. Thank you.
Chairman Maim. Mr. Marriott.
Mr. MARRIOTT. Mr. Chairman, I would like to address my ques-

tions to Detective Dworin.
Do you have any vmific statistics on the child sexual abuser in

terms of a profile? For example, how many of these children who
are abused come from broken homes where the stepfather or boy-
friend or somebody else is involved rather than the natural parent
or sibling?

Do you have an statistics or studies on that?
Mr. Dwoang. There are really no true statistics, only because

child molestation is one of the most underreported crimes. My ex-
pertise goes into the pedophile, usually the outside influence, a
family friend, person of authority over the child who takes adven-
ts& of that position to seduce the child!

There, again, the child is seeking affection and attention that is
not supplied at home, and it is given to them by an adult seeking
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some sexual satisfaction. There are no statistics nationally, because
the FBI does not compile the statistics on child molestation.

Again, it is not reportable to the FBI. Statewide, again, it is only
the statistics of reported child molestation and I do not have a

on that.
Mmutrarr. Is there any relationship between the sexual ex-

ploitation of children and the 14 percent of all births which are to
teenagers?

Mr. DWORIN. That I cannot determine. The sexual molestation of
children usually occurs in the younger children. The average age,
and we are seeing it going lower and lower, it is now about 6 to 12
years of age.

The older children involved in the molestation and exploitation
are involved more in prostitution and the pornography aspects of
it.

Mr. MA Tarr. Finally, do you have any summons when you
mention in your testimony that 70 percfnt of those sexual child
abusers are family or friends or someone that the child knows or
has some sort of relationship with, and only 30 percent or so are
strangers who pick these kids up on the street.

Do you have any information now on the number of family ori-
ented sexual crimes, and how we might solve the problem? If you
were to lay out two or three ways that we might solve the problem
or prevent the problem, what would that be?

Mr. DWORIN. Well, in fact, the U.S. statistics should be 85 per-
cent by a known suspect compared to 15 percent by the total
stranger.

Mr. MARRIOTT. But it is higher than that in Los Angeles?
Mr. DWORIN. That is a national figure.
Mr. MARRIOTT. So, 85 and 15. What should this committee do or

anybody do to solve the problem? We have heard a number of wit-
nesses testify how bad the problem is and we estimate that maybe
up to 1 million children a year are forced into pornography or
other problems not counti all of these sexual exploitation cases.

How do we solve this lea? What are the two or three best
ways for our society to combat this problem?

Maybe Celeste would have a comment as well. We need to get to
the solution. I am not sure I have heard in the last 6 months any
real good solutions.

Mr. Dwomx. Primarily, it is public awareness and education.
Teach the parents that the child is not being seduced by the total
stranger that this is occurring in the home. Have the parents learn
to listen to what the children say. Children do not know how to ex-
press when some type of physical or sexual assault occurred on
them, but they say it in various other forms.

Teach the parents to listen to what the children are saying. That
is primarily the most important thing.

Mr. MARRIOTT. But that only addresses the 15 percent. I am con-
cerned about the 85 percent who are being exploited by their par-
ents or by some sibling.

Mr. Dwom. Well, in fact, the 15 percent are usually the report-
ed cases, because there is some type of violence or force involved,
where the child comes home and says somebody picked them up
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and there was some force involved or a child is kidnaped and mur-
dered.

We see this in headline news and this is what parents will tell
their children,"never take candy from a stranger and yet, this is
only the small percentage. The parents don't teach the children, if
Uncle Charlie puts you on his lap and fondles you, you have a
right to my no, that your body """ :4 to you and nobody can
torah your bo0 unless you give " " and that there are cer-
tain things that people should not do to your body, and if they do,
you tell me as a parent and I would prevent this.

This is what the parents have to learn that the child is not guilty
of sexual abuse when they are victims that they have been

Many children who are victims are afraid to tell their parents
for fear of being blamed or for fear of punishment that they did
something and again the parents have to realise that the
children are and were taken advantage of by an adult who
knew how to seduce g child.

Ms. KAPLAN. I Just want to add I agree with what ye* have said,
and I would add that there are scone models that are to
be - -, . for this. One of the in
Los ` Can , as the result of the State funding that I talked
about earlier, is a t program between one of the voluntary nan-

childprofit that
agencies the sclusol district of Lawndale to reach every

in district.
It has seven schools in an elementary school district. It is a

program aimed at reaching the entire faculty, all the
as many parents as possible along just the lines that Detective

Dworin has outlined. There is even a pamphlet on this that speaks
to the children and to their families. This program is Om to be a
large-scale effort, one of the first that I have rd in a given .

school district to do exactly this educational job.
Now, I have no doubt that one of the incidental things will be

turning up of certain cases of abuse but at the sane time, it is not
a case finding program so much as it is an educational program,
thmLA it is equimM. to handle both of these functions.

I think that is one of the that could be tackled both
through the schools and through the M, urches as well.

Chairman Mum. Ms. Kaplan, you mentioned the Lawndale
School in your testimony. If re could provide those materials to
the committee I would appreciate it.

Ms. KAPLAN. I would be happy to. That is being directed
by my previous agency, El Nido Services, an I think you would be
ve interested in what they are doing.

Chthrman Mzuza. Thank you very much.
Co man Boxer.
Ms. . Thank you very much.
Ms. Kaplan, I want to thank you very much for your testimony

and if I heard you right, I think I heard you say that at least in
Los Angeles, there is a definite correlation between dram cuts
in child protective services and an increase in children's deaths be-
cause of abuse. This is an important point, and I wonder if you can
say that on the record again?

Ile
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Ms. KAPLAN. I think it would be very pinpoint any
one death and I think that would be unfair in certain sense be-
cause certainly the department, even under these was trying
to the best of its ability with the most severe cases. What I was
really trying to suggest is that until you had this sharp increase in
child abuse cases, up three times from in 1978 to 1982. Until that
increase occurred and until the media began to carry prominent
stories about this, we did not get the community response and re-
sponfe from the supervisors which began to restore some of the

Ms. Booms. So what you are saying is that there was a threefold
increase during that period of time?

Ms. KAPLAN. Yes, there was.
Ms. Boma. Detective, I have a few questions for you. Unlike

other crimes, it seems to me we have a very clear milk, as you
have pointed out so well in your testimony, of who the sexual
abuser is going to be, that is someone who has been sexually
abused him or herself. It is amazing, and we know in this crime
that we could shut off this vicious cycle if those people victimized
by child abuse could be helped.

So my question to you is, as you look at this, are we working
enough with the victim, addressing issues so that the victim, in
turn, doesn't become an abuser.

Mr. Dwoam. In California we are. State law mandates that we
notify the department of public social services or another agency to
supply that family and the child with some counseling. Within our
own unit we also give counseling in a very limited capacity based
on the time element.

But the main thing that we have learned from psychiatrists and
psychologists who are experts in the field, is the fact that if the
child can talk about the activity later on in life it becomes just a
bad experience and will not generally effect them. If they retain
this activity to themselves and do not allow this to come out, later
on in life it effects them subconsciously where there is psychologi
cal and emotional problems. These are the people who become the
child molesters, the ones who cannot talk about it, cannot express
what happened to them.

Ms. BOXER. You feel fairly confident that where you can work
with a victim, there is a good chance that you can break the cycle?

Mr. DWO1UN. A very strong chance, yes.
Ms. BOXER. Do you have any number or percentage of how many

cases occurring are being reported?
Mr. DWORIN. There are no true figures. We receive quite a bit of

intelligence through various Federal agencies, such as U.S. Cus-
toms, which has the responsibility for seizing child pornography
coming into the country. In 1 year they seized in excess of 40,000
pieces of child pornography reaching some 20,000 people. Their es-
timate was that they seize only & percent of pornolraphic materials
entering the country, which is extremely low. At the present time,
it is even lower. It probably is a 2 or 3 percentage seizure rate
which will reach potential pedophiles.

Ms. BOXER. My question really is how many sexual abuse cases
are reported in Los Angles?

Mr. DwosiN. I do not have the figure.
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Ms. KAprAz4. I have a figure on all sexual abuses.
Ms. Swum. I wanted figures on child sexual abuse.
Ms. KAPIAN. I asked the . t for some estimate on that

and they made a study of a , period this year, and of the
cases that were reported at that time, some 19,000 that have been
reported up to that time from hut September to this Maywait a
minute, let me get this exactly, because I did misquote myself on
one other figure. Out of the 19,000, at rate, there were 6 percent
that were sexual abuse.

Ms. BOXER. SIX t of the child abuse was sexual abuse?
Ms. KAP1AN. 0.

The figure was from
thought was fair ,refgrensenatandtiv

it
yes.
was

1 4,, out of 19,920, thithr tat - would probably agree
that this is an understated

Mr. DWOIUN. It is understated.
Ms. KAPIAN. This is one of the hardest figures to get and I am

sure you are aware of that.
Could I correct one other figure that you asked me for?
Ms. Boise. Yes.
Ms. KAPLAN. The chili& abuse deaths rose from 16 in 1978 to 35 in

1 We do not have the 1983 figures yet. So that would be more
than double.

Ms. BOXER. The last question to the detective, if I might. You
talked about a number of cases of sexual abuse being perpetrated
by a family member and, of course, it is the desire on the part of
many people to hold and keep the " I" In your
is it sometimes better to remove the #11 I un-
derstand is usually the father in these . &It is it better to
keep _the father in the home and try to treat the father and the
child?

The last part is, does child sexual abuse cut moss income lines?
Mr. Dwoang. I will answer your last question first.. It cuts across

all income, social, religious, economic, and racial backgrounds. As
to an incestuous 10/ : a I upon the type of investiga-
tion, if it is father, i , = in Mend, toward the one
child in the house or just the children in the house, the the psy-
chiatrists have indicated that there is a chance of treatment
through Parents United and through other arganimtions in which
intensive counseling and therapy is effective.

If you take the incestuom parent, who is also the pedophile, who
photaraphs their clulA who seduces other children, then this pe-

e will continue. This is their sexual preference and definitely
parate the child from this person.
Ms. Bosse. Thank you very much.
Chairman Mn.Lea. Congressman Ash.
Mr. Fin'. I thank both our witnesses for a very stimulating dis-

cussion.
Detective, we have 85 percent of child molestation occurring

within the family or friendship relationships versus 15 t
strangers. Now, that is 100 percent, and what I want to fiM out is
where we find the person who ta, the exploiter, the person who
profits from the prostituti in, t the sale of po and so
forth. If he has-to be part of that 100 percent and I
just tell me if I am wrong-1 would assume that a potential source

,
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for this individual would be those who run away from home be-
cause they have been sexually abused by a family member or close
friend. Am I right so far?

Mr. DWORIN. The child pornographer, the exploiter of children
generally falls into the 85-percent category. Of course, the excep-
tion is the two gentlemen in San Francisco who kidnaped the 2-
year-old girl and kept her locked in a van for a number of months,
sexually abusing her and photographing her, falls into the total
stranger who also will gain some financial satisfaction.

The runaway child on the street, the 1 to 2 million estimated
runaway children on the street each year, frequently will go into
prostitution or pornography in order to survive and this is where,
again, your child pornographer and your pimp will take advantage
of the children, but it is not through force initially, it is through
affection and attention towards these runaways, a place to stay.

Mr. FISH. But I suppose one of the reasons for runways would be
alcoholism in the family. One reason could be that you are sexually
abused?

Mr. DWORIN. Sexually abused,_physically abused, rejection at
home, no attention and affection. There are numerous reasons why
a child runs away from homeboredom. But when they are on the
street, they have to survive and in order to survive they frequently
go into some type of illegal activity.

Mr. FISH. The most valuable thing I have gotten out of this is
what you have told us about the need for knowledge of the source
of this problem and the need for parental communication and once
again, you get back to this issue of criminal justice and at the
young age at which we are going to have to reach these children.

Coming from New York State, the publicity that we see on the
news is the relationships at such places as Covenant House and the
places on 42d Street in New York City, where those young prosti-
tutes come to for shelter. But apparently they turn right around
after sleeping and being fed and go right back on the street. There
is no real way of controlling this. There are two or three places
that are church operated that are just revolving doors.

Now, you, as law enforcement, do you have a similar situation in
Los Angeles?

Mr. DWORIN. Yes sir, very much so. The child's self-esteem is ex-
tremely low. They are guilty in their own minds. They did some-
thing wrong. Nobody can help the child and this is what the child
thinks about, and so they go into the covenant houses. They go into
a halfway home. They get some proper attention for a short period
of time, but there is no further counseling toward that child. There
is no education. There is no employment for the child, so they go
back on the streets in order to get whatever monetary gains they
can.

Mr. FISH. How would you break that? How would you cut that
and keep them from going back into the streets?

Mr. DWORIN. Through education. Through building up their self-
esteem. But if a child understands that there is nothing for them
when they finish with this halfway home, this covenant home, they
will go back and continue what they are doing. To make $300 a
night on the street as a prostitute, compared to $3.50 working in a
supermarket is a great deal of difference.
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Chairman Mnaza. The time has expired.
Mr. Rea May I ask for X/ seconds?
Mailman MILLER. Surely.
Mr. F. At the end af- pour testimony you referred to the spe-

cial needs of adolescent mothers and you said prevention is ex-
tremely important, or vital I think_you said, but you said you are
not ping to develop that fiarther. That be because time was
running out. Could I ask you if you could it or tell us in

how we can respond to people who say I would like to do
about preventing teenage pregnancy? I would love to re-

ceive in writing your ideas.'
Ms. KAPLAN.I W8111 really not "4* 4 my remarks to the pre-

vention of pregnancy. I was actually 'L about the thousands
and thousands of teenage parents and babies that already
exist that need services if we are to prevent the very high risk of
child neglect, if not child abuse.

But you are saying you would like more material dealing with
prevention programs of the itself, if I understand it?

Mr. Funs. In my own district there is a coalitim of
100 black women who made this a project for this year and asked
me if I could give them any background of experiences elsewhere
that they could refer to.

Ms. KAPLAN. Well, I can see that that material is gathered and
sent to the committee and I will be happy to do it.

Mr. SIKORSKL Mr. Chairman, in the interest of the three more
panels, I will forego my . I do want to commnd Ms.
Kaplan and Detective Dvro M for their valuable testimony.

hinzga. Congressman Wolf.
Mr. Wou. I have a couple of comments.
Ms. Kaplan, I with everything you said and Detective

Dworin, the same holds true moments, al-
I want to ask Kaplan one question which

ma can be of help. As I see it Ms. plan, we haven't really
covered of the root problems. How are we going to solve these
problems? Tim question is why are families biking down? What
about family members who aren't home, but who are obviously
trying to make that extra dollar so they can be a success in the
world, as we value that socalled success.

What about the fact that there is a breakdown of just values,
that fewer people are trusting 'm spiritual beliefs. What about the
problem of low self-esteem? Why don't children believe in or have
confidence in themselves? Violence on IV, what about doing some-
thing about that? Everything you said is accurate. I suppmi every-
thing you said about funding and all the budgets aM things like
that but what are you going to do about getting to where the "
lem begins and remove the risk to these young people who 't
have the problems today. How are we going to salve that?

Ms. KAPLAN. I think there is no one magic way to deal with this,
but there are some root problems that ck) have to be addressed and
key services or that are needed. Perhaps the single most
important unde 'ng would be the development of a many sided
approach to child care in this country.

I would single that out as a major need, because we are dealing
not only with many single parent families, but with many, many
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families in which both parents have to work. I think we have a per-
manent problem to deal with in this country that is going to re-
quire a multiple approach to the question of child care, including
not only as we have in California, those that are sponsored by the
department of education. We have many children's centers here in

ifornia. We never lost them entirely after World War II.
But in addition, there is an increase, for example, in employer

child care. There are child care sponsored by
gicluirchreetsi.i There are multiple approaches w it is not my task
here today to outline. But I would emphasize that the strengthen-
mg of the family would be enormously enhanced by this, because it
takes off much of the strain. You are dealing here with the chil-
dren that are left alonethe latch key children, the younger chil-
dren, you are dealing with the lack of care to older children when
they get out of school. Many problems can be averted by proper
child care.

Also to the degree that we can tackle the school system in this
country and restore it to some of the strength that it once hadwe
will do much to help our children. I am not now talking about the
social services for the kids that are already in trouble, because I
don't think you are asking that. Instead I would .7..attr
our schools and child care as well as teenage em criti-
cally important. These are three pivotal questions t need to be
addressed.

Mr. WOLF. I have been an admirer of Dr. Dobson's work. Are you
familiar with Dr. Dobson's film series out here in California?

Mr. DWORIN. No, I am not.
Ms. KAPLAN. I would add that I was answering off the back of

my head. The one I would add is parenting education in the
schools. I would add that

Mr. WOLF. Do you believe that can be done?
Ms. KAPLAN. Some of it can be done, particularly if what we do

is have our teenage parents in the regular school system, have
their kids on campus as we do in a few schools in Los Angeles in
child care centers, use the child care centers as a way of beginning
to teach all the young people in the school about it.

There are some model schools that are doing that and that can
be done right within the school system. You get two for the price of
one.

You handle the problem of the children that are already children
of adolescents and you teach the others about them, too.

Mr. WOLF. Will you submit the model schools for the record?
Ms. KAPLAN. You mean the names?
Mr. WOLF. The names.
Ms. KAPLAN. I would say that although there are gaps, there are

four schools in the Los Angeles unified school district that are
doing it. One of them is Lock High School in south central Los An-
geles, the heart of the black community. One is San Fernando High
School in a major Latino community.

Both of them have programs and the other schools, I don't know
by name at the moment, but I will find them out, but those are two
schools you should look into.

Mr. Wm". Thank you very much.
Chairman Miu.za. Congressman Coats.
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Mr. Comm Thank Mr. Chairman.
Deteogve, you and we Mani testimony yesterday in

Salt Lake and through some of our otitis. hearings, about the per-
petual nature of the child alms and abo that finding a
cure for the habitual child abuser proved very elusive.

What is your sayerienoe l terms of cure rates for child abusers
deaftterainV received couneelkg or some form of treatment or were

What is the repeat mature of child abuse and are we
loo at something that in truth has a cure rate?

Mr. In the incestuous family relationship there is a
cure rate and it is fairl high
meat. For the "total

.:4 proper counseling and treat-
" molester and the pedophile,

the cure rate is extremely low.
These are people who gain their sexual satisfacticm from being

around children, from sexually mol it-. children, and experts
have cbtermined that they are not baskally.

Mr. Come. What then is your recommendation in terms of
mmim these pool& from society? What is California law?

Mr. fis. Well, they have inmeased the penalty in California
for child inelesialisa. They have mandated prbon sentences for
certain people who have a custodial-type position for children, for
example, sports balers, schmAteacluws, and whatnot. These are
mandatory prism terms

It is realised that these people :4= t out a professbn or volun-
teered their services to be close to = children they expected to
molest.

Mr. Co* s What about the diem:kr that just keeps comities back
up? He or she has not been cured and they keep coming through
the -z They are not professional. They are not in a particular
posi . How do we keep them from molestine

Mr. Dwoanz. Really, there is no answer other than locking them
away in some type of thcility.

Mr. COATS. Is that done in California?
Mr. DWOR1N. We are seeing it more and more, but not to the

extent I would like to see.
Mr. COATS. But probably not until alter the third or fourth of-

fense. Is that a fair characterization?
Mr. Dworuw. Generally, a fair characterisation, again, unless a

person has a Lion of authority over a child, the majority of sus-
pects that I with and our unit deals with do not have a past
criminal history. They are law-abiding members of the community,
respelled in their communities and it is a shock to the community
that they find out that the schoolteacher, the police officer, is in-
volved in molestation of children.

These are the people that will continue and must be separated
from society to t the children from being molested.

Mr. COATS. You would recommend separation or incarceration
then after the first offense?

Mr. DwowN. Yea, I would.
Mr. COATS. And for what period of time, given our abysmal

record on cure rates?
Mr. Dv/mum. M personal opinion, as long as possible.
However, I the dictates of society and the monetary

situation. A prime example is the gentleman, I believe, in Orange
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County who was just sentenced to death for the murder and moles-
tation of a 12- year.old newspaperboy. He had a past molestation

es.
history, but the prison system released him because of financial dif-
ficulti

He was on the street 6 months. He molested and murdered a 12-
year-old boy and was rearrested and was just sentenced to death.

Mr. Coms. Do you think that would serve as an effective deter-
rent?

Mr. Dwoaui. For this one individual.
Chairman Mniza. The gentleman's time has expired.
Mr. COATS. May I in 30 seconds make one comment? I am not

asking a questkm here. I am making a statement.
Ms. Kaplan, I apiweciate your testimony. What frustrates me so

much is that we continually are attempting to find the Band-aid to
bind the wound. We direct so much of our mention to the wounds
because they are bleeding and

trying to deal with how to stop the
wound from inflicted in the first place. As Congressman /olf
said, we must at the root causes or else we are in a repetitive
situation where we add more money and workers to address the
wounds and we do nothing to stop the wounds from being inflicted.

The place that we visited this morning carts $1 million a year to
operate. We need to operate it to take care of those who need that
care, but somehow we have got to firm a way to reduce the entry of
those people into that system. We need to look at the family, the
church, the community and the extended family, the social struc-
ture of our Nation, to find answers to that or we will never have
enough Band -aids to put over all the wounds.

We just have limitations on what we can do. So anything you can
do to enlighten us al. > that line, and I say that to anyone here, is
something we must 1.. to

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for the extra time.
Chairman Mills& The Chairman would like to recognize that

the committee has been joined by Congressman Weiss of New
York.

Mr. Muss. It is a delight to be finally with you.
Chairman Miriam I think Congressman Marriott has a point of

clarification.
Mr. Msaarorr. Just to clarify one question. The question is only

what we are defining as child pornography. Child pornography that
is on the street today is not the well-published magazines with col-
ored pictures. Isn't it more the individual shots that are being
taken by parents and amateurs that is being exploited? Hasn't the
law pretty well cut down on the full-blown child porn magazines
and now we are dealing with the homemade version of pornogra-
phy?

Mr. DWORIN. Child pornography has always been a cottage indus-
try produced by the amateur, the "'I I for their own personal
use and to ew.hange within the . - . community. Eventually
these photographs turd up in a country that produces and distrib-
utes child pornography in the forms of magazines, movies, video-
tapes, which are now very popular, so you see both sides of it.
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It is illegal in the United States to purchase child .pornography
and the majority is coming in from overseas although many of the
children in these magazines are U.S. citizens or U.S. children.

Mr. Mssawrrr. Thank you very much.
Chairman IlinAsa. Thank you very much fOr your testimony and

for yuur time.
Cn Mama. Next, the committee will hear from Panel No

2, Jean Forbath, Dr. Due Nguyen, Catherine Blakemore, Denise
Ojala, and Emma Jane Riley.

Welcome to the committee. As you can see, the testimony al-
ready presented obviously raise a number of important questions
and concerns. As a result, questioning always takes longer than the
testimony. We would appreciate it if you could summarize your tes-
timony to the extent you feel comfortable, and raise those points
that you think the committee most certainly ought to be made
aware of.

Again, your entire written statements will be placed in the per-
man mit record of this hearing. So, first we will hear from Jean For-
bath, who is the executive director of Share Our Selves, from
Orange County.

STS TEMENT OF JEAN FORBATH, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, SHARE
OUR SELVES, ORANGE COUNTY

Ms, FORRATH. Thank you, Mr. Miller.
I would like to summarize my testimony, but I am afraid I would

have too much to say and talk too long, so I will stick to the writ-
ten script.

My name is Jean Forbath. I am executive director of Share Our
Selves. Share Our Selves is a nonprofit organization which has
been attempting to respond to the need of the "" in Orange
County for over 13 years. We are open to serve wee ys from 9 to
3 and are staffed totally by volunteers.

In our 13 years of existence we have never had a paid staff.
Although we are located in Costa Mesa, we rec® clients from

every city in Orange County. From our small office, with our vol-
unteer staff, we are averaging over 160 families a day who come to
us with a myriad of needs.

Yesterday we hit our . We had 246 families.
In October we emergency food to 18,363 people and

funds for such things as motels, utilities, prescriptions, transporta-
tion, rents totaling $34,000.

Except for a small t from the city of Costa Mesa and a one-
time only grant of

gran
A funds through the county, all of our

funds come from voluntary contributions. In the last year-and-a-
half our caseload and our expenditure of funds have jumped from
3,000 = 'plea month to 18,000, and from $8,000 to an average of
S26,11 .

This dramatic jump can be attributed, of course, to the economic
downturn of the last 2 years and also to the cuts in social services
and emergency assistance from the Federal, State, and county gov-
ernments.

Our clients are the same as the poor in other regions. However,
in Orange County it is especially hard to be poor because of the
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rception of our county of one of affluence. When you think of
County, what do you think of? ) - land, Newport Beach,

ben people cover the . '.4- of "Gen . : and hide the home-
less, the !wavy, and the - " who are increasing every day.
Our clientele is composed of the chronically poor and the new poor,
the unem and the If I .. long-time Orange Countyrests the newly arrived . for a better life. We serve
many undocumented workers who have nowhere else to turn when

work
their children are hungry, the rent corms due and time is no

Al the unemployment figures in Orange County look rosy,
we feel do not give a fair picture ci what really is happening.
Many of the employed are in low- service jobs such as fast
foods, maids, butthoys, gardeners. wages cannot support a
family.

Many have given up looking for work or have never received un-
employment benefits or whose benefits have long since run out.
These people do not show on the unemployment statistks Also,
there are man.y factors that make living in Orange County
cially difficult for the poorour high cost of .average rental for a 'I apartment is $525. Figure out
how you are going to pay for that on AFCD or sea or unemploy-
ment or any of the other good things we have.

Another problem is our inadequate transportation system. All
the jobs are beautiful, but you can't get there. Also, we have a
great inadequacy of day care facilities. These are only a few of the
things that make it hard to be poor in Orange County.

The most important issue that we see is the lack of affordable
housing. In Orange County this is almost at a crisis level. Every
day 3.O.3. sees scores of people who have been evicted and cannot
afford the move-in costs to find another place.

Consequently, they move in to motels and are stuck
there for months. Others cannot even the motels and sleep
in their cars, if they are lucky enough to have a car. Others camp
out in our county campgrounds for 14 days, but then must move
on, for the county allows someane to stay only 14 days in the parks
in any one month.

It has been estimated that there are a v ..; ft tely 4,000 home-
less people every night in our county. = - range from the bag
ladies, the transients, the mentally ill to - just down on
their luck. Orange County has very few emergency shelters and
none owned or operated by the county. The few shelters there are
are always full and way overcrowded.

We have been hearing a lot earlier this morning about child
abuse and child neglect. Just picture for yourself, if you will, that
you are a mother or a mother and a father with four children and
you have to live in a me -room motel for 3, 4, 5, 6 months or
have to live in your car and be very careful that you are not
up by the police or a child protective worker because you don't
have a place to live or maybe you have to camp in the parks for 14
days and then wonder where are going to go for the rest of the
month. Just think how that an and that trauma could not
have some effect on how you treat your children.

"..11
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We see homeless families that come to S.O.S. month after month.
The first month they come it is pretty good. The kids look OK and
the parents talk to them . The next month it is a little bit
more tremendous and we really are concerned about those
children and it all has to do with ..

It has nothing to do with Pill " being m issing or rotten in
that family. It is a situation of homelessness that they find them-
selves in. So is an impmUnt factor when we are talking
about child abuse . child neglect

The cuts in social services in recent years have added greatly to
our case loads. With the first cut in AFDC eligibility, our clients
jum

T_ped
by la) t.

and lunch programs as well as inThe cuts in Jt e

the WIC have our demand for food tremendous-
ly. Men health cuts have made it much more difficult to care for
many of the disturbed who come routinely to 8.0.8. for
emergency funds for t. , transportation, food.

They blow their SSI the first part of the month and than are out
on the street again. Or they may not even have established enough
of an address even to receive their check. Also, own some motion-
allizedperson will berserk in our office. They ems hospi-

only to be after 72 hours and the cycle begins

We have so few psychiatric beds in our county that oftentimes
local police don't want to drive the distances . and merely
give the disturbed . . a lest us, take him a brief dW,- away
fr= the place of , and then Mean him.

The newest phenomena we are =. "c- .4411.: Is a rise in the num-
bers of people who are finding great .*.- in obtaining access
to medical care. Unless it is an emergency which is life threatening
or obvioisily in need of immediate care, medically intftent adults
who were cut from MediCal last January have a difficult time of

proper care.
Also, for scores of undocumented workers, medi-

cal care is nearly A deposit is needed at most medical
facilities and payment of bills is pursued with peat vigor. At S.O.S.
we have at least two people a day coming with their notices from
collection agencies demanding . t for medical treatment We
try to convince them there is no : . prison in this country, but
they are frightened and ask us to pay on their medal bill even
before their rent

Their rent is due and the utilities are due and they want us to
help them pay their medical bills because the collection agents are
dunning them.

Another medical cut that is hurting people tremendous' is the
many medicines that have been cut from the approved
list. Scores of people come to us with prescriptions they cannot
afford to have filled.

We have seen sick children who have gone for days without the
medicine prescribed for them because there was no money to pay.
Senior citizens have found that medicines they have taken for
years can no longer be covered and they can't afford them. Also,
the increase in the amount of shared cost of care under MediCal is
a great hardship.
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One of the greatest problems we face at S.O.S. is maintaining an
adequate supply of food to provide to the families who come to us.
As motioned earlier, we are an average of 16 fernlike a
day for foodthat is 640 people. e would like to give them
enough food for a few days, but we usually manage to scrape up
enough for only three or four meals.

The surplus cheese has been a great help, but we need more of it
and more powdered milk, rice, and whatever our Government is
storing. We have been trying to get powckired milk in Orange
County for the last 3 or 4 weeks. we keep asking the i ood Bank
when is it going to.Tniet,. They keep saying we keep asking for it,
but we have not

If you can . ,- . the right button and get us some more surplus
food, it would be terrific.

Grassroots groups like S.O.S. have no trouble distributing it to
those in need. Our only problem is keepinf an uate ,v.
Anything you can do to increase the quantity and variety of sur-
plus foods distributed to the poor of our land would be a tremen-
dous service.

Besides the cheese, we purchase such things as peanut butter,
powdered milk, apilie sauce, soup, cereal, baby formula,
pinto beans in large quantities. For example, we use 800 pint:fithigunl'
pinto beans a week and if we could afford it, we could use twice
that number.

Churches, schools, service groups have food drives for us, but it is
never enough. We get day-old bread and produce, but, once again,
never enough. People ask us how do you know the people really are
in need. We answer, would you wait in line for 1512 to 2 hours for
what we are able to give if you weren't really 12 .:. ?

the opportunity. I ope I have given a alu: ..;.:4 t hit° the plight
It has been my eaatr® to address . i you for. ..,

of the poor in Orange County.
I really must ask your forgiveness, but I really have to leave and

if you have any questions of me, I hope the other panelists don't
mind. I don't know if that can be done.

Chairman MILLER. You know how rigid the Congress of the
United States is. Does anybody have any questions they would like
to ask of Mrs. Forbath?

Mr. PATTERSON. Mr. Congressman, I would like to applaud what
Jean Forbath has done in our county, and we appreciate the tre-
mendous work on a volunteer basis that you have done. I lauded
you a little bit in my opening remarks indicating the 18,000 per
month in the month of October that you fed through S.O.S. and I
would also like to indicate that Jean Forbath is a newly elected
chairperson of the Orange County Human Relations Commission,
and we think that will be a fine addition to the county and we laud
you for it.

[Applause. j
Chairman MILLER. If I might ask a brief question. How long have

you been in existence?
Ms. FORBATH. For 13 years.
Chairman Mitt. Everyone involved is volunteer?
Ms. Foam. Yes.
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Chairman MILLER. In October of 1983, did 18,000 people come
there?

Ms. FORBATIL Yes.
Chairman Rin.ura. This is for all of the services?
Ms. Polymers'. That statistic, 18,388, was for food. They also got

financial aid. We also have clothes and furniture and all that, too.
Chairman MILLER. But there were 18,000 who may have taken

advantage of other services.
Ms. Foitewrit. Yes.
Chairman Mama. Thank you very much.
Mr. Miunuarr. Just one . I keep hearing about the tre-

mendous surplus of food the Government has got sitting
but I don't know whether that is true or not. But it might

leore=ly worthwhile for to to do some investigation into what is
out there.

If we are just food and it is going unused and we are er-

g:inn:14r tend hatliretobendthata we
are

kee it, I think
too much

that loll amwethatveshoukl be di=ed.get
, an area that is as wealthy as this one is, how

ail

is
(Immunity at providing charitable giving to the poor? abotheut
that?

Ms. FossATa. I heard a statistic a couple of years o that
Orange. County has the second highest median income in California
and it is second lowest in percentage giving to the United Way.

Mr. MAzatcriv. Well, that ought to .be something to look into. I
think that maybe we ought to put a drive together to raise some
moray

Thank you very much.
Chairman MILLE& Congressman Weiss.
Mr. Wens. Just to follow up. Could you give us some indication

as to where the money comes from? You said you spend about
$25,000 a month. Where do you get it from?

Ms. FOILBTIL We have so beautiful angels. The tage
who do give. Most of our are from individuals. We

percen
are

not a United Way agency, although we can get desk; lations. We do
not receive any corporate donations.

We just mlly work hard aid people come and see that what is
given to us goes directly to the poor. Our only administrative over
heed the rent that we pay and our donors like it and we have
1, /00 on our mailing list and t: are only put there if they are
warm bodies, so we do have a : support group.

Mr. WEISS. What kind of sympathyI guess is the word I want
do you get from what I gather is a fairly conservative community,
which are not particularly fond of the Government programs?
What is the attitude toward you as far as local support?

Ms. FORUM We have tremendous rapport working with the
city of Costa Mesa that has developed over a long time. I think
they thought it was better to join us than fight us or vice versa.

We also sort of are the thorn in the side of county government
many times, but we have been able to get some response. It is
always a chore.

I think the biggest problem that we have had is to really con-
vince people that there are poor in Orange County. That is our big-
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neceasary and merely give the disturbed person a lecture, take him a brief distance
away from the place of disturbance and then release him.

The newest phenennena we are is a rise in the numbers of people
who are finding great difficulty in access to medial cam Unless it's an
ensers=anwpich is lib threatening or

adults who were cut frm
in need of immedhete care, midi-

ger Jstaining proper care. Also for scores of poverty stricken undocumented workers,
last January have a difficult time

medical care is nearly impossible. A deposit is needed at most medical facilities and
payment of bills le pursued with great vigor. At S.O.S. we have at least two people a
day coming with their notices from collodion 11.111101111 t for med-
ical treatment. We try to convince them there is no debtor's prison this country,
but they ase frightened eaul ask us to pay on their medical bill even before their
rent.

Another medial cut that is hiding people tremembausly is the many medieines
that have been cut from the approved MediCal list- Scores of people come to us with
prescripticms they cannot milord to have filled. We have seen sick children who have
gone for without the medicine prescribed for them bemuse there was no money
to Pay. - citizens have found that medicines they have taken for years can no
longer be covered and can't afford them. Also the increase in the amount of

,

shared cost of care =ler is a great hardship.
One of the greatest problems we face at S.O.S. is maintaining an adequate supply

of fool to provide to the &milieu who come to us. As mentioned earlier, we are serv-
ing an averse of 160 families a day for fixedthat's ode people. We would like to
ghee them enough Rood fbr a few days, but we nodally manage to scrape up enough

Mereonly three cw four meek. The surplus cheese has been a great help, but we nee,1
Mere of it and more_ powdered milk. ADP, and whatever our government is starin
Grass roots groulreelitg&O.S. haw nu trouble distributing it to them in need. Our
only problem is mpply. Anything you can do to increase the
remaneand variety of surplusus distributed to the poor of our land would be a

service.
Besides the cheese, we purchese such things as peanut butter, powdered milk,

apple mute, soup, cereal, baby ibrmula, macaroni, pinto beans in large quantities.
For example, we use 800 pounds of beans a week and if we could of it, we
could use twice that number. Chur schools, service groups have food drives for
us, but it is never enough. We get day old bread and produce. but once again never
enough. People ask us how do you know the people really are in need. We answer
would you wait in line for an hour and a half to two hours for what we're able to
give?

It's been my pleasure to address your panel. Thank you for the opportunity. I
hope I have given a little insight into the plight of the poor in Orange County.

Chairman MILLER. Dr. Due Nguyen.

STATEMENT OF REV. DUC NGUYEN, CHAPLAIN TO THE REFIT,
GEES. ST. ANSELM'S CHURCH AND DIRECTOR, VIETNAMESE
YOUTH CENTER, ORANGE COUNTY

Reverend Nouyaiq. Mr. Chairman, and members of the commit-
tee, I am Reverend Nguyen, chaplain at St. Anselm's Episcopal
Church, working with the Indochinese refugees in Orange County
and also the director of the youth center in Garden Grove.

Thank you for allowing me to testify on behalf of the Indochinese
families in this area.

As you probably know, since 1975 almost a million Indochinese
have fled their homelands to seek refuge in the United States and
other countries. Many have come to lifornia, and especially to
Orange County to resettle. It is estimated that about 70,000 are
now residing in Orange County, and if this kind of weather contin-
ues in the East and the Midwest, many more will be coming here.
Like any other American, they come here to seek good life and
good weather, an existing community, employment opportunities,
and a prosperous future.
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In spite of many ma-called success stories, Indochinese families
are undergoing the most trying time due to cultural, community
and economic pressures.

Let me address the problem in relation to the families.

I. FAMILY Femme;

1. COLLAPSE OF THE =TENDED FAMILY SYSTEM

Extended families are giving way to nuclear families due to
and economic realities. For hundreds of years, Indochinese f
have 'relied on the support - of the extended fiunilies for their
economic and social life. that aystem collapses and leaves
them with no alternative. Parents can no longer entrust their chil-
dren to their grandparents during the working hours, they have to
rely on the welfare system to survive.

These who can work have to work to hours in order to have
enough money to pay for child care and this leads to many family
breakups.

2. FAMILY BREAKUPS

The new society provides freedom and opportunities for both par-
ents to seek employment, and this has proven valuable to women.
Women who have felt oppressed by their husbands and parents are
now exercising their freedom and their rights. Very often they do
not foresee the impact on their families an ...hildren. This results
in family breakups.

Family breakups are also caused by the separation of the fami-
lies during the exodus. Many families were divided as they left
their homeland or members of their families were drowned at sea
as they tried to reach the shores of other countries in Southeast
Asia. Emnomic pressures also lead to psychological pressures and
ultimately to family breakups.

These breakups have a very great impact on the psychological
development of the children and may endanger the future of fami-
lies within the refugee community.

3. INTEGRATED COMMUN1TI FOR INDOCHINESE FAMILIES

Indochinese families live in isolation within their own ghetto.
There is a need for them to integrate into the American communi-
ty and be a part thereof.

4. STARVATION AND HOMELESSNESS

It is hard to believe that there is starvation and homelessness
amidst so much wealth in our society. But a number of Indochi-
nese, like other Americans, are enduring these hardships. Most of
these people are waiting to receive public assistance. T hard
times have an impact on the families and the children.

Let me deal with the question of youth among the Indochinese
community.
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II. YOUTH PROBLEMS

The Indochinese population is a young population because Indo-
chinese families have more children than averagretmerican fami-
lies. The problem of youth could be classified in areas:

1. EDUCATION

Since education is highly valued in Indochina, especially in Viet-
nam, it is obvious that Indochinese put greater emphasis on having
their children achieve well in school. It is true that a good number
of Indochinese young people are doing well in school, but many
have dropped out of the system, some even become delinquent, or
gang members.

This is because many of these young people, who had very little
education in Vietnam, are now put in class according to their
but beyond their educational ability. If a young man is 17 -y ld,
and he only had a second grade education, he is now put in the
11th grade because of his age, he could not cope with the problem
in school.

They just stay in classrooms learning nothing, until they reach
18, or drop out. These are potential problems of the society.

2. SOCIAL PROBLEMS OF YOUTH

A good number of youths who are not coping with pressure in
school are becoming social problems. become delinquent, join-
ing gangs, harassing businesses and burg homes in order to
make a living.

The number of Vietnamese homes burglarized by Vietnamese.
youth has increased in recent months. Some of them are also in-
volved in drugs. They became vulnerable for recruitment by other
well-organizW, experienced gang groups. The problems could mush-
room in the future if no solution is found.

3. LASTLY, CULTURAL ISSUES

Indochinese youth are undergoing a cultural transformation.
Many want to deny their past and learn the practices of the new
culture, but they cannot. They become rebellious within the family
and community.

Others vehemently deny the influence of the new culture, yet
they cannot withstand the cultural impact of the new society.
Many parents are doing likewise and this may lead to psychologi-
cal problems which they cannot cope with. A new cultural identity
is needed for these young people so that they can find a cultural
and psychological balance for their lives.

CHILDREN

The next area I want to address is the problems with the chil-
dren. As there are more broken families, consequently, more chil-

d dren will suffer from anguish of living in a single parent family,
having nobody home as they come home after school.

As pressures mount in the families, the children are likely to
become targets for abuse by their parents. There is no doubt that
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few of the parents deliberately abuse their children, but very often
they become scapegoats for the anger and frustration of the new
life in this society.

Indochinese tend to keep family problems within their family
circle, and they rarely report these problem to the authorities.
Indochinese neighbors also tend to look at these problems as do-
mestic affairs and are not willing to = .. to the authorities.

HaWm is also a big problem fw. .. refugees and muse.
quently children suffer from unsani tary, run-thiwn
living quarters. They have few English-spealdng f ri, thus they
do not have opportunities to practke their English outside the
classroom, and their chance to escape from poverty lessens as they
continue to live in the same neighborhoothi.

I would like to mention a few suggestions to the committee and
sometimes I use the word "supporting" or ". It does not
mean financially only, but it does mean moral support of the
leadership of the country, of the people in leadership of the com-
munity.

One, providing special temporary shelters for abused spoliate
who need a place to sort out their problems, or providing bilingual
staff at the existing shelter.

Two, supporting community orgaitizations, neighborhood groups
in their efforts to help members of the families.

Three, funding bihnfual vocational training programs to help
youth of limited educational backgrounds so that they can have the
skills to become productive members of society instead of requiring
them to sit in class beyond their ability.

Four, supporting cultural education so that the children will
have some direction for their future.

Five, providing support for counseling services for children and
families.

Six, providing tutoring programs for children through college
work study programs so that college students can be involved in
the community.

Seven, providing education for the community so that they know
the resources available to them in terms of child abuse, drug addic-
tion, alcoholism and juvenile delinquency.

Eight, support sport programs to keep youth busy with meaning-
ful activities.

Nine, enabling the community to provide temporary shelters,
food and clothing for homeless,families during their transition peri-
od,

These are only a few suggestions which may help solve some of
the problems I just mentioned. I hope that the committee will look
at these problems and suggestions carefully and provide necessary
support for the community.

Thank you for your attention.
Chairman Musa. Thank you.
[Prepared statement of Dr. Duc X. Nguyen follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT or DR. Due X. NGUYEN, CHAPLAIN AT Sr. Amt's MCC AND
Mammon or Vurreamesz YOUTH CENTER, GARDSN GROVE, CALIF.

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Committee and Staff, Ladies and Gentleman.
Thank you for allowing me to testify on behalf of the Indochinese families in this
area.

AB you probably know, since 1975 almost a million Indochinese have fled their
homelands to seek refuge in the U.S. Many have come to California, and specially to
Orange County to resettle. It is estimated that about 70,000 are now residing in
Orange County, and if this kind of weather continues in the East and the Midwest
many more will be coming here. Like any other American, they come here to seek
good life and good weather, an existing community, employment opportunities, and
a prosperous

e
future.

In spit of many so-called sumacs stories. Indochinese families are undergoing the
most trying time due to cultural, community and economic pressures

1. 1411111.116

I. Collapse of the &tended (airily system. Extended families are giving way to
nuclear families due to legal and economic realities. For hundreds of years, Indochi-
nese families have relied on the support system of the extended families for their
economic and social life. Suddenly that system collapses and leaves them with no
alternative. Parents can no longer entrust their childien to their grandparents
during the working hours, they have to rely on the welfare system to survive.

Those who can work have to work hours in order to have enough money to
pay for child care and this leads to many breakups.

2. Family breakups.The new society provides freedom and opportunities for both
parents to seek t, and this has proven valuable to women. Women who
have felt oppremed their husbands and parents are now exesekiing their freedom
and their rights. Very often they do not foresee the impact on their families and
children. This results in family breakups.

Family breakups are also caused by the separation of the families during the
exodus. Many families were divickel as they left their homeland or members of their
families were drowned at sea as they tried to reach the shores of other countries in
Southeast Asia. Economic pressures also teed to psychological pressures and ulti-
mately to family breakups.

These breakups have a very great impact on the psychological development of the
children and may endanger the future of families.

J. Integrated communities htdoehinase families. Indochinese families live in
isolation within their own There is a need for them to integrate into the
American community and be a part thereof.

4. Starvation & Hamel .It is hard to believe that there is starvation and
homelessness amidst so much wealth in our society. But a number of Indochinese,
like other Americans, are these hardships. Mast of these people are wait-
ing to receive public assistance. hard times have an impact on the families
and the children.

Ii. YOUTH

The Indochinese population is a young population because Indochinese families
have more children than average American families. The problem of youth could be
classified in three areas:

L EducationSince education is highly valued in Indochina, especially in Viet-
nam, it is obvious that Indochinese put greeter emphasis on having their children
achieve well in school. It is true that a good number of Indochinese young people
are doing well in school, but many have dropped out of the system, some even
become delinquent, or gang members. This is because many of these young people,
who had very little education in Vietnam are now put in class according to their
age, but beyond their educational ability. They just stay in classrooms learning
nothing, until they reach 18, or drop out. These are potential problems of the socie-
ty.

2. Social. A good nuLiber of the who are not coping with pressure in school,
are becoming social problems. They become delinquent, joining gangs, harassing
businesses and burglarizing homes in order to make a living. The number of Viet-
namese homes burglarized by Vietnamese youth has increased in recent months.
Some of them are also involved in drugs. They became vulnerable for recruitment
by other well organized, experienced gang groups. The problems couil mushroom in
the future if no solution is found.
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Ca iturn1.Indochinese youth are undergoing a cultural transformation. Many
want to deny their and learn the practices of the new culture, but they can not.

of
within the family and community. Other vehemently deny

the Wfl of the new culture, yet can not withstand the cultural im of
the new society. Many parents are doing Himmel' and this nay lead to
problems which they cannot cope with. A new cultural identity for
roung people so that they can find a cultural and psychological balance for their

M. CHILDS=

A. there are more broken families, consetpiently, more children will suffer from

after
sschoohof

l.
living in a single parent family, having nobody home as they come home

As pressures mount in the families, the children mil likely to become targets for
abuse by their parents. There is no doubt that few of the deliberately abuse
their children, but very often fZybemme scat= far'

Indochinese tend to keep problems their eircki, and they
rarely report these problems to the authorities. Indochinese also teal to
look at these problems as domestic affairs and are not willing to report to the au-
thorities.

is also a big problem for Indochinese refugees and consequently Indochi-
nese children suffer from unsanitary, run-down living quarters. They have few

Icrtsizesking friends, thus they do not have opportunities to practice their
classroom, and their chance to escape from poverty lessens as they con no

to live in the mine neighborhoods.,

rv. Coen
I would like to propose the following suggestions for improving the situations of

refugee families
1. Providing special tem shelters for abused spouses who need a place to

sort out their problems. or bilingual staff at the existing shelter.
2. Supporting community organizations, neighborhood groups in their efforts to

help members of the families.
3. Funding bilingual vocational training programs to help youth of limited educa-

tional backgrounds so that they can have the skills to become productive members
of society instead of requiring them to at in class beyond their ability.

4. Supporting cultural education so that the children will have smile direction for
their future.

5. Providing support far counseling services for children and families.
6. Providing tutoring programs for children through college work study programs

so that college students can be involved in the community.
7. Providing education for the community so that they know the resources avail-

able to them in terms of child abuse. drug addiction, alcoholism and juvenile delin-
quency.

N. Support sport programs to keep youth busy with meaningful activities.
9. Fambling the community to provide temporary shelters, food and clothing for

homeless families during their transition periods.
These are only a few suggestions which may help solve some of the problems I

just mentioned. I hope that the committee will look at these prolems and sugges-
tions carefully and provide necessary support for the community.

Thank you for your attention.

Chairman MILLER. Next the committee will hear from Catherine
Blakemore.

STATEMENT OF CATHERINE BLAKEMORE, SUPERVISING
ATTORNEY, PROTECTION AND ADVOCACY, INC., LOS ANGELES
Ms. BLAKEMORIC. Thank you. Members of the Select Committee, I

am a supervising attorney with Protection and Advocacy, which is
one of the agencies designated under Public Law 95-802 to provide
legal services to individuals with developmental disabilities. Indi-
viduals with developmental disabilities are those individuals who
have handicapping conditions which arise prior to age 22 and
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which impact three out of seven major live activities such as learn-
ing, language development, self-care, and similar kinds of activities.
During the last year our office provided legal assistance to slightly
over 3,000 individuals in all areas that are affected by their handi-
capping conditions including education, financial entitlements,
medical care, employment discrimination, and habilitation.

Numerous State and Federal laws have been enacted during the
last several years to insure that disabled youth and children re-
ceive services which will assist them in maxi mWm their potential.
These mandates have done much to insure that Uww- individuals
receive the services they need. However, there continue to be gaps
in the kinds of services that those individuals need in order to
maximize their potential. This morning I would like to provide you
with information on gaps that are occurring in three service sys-
tems in particular, education, health care, and implementation of
what is called the least restrictive environment

Public Law 94-142 and section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act
guarantee handicapped children the right to receive an appropriate
education. Although there is a debate concerning what is an appro-
priate education, a more basic access question exists for many stu-
dents. The groups to which access to education continues to be a
problem are individuals between the age of birth and three, juve-
nile offenders, and individuals with learning disabilities.

Looking at the first group which, is individuals birth to three, I
think that a survey of the professional literature would indicate to
you that early intervention is cost effective, both fiscally, and de-
velopmentally.

In spite of this literature, neither Federal law nor State law pro-
vides a clear mandate to provide education, social rehabilitation
services for those individuals. In fact, California wmr--, services
based on where you live or based on the availability of services
from other agencies such as regional centers. There needs to be a
mandate to serve individuals in this age group to insure that devel-
opmentally disabled individuals realize their maximum potential.

The second group which needs to be focused on is individuals
who are juvenile offenders. Statistics from the California Child
Study Foundation indicate that 46 percent of children and youth
who have been diagnosed as attention deficit disorder with hyper-
activity, a condition, have been arrested for a felony offense and
that 25 percent of this group have been incarcerated as a result of
that offense.

In spite of these statistics, the basic mandate of providing spe-
cialized instruction and other kinds of services for that group is
largely ignored. In Los Angeles County with only one exception ju-
venile offenders are not routinely screened to determine the exist-
ence of a learning disability or other handicapping conditions.
Similarly, although the department of education has an agreement
with the California Youth Authority, there is not any systematic
method' for assessing these individuals and no comprehensive plan
for providing services to that group. Much of what you have fo-
cused on this morning has asked to look at the root of the problem.
One clear root that can be identified in terms of later problems ad-
justing to society is insuring that individuals who have the poten-
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tial for being juvenile offenders are treated early and receive the
kinds of s alined services that they need. [Applause.]

Of particular concern at this time are State regulations which
are m_ pti to quantify the Federal definition of what is a
learning hands ped individual by use of a complex mathematical
formula. Not only does use of this formula discourage parent wr-
ticipation, it has resulted in the exclusion of handicapped children
from School districts that have done studies of their pw.
ulation, or exam have found that of students who are currently
serving in ucation programs, only 34 percent of those in-
dividuals would continue to remain eligible for those services.

If we are Ow. to effectively serve youth and children, we need
to insure that dwy receive the kinds of services that they need
through the education stem. Use of a restricted eligibility formu-
la is not going to serve that purpose.

The emphasis I have placed on access to services is not to suggest
that once an individual receives services that all is well. There are
a number of problems receiving related services, problems with
interagency coordination, problems with vocational education.
Time simply does not permit me to address those issues today.

The second area I want to address is the issue of comprehensive
health care services to disabled children. As you might well realize
this is a critical element of a service program for individuals who
have a disabilities.

In California many disabled children are eligible to receive serv-
ices from California Children's Services. That is a program that is
funded in part through title V of the Social Security Act, the mate-
rial and child health care services portion of the Social Security
Act.

Occupational and physical therapy and purchase and repair of
medical equipment is a primary responsibility of CCS. Provision of
services by COS, however, has been a constant source of frustration
for families of disabled children and recent cutbacks in those pro-
grams have only exacerbated an already critical problem.

For example, one year ago Los Angles County (X13 terminated
services to developmentally disabled children who reside at inter-
mediate care services for the developmentally disabled. As a result,
individuals who live in those facilities no longer received the ther-
apy services which prevent development of life-threatening condi-
tions, enabled those indivdivals to learn to walk and to learn other
skills which are essential for self-care such as feeding. Further, be-
cause of cutbacks in that program, individuals who have outgrown
wheelchairs no longer are eligible to receive new wheelchairs.

Another survey conducted by Los Angeles County United Cere-
bral Palsy Spastic Children's Foundation indicates that CCS is im-
plementing categorical cuts which are having a significant impact
on clients. Each of the CCS offices contacted indicated that they
would no longer be providing direct therapy services to individuals
who are educated in development centers which are the very cen-
ters that serve the most severely handicapped individuals in the
State of California. Similarly, they indicated they would not be pro-
viding services to cerebral palsy students above the age of 7 or 8. I
think these illustrations point out that there are tremendous gaps
in the kinds of health care services that individuals who are devel-
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opmentally disabled are receiving and there is a need to look at
that problem and find ways of closing that gap.

During the past decade a primary focus has been on placement
of individuals in the least restrictive environment. Studies have
shown the benefits of lesser restrictive placements both in terms of
development of independent living skills and cost savings to agen-
cies making placements.

However, three regulattey changes in California are having a
tremendous impact on the right of individuals to continue to reside
in community settings in which they have been living successfully
for long periods of time.

Regulations adopted by our State department of developmental
service severely restrict services available to developmentally dis-
abled persons including - ;.4, dent living skills training, special
services for training and tial programs and intensive behav-
ior modification services. As a result it is feared, that individuals
who have been successfully living in the community will lose serv-
ices which enabled them to live in this setting and will be required
to return to more restrictive settings.

In addition, two recent changes in licensing regulations have the
potential to adversely impact numbers of individuals who are suc-
cessfully living in the community. The first regulation prohibit the
use of prone containment in community care facilities, but contin-
ue to allow that particular technique to be used in State hospitals.
As a result, individuals who have been in community settings
living successfully for whom that technique must occasionally be
used are now being forced back into institutions.

Another regulation which is having the same kind of impact are
regulations which prevent individuals with certain health care
needs such as colostomy care, catheter care, tracheotomy care from
living in community facilities and are again being forced to live in
more restrictive types of settings.

These gaps clearly points out the need for the continued involve-
ment of the Federal Government in insuring that developmentally
disabled children and adults need to maximize their potential. In
particular, I would suggest a couple of areas where Federal involve-
ment needs to take place: maintenance of current legislation which
establishes basic rights to education and health care services and
legislation which prohibits discrimination, adequate monitoring to
insure that current mandates are fulfilled and enforcement of Fed-
eral statutes when Federal rights are violated and mandates not
met; and full funding of Federal statutes such as the Education For
All Handicapped Children Act.

Thank you for the opportunity to address you today and if I can
at any time provide you with additional information, I will be
happy to do so.

Chairman MILLER. Thank you.
[Prepared statement of Catherine Blakemore follows.]

PREPARED STATEMENT Or CATHERINE J. BLAREMORE. SUPERVISING ATTORNEY WITH
PROTECTION AND ADVOCACY, INC

Members of the Select Committee, my name is Catherine Blakemore. I am a su-
pervisir.g attorney with Protection and Advocacy, Inc. Protection and Advocacy is
the agency designated under Public Law 95-602, the Developmental Disabilities
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If this formula is utilized, there is little doubt that large numbers of handicapped
children who currently quali6, for special education, will be excluded from the very
prtgrams which have resulted in their meaningful academic gains. More
importantly, this exclusion will not be due to a c in their condition but rather
solely a change In the method by which eligibility is ined.

The emphasis I have placed on access to services is not to suggest that once that
obstacle is eliminated there are no barriers to services. Substantial problems exist
in insuring provision of related services, vocational education, and provision of serv-
ices in settings which maximise opportunities for interaction with nonlumthcapped

add
peers. The limited time available today simply does not enable these issues to be

ressed.
As well might be imagined, provision of comprehensive health services to disabled

children is critical. In California, many disabled children receive services from Cali-
fornia Children. Services (OCS) ((XS is funded in part through Title V of the Social
Security ActMaternal and Child Health Services). A critical component of CCS
services is the provision of occupational and physical therapy services and purchase
and repair of medical equipment. Provision of services by OCR has been a constant
source of frustration for many families with disabled children and recent cutbacks
have only exacerbated an al critical problem. Approximately one year ago, Los
Angeles County (XS term i.... services to developmentally disabled persons who
reside in an ICF-DD (Intermediate Care Facilities For the Developmentally Dis-
abled). As a result individuals who live in these facilities no receive therapy
services. which prevent the development of life threatening enable indi-
viduals to walk and to learn skills which are essential for self-care, such as feeding.
Further because of CCS terminations, clients no longer have wheelchairs renaired
or receive new wheelchairs when they outgrow their current ones. Lack of these
basic services has resulted in an inability to pt to and from school and in loss of
skills which enabled individuals to be more ndependent.

In addition, a recent survey by Los Angeles County United Cerebral Palsy/Spastic
Children. Foundation indicates that CCS is implement categorical denials which
have significant impact on clients. At each of the CCS wee contact staff indicated
that there d not be provithid to children in developmental centers for the

(centers which typically serve the most severely disabled) and that
therapy or the most part would not be provided to students with cerebral palsy
over the age of 7 or 8 due to staff perceptions that children at this age can no longer
benefit from the therapy. Categorical denials such as these impose substantial bar-
riers to maximizing disabled children's potential and must be eliminated.

During the past decade, a primary focus, has been the placement of individuals in
the least restrictive environment appropriate to their individual needs. However, in
California several recent developments indicate a reversal of this trend and as a
result, individuals who have been successfully residing in the commmunity and who
wish to remain there, are being forced to consider returning to or being placed for
the first time in more segregated environments.

Three statutory regulatory changes are the impetus behind this trend. In the late
California statutorily enacted a system of regional centers, nonprofit centers

designed to coordinate services provided developmentally disabled persons (Welfare
and Institutions Code 1 4600 et seq.). Recent emergency regulations adopted by the
Department of Developmental Services severely restrict services available to devel-
opmentally disabled persons. Under these regulations independent living skills
training is limited to persons capable of full independence; many special services for
training in residential programs are eliminated without regard for the existence of
adequate alternatives; intensive behavioral services are made unavailable to persons
with severe behavioral deficits but no maladaptive behaviors; and many therapies
commonly required by developmentally disabled persons are entirely omitted from
mention and, implicitly, purchase by regional centers. As a result it is fear that
when these cuts are made, many persons will be denied those services which have
enabled them to live in the community.

In addition two recent changes in licensing regulations have the potential to ad-
versely impact numbers of individuals who are successfully living in the community.
The first regulation prohibits the use of prone containment, a behavior management
technique. in community care facilities but continues to permit its use in state hos-
pitals. es individuals with behavior problems who are placed in community facili-
ties will be returned to state hospitals. Further regulations have been promulgated
which would prevent individuals with certain health needs from residing in commu-
nity care facilities. Health conditions which would prohibit placement include colos-
tomy care, catheter care and tracheotomy care. Again, as a result individuals who
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have been successfully living in and who wish to remain there will be re-
quired to move into more r stricti settings.

The service imps to which I have refiwned clearly t out the need fin. the in-
walvement of the federal government in insuriag tallanalsalded children
and youth receive services which will miming= their inwavement
needs to take avowal foam maintensnce of legbdation which establishes
basic rights to education and health care services and prohibits discrimblation; ado-

monitoring of Ilerfiede eystems to imam that the current mandates are fill-
of Wend statutes when rights are violated or mandates not

and finding of all federal statutes such as the Education for all
Children Act.

Thoth you for the , .,., i., to midway you. If at any tiara, you need additional
information, I will be . . to prcwide it.

Ms. &AMCOR& Accompanying me this morning is Denise Ojala
who is from TASK.

STATEMENT OF DENISE OJALA, VOLUNTEER, TEAM OF
ADVOCATES FOR SFIN3AL KIDS, ORANGE COUNTY

Ms. Oam. I am a parent of a 13-year-cdd with spine bifida. The
only y we have to go through for any services is California
Children's Services. I was asked to tell you a small portion of the

Oaces we have had over the last 2 years.
r son has been a client of California Children's Services on

and off for 13 years. His Maki, was at
birth and we were referred to . Greg was 1 - L. old.

Children's Ho*tal of Orange County handled everything work-
ing through the lm *tal social worker and the CCS social worker,
thus relieving us of the added strain of ing to find a source of
help to us. Greg was in the hospital for the &A 3 months of his
life.

My husband had been out of the service for 2 weeks and was just
starting a new job; therefore,we had no insurance. Needless to say,
we were very grateful for COS as they pakl the entire ..tal bill
of approximately $250,000. We remained on as a client
through amrmdmtely 1976.

Greg had various surgeries, and CCS always picked up the 20
percent that our insurance did not pay. In 1976, we decided to go
off of CCS because Greg was very stable and did not require akv-
thing more than routine examinations by his five phyaicians. We
felt we could afford to pay the 20 percent balance of the doctor bills
that the insurance did not cover.

During the 5 years we were not clients, as a result of my volun-
teer work with TASK, I was aware of the rising problems within
CCS as well as the litigation against them. I was always concerned
that if we needed them again for financial help, we would be in
trouble.

In April 1,981, Greg became very ill. Spina bifida is a birth defect
affecting the spinal column. There is an opening in the spine which
interrupts the flow of spinal fluid from the spine to the brain
which results in hydrocephalus.

This necessitates the it of a shunt tube, which is insert-
ed into a ventricle ci = brain and then connected to either the
lining of the stomach or the heart. The shunt can become plugged
and as a result will have to be replaced.

Greg had had this pertioular shunt from 1973 through April
1981. This is relatively long period of time for one to be in place.
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In April, Greg's malfunctioned; he was taken by ambulance, be-
cause of seizuring, to the hospital where emergency surgery was.
done to replace it.

Twice in May, twice in June, one time in August, September, and
October and twice in Novembera total of 10 surgerksGreg's
shunt malfianctioned and had to be replaced. It would take more
time than I am allowed to give you the details of this period of
time. We had to chew doctors and hospitals at one time because
the neurosurgeon denied that it could peed* be the shunt again
that was not working.

Our family was under a tremendous mental strain as well as a
financial burden. From April to November we had no time to stop
and think what was henin.

Greg was near th several times, and our main goal was to
keep him alive and worry later how we would pay for it. Several
friends asked why we had not contacted OCS again. My reply to
them was that I knew they looked at the previous year's imam
and would not consider what was ha to us at that time.

When a f is involved in this type situation, the very idea
of having to t CCS for help was more than we felt we could
deal with. Trying to explain to r what was happening to him,
why he was in such terrible pain. to deal with the feelings
of our then 5-year-old daughter, who not understand what was
happening to her brother and why she was spending to night
again with relatives or friends.

In 1980, things were great in our lalusehold. There was plenty of
money, there were two incomes. But in 1981, I had to quit my jth,
my husband stopped working all overtime, he used up all of his va-
cation and had to use personal time of that was not paid. These
circumstances cut our income more than in half.

In November 1981, and Greg's final shunt revkion, Children's
Hospital of Orange made the call for us to CCS and had our case
reopened. CCS reopened it and we went down for our financial.
Based on our 1980 income taxes, our repay was approximately $750
per month.

We appealed it to first step and it was lowered to $298 per
month. If we had had $298 extra a month, we could have paid the
doctors. We were lit at $10,000 in hospital and doctor bills
after the insurance ". after that date, we would then repay
CCS $298 a month for their help.

By October, we had net a maximum amount of insurance and
the insurance company was then paying 100 percent of Greg's bill.
CCS was no help to us.

By January 1982, we realized that no matter what we did, there
was no way out of our financial bind. We discovered that Greg's
spine had collapsed and that he would need mfr surgery to cor-
rect it. We put it off until July 1982, but knew there would be a
tremendous expense and also that I could not return to my as
he would be in a cast for a year. We then filed bankruptcy. This
just added to the strain that our family was already under.

As a condition of our continued eligibility in COS we were told
we had to take Greg to the University of California Irvine Medical
Center Handicapped Child Clinic. We were told to see a team of
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April 1981. This is a relatively long period of time for one to be in place. In April,
Grm's shunt malfunctioned; he was Wren by ambulance, because of seiguring, to
the hospital where emergency was done to replace It. Twice in May, twice
in June, one time August, Se and October and twice in November, (a total
of 10 surgeries) Greg's shunt malfunctioned and had to be replaced. It would take
more time than I am allowed to give you the details of this period of time. We had
to change doctors and himAtals at one time because the neurosurgeon denied that it
could possibly be the shunt again that was not working.

Our family was under a tremendous mental strain as well as a financial burden.
From April to November we had no time to stop and think what was
Greg was near death several times, and our main gaol was to keep himbilLeniain
worry later how we would pay for it. Several friends asked why we had not contact-
ed COS. M rep to them was that I knew looked at the previoue_year's
income not consider what was to us at that time. When a
family is involved in this type of situation, the very of having to fight CCS for
help was more than we felt we could deal with. to explain to Greg what was
happening to him, why he was in such terrible pain. to deal with the
of our then five year old daughter, who did not understand what was to
her brother and why she was the night nein with relatives or In
1980, things were great in our but in 1981, I had to quit rgy job, my hus-
band stopped working all overtime, he used up all of his vacation and had to use
personal time off that was not paid. These circumstance cut our income more than
in half.

In November of 1981, Children's Hospital of Orange, made the call for ua to CC7S
and had our case reopened. CCS reopened it and we went down for our financial.
Based on our 1980 income taxes, our re-pay was study $750 per month. We
appealed it to first step and it was lowered to $298 per th.mon If we had had $2$113
extra a month, we could have paid the doctors. We were looking at $10,000 in hospi-
tal and doctor bills after the insurance paid their share. OrS wow only go back to
October and pay for the surgeries after that date, we would then repay (XS $298 a
month for their help! By October, we had met a maximum amount of insurance and
the insurance company was then paying 100% of Greg's bill. CM was no help to us.
By January of 1902., we realized that no matter what we did, there was no way out
of our financial bind. We ditexivered that Greg's spine had collapsed and that he
would need major surge to correct it. We put if off until July of 1982 but we knew
there would be a tre expense and also that I could not return to my job. We
then filed bankruptcy. This just added to the drain that our family was already
under.

As a condition of our continued eligibility in CCS we were told we had to take
Greg to the University of California Irvine Medical Center Handicapped Child
Clinic. We were to see a team of doctors to see if Greg' condition still existed. I told
them I didn't see why we had to do this. I would have Greg's doctors, who are all
(XS paneled physicians, send a report to them. CCS told me this was not acceptable.
I then kept Greg out of school for the day, and took him to this clinic. We spent five
hours there where these doctors all agreed Greg did still have Spina Bifida. We then
received a bill for $110 which our insurance did pay, but this just added another
$110 against Greg's lifetime insurance allowance that was not necesieuy.

Just prior to our 1982 financial meeting, we received a phone call from CCS. They
asked if our income was over $40,000 for 1981 and that if it was, don't bother to
come in, that our case would be closed. Of course it was not and we were again eligi-
ble for services with a monthly re-pay of $143 per month. OM still did not consider
all of the bills we still had to pay even after the bankruptcy. They insist on only
looking at what you had to pay the state of California in taxes and using that as a
basis for determining your repay. Before your financial screening, they ask you to
gather all of your tax information and all of the receipts from bills you are paying.
However, they never look at the bills, only the tax papers.

During a recent visit to one of Greg's doctors, she advised me that she was no
longer accepting C(73 clients as she never receives peat from CCS. I find it hard
to justify paying tai when they are not paying the doctors or other service provid-
ers. Yet, if you miss one or two payments to CM, they send it to collection.

Ae of October 1983 we have again elected to discontinue the services of CCS. It is
not worth the continued fight we have to go through to get any added help.

Parents of CCS eligible recipients frequently call the TASK office for assistance in
securing services for their children. The calls for assistance have increased since fi-
nancial eligibility requirements have become more stringent, and there has been a
definite declir e in service provision over the last years.

5



CALIFORNIA CHILDREN'S SERVICI*3

rtNANCIAL

Clients feel the eligibility criteria (based on previous year income) is unfair, and
in a majority of our case's. clients cannot afford the monthly pay back for CCS
charges. These parents report that they are advised by CCS personnel that appeal-
ing the financial eligibility will not lower their monthly payments. Our experience
has found this statement to be true. since the appeal process fails to consider unpaid

, bills and other expenses incurred by the family.
Many clients have already incurred large medical bills because the family was not

referred to MS at the initial time of need tie.. at birth or immediately following
diagnosis of CCS eligible conditions or'birth defects. The reasons for this are many:

la Insufficient or ineffective outreach by (YS agency
ibi tack of social workers in the ('CS
Ic Insufficient number of nurses in thar ('(S agency cl full time for 6010 patients!
id! Severe decline of MS participating physicians
(e! Large number of hospitals who do not refer to ('(S
ill University of California Medical Center and Children's Hospital of Orange ure

the 4 rnly two hospitals of which we are aware that refer to MS.
This is an important point because CCS financial assistance is not retroactive.

SERVICES

There has been a noted decline of speech therapy service's for deaf /cerebral pal-
sied, deal and cleft palate children. Further. physicial therapy services have de-
clined in the last three years as well. The agency rationale for the decline in speech
therapy services is that speech therpy is the obligation of the educational agency.
However, it has been past practice of the ('('S agency to supplement the amount of
speech therapy which could he provided during school hours and still maintain the
integrity of the academic component in order to meet the needs of the child. Such
practice has stopped, leaving the child with insufficient therapy to either promote
hi'tte'r rune:toning or maintain their present level of functioning.

The state mandates that physical and occupational therapists work under the di
ftrec Ution of a physician nd C(Tesler the ('('S Guidelines "the prescribing physician writes
ilthe in-eters and the' therapists carry them out." This mandate is being circumvented

by the practice of (1'S preparing a prescription on a standard form and sending it to
the tifessian for ,ignature Thus therapy is being prescribed which is mare likely to
fit the needs of the agency !i.e budget. manpower; than the needs of the child, this

c%aleticcd by the decline in services to severely...m(11'41.d children and to older
children which jeopardizes their ability to attain higher functioning levels or main
tam their current status.

Parents are then tell with the stress of trying to Pavare the needed services, and
are tossed hack and forth between the educational agency and ('('S. If they are
knowledgeable enough to know that they can appeal. they are confused as to which
agency MoreeeNer. they are encouraged by education to utilize MS appeals. even
ilinal2ti the obligation to assure the pnwision of related services in the child's IEP

deml %oh ..ducat ion

APII:ALN PRIN /1'RE

The (I'S appeals process is not "unbiased" The people' to whom an appeal is
made at the e'mant% level art' the same administrators who established the current
policv dealing with services provided. The ultimate level of appeal is to Esmond
Smith. ("hal at the State level, who initiates current policy. In order to facilitate an

appcals procss." an imliesartial. knowledgeable person should be hearing
appeals makaw decisions regarding services needed. or a person of this nature
should Is, on a panel Vat-etas feel it is frustrating. time consuming and worthless to
appeol de,

IMPACT 4FN

Ihe frequent fluctuation of policy without prior notice to recipientsi keep parents
.in .t tilt regard to service levels. service cut-backs. and how to
replace wrvice,, that II'S HO longer provides Many private medical professionals do
ma participate in the !VS program for the same' reason, thus placing additional
sti.iin on the Lund%

5f;



It seems clear that this should be aesadiag families in the care of their
handicapped child. helping amt lea cope with the medical, physical and emotional
realities, thereby enabling that child to remain in the home. 'Dare is little evidence
that this is the case. Families contacting TASK have received little help; rather.
their contact with the agency exacerbates their frustration in trying to find help for
their children.

CAM LOADS

In addition to the decline in service levels, it is int.noting to note that the case
load has remained the same for the pest several years. Orange County is, and has
been for the past several years, a rapidly-growing area experiencing considerable
commercial and residential expansion. This raises the obvious question
has been no change in case loads. (XS guidelines state that they will "acti seek
out handicapped children." Given the level of county growth, an active and
serve outreach would certainly have impacted on case loads and, concommitantly.
expenditures.

FUNDING LEVEL

The level of (YS funding is predicated on the assessed valuation of Orange
County. County residents are well aware that property valuation increases annual-
ly, yet the as budget remains static. A minimum of one-tenth of a mil dosed upon
assessed valuation, is required for the county's budget. This amount is then to be
matched by the state. Verification of the accuracy of this has always been difficult.
Working on behalf of parents. TASK has made numerous requests of the county
(ICS administration during the past several years to obtain information relative to
budgets and program operation tall of which should be a matter or public records.
Federal funds were withheld from the state (June 19g2) for non-comphance concern-
ing fund allocations/budgets. Many of the issues addressed in this testimony have
been litigated: yet the problems remain.

It has proven to be so difficult and time-consuming to get information that we
have been forced to work through the office of an Orange County Supervisor.

SUMMARY

A review of our records indicates that all parents contacting TASK for assistance
with (YS related s were referred by either an agency Bother than MS; or
another parent. Orange County Grand Jury is currently undertaking a study
on CCS services. prompted by letters from parents trying to secure services for their
handicapped children. These parents felt that this was their only recourse since ef-
forts to work through the C'CS agency, both at state and county levels failed.

The CCS program was one of a few selected far ''`block-grant funding" at the State
level. The move was defeated; however it will be initiated attain in the next fiscal
budget. Our experience indicates that "block-grant funding would simply add to
the existing problems. Mandates would be void. and vervices rendered would be at
the discretion of the county.

Chairman MILLER. Next, the committee will hear from Emma
Jane Riley. who is a volunteer in Orange County. I would like to
tell the committee that such a description certainly understates
Emma Jane's activities. Both she and her husband. Marine Gen.
Tom Riley (retired', have been involved in voluntary organizations
for many years and have supported organizations for children in
this county for a considerable period of time.

I recently had the pleasure of attending a dinner in recognition
of berth General Riley and Emma Jane. on behalf of children in this
county.

Welcome to the committee. It is a delight to introduce you.

STATEMENT OF EMMA JANE RILEY. VOLUNTEER. ORANGE
COUNTV

Ms. RILEY. Thank you very much. I am Emma Jane Riley, and
am very honored to appear before this select committee.

5/.
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I am particularly gratified that you asked me to share my per-
spective as a volunteer. There are many exceptional public and pri-
vate agency professionals in Orange County. I am certain they
would all agree that volunteerism has helped to provide more and
better service to the youth and families of our county.

When we arrived here 19 years ago, Orange County was essen-
tially a rural community dotted with urban areas in the central
and northeastern sections. Since that time the county has grown
faster than any other in the State, with 83 percent growth in popu-
lation from just over 1 million to approximately 2 million residents
today.

The business community has grown at a similar rate, providing
nearly half a million jobs in the county in the 9 years since 1974,
and creating a market of over $14 billion in taxable sales annually.

The problems facing children, and families have grown with the
community, while the number of children under 17 has increased
slightly since 1970. the number ui divorced adults has nearly tri-
pled during the same period, from 47,450 to 127,950, creating a
major population of single-parent families.

The number of families with both parents working has increased
dramatically as appreciating land values have forced housing
prices out of the reach of many. In the 3-month period ending Octo-
ber 31, the median price of a new home in Orange County was
$134,917. This phenomenon often leaves older children unattended
after school and parents unwilling or unable to contribute much to
the family's growth and development.

Finally, in the post-Vietnam war years, Orange County has
become home to an estimated 47,000 Indochinese refugeesthat
figure may have gone up higher than thatadding to our cultural
diversity, but also increasing the need for public and private serv-
ices.

Set in this background of dynamic change, several of the organi-
zations I have volunteered with have developed unique programs to
meet the growing needs.

The Assessment Treatment Service Center, a nonprofit agency,
has developed a juvenile diversion program designed to "arrest the
problem, not the child." as their motto states. The program makes
full family participation mandatory and is provided free of charge.
Over 5.000 participants have received services since 1975. The pro-
gram is funded through private donations, and receives no county,
State or Federal support. Some 2S5 volunteers gave over 8,000
hours of services to NM,' last year.

Two organizations, the Women's Transitional Living Center,
WTIP. and Human Options. provide shelter and services to bat-
tered and abused women and their children. In addition to tempo-
rary shelter, WTLC offers crisis intervention counseling. job coun-
seling, parenting groups, and a referral service.

Last year. 267 adults and :389 children found a haven from mis-
treatment at WTLC. Donations and a small number of client fees
allowed WTLC to match 91 percent of the Government funds they
receive. Volunteers make this cooperative funding possible.

human Options, a more recent South County community effbrt.
was founded in 1978 by a group of concerned citizens. and was in-
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corporated as a nonprofit agency in 1979. They began by providing
emergency shelter and operating a hot line.

From May 1979 to May 1981, they served 1,000 people. In 1981,
they made commitments to acquire a permanent shelter. Thirty
groups including Flour Corp. and the Irvine Foundation contribut-
ed to their cause.

An innovative grant from the United Way also aided their effort.
In 1982, they opened a shelter, and have served 125 women and
children, counseled 158 people and provided information and refer-
ral for 1,600 more. Since aw opening of the shelter 30 volunteers
have given 3,000 hours to aid the victims of domestic violence.

The Canyon Acres Residential Center is a nonprofit organization
located in the Anaheim Hills. They provide long-term residential
treatment for abused and emotionally troubled children, ages 6 to
12. Counseling for the youngsters and their families is provided
with a primary goal of returning these special children to a
"strengthened" family environment.

Volunteers are active in fundraising to offset the reduced avail-
ability of Government funding. As this is one of the very few agen-
cies that deals with this age group, the efforts of volunteers are
critical to maintenance of this service.

Probably the greatest exam le of a successful public-private part-
nership project is Orangewood, Orange County's new flw for de-
pendent children. For years our abused and neglected children
have had a temporary home at Albert Sitton Home. Crowding was
inevitable with the growth of the county, and so a dream was born.
If the county and the private sector could combine forces, perhaps
a new facility would be possible.

With the help of literally thousands of volunteers like me, over
$5.5 million has been raised tdate on a goal of just over $6 mil-
lion, with final success only months away. These privately contrib-
uted funds, combined with nearly $1.5 million from the county, will
provide the answer to many prayers and pride to both public and
private sectors of Orange County.

In closing, I would like to express my optimism about the grow-
ing awareness in young and old alike of the responsibility that the
community has to work with Government to provide the services so
needed by our children and families.

Thank you for the opportunity to share with you. I am available
for your questions at any time.

Chairman MILLER. Thank you very much for your testimony.
Congressman Patterson.
Mr. PArrzasoN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mrs. Riley, it is no secret you have been a volunteer for years

and have done marvelous things. I personally appreciate your long-
standing commitment to volunteerism. I think that that partner-

. ship between the public sector and the private sector is about the
only way we seem to be able to stretch the money to meet at least
minimal needs for children and families and yet it does not seem to
be enough.

In your experience, is this true and in the various organizations
that you have been involved in, is it alwayshow do you shut off
the demand? If you can't shut off the demand, where do you stop
with the commitment, if you will, to run out of money?
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MS. RILEY. Well, I think a long time ago I set certain goals for
myself and I notice there is a pamphlet here from Child Health. I
have been interested in that from the inception. And Orangewood
is a little pattern to building.

They all want to look at Child Health. We also have a retarded
niece and I think that over a period of many years, she is in her
thirties now, and I think that we realized from the very personal
experience the help that we needed because we were in the service
and they did not have much of facilities available.

Mr. PAN. Well, we certainly wish we had about a thousand
of you here raising money in Orange County and we appreciate
that very much.

Reverend Nguyen, as I understand the latest statistics and your
testimony, was that since 1975 about 1 million Southeast Asians
have moved to the United States as refugees and over 70,000, I
think you indicated, now live in Orange County. This is important
for me to explain to my colleagues, that Orange County has maybe
1 percent of the national population, and it has 8 percent of the
Southeast Asian population. This means we are picking up a rela-
tively large share of the country's refugee population, 8 times the
national average, if you will, in terms of meeting the needs of
Southeast Asian refugees.

Now, with that background and what you have been doing in
your capacity at the Vietnamese Youth Center, how do you find
you are able to stretch the services you have?

Are you meeting the needs? Are you falling beind? Do you see us
getting ahead?

I know that many among our Vietnamese population are still on
some form of public assistance. What do you think is the most im-
portant thing that you are focusing on that will draw the Vietnam-
ese refugee into the society so that the public assistance won't con-
tinue to be needed?

Reverend NGUYEN. I think the most important thing is employ-
ment. The jobs in society is not just only doing something, but jobs
in this society provide many other things, health care, dignity, hap-
piness in the family. So I say employment is the most and the cru-
cial issue.

But for the Indochinese marketable skills are very difficult be-
cause many of them come from a rural community. Agriculture
was the part of their life. Now then you move to Orange County to
urban areas in the United States and it is a highly technical socie-
ty. Many of them move from 19th-century life to 20th-century life.

So it is very difficult to cope with these problems. So at the
youth center we have been able to gather Vietnamese profession-
als. Most of them are engineers who set up a job training program
in the last 4 years and we trained them in electronic assemblers
and technicians and machine operators and this year we received a
grant from the United Way to help develop this program.

Mr. PivrrEasorg. How about language skills in the schools, train-
ing of children?

Reverend NGUYEN. The English language is perhaps the t
problem because many of them or all of them did not speak Eng-
lish before they came here, and when they came here, they had to
pick up the language.
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We do have ESL, English as a second e age, classes in schools
and different community organizations agencies to help them
to learn the English skill, so they can find a job.

It is very important for them to know enough English to get a
job and the same thing with the children. As I mentioned in my
testimony, the younger children are doing OK, because their mind
is still very clear and they pick up the language faster than the
adults,

So, the young people, the older children from 18 to 18 or 20 years
old, have a very difficult time because of the ability to cope with
the English language, and second, the question of identity, the time
that they develop their identity and they don't know whether they
are American or Vietnamese and it is very difficult for them to
cope with.

That has an impact on the families because children in Indo-
china tend to respect their parents a lot, and when they come here
and they talk about this land of freedom, they just forget it. They
can do whatever they want, especially in this , traditional
values or spiritual values are disintegrated, but when we talk
about family, we talk about what kind of family?

I am using the term in a traditional definition of family, but
when you scvutinize the issues, it is very complicated. Even a total
family is difficult to find, so they are thrown into a confusion of
definition, values, language, marketable skills and it is very diffi-
cult for them.

Mr. PArrsasoN. You mentioned the demise of the extended
family in the Vietnamese community and, of course, in this coun-
try, many years ago, I suppose now we used to have grandparents,
parents and children all living in the same household. That is rare
today.

What is the prospective cross-section of a family unit, refugee
family unit here in Orange County today, what composition?
Would there be several generations? Is it primarily just the parents
and children?

Reverend NGUYEN. One of the reasons why Orange County re-
ceived more Indochinese refugees is the extended family. They
have to live not in the same house, but maybe they live in the
same apartment complex or same neighborhood.

So, they do try to keep their extended family system together by
living close by. For the Indochinese, jobs are important, but the ex-
tended family is important, the family unit. If a person is offered a
job $4,000 or $5,000 more in another place, that person will choose
to stay here to be close to their family, so, in a sense, they do have
some sense of extended family, but because of the pressure of the
society, two families cannot live under the same roof, so they have
to scatter and that has an effect on the extended family, and chil-
dren are learning independence and they discard the values of ex-
tended family.

And when they get a job somewhere, they pick up and go. Only
the older people would emphasize the values of extended family.

Mr. PATTERSON. Thank you.
Chairman MILLER. Mr. Marriott.
Mr. MARRIOTT. Thank you.

Si
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I enjoyed the testimony of all the panel witnesses, and I just
wanted to say to you, Reverend, I think you really hit it on the
nose when you talked about the extended family. We can learn a
lot from the Asian community in terms of family values.

I think we have lost it in this country. I doubt we will ever solve
our problems, as difficult as they may be, as

long as
50 percent of

the population of America get married, have .zen, and get di-
vorced, and as long as that scenario goes on, we are going to be
holding these kinds of hearings until the second coming.

And so, I think we have to go back and reevaluate what causes
these problems and how to get the traditional family values back
in line.

You mentioned, I think, the idea of prevention. We had a hear-
ing a few months ago in Washington where we had a lady come
before us who had a job. She worked. Her car broke down. She
needed $500 to get the car fixed.

She couldn't find $500. The family wouldn't help. She was di-
vorced. The parents of the husband felt no responsibility. The hus-
band felt no responsibility. Her brothers an sisters felt no respon-
sibility. She testified before our committee that she has now col-
lected $50,000 in welfare for the sake of a $500 car repair bill.

I think this committee would do well if we honed in on ways to
prevent these problems and maybe reformed our system a bit to
deal better with some of these issues.

Now, just a couple of questions.
You mentioned Public Law 94-142, and Public Law 95-605,142 is

administered by the Office of Education, and 602 is administered
by Health and Human Services.

If we had one agency back there that administered all these pro-
grams for the handicapped would that make your life any better?
And second, how much of your problem is a problem of the State
administration of these problems rather than a Federal problem?

Ms. BLAKEMORE. Addressing your first question, a lot of the prob-
lems we see are due to lack of interagency coordination, both on a
State level as well as a Federal level, whether you are talking
about the juvenile justice system versus education, or CCS versus
education.

So, there is a tremendous need for some sort of interagency co-
ordination, whether it is through one sort of super-agency, as I
have heard the term referred to, that weigh coordinating or simply
better working relationships between the two agencies that have
some responsibility.

The problems we see are both Federal and State problems. Some
of the problems I referred to today are problems with State admin-
istration. but those aren't the total of what we see.

A lot of the problems stemming from education had to do with
the failure to fully fund 94-142. At the most, that act has been
funded at 40 percent of the statutory authorization and that
amount has been decreasing rather than increasing over the last
several years.

It is very difficult from a school district standpoint to implement
that Federal mandate and fully provide those services without the
appropriate kind of funding and assistance from the Federal Gov-
ernment that was initially promised.

82
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Mr. MARRIOTT. Has the State of California used any of its money
or block grants to re_place any of those lost Federal funds?

Ms. &ARMORS. California right now is not fully funding educa-
tion right now. This last year was the first year that we saw a real
realization of the problems of education and some increase in fund-
ing, but that was funding that was for general education, and we
have the split system where we are dealing with general education,
and special education is something different.

The deficit for special education is in the millions of dollars cur-
rently in California, so we are not seeing a sort of supplanting of
the to eligibility of what is required by the Federal law.

Mr. MAJutiorr. One final question to you, Denise.
I can relate to your problem because I have seen it before, but let

me ask you this question: How was it that you wound up without
any insurance? Your husband came from the military to the pri-
vate sector. How was it that you wound up in a dilemma where
you didn't have personal life insurance or catastrophic major medi-
cal insurance to help with your problem?

Ms. OJALA. He was in between just getting out of the service and
Greg wee 2 months early. He was just starting another job.

Mr. MARRIOTT. I thought under current law, someone was re-
sponsible for that. Did you just wind up in a situation where some-
how you failed to provide insurance? Was this an oversight on your
part? The day you left the service, you wound up without any in-
surance at all?

Ms. OJALA. That is correct.
Mr. MARRIOTT. This was not a preconditioned situation, right?
Ms. OJALA. We didn't know he was going to be born with birth

defects until he was born.
Mr. MARRIOTT. Who covered the maternity costs?
Ms. OJALA. We did.
Mr. MARRIOTT. Where was your husband employed when you

became pregnant?
Ms. CIJALA. In the U.S. Marine Corps.
Mr. MARRIOTT. I don't understand this.
Chairman MILLER. Am I correct in assuming that you thought

your husband would be reemployed by the time that your son was
born.

Ms. OJALA. Correct.
Chairman MILLER. He was born prematurely and since most in-

surance policies have some kind of waiting period before coverage
takes place, there sometimes could be a 30 and 60 days delay even
if you are employed.

Ms. OJALA. Right. They will not insure for pregnancy.
Mr. MARRIOTT. When you left the service, how far along were

you in your pregnancy?
Ms. 0.8ALA. Seven months.
Mr. MARRIOTr. I think the Federal Government has an obliga-

tion.
I ApplLuse.1
Mr. MARRIOTT. Having been in the insurance business for 100

years, we always had to pick up those situations under private in-
surance. So when you left, the preexisting conditions were picked
up. Pregnancies were picked up.
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MS. OJALA. Greg was not born at the time when Gary out of
the service. He was due to start a brandnew job in the public sector
within 3 weeks of his release from the service. Greg was born in
those 3 weeks where we had nothing. The U.S. Marine Corps said
"Tough. We are not paying this."

Mr. MAatuorr. But if you had insurance with one of my old coin-
panies---

MS. OJAIA. But we didn't.
Mr. Mmutiorr. But I am trying to make the point if you had in-

surance with one of my old companies and you terminated and you
were 7 months pp t, that company would have to pick up that
maternity benefit.yy doesn't the U.S. Government?

Mr. PATTERSON. They are not insured with your insurance COM-
pany.

Ms. OJAIA. I wish we had been.
Mr. Mmutiorr. Then you picked up insurance 2 weeks later.
Ms. OJA1A. But there was no way they were going to pay for all

that.
Mr. MARRIOTT. That is correct because they were excluded for a

preexisting condition.
Ms. OJALA. Correct.
Mr. Mmuucirr. Well, you are between a rock and a hard pplace. I

think that is something we ought to look at as to what the Govern-
ment's responsibility is.

[Applause.]
Chairman Mum. Earlier, I believe it was Congressman Coats'

and Congresswoman Schroeder's task force hearing on military
families where we learned that when people leave the service they
often leave without insurance, without any unemployment benefits
and the problems are pretty severe unless they are medically eligi-
ble for retirement. I think this testimony has been very, very help-
ful.

Congresswoman Boxer.
Mrs. BOXER. Yes, Mr. Chairman.
I wanted to thank you for being so open and candid with us,

Denise, on your personal problem. I think this is probably one of
the most critical issues, Congressman Marriott, that we are facing
because there are millions of families that just do not have health
insurance today. They are just barely making it with their other
problems and with the rising costs and employers that don't seem
to have the means to provide their share. We have so many fami-
lies falling between the cracks. We just never really plan for catas-
trophes and when they happen, as in your case, you had to declare
bankruptcy. I can imagine someone like yourself with so much
pride in your family and what you are doing. It has to be a very
difficult time.

I am sure it puts a tremendous stress on the family unit and on
the marriage.

I would like to ask the reverend a couple of questions. First, I am
interested in your own personal situation when you came to this
country and what your background is because I am very impressed
with the depth of your testimony.

Reverend NGUYEN. I came here a few months before the refugees
came here so I was not a part of the exodus in 1975.
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Mrs. BOXER. What year did you come?
Reverend NGUYEN. I came in September 1974 and the refugees

came here in April 1975.
Mrs. BOXER. I wanted to ask you a question because I am rather

appalled at something in your testimony in which you said that
many of the young people are thrown into classroom situations
where they maybe had the equivalency of a third grade education
and they are thrown into an 11th grade situation. Are many of
these young people not training in the English lan-
guage, any special teaching of English thresh the Government or
through the school system? Are ey just sitting and listening to
something that they can't even understand?

Reverend NGUYEN. They do have ESL classes for them, but you
know the education in this society is not receiving a lot of support
from anywhere so that is a problem. They do not have enough
teachers. They have too many of them and there are too many ref-
ugees that they cannot cope with and especially when these refu-
gees came here with a lot of problems so it is a very hard thing to
study.

Mrs. BOXER. So they are getting English as a second language.
but are you saying that the program isn't funded adequately to
provide enough teachers and enough individualized instruction to
bring them up?

Reverend NGUYEN. Right.
Mrs. BOXER. Therefore, they are not learning the language and

they can't absorb the culture and the problems which you dis-
cussed followed.

Reverend NGUYEN. That is correct.
Mrs. BOXER. Mr. Chairman, I think this is a very critical issue.

The House did pass some emergency legislation which I believe was
offered by Congressman Wright, to help with education for the im-
migrant population. I hope that we can see to it that the programs
are directed to that population. That concludes my questioning.

Reverend NctivEN. Thank you.
Chairman MILLER. Congressman Fish.
Mr. FISH. Reverend. I am very glad to see you here today. The

last time I visited your church, it was on Good Friday in 1981. Is
Father Fletcher Davis still with you?

Reverend NGUYEN. Yes, but no. He will be leaving the parish in
January and he will be moving to a new parish north of Los Ange-
les.

Mr. FISH. Do say hello to him for me, please. At the time, Mr.
Chairman, Father Fletcher Davis told us in his judgment the key
to refugee self-sufficiency is language training, and in your
churchwe saw 200 refugees taking English as a second language
program.

Reverend NGUYEN. At that time, we also taught mutual assist-
ance associations, groups of refugees who had been here longer
than new arrivals to try to help in the resettlement of their fellow
countrymen because we recognized then the need for a support net-
work for those who were coming here. Do you still have those class-
rooms in the church, the ESL?

Reverend NGUYEN. Yes. We still have the classroom in the
church facilities.

:Sr, I rg4 0 4
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Mr. Fuel. There are a cm of things that I could pursue. We
have the Refugee Act of to be reauthorized for 3 years. The
House has enacted it, but the Senate hasn't and t won't
until next February so that I will be able to ' into exactly
where we stand on the bilingual vocational training. I gather that
what you are talking about, timugh, is not the refizgees that have
been here for several years but the new arrivals who came In some-

with
time in the last year and a half to 2 years

correct?
and are having problems

the English language. Is that
Reverend Naming. Wit. Mod of the rebgees who caa®e here in

=976, and 1977 came from a well-to-do community, elected of
who, used to work for the American Government so

they have skffis. They do have the conrections to the Ameri-
can society through their .American friends, but the ple who
came later usually came from a very agricultural a
farming or fishing community.

have a harder tam to cope with American society. Thb; is a
very technical and _very amplitated society and it is very
hard to ve a feeling and find a place in the :1

Fon. I don't mean to be facetious, but I h hel looking
over your , shelter for abused " " com-
munity s' .4- tions, counseling services for , and families.
This -4 be written about any group. It could have been spoken

any one of our wit:mem It is not a unique problem with Indo-
refugees. In other words, they are getting caught up in the

same hangup that everybody else is.
Having said that, your first suggestion is providing special tem-

porary shelters for abused spouses. By special, do you mean that
you want these shelters to be different from other shelters and just
for Indochinese spouses?

Reverend NGUYEN. I have a second sentence saying providiof bi-
lingual staff in existing shelters. There are refugees who don't
speak English at all and it would be a headache for a staff in the
shelters if you have them there. So I think we should have a spe-
cial center or place for them but the people who can English,
they should be a part of the existing shelters where , is the

an4rri.aCH. I am really surprised that English is the problem it is
because I thought we dealt with that and now all refugees coming
from Indochina would spend some time in the Philippines where
we have a special camp just for the purpose of giving them some
cultural orientation and English language training before they
came here?

Reverend NGLIY11141. They do receive some cultural orientation
and English training but you have to look at the '4" because
most of the teachers are foreign-born, English : . teachers so
when they come here, they have to learn American ish. Even
if you learn English with the British, when you come here, you
have to learn American English. California English may be differ-
ent from Bostonian English. So for the refugee, It is very important
for them to know these problems in various communities in Ameri-
can society, especially the language.

Mr. FISH. I can sympathize. After 15 years in the House of Repre-
sentatives, I still have colleagues I can't understand.
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No. 4, supporting cultural education, does that refer back to your
statement that new cultural identity is needed for these young
people so that they can find a cultural and psychological balance?

Reverend NGUYEN. Right.
Mr. Font. What do you mean by cultural issues?
Reverend NGUYEN. The Indochinese-American who both have

American and Indochinese cultures, they have a new culture which
is forged in American society when they know more about comput-
ers than water buffalos; when they know more about technology
than their families. Where they respect more their peers than their
grandparents. So this new culture is forced upon the Indochinese
refugees and they learn to know the dynamics of this new culture.
Not only for Indochinese, but I think for all immigrants when they
come here, they are faced with this problem of a new culture. It is
not American and it is not Vietnamese or Laotian. It is not Arme-
nian, but it is a new culture which has to do with American reali-
ties, but it also has to do with their experiences.

Chairman Mau& Congressman '" =

Mr. SIK0ESKI. Doctor, are you familiar with the Indochinese pop-
ulation in Minnesota?

Reverend NGUYEN. I am familiar, but I don't know all the issues.
Mr. S1KORSKI. We have the largest concentration of HIMONGs in

the Twin Cities, notwithstanding the fact that it was SO below zero
on Saturday. They have not had a written language of their own
until recently, so we have an educational problem in terms of
learning English that requires another step of learning their own
language and then transferring it from that 1 to the Eng-
lish language. Also, because they were our so-call secret army
and were not part of the general culture in Southeast Asia, they
have been in special refugee camps without ed programs. Now
where these young people are now entering into our school systems
and have, for 5 to 8 years, had no supervision or supervised educa-
tional experiences.

I share with you and others who express concerns about insuring
that we have resources in those educational programs because that
is the bridge to a full and productive life in a new country.

Chairman MILLER. Co man Wolf.
Mr. WOLF. Thank youNrChairman.
Reverend, I particularly appreciate your testimony. In my con-

gressional district, we have about 20,000 to 25,000 Vietnamese refu-
gees. I represent Arlington and Fairfax Counties, just outside of
Washington. We have set up some of the very suggestions that you
might have and I think your testimony is right on target. We have
the funding for the bilingual vocational education and have set up
programs for new arriving adults. The emphasis is on learning the
English language and a trade like auto or computer mechanics.

I have noticed precisely the trends you discussed in my district.
The first wave that came were the high-ranking officials and the
second and third waves were less educated. Maybe someone here in
Orange County might want to take a look at what we are doing in
Arlington and Fairfax Counties because I believe we are successful-
ly mainstreaming these people into the American society.

Have you been back to Washington lately?
Reverend NGUYEN. No.
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.Mr. WOLF. We have an area called "Little Saigon" in Arlington.
The people have really integrated well into the community and
there are a lot of outreach programs to help them along and I be-
lieve they have been quite successfitl. Some have been funded at
the Federal level, but a lot have been funded at the local level.

I want to thank the panel, particularly Mrs. Riley, for the fact of
the imp of the volunteer. We had a witness up in Salt Lake
who I did not completely agree with. She had expressed that every-
thing you do, you have to have a paid staff person there and I don't
think you really do. In .. Meal campaigns, we have volunteers and
so many other things t we have done in my areawhich is a
very competitive areawere based on the efforts of volunteers. We
have a lot of two-parent families both having to work in Orange
County and my counties. Arlington and Fairfax are very high-cost
housing areas and to keep up with the Joneses is pretty tough and
yet we have a lot of volunteers and I want to commend you, and
the individual who had to leave early, because apparently you
don't get paid; is that correct?

Ms. RILEY. Yes.
Mr. WOLF. Mrs. Forbath does not get paid, and I want to com-

mend you, and for anybody listening I believe the more volunteers
we have we can make a tremendous difference. Thank you very
much.

Chairman MILLER. Congressman Weiss.
Mr. Wass. Thank you very much. Mr. Chairman. This was such

an outstanding panel, such eloquent testimony, that I really want
to take the occasion through them to commend people by the mil-
lions, I guess, in this country working both as volunteers and work-
ing for various levels of government and private agencies which
pay their staff people for the work that they do in dealing with the
problems of our society on a regular day-in-and-day-out basis.

I especially want to commend you because you are swimming up-
stream in this particulai political climate, as is this committee, for
that matter. Each of you one way or another has to refer to the
difficulty that you have had in contending with the cutbacks. You
have been faced with this over the course of the last few years.

I don't know if I have a question along these lines, but I certain-
ly want to comment on a statement that was made by the Presi-
dent sometime in the course of the last week or 10 days, which
when I first read it I couldn't believe that he said it. He was refer-
ring to the fact that over the course of the last 50 years or so this
whole panoply of social welfare programs has been devised to deal
with the problems of our society, and then he pointed out the fact
that there were so many more problems that we have today, and
then drew the conclusion that the reason that we were having
these problems was because we had addressed them.

It sort of reminded me of the old joke about somebody being told
to cheer up, things could be worse, and sure enough I cheered up
and things got worse. It just seems to me that that must be a very
difficult kind of thing, especially for those of you who are dealing
with these seemingly insurmountable problems that come flooding
at you day in and day out to have government at the highest levels
not seemingly aware of what the needs are.
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I wonder whether any of you would like to address how you deal
with this? Does it create a morale problem? How do you contend
with not just having to dealing with the problem but having to deal
with the lack of support, never mind funding support, but the lack
of understanding of what you are dealing with?

Ms. RILEY. I think that probably, to go back to some of the things
that we were talking about, it was very early training on my part.
My parents felt that I was born and I was a little more fortunate
perhaps than other people, and so I had a bigger responsibility.
There are peopleI've met lots of themwho do have a built-in
sense of responsibility and perhaps love of their fellow man, and
others do not. And I think that, tragically, for all of us today
maybe we don't love enough or love our country enough or feel re-
sponsible for it.

We Americans had a growing-up process to go through and be re-
sponsible adults. We should feel that we have a responsibility to
our country and to our faith, our God and all these things, and I
have met a lot of people today that unfortunately don't feel that
way.

So I think if we could go back to some of those older values
where we had hope for the future and hope for our children and
our families, it's actually some simple answer for very complex
problems is about the only way we can go with things today, be-
cause I can't solve all of the problems but I can certainly make my
little attempt. I can't answer your question but I can give you my
Thpinion and my hopes for the future.

I know my husband's and my hope for Orange County is very
strong. That is why we have both taken an active part in it. There
are a lot of other people who feel that way.

Mr. WEISS. Ms. Blakemore, I wonder if in reciting the problems
and Ms. Ojala also recited problems of the California Children's
Servicesit's obvious that, aside from the normal bureaucratic
problems that you had with any bureaucracy that when an agency
deals in the fashion that you have described in cutting back and
indicating the problems from cutbacks, that there must be a reason
for it. They are not doing it just to be perverse. Why would you
suggest that, in fact, with these additional constraints which have
been exercised?

Ms. BLAKEMORE. There are probably two basic problems I can
identify. One is that CCS, during the last several years, has gone
through a serious financial problem of its own as an agency, and
that there has not been the same kind of money that is needed to
address the problem. As a result of it, there have been cutbacks in
services

The other problem that recurs all the time with CCS is the over-
lap between what that agency is mandated to do and what other
agencies are mandated to do, and a lot of infighting between the
two agencies over whether it is the school district's responsibility
or whether it is (ICS's responsibility to provide therapy services, for
example.

So you are getting a lot of this overlap and when there is not
enough money from an agency perspective to serve that, they want
to shift the responsibility to someone else they think is responsible
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for providing that service, and huse gaps in the services can devel-
op because no one is providing tfilit particular kind of service.

Mr. Wass. Finally, you refer to the failure of the Federal Gov-
ernment to follow through on the mandate of 94-142. You know
that interpretation itself is subject to some questions. I sometimes
have this problem with my own constituents IL the educational
area. They suggest to me that if it was not for the Federal Govern-
ment they would not have had to get into this field at all. The Fed-
eral Government came in and the mandate and then did not
give them the money.

The fact is to my recollection that it was a challenge to the fail-
ure of the State to provide services on an equal basis to handi-
capped kids, and they were providing nonhandicapped kids and the
Supreme Court ruling that in fact there was a State obligation so
that it was not 94-142 which created the mandate.

The Supreme Court had said that the State educational agencies
had that mandate to begin with. The Congress then came along
and adopted 94-142 by way of trying to provide some support along
those lines. Isn't that your understanding of the situation?

Ms. BLAKEMORE. I think what you have said is accurate. There
were court cases and Congress then recognizing that as a result of
these court cases and a lot of testimony of children not being
served at all, that there was a gap, and 94-142 is clearly needed as
a means of getting the mandate.

What I was addressing, however, is the fact that in the statute
itself it addresses the funding level for that particulir bill as a way
of assisting the States in meeting their obligations, and those fund-
ing mandates in the bill have never been met by Congress, which
makes it difficult for the States to carry out that mandate.

Mr. WEISS. I appreciate that, except the problem I had, not with
your statement but with the States, of turning around and acting
as if in fact they don't have the responsibility. Public Law 94-142
was a way of helping them meet their obligation. It was not the
Federal Government's obligation. It is their obligation, and it ill be-
hooves them to turn around and say, "Well, the Federal Govern-
ment isn't giving us support, so we can't do the job which we were
mandated to do in any event."

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman MILLER. Thank you. Congressman Patterson.
Mr. PATTERSON. Mr. Chairman, I thank you for being recognized.

Since it is my district, I get a little extra privilege here and there.
The two panels we have heard this morning have been just excel-
lent. We have two more that are equally excellent. We are going to
break for about 30 minutes and then come back.

I wanted to state, at the back, on the table as you came in, there
is a statement on a bill that I introduced just the day before we
went out of session and pease(' it on to some of my colleagues here,
and I'm lobbying them on behalf of the bill.

What it is is H.R. 4465, which would provide a child-care tax
credit to employers who either provide the service or contribute up
to $1,200 a year. It is an excellent bill. I would like to have you all
get familiar with it and give me your reaction to it. Again, I would
like to thank this panel and the others.
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Reverend Notivitm. Mr. Chairman, I would like to say one more
word about some programs which not only influence or have an
impact on Vietnamese families but families of the MIA's in Viet-
nam. The TV rogr entitled "Vietnam, a Television History,"
was funded by the National Endowment for the Humanities, and it
is very bird toward the Vietnamese who fought and the Ameri-
cans who died in Vietnam, and very biased against the cause in
Vietnam, and I'd like to r my opinion.

Chairman Mnasa. you.
The committee will stand m recess for about 30 minutes.
[Whereupon, at 2:45 p.m., the select committee recessed to 3:15

p.m. of the same day.]
Chairman Musa. The select committee will reconvene. We will

hear from members of 1 No. 3 who are here. Would Betty
Shaffer, Nancy Claxton, :t1 Camacho, and Karen Wynn come
forward. Would Jose Torres, who was in the first panel, also please
come forward and join this panel.

STATEMENT OF BETTY SHAFFER, CHAIR, CHILD CARE ADVO-
CATES OF AMERICA, ORANGE COUNTY

Ms. SHAFFER. I am Betty Shaffer of Child Care Advocates of
America.

Chairman MILISR. Again, your entire written statement will be
made a part of the formal record of this hearing. If you can sum-
marize, we would appreciate it.

Ms. SHAFFER. On behalf of our organization I would like to thank
this committee for the opportunity to address you today on the im-
portant issue of child care, because this issue is directly related to
the quality of life for millions of American families in the South-
west and throughout the United States.

Our organization was formed in. March 1983 as the result of the
tragic death of a 5- year-old boy, mistakenly shot by a police officer,
when he was left alone by his mother who could not find affordable
child care while she worked to support them both. Since that time
we have devoted our energies to ed ourselves and the public
on the need of families to have their children cared for in a nurtur-
ing, safe environment while parents work, and to mobilizing the
community to action on this critical need.

No social or economic issue facing the country today touches the
future of our Nation more directly than how we care for our chil-
dren. This is a particularly sensitive issue because of the tradition-
ally held view that parents should care for their own children and
the related perception that making quality child care available to
parents is disruptive to the family structure because mothers
would stay home if child care. were not available. Another percep-
tion is that child care is somehow a socialistic concept and there-
fore threatening to basic American values.

Such viewpoints ignore the realities of today's social and econom-
ic conditions. We are clearly an urban society in which most moth-
ers work out of necessity, either because they are single parents or
because it requires two salaries to support the basic needs of the
family.
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Orange County is a representative example of these new realities
of the American family. In Orange County 56 percent of women
are in the work force. Approximately 60 percent of children under
8 have working mothers. In this county 48 percent of all
end in divorce. In 95 percent of the cases the mother is a
custody of the children, but within a year 80 percent of divorced
fathers are not paying child support on a regular basis, thus shift-
ing responsibility to the mother.

Only 10 percent of all women with full-time jobs earn more than
$15,000 a year while child-care costs average $45 to $75 per week
per child. A de mother pay over 50 percent of her earnings
on child care. n*re are 11,1II children on waiting lists in Orange
County for subsidized child care, but only 1,700 spaces are avail-
able.

Of those on the waiting lists, a 1980 study showed that 80 per-
cent were single parents, and over 60 percent were presently em-
ployed while 38 percent were either actively seeking employment
or in training.

Child care is nqt merely a concern for single parents, however. In
Orange County tfte median income for a family is $35,000 but the
average value of a home is $108,000-1980 censuswith mortgage
payments averaging $1,065 monthly. Even in an affluent area such
as this it takes two incomes to support a mortgage and meet the
needs of the majority of two-parent families.

Even when families can afford adequate child care, many times
the necessary options for location, hours, or type of care are not
available to them.

The result of this imbalance between need and child care re-
sources is that thousands of children are left unattended and
become latchkey children. This situation puts tremendous pres-
sures on the family. Parents live with constant concern, guilt, and
worry over their unattended or unsupervised children.

As employees they are subject to higher absenteeism, higher
turnover, and lower productivity because of their child-care prob-
lems. The children who are left alone likewise struggle with feel-
ings of insecurity, fear, and isolation. They are subject to crimes of
child molestation, and are often led into mischief or crimes by
older children who are themselves unsupervised.

Many of these children are among those that eventually are
brought into the Albert Sitton Home for Abused Children. Of the
1,600 children admitted yearly, 35 percent are brought there be-
cause of lack of attention or neglect. Of the cases reported to the
child abuse registry last year, 1,444 involved children who had no
supervision, and 132 were for locking out or locking in. These cases
only represent those which were reported. Untold thousands never
get into the system to be reported.

Such conditions put stress on parents and children alike and
have a profound effect on the quality of family relationships. More-
over, psychologists are just beginning to see the detrimental effect
of this lack of adequate child care as this generation of latchkey
children reach adulthood.

The alternative that some single mothers choose is to go on wel-
fare so they can stay home and care for their own children, which
shifts the cost of care to Government sources. Unfortunately the
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Federal Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1981 contributes to
this choice of welfare because of the maximum earned family
income allowed to be eligible for aid.

For example, if a woman earns $1,000 per month and has two
children under 5, her child-care costs would be at least $360 and

144mber average rent would be $450, leaving her $190 to pay taxes, buy
food, pay for transportation, and other necessities. Obviously one
does not have to have more than a grammar school education to
figure out that it is better to stay home and receive $526 from aid
to families with dependent children [AFDC] plus food stamps and
medical benefits.

Thus the community loses the taxes on her earned income, Gov-
ernment picks up the costs of medical care which might have been
covered through a company plan, and the tradeoff fol not providing
some assistance for child care is a higher cost to the taxpayer. It is
not difficult to see how lack of adequate, affordable child care leads
to the feminization of poverty as well.

Because lack of adequate child care puts a burden on the taxpay-
er, leads to family instability, affects employee productivity, and
contributes to other public safety and economic problems, it is in
the best interest of the community to assist in the solutions to the
problem of child care.

Because of the vagaries of government funding, we feel that the
logical place to solve this problem is in the private sector, with sup-
port from government in the form of incentives which will encour-
age child-care resources, and which will not penalize parer.ts who
wish the dignity of work rather than welfare.

We recognize that there will alway be the truly needy who will
need direct government assistance, but we feel that employers,
school districts, churches, private providers, and community orga-
nizations, working together on the local level have the best chance
to solve this problem if they have the proper support from govern-
ment in the form of meaningful tax credits, proper zoning regula-
tion and realistic licensing requirements which insure the quality
of child care without putting archaic restrictions on child-care fa-
cilities.

One of the solutions of greatest mutual benefit from child care is
employer-assisted child care. Employers who already provide child-
care benefits find profits outweigh costs in the form of reduced ab-
senteeism, reduced turnover, and increased productivity.

Present law allows child care to be written of as a business ex-
pense if the program meets the criteria established under the Eco-
nomic Recovery Act. We would ".ke to see the tax incentives broad-
ened to include tax credits which would be more attractive to the
employer.

In addition, we would like to see tax credits for builders who in-
clude child-care facilities in their residential, industrial, or com-
mercial developments, so that facilities are available to employers
who wish to provide health care.

We would like to see a review of the Federal Omnibus Budget
Reconciliation Act of 1981 with the objective of revising the
amount of earned income allowed for families needing child care,
or a deduction of a percentage of child-care costs form the maxi-
mum allowable income.
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the needs of the majority of two parent families. Even when families can afford ade-
quate child care, many times the necessary options for location, hours or type of
care are not available to them.

The result of this imbalance between need and child care resources is that thou-
sands of children are left unattended and become "latch key children". This situa-
tion puts tremendous on the family. Parents live with constant concern,
guilt and worry over "r unattended or unsupervised children. As employees they
are subject to higher absenteeism, higher turnover. and lowerzrztivity because
of their chill care problems. The children who are left alone . with
feelings of insecurity, fear and isolation. They are subpfs4 to crimes of child
and are often themselves led into miechief or crimes by older Aileen. who are
themselves unsupervised. Many of these childnm are among those that eventually
are brought into the Albert Sitton Home for Abused Children. Of the 1,600 children
admitted yearly, 35% are brought there because of lack of attention or neglect. Of
the cases reported to the Child Abuse Registry, 1,444 involve children who have no
supervision and 132 are for out or locking in. These cases only represent
those which are reported. Untold never get into the system to be report-
ed.

Such conditions put stress on parents and children alike and have a profound
effect on the quality of family relationships and ultimately on society, inchaling but
not limited to the increased cost of social Moreover, psychologists are just
beginning to see the detrimental effects lack of adequate care as this genera-
tion of "latch key children" reach adulthood.

The alternative that some single mothers choose is to go on welfare so they can
stay home and care for their own children, which shifts the cost of care to govern-
ment sources. UnfortunatelT, the Federal Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of
1981 contributes to this choice of welfare because of the maximum earned family
income allowed to be eligible for aid. For example, if a woman earns $1,000 per
month and has two children under five, her child care costs would be at least 0360
and her average rent would be $450, leaving her $190 to pay taxes, buy food pay for
transportation and other necessities. Obviously one does not have to have more than
a grammar school education to out that it is better to stay home and receive
$526 from Aid to Families with Children (AFDC) plus food stamps and
medical benefits. Thus the community loses the taxes on her earned Income, govern-
ment picks up the costs of medical care which might have been covered a
company plan, and the trade of for not 'ding some assistance for child care

through
is a

higher cost to the taxpayer. It is not difficult to see how lack of adequate, affordable
child care leads to the feminization of poverty as well.

Because lack of adequate child care pute a burden on the taxpayer, leads to
family instability, affects employee productivity, and contributes to other public
safety and economic problems, it is in the best interest of the community to assist in
the solution to the problems of child care. Because of the vagaries of government
funding, we feel that the logical place to solve the greater part of this problem is
the private sector, with support from t in the form of incentives which
will encourage child care resources, which will not penalize parents who prefer
the dignity of work rather than welfare.

We recognize that there will always be the truly needy who will need direct gov-
ernment assistance, but we feel that employers, school districts, churches, private
providers, and community organizations, working together on the local level have
the best chance to solve this rebkm if they have the support from govern-
ment in the form of meaningful tax credits, proper regulations and realistic
licensing requirements which insure the quality of child care without putting archa-
ic restrictions on child care facilities.

One of the solutions of greatest mutual benefit from child care is employer waist-
ed child care. Employers who already provide child care benefits find profits out-
weigh costs in the form of reduced absenteeism, reduced turnover, and increased
productivity. Present law allows child care to be written off as a business expense if
the program meets the criteria established under the Economic Recovery Act. We
would like to see the tax incentives broadened to include tax credits which would be
more attractive to the employer.

In addition, we would like to see tax credits for builders who include child care
facilities in their residential, industrial, or commercial development, so that facili-
ties are available to employers who wish to provide child care.

We would like to see a review of the Federal Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act
of 1981 with the objective of revising the amount of earned income allowed for fami-
lies needing child care, or a deduction of a percentage of child care costs from the
maximum allowable income.
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From: State of California Report on the Impact of the Omnibus Budget Reconcilia
tion At of 1981 on the Caseload of Aid to Families with Dependent Children in
California. ..

Sister= Emma= Crionscroannecs or Fxran.nn Wren Bannon Income
In the determination of initial and continuing eligibility for AFDC, the welfare

agency considers the income and resources of the childrens' parents or other persons
requesting assktance. All types of income must be counted. 'This includes the earn-
ings td the parents and others In the assistains group, certain mmtaxabke income
such as Social Security and Unemployment Insurance Benefits, as well as noncash
income to which a monetary value is sasigeed (in-kind income).

Most of the families who receive AFDC do not have earned income. Of the fami-
lies that do, earned income is the only source of income, other than the AFDC
grant, in more than 90 percent of such cases

To Oetermine the amount of the AFDC payment, the county welfare agency per-
pares a budget for the family. The me* elements of the budget area (1) the Mini-
mum Basic Standard of Adequate Care (MBSAC), (2) noneadetanaa income, (3) the
amount of income disregards, and (4) the AFDC

The following series of trades present a comparison of selected characteristics of
AFDC families that had earned income at points in time before and after implemen-
tation of the additional financial requirements and the new treatment of
disregarded income. From these it can be seen that there were muter
changes over the period of time covered. Overall, it appears that there %milks that
had relatively high amounts of earned income were no longer financially eligible
once the new restrictions on earned income were imposed. However, there also
have been seasonal variations with regard to the changes in the proportion of
lies that had earned income and the monthly amount of earned income.

Included in the Appendix are the regulations of the Department of Social Services
that define what types of payments are considered as income to the family and how
the determination of financial eligibility, net nonezempt income, and the amount of
the grant are made.

AFDC-FG-ANDUNT Of GRANT Of FAMES WITH EARED !ME
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Tote 1000 100.0 1010
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50 to $99 4.4 8.1 1.7
9109 to $149 4.4 6.5 9.2
$150 to $199 .. 9.9 8.1 4.1
5200 to $249 12.0 32 13.8
kW Iv !719 5.5 . 14.5 12.3
$300 to $34... 15.4 81 62
$350 to $399. 15.4 16.0 10.8
$400 to $449 8.8 8.1 13.8
$450 to $499 5.5 II 3.1
$500 to 5549 11.0 11.3 4.6
65.50 to $599. 1.1 1$ 3.1
$600 to 9649 6.6 1.6 3.1
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$800 or more
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The grant represents the Maximtun Aid Payment (MAP) minus the amount of net
nonexempt income (gross earnings plus allowable disregards.) In October 1981. the
average grant amount for AFDC FG families that had earned income was $341. The
average grant amount dropped to $390 in February 1902 and to $815 in April 1982.
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Families had less income over the same period. However, due to the new treat-
went of income disregards, the amount of income dioregarded was law consequentIy
the amount of earned income that was not men* was more wish* subsequently
decreased the avenge grant amount Men MOW.

TABLE 20.-RACE OF HOUSEHOLDER BY HOUSEHOLD TYPE AND PRESENCE OF OWN CHURN

dim lemield MO code Wic

Tote 687.959 95.933
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WM one Mew 212,240 31,633

nut me diem 201,334 31.975
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TABLE 2-21.-FAMILY INCOME BY RACE AND SPANISH ORIGIN, CRAW COUNTY, OVIFORM AND

UNITED STATES, 1979
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lea than $5,000 13,756 211 1,791 4,089

$5,000 to $7.499 12,960 383 902 3,162

57,503 to 59,999 16,152 281 951 3,502

$10,000 to 514.999 41,602 801 2,111 9,777

$15.000 to $19,999. 57,108 e72 2.385 9.055

520.009 to 324,999 61,369 674 2,544 7.704

$25,000 to 534.999 102,724 1,248 4,326 12.929

131,000 to $49,969 80250 772 3,868 6,602

$50,000 a more 49,139 398 lAN 1.943

Nein 125,969 121.500 $23.946 $19,169

Item 130,782 125,409 $25,831 521,879

Cablonse

Total 4,720,786 431,405 297,155 991,520
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$5.000 to 57.499 224,086 33,107 16,680 I 79,749

$7,500 to 59.999 299,887 50202 15,912 100,495

$10,000 to 514.999 603,854 65,875 33,811 180,634

$15,000 to 119,991 615,924 56,823 37,359 163.141

$20,000 to 524,999 ... 647297 44,871 37,459 116,007

125.000 to $34,999 988,829 62,435 63,030 149,593

$35,000 to $49,999 . 682212 41,987 48,842 68,603

$50,000 or more ....... . . 424.037 18,277 21,080 22,179

$22,689 $15,410 $22,721 $16,140
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TABLE 2-21--FAIRLY INCLINE BY INCE AND SNOT ORIGIN, ORANGE COUNTY, CALIFORNIA AND

UNITED STATES, 1979Codnual
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County of which 81,366 lived in single parent homes. That's about 15.5%. I don't
know bow many of these children were 14 and under, the ages generally associated
with child care, but whatever the number, it's a lot of childen. Given the fact that
dissolutions just about equal or may even exceed marries, the number is sure to
rise.

The City of Irvine has recently completed a study regarding child care, and I'd
like to use that as a sample of what one might expect to find in large areas of the
County. Where it may not be typical of the older areas of the county, the r
can probably be considered fairly typical for the South County, parts of m,
Orange, Fulton, and Fountain Valley, and for newer sections of Sans Ana, Hun-
tington Beech, and perhaps other areas.
These are 1 1 figures

Population 71,254
Households 25
Households with children under 18 11,481
Single parent households excluding military 1,607

This latter figure is 14% of all households with children, excluding military fami-
lies in base housing.
Children, grades K-8 11,087
Children, grades K-6 from single parent families (approximately 8.7 per-

cent) 965
Children, grades K-8 with working mothers (approximately 61 perent) 6,713

At present, there are about 71 licensed family day care homes in Irvine; approxi-
mately S extended day care programs, each serving about 30-40 children, one of
which is a subsidised program; and approximately 8-10 serving children ,

from potty-trained (about 21/2) to perhaps 9. The only that ever provided'
infant care no longer does so, leaving only licensed family day care homes as pass;`
bilities for infant care. This is the greatest need, according to Wendy Perry, Irvine
Coordinator for the Family Day Care Association of Orange County.

In 1981, the Irvine Police Department arrested 821 juveniles for felonies, misde-
meanor;, and non-criminal conduct such as truancy and curfew violations. The cost
in terms of officer's time, patrol cars, and administrative costs of this juvenile ,crime
was between $25,451 and $33,661, depending on whether one bases the figure on 114
or 2 hours per arrest. Juveniles arrests represented 23% of all arrests in Irvine.

220 juveniles who came in contact with the Irvine Police Department were re-
ferred to the Youth Services Program for counseling. 20% of these youngeters were
between the ages of 6-12, and virtually all of these children were Latch Key chil-
dren, i.e., unattended at home. These juveniles are ones whose offenses were rela-
tively minor and who were diverted by the police rather than referred to probation
for petitions to be filed.

It is impossible to figure out how many of the 6,713 children in grades K-8 with
working mothers are Latch Key children. Some mothers and fathers work only part
time and are home with chiMm after school. Extended day care of one form or
another is probably available to 800-1,000 children. However, it is likely that 4,000-
5.000 of these children are Latch Key children; the extended day care pp vir-
tually all report waiting lists. It should be noted that as late as 1979, the re were no
extended day care services in Irvine except for a few licensed family day care pro-
viders and a few preschools that were licensed to keep children over the age of 6.
There has been progress, but much more is needed, even in a city that hag appoint-
ed a committee to advise the City Council as to child care needs.

If one extrapolates from the lvrine experience, it is obvious that the need for child
care services in Orange County ie gigantic.

In my opinion, child care needs can be met by employers in a less costly manner
than is presently being done by private providers. This would free up a large pool of
potential employees and cut the salary requirements of present employers. Each
month there are in Orange County approximately 17,580 families receiving some
form of AFDC Of these, an average of 14,000-14,600 had no employed adults in the
family. These people would be available for employment if their child care needs
could be met in such a way as to make working financially ni., re rewarding than
welfare.

Before I bombard you with figures, let me present the assumptions on which my
figures are based:

I MediCal, food stamps, and other such ancillary benefits are worth $`200.00 per
month to the recipient over and above the basic AFDC grant

2 There are 4.3 weeks in a month.

Vo O ...I
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3. Currently privet* provided child care costs $55.00 per week for foll time care.
or 3286.50 per month per child.

4. A private child we provider nele 10% pont.
5. A wise earner's net per Is 75% of gran after all mandatory deductions.
6. The employer is in a 80% tea bracket.
If these aistomptkins are tarred, an employer must cameo* ply the parent-em-

ployee $315.34 per chlki to cover his or her expendfture of etit50 per child MI
time child case costa. I suggest to yea that cod could be reduced to $166.43 child
F the ware_able to pwW the child awe. That to a subatential
and one worth if one is intmested in tapsdng the potential employ-
ee pool now represented by recipients.

Let's lock at soma %pram
AFDC +$200 in services

1 vos
706
804
962

2 children
3 children
4 children

This is net spendable income plea medical Wyk," food stamps, and, perhaps
some homing insistence.

In order to have the same spendable hew= and servfres, without considering
child we costs, the required earnings would be

Murti go Rat se

Oder
1 94.12 fill LIN
2 5.47 NM
3 6.24 1,221
4 6.99 1,208.91

If one adds to that the cost of M1 time child care, averaging $56.00 a week or
X6.50 a month per child, one must add the following:

1 CM 1315.34

2 3.66 630.68
3 i49 94612
4 732 1,261.36

Thin, if the employer were to pay the em
ly provided child care cotes and give the fig

on AFDC, that amount would be

a salary that would cover private-
the same net spendable income as

bas tars Om
rep

$6.55 11,126.60

9.13 1,570.36

1113 2,017.56

14.31 2,46132

Now, let's look at the same situation with employer-provided care, based on the
previously given assumptions:

82
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ciao tad, Gras oaf*

Crow
1534 1918.48

7 611 1.154.12

3 810 1,39320
9.47 1.62884

Currently, we taxpayers are spending money to support family units but are-re-
ceiving no marketplace productivity for the =podium. If these people can be
trained and employed, you, as employers will have loyal employees who will stay on
the job if adequate child care can be provided in a cad-effective manner. Then, in-
stead of tax money Wing spent for the support of these families, they will become

=no who will add revenue to the hazing agencies, to the benefit of us all.
care is the key factor in all this. It is truly an economic issue. The time has

come for employers to become acts involved in being pun of the solution to the
problem, not because it's a aim, responsthle thing to do, but because it's in
their economic self-intereet to do so. do we need child care in Orange County?
Because if we *ant to maintain and increase the economic health of the county, we
simply need to increase child care resources in a ccateeffeetive manner.

STATEMENT OF NANCY CLAXTON, MEMBER, PUBLIC POLICY
COMMITTEE, CALIFORNIA ASSOCIATION FOR THE EDUCATION
OF YOUNG CHILDREN AND COORDINATOR, CHILD CARE PRO-
GRAM, ORANGE COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

Ms. CwrroN. I am Nancy Claxton from the Orange County De-
partment of Education, administrator of their child care prognm.
Chairman Miller and members of the committee, I would like to
thank you for giving me this opportunity to submit testimony at
this hearing. My testimony will reflect almost 10 years of experi-
ence as an administrator of a subsidized child care program. To
those members of the committee that are non-Californians, our pro-
gram. although it receives strictly State funding, is formerly a title
XX program and was formerly receiving Federal dollars.

This program currently improves four child care centers located
throughout the county and serves approximately 230 children, ages
18 months through 10 years. Our are all low income. Only
19 percent of our children receive child support as commrd to
your committee's findings of 35 percent nationally. Thirty-four per-
cent of our children are limited or non-English speaking and about
3 percent of our children are referrals from child protective serv-
ices or other social service agencies.

I am also here to represent the California Association for the
Education of Young Children as a member of their public policy
committee, and this organization represents a group of 6,000 profes-
sionals from all types of child development and early childhood
programs. Despite the 165,000 subsidized child care spaces in Cali-
fornia, through the office of child development, departmtat of edu-
cation funding, there simply is not enough child care in California,
and it has reached crisis status and we all have to recognize this.

The 1980 census indicates that more than half of the mothers
with young children are in the labor force, with the increased di-
vorce rate, the number of single-parent families, and one of the
major trends we are seeing thrrughout the State in our subsidized
programs are single-parent fathers and the increasing numbers of

8,3
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single-parent fathers with full custody of their children and the
economic recession has contributed to the need for child care.

This need is only going to increase as a result of our baby boom
children now having their own families. And according to Sue
Brock of the California Children's Lobby, the U.S. Department of
Labor projects that by 1990 more children will be in child care
than in the public school system.

The numbers of families that we have waiting for our program
increases each year. We generally feel and note that we have four
families waiting for each funded space of well over 1,000 children
at any given time. The largest number of children on the wai
list are of elementary school age or the latch key child.
greatest need is for child care for children under- 2 years of age.
Infant care in County is difficult, if not impossible, to find
either in the sector or at any price, prticularly in our
growing south county area.

The problem of the latch key child is begin.m to be addressed
t the State and locally four Orange County school dis-

tricts have started parent-supported programs within the last 2
years, and I find this very encouraging.

School districts throughout the State are making surplus class-
room states available for nonprofit groups such as YMCA child-
hood programs. The immediate plaipage of H.R. 4193, which is the
school-aged child care bill, tietp to alleviate this problem,
and we urge that the Federal leadership is necessary to encourage
school districts to develop more programs.

Federal leadership may well encourage more local su ..rt and
effort, and I think that just as with the passage of title which
gave a great deal of support for child care, it is needed .

Local school district administrators who have con me about
developing child care programs in their districts have two major
concerns: how to develop a quality program and how to develop a
cost - effective program that will be affordable for the parents most
in need of child care. Obviously, our public schools do not have the
money to operate and subsidise these programs out of their exist-
ing funds.

As we increase the amount of available child care and improve
the quality of their child care programs, the public schools should
be included as one important component in a diverse delivery
system. This system must include family day care homes, center-
based programs from public, nonprofit, church-related and private
sectors, as well as our very important campus child care programs.

And we need funding mechanisms of all different types of re-
sources. We need all levels of government, and as one who has ex-
perienced working with both local government and school districts
in developing programs, I urge and support cooperative funding.

rtWe offer that employers use support child care and parents
should share the costs to insure that no child is left without care
end supervision. Cooperative funding will help to make maximum
use of our limited resources and our diverse system will allow par-
ents to have a broad choice of different types of child care to meet
the individual needs of their children.

Our national concern about the quality of the public schools
must recognize the importance of the earlier years in a child's de-

8
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velopment and the fact that the majority of our children will be
out of home care for the major portion of the first 10 years of their
lives. This is a significant and staggering change in American
family life.

To include the public schools as one part of the delivery system
for child care will provide the opportunity for articulation between
child care programs and the elementary school as well as strength-
ening the support system for our families. The schools already have
the facilities and experience in educating and supervising large
numbers of children, and they should be able to assist in solving
our child care problems whether they operate the programs direct-
ly or merely cooperate with other agencies.

A second major concern for all of us is the trend not only in this
State but across the Nation concerning child care licensing. In the
last two sessions of the California Legislature, bills have become in-
troduced to exempt church-related child care programs from licens-
ing. Fortunately this legislation was defeated each time by the
combined efforts of the child care field and various church groups.

In addition, funding for family day care licensing was pro
to be eliminated from the 1983-84 State budget. Cooperative eWos:tad
of consumers and providers not only restored the existing funding
but increased the appropriation by $3 million. Licensing of all
types of child care facilities provides children with the minimum
standards for protection for basic health, safety and developmental-
ly appropriate environments.

I would like to draw your attention to the fact that on November
2, 1983, the National Association for the Education of Young Chil-
dren Governing Board adopted a position that all programs serving
children should be licensed and that exempting any special group
would weaken licensing laws. I have included that in my state-
ment.

Also, just as currently we have received the proposed regulations
for our licensing for extended day care for the State of California,
and they are proposing to exempt public school operating programs
that are serving the children that are attending the public school.

The Child Development Administrators Association last Friday,
the southern section, those of us who are school district and county
office administrators have directed our board to request that no
program be exempt, no school be exempt. So the field wants licens-
ing. We believe children have a right to that protection.

The argument for eliminating licensing is that it is a parental
responsibility to insure the welfare and safety of their children in
child care. Government mist assist the parents by providing the
legal framework to protect the real consumer, the children. Most
children in child care are unable to communicate if they are in an
undesirable environment, and unfortunately it is often too late
before a problem is discovered which endangers children's welfare.
We have had several incidents in California of real tragedies in-
volving children and child care.

The Orange County Department of Education's child develop-
ment program was awarded the Federal Migrant Child Care Pro-
gram grant in July 1, 1983, and I would like to bring to the commit-
tee's attention certain Federal regulations that are giving not only
our program some problems but on a statewide basis.
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In order for a child to be eligible for the Federal migrant pro-
gram, the child must have moved with his family in the last 5
years. In fact, what we are finding, in working with these families,
that the youngest children in a farm laborer's family have not
moved at all. They have been born right here in Santa Ana at the
UCI Medical Center, and therefore they are ineligible for the child
care program, and these young children are the ones that we most
want to serve to keep out of the fields, away from the pesticides, so
that the older children in the family may attend school.

It is my recommendation that this regulation be reviewed and
hopefully changed to allow all children in a family to be eligible if
the family is eligible for Federal migrant services.

The State funding for migrant child care allows all children in
the family but the Federal migrant does not.

Also, strangely enough, Federal migrant-funded children cannot
be commingled with other types of child care programs. For exam-
ple, I cannot put the Federal migrant children in the same class-
room with the California general child care, and our experience as
one who was provided Indochinese child care since day one, when
families began coming into Orange County, is that this is denying
these Hispanic children the opportunity to learn English as a
second language from peer association, which we find to be one of
the most cost-effective and most effective methods of helping young
children learn the language.

It certainly is not a cost-effective method for our program to be
keeping these separate classes, and quite frankly the reason I ap-
plied for the grant was because I thought with the location of our
four centers we would be able to provide a lot of service in our
available facilities.

Agencies receiving Federal migrant money should be allowed to
cotnmingle children and I think the concern on the part of the Fed-
eral Government, the difference in funding levels and problems
with money, but many of us are experienced with working with
revenue sharing, housing community development and different
types of budgets as well as the IRF program. and I think we could
work that out.

Finally, my colleagues have requested that this testimony must
include a recommendation that reimbursement for five meals be
restored to the child care food program. Programs throughout the
State are finding that three meals are inadequate to meet the
needs of children who are frequently in the center or home care for
more than 9'/2 hours a day. We can see that children who are in
the centers for long hours need more than the three meals, and it
is indicated by their behavior.

The reason economic recessions have demonstrated that many of
our lowest income families have been unable to provide their chil-
dren with adequate nutrition, and in reality many times the only
meals these children are eating are in the child care programs.

The child care food program is an important source of funding
for child care and should not be separated from the whole child
care issue, Finally. the child care issue has now become so complex
and the need is so great for all children, regardless of income. that
we must all work together at each level to accept the responsibility
and provide quality child care for all of our children.
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Chairman MILLER. Thank you.
[Prepared statement of Nancy Claxton follows:)

PREPARED STATEMENT OF NANCY CLAXTON, COORDINATOR, CHILD CARE PROGRAM,
ORANGE COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

Chairman Miller, members of the committee, I would like to thank you for giving
me the opportunity of submitting testimony at this hearing. The testimony will re-
flect almost ten years of as the administrator of a subsidized child care
program in Orange County. is program currently includes four child care centers
located throughout the county. and serves 230 children ages 18 months through 10
years. This statement also includes the input from members of the California Asso-
ciation for the Education of Young Children. The organization has 6,000 professional
members representing all types of child care and early childhood education pro-
grams including private, non-profit and publicly funded programs.

Despite the 165,000 subsidized child care_spaces in California through the Office of
Child Development-State Department of Education funding, the lack of affordable
quality child care has reached a state of crisis for California families. The 1980
census indicates that more than half of the mothers with young children are in the
labor force. Increased divorce rates, the number of single parent families including
single parent fathers and the economic recession have contributed to the need for
child care. This need will only increase during the next two decades as the children
of the "baby boom" have their families and both parents must continue to work out-
side c.f the home to maintain an adequate living standard. According to Sue Brock
of the California Children's Lobby, the US. Department of Labor projects that by
1990 more children will be in child care than in the public school system.

The number of families waiting for subsidized child care increases each year. The
Orange County Department of Education Child Care Program has four families
waiting for each funded space, or well over 1,000 children. Tice number of
children on the waiting list are of elementary school age The secitonreatgreatest need
is for child care for children under two years of age.

The problem of the Latch-key child is beginning to be addressed throughout the
State. Four Orange County school districts have started parent-supported before and
after school care programs in the last two years. School districts throughout the
State are making surplus classroom available to non-profit groups such as the
Y M.C.A. for child care-programs. Ma:ever, there is still not enough school age
child care. The immediate passage of H.R. 4193/SB 1531 would provide some relief
for the school age child care problem. Federal leader.hip in recognizing and address-
ing this problem of the Latch-key child may well encourage more effort and support
at the local level.

Local school district administrators who have contacted me about developing child
care programs in their districts have two major concerns; how to develop a quality
program and how to develop a cost effective program that will be affordable for the
parents most in need of child care. As we increase the amount of available child
care and improve the quality of our child care programs, the public schools should
be included as one important component in a diverse delivery system.

This diverse delivery system must include family day care homes and renter
based programs from the public, non-profit, church-related and private sectors with
funding mechanisms from all types of resources. These funding resources should in-
dude all levels of government, employers and parents to ensure that no child is left
without care and supervision. Cooperative funding will help to make maximum use
of our limited resources. Parents should have a broad choice of different types of
child care to meet the individual needs of their children.

Our national concern about the quality of our public sch'iols must recognize the
importance of the early years in a child's development and the fact that the major-
ity of our children will be in out-of-home care for a major portion of their first ten
years of life. This is a significant and staggering change in American family life. To
include the public schools as one part of a delivery system will provide the opportu-
nity for articulation between child care programs and the elementary schools as
well as strengthen the support system for families. We urge the of HR 4193
as one method of quickly increasing the amount of affordable child care for school
age children The schools already have the available facilities and experience in
educating and supervising large numbers of children. They should be able to assist
in solving the child care crisis in a most cost effective method. This can be achieved
whether they directly operate the program or cooperate with other agencies using
school facilities
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A disturbing trend has developed not only in California but across the nation con-
cerning the licensing of child care facilities In the last two sessions of the California
Legislature, bills have been introduced to exempt church-related child care pro-
grams from licensing. Fortunately, this legislation was defeated each time by the
combined efforts of the child care field and various church groups. In addition, fund-
ing for family day care licensin,, was proposed to be eliminated from the 1983-1984
State budget. Cooperative efforts of consumers and providers not only restored the
existing funding but increased the appropriation by three million dollars. Licensing
of all types of child care facilities provides children with minimum standards for
basic health, safety and developmentally appropriate environments.

At the November 2, 191 0 meeting in Atlanta. the National Association for the
Education of Young Children Governing Board adopted a position that all programs
serving children should be licensed, and that exempting any special group would
weaken licensing laws. istatement attached) This association with 40,000 profession-
al members is also developing a center accreditation pn ect to assist in improving
the quality of child care. The membership looks forward to developing and imple-
menting the project. At the same time that various groups or states are eliminating
or reducing standards for child care, it should be noted. that the professionals are
working to improve standards and quality.

The argument for eliminating licensing is that it is a parental responsibility to
ensure the welfare and the safety of their children in child care. Governments must
assist parents by providing the legal framework to protect the real consumersthe
children. Most children are unable to communicate if they are in an undesirable
environment. Unfortunately, it is often too late before a problem is discovered
which endangers children's welfare.

The Orange County Department of Education-Child Development Program was
awarded the Federal Migrant Child Care Program grant for Orange County as of
July 1. 1981. I would like to bring to the attention of the committee certain federal
regulations that are causing problems, not only for Orange County, but throughout
the State. In order for a child to be eligible for a Federal Migrant Child (Aire Pro-
gram. the child must have moved with his family within the last five years. In fact.
agencies are finding that the younger children in farm labor families have not been
part (if the migration and have been born in the local agricultural community. This
requirement prevents programs from serving the youngest childen in farm labor
families and negates the majo intent of the Migrant Child Care Program. The
major intent is to provide child care for younger childen so that school age children
can attend school. It is my recommendation that this regulation be changed to pro-
vide eligibility for the Federal Migrant Child Care Program to all children in an
eligible family.

Then is also a requirement that the Federal Migrant funded children not be co-
mingled with other groups of children with other sources of funding. This separa-
tion prevents young children from learning English as a second language from peer
am:miniu Also. it is certainly not the most cost effective method of meeting the
needs of migrant farm labor families in urban areas such as Orange County. There
is surely a question of the children's civil rights and an issue of discrimination with
this policy. Agencies receiving Federal Migrant monies should be allowed to co-
mingle children. This will achieve the most coot effective method of providing the
meat developmentally beneficial program to migrant children.

Finally. my colleagues have requested that this testimony must include a rectim.
mendation that reimbursement for five meals be restored to the Child ('are Food
Program Programs throughout the State are finding that three meals are inad-
equate to meet the needs of young children. Many children are in center care for
mart than nine and one halt hours a day, and an idditional snack or lunch-dinner
meal pattern is required for these children Providers urge the restoration of five
meals The recent economic recession has demonstrated that many of our !invest
income families have been unable to provide their children with adequate nutrition
The Child Care Food Program is an important source of funding for child cart and
should not be separated from the whole child can. issue.

The chfld care issue has now become so complex, and the need is so great for all
children regardless of income. that we must all work together to accept the respon.
s!bilitr at tiros ceding quality care tor all of our children
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CHILD CARE LICENSING POSITION or THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR THE EDUCATION
OF YOUNG CHILDREN

RATIONALE

Findings from the 19 4O census show that more than 50 percent of mothers of
young children in the United States are employed 'outside the home. Therefore an
increasing number of parents are seeking child care settings within their communi-
ties which will nurture, protect, and educate their children. Child care licensing is
an official acknowledgement of the public responsibility to maintain healthy. safe,
and developmentally appropriate conditions for children during the time they spend
in child care. Licensing is a form of consumer protection for children and their par-
ents.

Child care is provided in a variety of settings reflecting the diverse needs of
today's families. These settings can be grouped into three major categoriescenter
care, group home care. and family day care. In most states. centers usually provide
care for 12 or more children, group homes for 7 to 12 children, and family day care
homes for fi or fewer children. States without group home care provisions generally
define centers as settings for the care of 7 or more children.

Each of these settings may provide care for infants, toddlers. preschool children,
school-age children, and/or children with special needs. All three types of settings
may provide full-day or part-day care on either a regular or flexible basis. Standards
are needed for all three types of care to ensure that children are protected and edu-
cated in a nurturing environment.

The goal of child care licensing should be to assure a level of good quality care
while taking into account the different types of settings and the numbers of chil-
dren served in each. Agencies charged with enforcing licensing standards should be
publicly visible so that individuals caring for children know about them and can
seek technical assistance from them. The standards represented in the licensing
statutes should be widely disseminated so that parents will be in a better position to
locate and monitor licensed child care settings. In addition to licensing statutes,
health, building, and fire safety codes must also be met. The inspection, monitoring,
and enforcement of all applicable statutes should be coordinated to ensure that per-
sonnel and fiscal resources are wisely used.

The National Association for the Education of Young Children affirms the impor
tance of child care licensing as a vehicle for controlling the quality of care for chil-
dren in settings outside their own homes, NAEY(' supports licensing standards than

into account the nature of the child care setting and the number of children
to be served;

set standards for centers, group homes. and family homes;
include care of children from infancy through school age;
cover full-time. part-time, and drop-in care arrangements;
include facilities serving children with disabilities;
reflect current research demonstrating the relationship between the quality of

care provided and such factors as group size, staff/child ratio. ,end staff knowledge
and training in early childhood education or child development,

are clearly written, enforceable, and vigorously enforced;
are administerd by agencies which are known about and accessible to parents and

the individuals providing care for children; and
include written policies describing processes for initial licensing. renewal inspe-

tions. revocation, and appeals.
Because licensing requirements stipulate the basic necessary conditions for pro-

tecting children's well being, NAEY(' firmly believes that all forms of supplmenta-
ry care of young children should he licensed and that exempt,ons from licensing
standards should not he permitted. Whenever a single program or group of pro
grams is exempted or given special treatment. the entire fabric of licensing is weak
cried

It is 41 public responsibility to ensure that child care programs promote optimal
development in a safe and healthy environment All parents who need child care
have the right to choose from settings which will protect and educate their children
in a nurturing environment

l',ts -*'d by the NAEY(' I;overning Board. November 2. 19s3

Chairman MILLER. Mr Torres.

stj
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STATEMENT OF JOSE L. TORRES, ADMINISTRATOR, CLINICS
ostgroarna, ORANGE COUNTY. CALIF.

Mr. To ass. I apologize first for being 4 hours late because of
personal complications.

The clinic that I work withI am an example of the result of a
long history of alcohol and drug abuse and the complications that I
had in the past socially, culturally and the system in general. I am
not here to judge the system. I just say I am the results of what
happens to other people in my same circumstance&

Ab you can see in my testimony, I very briefly described my own
experience and some of the factors, such as social interaction with
other cultures and the differences with other cultures, for example,
Mexico, and we had a different value system than strictly Anglo or
anybody else.

That creates a lot of conflict in order to interact and live in a
harmonious and positive way.

Besides that, the education also and the lack of knowledge from
a lot of=le of what the consequences of alcohol and drug abuse
is and consequences in school or any place else, they are not
aware of.

The program that I am working atI was once a patient client
and they provided me with the help that I needed in every way,
shape and form, morale, spiritual, educative and cultural.

Because of the differences that I found in the cultures as a His-
panic, these people were able to help me. I started as a client. I
have continued going to school. I went back to school. I am current-
ly enrolled in the University of Fullerton pursuing a bachelor's
degree in psychology. I am educating myself and trying to educate
other people about the consequences of alcoholism.

Our program has been designed in such a way that we can serve
the bilingual and cultural Hispanic. That means because we are
aware of the cultural differences we deal with the special situation.

As far as I am concerned, we are the only providers in the
county for services of alcohol to the whole Hispanic community.
We are experiencing some financial difficulties, which has been the
history of cur program. It is nothing new to us.

The only thing that I can say is that we should take a look at the
fact that alcohol is primarily a big problem in our community, pri-
marily Hispanic community. There are around 50 providers of alco-
hol for the English speaking in Orange County, which is ours.

We have a whole program providing residential detox services,
educational services for the children of our clients, prevention serv-
ices for the community, going out to the community and trying to
relate to the community how they can understand and educate
themselves of the consequences of alcohol.

There are very few programs which I say, only one where people
are aware of what we are doing because of very limited moneys.

Personally I think that the opportunity that was given to me
could be given to anyone. I now consider myself a productive
member of this society. I have been able to lift myself culturally
and socially and this opportunity should be given to anybody, no
matter of race, color, or ethnic background.

9
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Our program is composed of bilingual - pie born here in
the United States with Hispanic under e tried to do our
best to help our people. We had little support .from the county or
the Federal Government. Our funds come from the
county and from the patient. We find t our fee is only $2 be-
cause our people cannot afford to pay even that. We love our work.
We do the best we know to do it and relate to them. We are trying
to help people.

I am proud to be part of the program.
First of all, as a client, I can relate to these people who are there

and now, as the administrator of the program, I am kind of young
to hold that position, but it is an

oIthank you for being here and have vethe opportunity to speak to
you.

[Prepared statement of Jose Torres f01101FPX]

PRZFARED STAMM? OF Jou L. Toms, ADIMPUSTRAIM, CLINICS Ommvorni,
ORAN= Cowin, CALM

The content of this esasy is to information about my past- Important
events and experiences will be -.i described in mike. to give a picture of how I
developed my alcoholism and drug Bk. ,mei 11 On the caw hand, Melt, men-
tion the non-profit, Community based alcohol program that helped me to put my life

tletthmera Mexican native born. My parents got separated a year after I was born.
My father, a chronic alcoholic remarried a few years ago and he has reestablished his
life with his new family in my native country. We often communicate by writing to
each other.

During my childhood, I lived with my grandmother who looked after me for the
first fourteen years of my life. During these years my mother came to the States to
work to support me, since neither economical nor moral support was given by my
father. However, education has been one item I have Wimp valued very much until
now. I finished grammar, Jr. High and High School in ..ift&a I was an average
student. During this time, age twelve, I started to experiment with alcohol by drink-
ing small quantities in parties or other events I attended with pears. Because of the
lack of the father image, I developed a very rebellious attitude toward adults and
elders. I kind of wanted to demonstrate to my father that I could do it by myself
and that I will never be like him. Well, I was pretty wrong, because indeed I became
as my father.

My adolescent years were full of frustrations and confusions. The lack of an au-
thority figure that could provide me discipline and love was absent. And it unpaired
my development to a mature and responaftde individual. On the other hand, I con-
tinued in school to pursue a career in engineering. But I did not have the financial
nor the moral support from family.

At the age of 14 I arrived in the States. My mother decided to live here forever
and it was better for me to continue my education here. I entered a local high
school within four days of my arrival. At the beginning of my school days, I was
confronted with the t social and moral values cif the two cultures. First, I
could not perform well in academic subjects because of the language limitations. In
addition, I interacted very little with other peers these peers meetly were Mexicans
whom I could relate to en, I leer-nil& to spiai, write and read English within two
years. This helped me to open my alternatives because I met new friends, I went out
often to different places, but those events always were within an alcohol context.

Discrimination and racism were common among that particular area and in
school too. However, I began to relate to chicanes whom were seen as gang mem-
bers, criminals and trouble makers, because they dressed in different style than the
snow or blacks. The chicano was the closest group that I could share cultural and
social values same as theirs. All my behaviors and way of thinking changed as to
theirs. There was a great amount of emphasis on drinking and smoking pot. On the
other hand my family disliked this changed of attitude in me, so it created numer-
ous problems in the family. For example: My stepfather would try to make me
angry by prohibiting me to go out. My mother wouldn't cook or wash my clothes for
me, etc.

9
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Besides the pressure from peers, my family situation began to deteriorate; part
was because of the fear to communicate what we were thinking and feeling for each
other. Second. because we did not have the appropriate information of the conse-
quences of alcohol, At school we were treated negatively, unfairly punished. An il-
lustration was that the handball courts were fenced and locked after school hours
when in fact this was the only place where most of us would go to recreate. We
were intimidated by the local po.- and school security guards. They would arrest
us for no reason at all; or they would call us discriminatory names that violated our
own self-esteem and self - respect.

My personal deterioration due to my alcohol and drug abuse became Worst during
the ages of 16 and 17. I graduated at the age of 17 firma High School. INer though I
had interest to go to a University I was not able to do so because I lost the grant
within the first two months due to my drinking. Realising that I was failing, I decid-
ed to drop school and find a jth.

The pressure from my family increased because they wanted me to work in order
to support part of the houd expenses. I managed to find a job which due to my
absentees and frequent tardiness I was fired. This went on for several months, I
could not hold a job nor could I save any money since I used all in obtaining alcohol
and druipt

I tried to commit suicide a couple of times, but I realized that there was some-
thing better I could do for my life besides drinking, using drugs and deteriorating
my personal life and family.

At this time, I wanted to continue in school and become a computer programer. I
enrolled in night classes while I worked during the day. However, I do not know
why I decided to seek help for myself. But I went to ask my school counselor about
any advice she could provide me. She then informed me that she did not have the
experience in the field of alcohol so she could not help me. What she did was to
refer me to this new established alcohol clinic that treated hispanic alcoholics. Con-
sequently she gave me the address and phone number to call and arrange an ap-
pointment to see the counselor. It took me two weeks to finally decide to make the
call. I went to the first appointment, these people were something else that I had
never experienced before. Mmy all showed their concern and understanding about
my problem. They created a comfortable environment in which I could feel love and
care for the first time in my life. This program offered me a live-in residential pro-
gram which I could live for a period of two months. I was to engaged in group activi-
ties, AA meeting and to transform my life style to a sober and clean one. Before I
entered the , I informed my family about my decision of getting myself into
treatment. ir rermonse did not or did approve my attitude. They only encouraged
me to do whatever was beneficial for my well being. I remained in the program a
total of 6 weeks, during this time I found a full time job in which within several
months of employment they promoted me to leadman assistant. I had to change
some negative personality characteristics and behavioral patterns to positive and
productive ones. In additic n. I returned to my family who noticed the change in me
and they offered their sup aid in my process.

At the present time, I have been married or two years. I have remained sober for
years without any drinking relapse during this time. I'm currently enrolled at a

local university to pursue a Bachelors degree in Psychology. My personal life has
radically changed to a very productive one.

I hold an administrative position at the same program where I was in as a patient
once. On the other hand, I have learned to have meaning in my life by continuing
an open relationship to family, spouse and fellow friends.

I have never had the courage to write about these painful experiences as well as
the productive ones. Therefore I urge you to use this information to help other
people who are still addicted to drugs, and alcohol

Chairman MILLER. Thank you. The committee will have some
questions later, Mr. Torres.

Mr. Camacho.

STATEMENT OF ISMAEL CAMACHO. PARALEGAL. THE
FARMWORKERS' CENTER, LAS CRUCES, N. MEX.

Mr. CAMACHO. My name is Ismael L. Ca.macho. I was born to a
farmworker family in Madera, Calif. My father worked in the
fields since he was very young. lie only went to the second grade in
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Mexico. This is the reason he wanted us to be educated as much as
possible.

I began to work in the field at age 5. My father would take me
with him since my mother also went to work in the fields.

We had no family in Madera to take care of us. He also needed
our help in the fields. All my brothers and sisters worked in the
fields.

Before we were old enough to work, we were still taken to the
fields. We were left in the car, or underneath grapevines in order
to avoid the sun. Underneath the grapevines, we were exposed to
pesticides that were used to kill spiders and other insects. They
would spray sulfur to combat the plagues. This sulfur would fall
from the grape leaves and burn our eyes and skin.

There were no sanitation facilities in the fields, so many times
we had to relieve ourselves in the fields. There was obviously no
toilet paper, so we used what we could. There was no water, other
than the one we took, to wash our hands with, so we ate with dirty
hands.

Needless to say, there were no medical facilities in the fields. So
when one of us would get sick in the fields, the next oldest kid
would take care of him at the house.

When I grew older, I worked whatever hours were necessary. In
the summer, when school was out and the kids from school looked
forward to summer vacation, I would have to work.

All the farmworker families and their kids would work. For this
reason we did not look forward to any school vacations. We worked
some long hours. Our dad worked even longer hours, sometimes
holding up to three jobs. He used to love to work until he became
disabled.

My father fell off a hydraulic lift used to prune peach trees. He
landed on his left knee, breaking it. They flew him to San Francis-
co and operated on him. After 3 days from the date of the oper-
ation, he was told that he would be able to return to work and that
he would be able to use his left leg, so he started to walk on it. He
rei 'tired his knee and they took him back to operate on it again.

A f t e r that operation, they found out that they left a sponge in
his knee. So they had tb reoperate to remove the sponge. It was
necessary to place a plastic tube in his leg.

I currently work with the legal services of Las Cruces, N. Mex. I
have been employed with the farmworker division for 4 years. I
was able to obtain my job thanks to CETA training. They sent me
to Antioch Law School to the National Farmworker Paralegal
Training Project. I graduated in 1979 and found employment soon
after. Had I not gone to this program, I would probably still be
working in the fields with my younger brother.

During my employment, I have seen children under the age of 10
in the fields helping their parents, as I once did. There are still no
toilet facilities in the fields, washing water, or medical facilities.

One thing still present is the herbicides, insecticides, pesticides,
fungicides and no regulations to protect farm workers from being
sprayed directly.

I have seen planes spraying fields while there were farmworkers
picking crops. Just imagine your children being there, exposed to
these conditions.

9.J



Fortunately, there are some child care centers to take migrant
children. Unfortunately, there are many more children still out in
the fief out of necessity.

Many of these children grow up uneducated because they are
children of migrant families, moving from one State to another,
unable to complete their education. They have no incentive to
study because they are too tired from the work they did. Study
hours are used to enjoAarenskt.

Chairman Musa. You.
[Prepared statement of Ibmael L Camacho follows]

PRZPARED SFATIPMENT or 1811ARL L. CANIACHO, PARALEGAL, ma FARIEWORRERS'
CINTER, Las Caucas. N. Mu.

My name is Ismael L. Camacho. I was born to a farm worker family in Madera,
California. My father worked in the fields since he was very young. He only went to
the second grater in Mexico. This is the reason that he wanted us to be educated as
much as possible. I began to work in the field at age five. My father would take use
with him since my mother also went to %uric in the fields. We had Lm
Madera to take care of us. He also needed our help in the fields. All my
and sisters worked in the fields.

Before we were old enough to work, we were still taken to the fields. We were left
in the car, or un th gg pevines in order to avoid the sun. Underneath the
grapevines, we were ex to peatickhre that were used to kill spiders and other
insects. They would spray sulfur to combat the plagues. This sulfur would fall from
the grape leaves and burn our eyes, and akin.

There were no sanitation faeilities in the fields. so many times we had to relieve
ourselves in the fields. There was obviously no toilet paper, so we used what we
could. There was no water, (other than the one we took) to wash our hands with, so
we ate with dirty hands.

Needless to say there were no medical facilities in the fields. So when one of no
would get sick in the fields the nest oldest kid would take care of him at the home.

When I grew older, I worked whatever hours were necessary. In the summer,
when school was out and the kids from school looked forward to summer vacation I
would have to work. All the farmworker families and their kids would work. For
this reason we did not look forward to any school vacations. We worked some long
hours. Our dad worked even longer hours, sometime holding up to three jobs. We
used to love to work until he became disabled. My father fell off a hydraulic lift
used to prune peach trees. He landed on his left knee breaking it. They flew him to
San Francisco and operated on him After three days from the date of the operation,
he was told that he would be able to return to work and that he would be able to
use his left leg, so he started to walk on it. He re-injured his knee and they took
him back to operate on it again. After that operation, they found out that they left
a sponge in his knee. So they had to reoperate to remove the sponge. It was neces-
sary to place a plastic tube in his leg.

I currently work with the legal services of Las Cruces, New Mexico. I have been
employed with the farm worker division for four rears. I was able to obtain my job
thanks to CETA training. They sent me to Antioch Law School to the National
Farrnworker Paralegal Training Project. I graduated in 1979 and found employment
soon after. Had I not gone to this program, I would probably still be working in the
fields with my younger brother.

During my employment, I have seen children under the age of ten in the fields
helping their parents, as I once did. There are still no toilet facilities in the fields,
washing water, or medical facilities. One thing still present is the herbicides, insecti-
cides, pesticides, fungicides and no regulations to protect farm workers from being
sprayed directly.

I have seen planes spraying fields while there were farm workers picking crops.
Just imagine your children being there exposed to these conditions. Fortunately,
there are some child care centers to take migrant children in. Unfortunately, there
are many more children still out in the fields out of necessity. Many of these chil-
dren grow up uneducated because they are children of migrant families, moving
from one state to another unable to complete their education. They have no incen-
tive to study because they are too tired from the work they did. Study hours are
used to enjoy rest.

Chairman Miller. Mrs. Wynn.
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STATEMENT OF KAREN WYNN, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, AMERICAN
INDIAN EDUCATION CONSULTANTS, INC., ARIZONA

Ms. WYNN. I would like to begin by thanking the committee for
this opportunity for representing part of the Indian community
and to thank those that made this assignment possible.

My name is Karen Wynn. My ethnic background is American
Indian and I am a member of the Yokuts Tribe, Chuckchansi Band,
which is located just north of Fresno, Calif.

I completed my undergraduate work at the University of Arizona
where I have completed it in education. I received a teaching certif-
icate to begin my employment within the field of education. I
began two fourth grade assignments, one of which was on the
Papago Reservation and the second was on the Apache Reservation
located in Arizona.

From there I became involved with Federal programs and was
hired as a director of the youth services department at the Tucson
Indian Center and from there to my current employment, which is
the executive director of American Indian Education Consultants.

The reason that MEC was developed was to assist in working
with educational activities with students who were no longer in
school or those who could be identified as high risk youth, meaning
those individuals that would, for whatever reason, choose not to
finish their high school education.

The main focus of my testimony is going to be directed around
three particular areas. One is the identification of trends in educa-
tion as far as Arizona is concerned. The second area is the residen-
tial status of Indian youth and their families on reservations and
of reservations.

The third is a plea to Congress to continue and expand financial
support to the area of Indian education.

The first trend that I would like to address is that of curriculum
and course requirements. Arizona State Board of Education has re-
cently considered some legislation that would considerably reduce
the requirements as far as a class lead is concerned and this cur-
riculum was evolving around the grades K through 8.

In essence, what happens was that they were deleting from the
kindergarten curriculum, for example, the subjects of history, art,
physical education, science, geography, and health.

addition to deleting those subjects, they were going to be
t..;d ; a course requirement of a fore411 language.

Ae third grade I think was probably the area that would have
been most drastically affected by this legislation in that they were
going to require a competency exam which must be passed by
every student to be promoted from the third to the fourth grade.

The entire recommendation at this point, we believe, is going to
be turned down by the State board of education as far as their
adoption of this, but we would find that this issue not only affects
Indian children, but it affects all children in that in third grade, by
telling a student that they are not capable of certain competencies
to pass to the next grade that you are fulfilling a self-fulfillment
prophecy in that you are philosophizing or giving them their psy-
chological background that they are incapable of doing certain

9
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things and therefore they would continue to follow them for the
rest of their lives.

The next issue is that of the full-day kindergarten. Arizona
would be receiving recommendations to expand their 2 hour and 15
minute kindergarten program to that of a full day, which would
last at least 3 to 4 hours in length.

We are finding that there is a benefit from certain programs that
have extended their full day kindergarten to last longer than the 2
hours and 15 minutes period.

We are seeing that these sessions that are able to work closely
with the students are developing their language and readiness con-
cepts to a greater degree than th.w-- students that are in the lesser
time frame of a kindergarten class.

The other issue which has been touched on several times today is
that of a child care. We are seeing in Arizona the need for addi-
tional child care centers, after school care centers to work with
children of dual working parents.

Right now we are showing that more than half of the mothers in
our area that have children under the age of 6 are working.

We see it as a vital economic necessity today to have some type
of an assistance for these parents. We are seeing the issue also of
the licensing coming into play not only with the day care facilities
itself, but with the day care homes.

We are finding that more than 50 percent of the parents who
need child care services are using day care home facilities rather
than the day care centers, which is only 15 percent.

Even though there are many centers that are provided, there are
very few that are available to minority individuals.

There are very few day care centers that are located in areas
that are accessible to minority people.

At the present time we are seeing that there are 500 individuals
who are in need of this particular service.

Another area that we would like to address is the cost of public
education.

In Arizona, older children attending high school are required to
either pay for or rent their textbooks. This is especially hard on
the children of low-income families and especially Indian children.

In the past 2 years AIEC has provided more than $2,500 in sup-
port in this particular area. We have also provided about the same
amount of number of dollars for emergency clothing, special class
fees, graduation costs, and things of this nature.

All of the children that we have provided services to are Ameri-
can Indians, but as we are in the field, we see that this need is not
only a need of American Indian children, but other minority
groups as well.

Students who cannot afford to take the special class courses,
such as science, computer literacy, art, physical education, and lan-
guage, are finding themselves without the necessary credits to
enter colleges or universities or other vocational choices past the
secondary level.

Again we are finding that this occurs primarily with mirmrity
children, of which Indian children are a part of that group.

Another issue is that high schools have begun a reduction of
standards for minority children in that there are no foreign lan-
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guage uirements or requirements for higher levels of math, sci-
ence and .

This additionally aside to the previous problem in not preparing
students to make themselves ma4 for the rigors of colt

The dropout rates and we use T Unified School District No
1 as a profile, has had the largest dropout rate in the State for
Dian students.

Five years ago it was 16 percent. This year it took a drop to
11.5 percent, which ,, appear as a =i ,:it M I t difference but actu-
ally whet has . redefined their definition for a
drop, 1.,udent. , students after enrollment to
the tit ade , the 12th grade.

In ma..., words, after completion of 8th grade or the
turning of 16 it is not required that students attend public school
and so t refore, they had not been counting those students in
these last utatistics as they had previously done in the past.

In this area we are seeing that the average cost for a fall semes-
ter is anywhere from $60 to $125 for costs to enroll.

The second semester we are looking at anywhere between PO
and $60. Having more than one child in school at any paricular
time is an extreme burden seasonally upon the families. Their ad-
ditional costs to this, which would go into the area of sports, club
participation, and other activities such as student council, cheer-
leading, and things in this area, we are seeing that this is a nega-
tive impact on the students in terms of that they are losing the op-
portunities to develop their social and leadership skills because
these students don't have the money to participate and compete in
these other types of programs.

I looked at the University of Arizona to draw some statistics for
postsecondary education. 'The profile from 1930 to 1982 indicatee
that 153 graduate degrees have been awarded and bachelors de-
grees have been 317. This shows over that particular time span
that in the graduate level there are three annually and in bache-
lors degree there have been six annually.

To me this is not really representative of the emulation in Arizo-
na as American Indians do constitute a fair majority of the popula-
tion.

The majority of attendance at the University of Arizona was
during 1970 to 1982, approximately, when there was a
that was there that was funded by Indian education title
dement teacher education programs for Indian students. This pro-
gram was designed to train American Indians to go back and work
on the reservation areas with their particular tribal background.

That program was discontinued around 1979 and, as a result, the
Indian enrollment dropped at the University of Arizona.

A second program was that of Navajo teacher education and it
provided the same type of services, only specifically for members of
the Navajo Tribe.

A third program is the Indian studies program which offers bach-
elors and masters degrees which has again, during this last couple
of years, begun to develop and restrengthen the Indian enrollment
on campus.

It may not be completely accurate to track only three programs
in this particular time span to correlate rises and declines of stu-
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dent enrollments over this particular period, but it is possible to
conclude that these specialized programs'do assist in the improve-
ment and retention of students at the university level.

Probably the most dynamic area and trend that we are seeing
come across the country is the back to basics movement and a lot
of people have picked up that terminology, back to basic& and you
see it being used in political areas as well as religious areas, as
well as Government use and people wanting to project a certain
idea or a certain image.

We are seeing that term now being used more and more in edu-
cation, the back to bisiics movement. This is a widespread issue and
I think it is an area that dearly lacks definition not only to the lay
world because it is being used so widely, but in the educational
field as well.

It appears as though many parents and grandparents are feeling
that society in general is kind of decaying into a mess and some-
how by reinstating standards that they and their children had gone
through in the public school system would somehow solve some of
the problems that they are concerned with in society as a whole.

The Primary focus of this program looks at that as discipline in
terms of parents asking for more student supervision, more rules
and more stringent dress codes.

The second area is that of curriculum. It is not that the reintro-
duction of certain basal tasks, possibly that of Dick and Jane, will
provide all the necessary training in reading.

Chairman Musa. We have some members who will have to
meet a plane schedule and I would like them to have the opportu-
nity to ask you some questions, so to the extent that you could
summarize your testimony, I would appreciate it.

Mrs WYNN. To summarize then, 1 would like to note that ap-'
proximately 51 percent of the Indian population resides off of the
reservations and we would feel that this particular population, by
definition, at times is being neglected and somehow the notion that
Indians residing on reservations carry more weight when it comes
to definition of Indians and we feel that American Indians in gen-
eral should not shed their constitutional and tribal rights every
time they cross in or of of the reservation areas and we feel this is
a critical area.

You look at funding formulas that are derived on this, eligibility
for services and programs and our primary focus is that through
educational areas and avenues that American Indians can take di-
rection for their own lives.

Chairman MILLER. Thank you.
(Prepared statement of Karen Wynn follows:(
PERFARED STATEMENT OF KAREN WYNN. ElgetrillfE DUILECTOIL, AMERICAN Imams

EDUCATION CONSULTANTS.

To begin with, let me introduce myself. My name is Karen Wynn. My ethnic back-
ground is American Indian. I am a member of the Yokuts tribe, Chickctainsi band. I
have been married nearly If years, and have three children ages 12. 9. ?nd 6. My
educational background has been at the University of Arizona, where I have cons-
pieted a Bachelors and Masters degree in Education.

At tiw present time I am working on a Ph.D. in Education with a minor in Educa-
tional Administration, which will be completed in December 19/44.
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My employment background began with a 4th grade teaching position on the
Papago reservation, continuing with a 4th grade position cm the Apache reservation.
During these two assignments I became interested in the youth who were not at-
tending school. I wanted to know why and what I could do to help. This feeling
brought me back to Tucson where 1 became the Director of the Youth Services De-
partment of the Tucson Indian Center. My department worked with urban and res-
ervation youth age 3-25. in preschool, GED, employment, counseling. social, and
recreation activities. The leadership of the Indian Center decided not to continue Its
emphasis on education, so I felt that my skills and talents could be used elsewhere.
At this point there were others in the community who had completed degrees in
Education and also felt the need to do something about it in the American Indian
community. not only in Tucson, but in the entire southern region of Arizona.

This was the beginning of American Indian Education Consultants, Inc. I am cur-
rently the Executive Director of AISC. AIEC's main focus is upward social and eco-
nomic mobility through education. In summary I have been in the field of Indian
Education for 13 years as a mother. teacher. student, and administrator of federal
Programs.

The areas I would like to address the committee include:
I. Identification of trends in education
2. Residence status of Indian youth
3. Need for continued and expanded financial support from Qingress to Indian

Education.

TZENVS

Curriculum: Course requirements
One of the latest issues to hit Arizona. and one that will effect all children in

grades k-s in some respect, is that of course requirements as required by the State
Hoard of Education. Currently they are considering a task force recommendation
which would exclude History, the Arts. PE. Science. Spelli . Geography, and
Health from the kindergarten curriculum. They added foreign as an im-
portant component to Kindergarten education. The task force also wants to estab-
lish a competency exam which must be passed to "graduate" from the 3rd grade.

In the entire recommendation regarding curriculum, there is no mention of cul-
tural instruction in the child's native language, elements which are vital to the in-
culcating of students to their particular communities and societies. This issue not
only affects Indian children, but children of all other nationalities and cultural
backgrounds other than middle class America.
Length of day: Kindergarten

Another issue in the idea of full day kindergarten. There is a lot of pressure film
parents and educators alike to push this into the public school system. Children are
beginning their formalized education younger and younger. With the benefits of full
day kindergarten children will be able to read and do other formalized tasks at the
beginning of first grade.

There are children who need more than the traditional Si hours of kindergarten.
A few schools in Tucson aria especially those in the lower income areas, are now
offering "extended day" kindergarten sessions-3% hours long. These sessions work
closely with the students on language and readiness concepts, which are sorely
needed by these children.

Child care
Another trend that is timely related to "extendee day" kindergartens is the need

for additional child care and aftenichool care services. More than half of the moth-
ers with children under the age of six are now working. It is an economic necessity
today. More than 710" of the parents who need child care services are using family
day care homes. Only 15% of the patents use day care centers. Yet there are still
not enough service providers available.

Along this line is the problem of day care and family day care home licensing.
Arizona is one of only five states that doesn't require family day care homes to be
regulated or licensed. Each state has different rules on this issue. There needs to be
a national day care policy for both group centers and family day care homes.

Another problem is the cost of day care and after school care services. Low
income parents working at minimum wage or below, are in most need of help in
this area. The Department of Economic Security does provide some relief to these
parents, yet it is not enough. Increases in the numbers of parents who need the
service has put a pinch on the available funds. Parents have been turned away.
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Rack to basics

A more wide spread issue that is affecting not only Arisona but the rest of the
country as well is the back to basics movement.

This is an area that clearly lacks definition not only in the lay world, but in the
education field as well. It appears as many parents and grandparents are

as tlWi society in general is into an immoral and decadent mess,
and that by standanis they their children underwent in the plic
school spite', that it will solve some of the problems that society is conker with
now.

The primary focus this issue takes w that of discipihre. Parents me asking for
more supervision, more rules and dress codes. The second ilicus of the issue is that
of curriculum. It is thought that the re-haroduction of the basal series or Dick and
Jane, will provide all the necessary training in the raiding area. The balance of
time will be spent in the nemaining_autilecte of Math . Science. English and Social
Studies. The primary purpose of the back to basics movement. in_ my assessment as
an educator, is to assist parents in believing that the an called "frills" in education
can be done away with, which will cause a reduction of expenditures or the budget,
which will provide

a
more time for the teacher to provide more instruction in the

basic subject rea&
The effect is that many districts in Arizona statewide are setting up special

schools staffed with administrators and teachers who espouse the notion of be to
basic philosophy in the discipline and curriculum amen.

In the Tucson areas these schools have been used as an enrollnient incentive for
part of the desegregation plan. Nen-minority children have a choice of whether or
not they want to go to a basic school, whereas minority children are actually forced
to go to them because they are in their neighborhoals.

The impact on a major percentage of minority children is that this type of cur-
riculum is not relevant to the experiences and backgrounds of these children. Thus
it is a non-positive impact on these children and their families.

Residential status
This is a very controversial issue. One that has been argued and debated since the

creation of reservations. This issue has even been brought before Congress in differ-
ent pieces of legislation to obtain definition. The issue is that of status of Indians.
Questions surrounding this issue include when is an Indian not an Indian?somn:ot
the notion of reiddence on a reservation area, the idea that this
weighte the idea that a person living dierd is morean than a person who lives
off the reservation?

The position that should be considered is that by continuing to use residence an
criteria for services, jialication and funding for example, may be causing a suspect
class within one ethnic segment of the general population of the country.

This is to say that American Indians should not be subject to losing and gaining
basic rights ted and guaranteed by trust and treaty relationships at the reser-
vation boundary. In essence American Indians should not shed the... rights on the
basis of residency.

Financial support
At the present time AIEC provides services to 32 schools in 12 separate districts

with approximately 700 students. These services come from the area of supplenwn-
lid services as defined in the language of the Johnson O'Malley legislation.

The Arizona Department of Education lADE), a subcontractor of the 81A, Phoenix
Area Office, contracts to paride services to 5,800 students. As the funds are allocat-
ed on a per capita basis, ADE through their various sub-contractors, tries to identify
eligible students. To this point approximate1y an additional 2,500 students have
been identified through the ADE camputer. The of administering and ar-
ranging for services has begun. As AIEC is the independent contractor, many
of the referrals for service will be directed toward our agency.

The impact of this program has been felt throughout the service area in southern
Arizona. The first year of service began with 115 students in 4 districts. As these
were only elementary districts, there was no need to contact schools for the identifi-
cation of ilast students.

The year of service expanded to include 3 high school districts. The high
schools had a combined population of 53 American Indian students grades 9-12. Out
of the 53 students only one student dropped out. A_pproxirnately 1096 of these stu-
dents entered universities or community colleges. The third year the one student
that had previously dropped out came hack into the school system and is scheduled
to graduate this spring.
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Daring the past four fiscal mar, AIEC has identified three major factors of suc-
cans in this type of

1. Program is adarsi=d by American Indians. providing role models of persons
who have completed higher education degrees.

2. Financial support in the areas which are really needed: Textbooks, class fees,
=class materials, graduation expen ses. dames for high school credit, extra

fres.
In conclusion it must be mentioned that continued financial support to the area of

Indian gducation is a Vital necessity for the continued progress American Indian
people have made in the last 50 years. Not only because the responsibility is man-
dated by trust. and treaty and treaty laws, but because the original Mants of
this land downy the respect and honor of being the first perm rent residents of
this country.

Chairman MILLER- Mr. Patterson.
Mr. PATTERSON. I find that the testimony of this panel was out-

standing and certainly I do appreciate all of you being here today.
We have Mr. Torres, whose own personal -history, 23 years old,

started off as an alcoholic at 12, roughly, who has now become an
administrator to help other people with the same kinds of problems
that he had.

I notice in your testimony you say you did not know what inc ti-
voted you to seek help but I know if I don't ask you somebody else

y will, but we would certainly commend you for the great
Erutileit that you have overcome in your own life and whatever it
is, if we could bottle it and sell it, we would have a lot of successes
out there.

The same, I might say, is true of Mr. Camacho, who started in
the fields at 5 with a large family. His father could not continue to
work and he is now studying to be a paralegal.

Mr. CARAMEL I am a paralegal and I also administer the farm
worker program in Las Cruces, N. Mex.

Mr. PATTERSON. So you attribute your start to getting that CE TA
job that got you your first opportunity?

,Mr. CANACNO. Yes, sir. I was pruning at the time and someone
tctkl me I could become a lawyer in 1 year.

i Mr. Pm-mason. Well, judging by some of the lawyers, and being
(Me, I can say that, but you could do it in 6 months.

1 I am very pleased to have Betty Shaffer here. She is one of the
cktfounders of Child Care Advocates. That bill that I announced ear-
lier, H.R. 4465, is going to be dedicated to you, Betty, if we can get it
passed, because it was really that tragic incident that you and the
cofounders of this Child Care Advocates who really talked with me
about it and we worked toward it and I hope that we can get every
member who is here today, every member of the committee, to co-
sponsor the bill.

Because I think if we had a tax credit for employers who provid-
ed child care, we would find that all of those, Mr. Camacho and
Mr. Torres and the others we heard from in Salt Lake City and
across the country, we just give them a little bit of help that they
need at a very critical point in time.

The same is true. It is not all poverty and low income either. It is
certainly all across the board. Single parent families, most of whom
are female headed, but not all, could keep most of their paycheck
and not have to pay it all out in rent, food and child care as they
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do now I think we can have a healthier and stronger society and
healthier children.

We will push this bill hard and it gets through. It it only
one of a number of things, even our committee is in the in-
formation-ga stage more than we are the legislative, at least
for me it is a tive launch of a bill that I hope will be one of
many issues that we will address to help the family survive and get
stronger and children have healthier and happier home lives.

Nancy Claxton, thank you for Plugging my bill. I was just
amazed because we get a lot of data at hearings like this.

By 1990 you said riewould be more children in child care than
in the school system. Just think about that.

If child care were available at either a nominal or reasonable
cost, we would certainly get our children, our most precious re-
source, off to the right start in life.

We give it a lot of lip service but we don't back it up with many
dollars from Washington or the States or local government. It is
going to take all that and it is going to take the partnerships of
private enterprise and volunteers and all of us together just to try
to make it happen.

You know, at noon I was talking with some of the press and they
said, what is going on with the family?

Well; I guess elm ly it is not all Rock Hudson, Doris Day movies
or "Father Knows " TV series or "Ozzie and Harriet.'

We have got real life situations here where dads are out of work.
He is yelling at the kids. He is about to get a divorce and he may
be drunk tonight. We have got mom working two jobs, one at the
office at 59 cents on the dollar compared to what men are getting;
one at home with no thanks probably from the family.

She is tired, underpaid, overworked, and she is also yelling at the
kids.

The kids are at home alone. They get together with other kids
hanging out somewhere and they get their start, as we have heard.
some at the Youth Guidance Center, picking something up off the
shelf at Seven-Eleven and if they don t get caught this time, they
may get caught next time, and they start getting into trouble be-
cause they have, as we were told, nothing to do.

I have probably used all my time, Mr. Chairman, not asking my
questions, but just wanting to thank this panel for your input to
us. which is vital.

We carry this message back to Washington, D.C.. and it will be
heard loud and clear.

Chairman MILLER Ms. Shaffer, what kind of response are you
getting from the business community in Orange County with re-
spect to child care?

Ms. SHAFFER. The initial response we have had is one of interest,
but no clmmitment so far.

nan MILLER. Sort of like dating?
Ms. IAFFER. They certainly have, in our fund-raising activities.

been e to enlist the support of some major corporations in
OrarkkeVounty and we feel that that will, since they now say that
they tart us, that that will put them in a position where they
will v o look at their own child care employee needs.
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But I do believe that it will happen when the incentives are
there because, when we discuss incentives, their eyes light up.
They well, talk to us about that. So I do think that that will,
make a . diffmence, as Congressman Patterson said, that mice it
becalms . 4 to them that there is a benefit to them to provide
c h i l d c a r e t o t h e i r e m p l o y e e s and t h a t t h e y c a n s e e h i g h e r produc-
tivity as well as that there can be some kini of a business advan-

which is profit, they will do that.
Mn' . We are going through the same problems in

Contra Costa County. Friday morning we had breakfast with a
number of chief" executive officers of corporations. Our county
started an eralrloYeNIPossared with Safeway &ores and
Standard Oil and a few of the ..4. technology companies, and I
jag wondered what kind of response you were getting here. These
who are already I obviously view it as a tr emendous
benefit in terms future uctivity and recruitment advantages.

Ms. &AIM& One of the problems in Orange County, there was
an effort in 1980 by employers especially In the Irvine industrial
area, to look at this issue and they did see it as a
issue, however, as the economy turned around, it was one of
programs, as housing and some of the others, that they could pull
away from.

We want to demonstrate that it is not a recruiting issue, but it
has to do with on- the -job productivity of all their employees on a
continuing basis.

Chairman Mum. Mr. Torres, when we were out at the Youth
Guidance Center this morning we had a chance to talk with a
number of the students and ask them why they were there. A good
number of them could not stay out of other p homes, but a
very large number of them cited alcohol and in further discussions
they mentioned drugs and alcohol as interchangeable almost in
terms of the prospects of eventually ending up at the youth guid-
ance pmgram.

You obviously have been the full distance with respect to alcohol.
It is a problem that I think is rapidly percolating to the surface in
our society with respect to the problems it is creating among young
individuals.

We have seen the Mothers Against Drunk Driving, who just de-
cided this is a waste of human life. We have seen turn-arounds in
the drinking age. There is some real concern now about various
ways alcohol is promoted on campuses among college students.

As you interview these young people in the Spanish community,
I wonder what do you think in terms of prevention?

Mr. Tomes. Probably what we are doing at the present time
going out into the community and letting them know what the con-
sequences of alcohol and drug abuse are, how that affects the
family and themselves too, how they can be wasting their energies
using alcohol and drugs and implement those energies going to
school and finding some kind of meaningful activities for them-
selves.

There are a variety of ways of communication, which is the
media, radio, TV.
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Chairman Kum. Do think you can compete with the beer
ads that suggest that is what successful athletes do and
that drinking is part of success in America?

Can you compete with that in terms of trying to convey the nega-
tive consequences?

Mr. Tomas. No What we can do is to put another kind of model
that other people can reflect themselves from that. We are bom-
barded with models and it could be either seen in a positive or neg-
ative way,&pending won the viewer.

I ti.Alik in the people they can have other models which
can be over in coin with these models that are pres-
ently being preeented_by media.

Prin.'s& Which has been done, I think, with respect to
cOncerns over drugs using people who live a drug-free life as suc-
cessful models for young

Mr. Toaass. What we Ljer:Ondemn drugs and alcohol. We don't
need to condemn them, we need to help them.

As myself and many people don't even know what they are
doing really.

Instead of punishing and condemning them, we have to love and
care and help and take care of them. We can't put them in a safe
box and treat them, but they must be responsible to themselves
and the family. The family should be educated also. Everything
starts from the family, I believe.

Chairman Mitaza. Mrs. Wynn and Mr. Camacho, let me say es-
pecially to Mrs. Wynn, those statistics about the University of Ari-
zona are rather alarming for a State run school with that kind of
Indian population. You not only raise issues about the university
and who they are accepting, but you are also suggesting that the
high schools are setting different standards for minority students,
including Native Americans which simply do not properly prepare
them for admission to college.

Is that what you were say in your testimony?
Mrs. WYNN. Yes, sir, I am. are unofficial ways that coun-

selors and other individuals who help students select classes in
iterms of tracking students to put them in non- college -bound tracks.

Chairman Musa. Well, I am glad you raised this issue. We had
a number of other issues raised by a representative of some of the
Indian tribes in Montana. I hope this committee could take a more
in-depth look at Native American families. It would be very useful
to look at a number of the issues that have been raised by Native
Americans in Minnesota and Salt Lake City, and here, both in
regard to reservation Indians and nonreservation Indians.

I appreciate your testimony as a precursur to any later hear-
ings we might have on families with particular problems. I am also
interested in migrant families.

The are families who move on a continual basis, and I dare say
us with some of the finest and cheapest food in America.

ut I have some serious questions about what the real cost of that
food is when you factor in the prices those families are paying.
Again, we consider those problems to be rather unique, and hope to
get to them at later hearings.

One of the reasons we have tried to include these kind of compo-
nents in our regional hearings is to allow us to learn enough to
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target them as part of next year's work. In any case, thank you for
testifying.

Mr. Weiss.
Mr. Weiss. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mrs. Wynn, I worr if you would expand just a bit on the issue

that you raised on the rtial status problem?
Mrs. WYNN. Some of the things that were seen in the field is

that students and their families are eligible for different services.
The Bureau of Indian Affairs has one definition, for example, of
needing to be one-quarter federally recogniasd degree of blood and
the Department of Education has another definition and that is jutt
any member of a federally recognized tribe.

We are seeing that students that world qualify for one service do
not qualify for another service. Students that attend these schools
would not necessarily qualify for the same services that are avail-
able for the public schools.

So the transitions are made between the reservations and of res-
ervation areas, it becomes quite confusing to the students and they
are the ones that end up suffering in the end because no one can
make a particular decision.

They end up qualifying for no services or being able to receive
limited services.

Mr. Wogs. Is there an ongoing right the last couple of years on
continuing to provide support for the Native Americans who are
off the reservations?

Mrs. WYNN. That is correct. That is primarily the direction. that
this administration is taking. President Reagan, as Governor of
California, was able to terminate Federal recognition of many
tribes and bands in the Federal area and that is primarily the
same type of direction that is being taken now in terms of trying to
terminate these special treaty and trust relationships with the
Government and tribes.

Mr. Weiss. Thank you very much.
Mrs. Shaffer, in the course of your testimony I note the statistics

that you cite about the percentages of all marriages which end in
divorce in Orange County, 4$ percent, and I find that sort of in-
structive. I don't know if you were here earlier, but throughout the
course of our discussions among members of the committee aver
the course of this past year there hat, been sort of a recurrent
theme on the part of some of the people and they reflect a senti-
ment in Congress and across the strata of American society that in
some way there is an erosion of moral fiber in American society
that is best reflected in the divorce rates and you can't really get
around to talking about really solving any of these other specific
problems until you do something about solving the underlying
moral problem mid get people to stop divorcing one another.

Here we are in Orange County, which I always thought was sort
of a standard model of all that is most moral and noble and high-
minded about American values, and yet you have this very high di-
vorce rate. What do you think Orange County is going to be able to
do about that?

Ms. SHAFFER. Well, I can't really speak for the whole county, but
I agree with you that Orange County represents the traditional
American values in other places, high moral standards, but we also
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have many things here which do contribute to pressures on the
American family.

I can't really speak to your question directly and say what tan
we do or what causes it in Orange County, I, myself, being a di-
vorced person in Orange County after 24 years of marriage. I have
other experience in other parts of tho United %des. But the real
issue here is how to support the family whatever its character. Far-
ents need to know that their children are safe and cared for wheth-
er they are married or single. We must find ways to provide this
support for the sake of not only the family but the child. Our con-
cern is the children.

I agree that it is a real problem we have to solve. In regard to
the child care lame as much as I would like for all of us to live in a
traditional American family where mother and father are there
nurturing and loving and caring for their children, I think what we
are trying to communicate is that until that comes to pass that we
need to support families in their present stricture, and if that
present structure is a single parent family that we need to give
that single- parent family the necessary support so that they can
provide a loving nurturing environment for that child until such
time as they remarry or throughout the period of that single par-
enthood.

And in order to do that, there have to be adequate child care fa-
cilities where nurturing, loving and caring goes on for those chil-
dren. My concern is the children, whatever the structure of the
family.

Mr. WEiss. Thank you very much.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman Mui.sx. Congressman Fish.
Mr. Funi. Thank you.
I would also thank the .panel. Ms. Claxton, I am very thankful

for your bringing to our attention the Federal regulations pertain-
ing to Federal migrant child care with relation to the five meals
because those are things that we should consider in the near term.

I guess I should address my questions largely to you and to Ms.
Shaffer and Ms. Wynn because you know what you were talking
about. I think the record would be helpful because we are goi to
have to explain this to people who are even more ignorant than
ourselves, the other Members of Congress who haven't had the ben-
efit of these scores of hours of hearings. I would like to get defini-
tions for some of these phrases you used, and I think they come
under the heading of "Out of Home Care."

The first would be center-based programs.
Ms. CLAirroN. A center-based m would be a child care

center as opposed to care provided in a family day care home,
which would be is mother taking other families' children into her
home or the other terminology, the third type of care would be
inborn,.

Mr. FISH. Before you get to that, the family day care is where a
mother of presumably one of the children in the center looks after
all the other children while the other mothers go to work.

Ms. CLAXTON. A family day care mother is not necessarily relat-
ed to any center day care. It is just a woman with children who
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takes other people's children into her home and cares for them
when their mothers go to work.

Mr. Fox So that would still be out-of-home care because it is not
the child's home. So the center based would be a woman looking
after other people's children not in her home?

Ms. CLAXTON. It involves more than 12 children. For example,
our centers average 60 children each.

Mr. Fon. What is a parent-supported before or after school care

parent fees, that the district is not contributing any to that
PmCanlamrrort. It means that the program is entirel su by

or there are no public moneys coming to that. It is strictly support-
ed and financed by the parent fees.

Mr. Flax But it is physically located on the school premises?
Ms. CLAXYON. That is =rect.
Mr. Fox. And employer-assisted child care?
Ms. CLAWtON. That means that the employer is su child

care either through direct operation of a program or roug cash
benefits as part of a fringe benefit for the employee.

Ms. Summit. There are a variety programs. One is a voucher
mrin which the employee has a voucher and can use or spend

voucher either In a family day care home or some kind of a
child care center. There are nonprofit corporations in which you
have a consortium of employers who would provide a child care
center or facility which it employees use and that might even
be open to other people in the community.

And then you have onsite child care where the employer might
actually provide for the care of the children in his own premises.

Mr. Pim. One of you was talking about latch key children; I got
the impression that they were in . school?

Me. VIAXTON. That is correct are from kindergarten age
through sixth grade. They are cal latch key children because
they nortoriously carry a key around their neck.

Mr. Fran. So we were talking about what we call back home
middle school or junior high or high school children as latch key
children. You are talking about very young children, 5 or 6 years
old.

Ms. CLAXTON. That is correct. The neighborhood where we oper-
ate our center in Huntington Beach, other than the children that
come to our center, I would say probably most of those children are
going home to empty homes, no one at home, and they are kinder-
garten, first, second, third.

Mr. Fisir. Has any thought been given to greater utilization of
the public school building, the physical plant? I gather latch key
children are caused by two factors: one is the parents are not at
home when school lets out, and the other factor is that school lets
out so early.

Ms. CLourroN. That is right. Two of our are using
public school facilities to operate before and after school care pro-
grams, and in California, we have a very large, as compared to
other parts of the Nation, program of before and after school care
through our public school sy.tern, and those programs, generally
speaking, are operating on school sites. And, of course, the bill that
I have mentioned, H.R. 4193, addresses this issue of making more
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use of the public sck Is, and it seems particularly for the before
and after school care needs that this can rather quickly address
that issue.

Mr. FISH. H.R. 4193, providing someone for the school-aged child.
What about the school staying open a couple more hours to 5 or

5:30?
Ms. CLAXTON. Well, I think my colleagues in the K through 12

system say they need more money, too.
Mr. Fox I know it is Ong kr be but I think having

latch key children is going to be a ficost at some point to
us. I think there must be a cost in terms of the in high
schools who don't leave school to go to work and also 't have a
place to go to with any su

I just wondered why there cannot be a whole m of pro-
grams, athletic for some and musical and pro-
grams for others. , you have time to sandwich in morning

crtittr
an

day.
programs. For some, schools are only open for a few hours a day,

Ms. Stumm If I may address that, part of the problem that we
have faced in school districts on that issue is enlightening school
boards that they should make those facilities available. They have
been paid for by taxpayer funds, and we should be able to use them
for our children's needs.

However, there are those people in the community who don't feel
that that is an appropriate function of the school. So it is an educa-
tion program. It is an enlightenment program which is one of the
things that our organization is dedicated to doing.

Mr. FISH. Thank you very much.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman MILLER. Ms. Shyffer, in your testimony, to follow up

on what Congressman Weiss said, you said that 48 percent of all
the marriages in this county end in divorce. Do you know the ages
of the individuals and when on the average, children leave home
relative to the time of divorce?

I assume that Orange County is a relatively young county?
Ms. SHA.FPRR. It is like any other county. We do have in the testi-

mony some statistics on the composition of households. I asked for
that information for you. We expect it momentarily, and I will be
very happy to forward that information to the committee as soon
as it becomes available. We are preparing that right now in our ad-
vanced planning division in the environmental management
agency as part of our housing element, and we will be very happy
to forward that information.

Chairman MILLER. I think that would be helpful because there
has been some suggestion that if the divorce trend could be re-
versed that everything could work out.

Also what concerns me in some of the hearings that we have had
is the suggestion that there is a stigma attached to being a single
parent head of household, either male or female, and that it is
somehow abnormal to be a single parent. This living situation pre-
sents a range of difficulties, but it is certainly not my intent to
piss judgment on why people choose to no longer live together in a
particular situation.

loa
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Passing jmnt is not the purpose of our concerns. It is to sug-
gest the ramffications Of the situation that is created with regard
to the new arrangement. As as we learned in our first hearing,
single parenthood is one of tlie-greatAst contributors to poverty in
America today.

We ought not to get into finger pointing. The finger might go in
the other direction in some instances, not at a mother who has
ended up with a child who is now struggling to keep her head
above the water. That is not the purpose of the investigation of this
committee or the focus of our concern with the single-parent fami-
lies.

The statistics coming out of Orange County should affect the per -
ceptions that people have. Making divorce a felony will not be the
solution.

Thank you very much for your testimony. Again, let me say to
you the topics anti the concerns that you have raised will not be
dropped here at the end of the hearing. We will start selecting
some of these for more in-depth investigation by the committee.
Thank you for helping us initiate that.

[Applause.
/MILER. Next we will hear from the panel made up of

Jeanette Dunckel, Dr. Perry Bach, Dr. John Meier, and Georgia
Venom.

There are many individuals who wanted to have some input into
this hearing. We simply could not identifx all of those who sought
to testify. The file on this hearing will remain open and if you have
written comments that you would like to make, we certainly want
to invite you or others that you may know of to do so, and you can
simply do that by going through Congressman Patterson's office if
you are from this area, or directly through the select committee in
Washington, D.C.

We are not trying to limit the scope of testimony. Our problem is
simply one of time, as you can see. We have already had a number
of members who have come great distances who have to get back to
their districts on the east coast and elsewhere.

With that, welcome to this panel. Thank you for coming before
us and, Ms. Dunckel, we will hear from you first.

STATEMENT OF JEANETI`E DUNCKEL, CHAIRPERSON, CALIFOR-
NIA FOSTER CARE NETWORK POLICY BOARD, CHILDREN'S RE-
SEARCH INSTITUTE OF CALIFORNIA
Ms. DUNCKEL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would like you to know I have indeed summarized my testimo-

ny. I have taken out all the adjectives, and this should only take
about 6 minutes.

I am really very thankful that you have invited me here today to
give you an overview of foster care in California When I am talk-
ing about foster care, I mean children who are the hate's children.
those children who are out of their own family homes and really
have no parents of their own.

I am Jeanette Dunckel, and I am chairperson of the California
Foster Care Network Policy Board. The Foster Care Network is a
project of the Children's Research Institute of California which is a
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private, nonprofit organization supported by foundation funds
throughout California We have 10 regional networks whose citizen
volunteer members are monitoring the implementation of Public
Law 96-272, which is the Federal Welfare Act and Adoption
Assistance Act of 1980, and the California implementing legislation
which is 511-14.

Public Law 96-272 was passed in 1: with overwhelming bipar-
tisan support, thanks a great deal to Mr. Miller and Mr. John
Rouseelot from Los Angeles. It was bipartisan because it addressed
the tern of great numbers of children in the United States
sin' y growirg up in foster care without any tyw of a permanent
home. This is despite the fact that the National Cum-'1 of Juvenile
Court Judges has told us repeatedly that these children run a great
risk of ending up in the criminal justice system as adult criminal
offenders or back in the social welfare system as adult clients.

Public Law 96-272 gave the State three basic mandates. It says
that you may not remove a child from his home unless yop abso-
lutely have to. If you have to remove him, you should reunify him
with his family as quickly as possible. If that is not possble, you
should find an alternative permanent home for him which includes
adoption.

SB-14, our California implementing legislation, has only been in
effect just a little bit over a year. As a matter of fact, we are just
within the last 2 months implementing the preplacement preven-
tive service aspect of the Federal law. Nonetheless, our refFional
networks are seeing all over the State really rather dramatic im-
provements occurring in the foster care system of California.

You heard earlier about some of the problems and the stumbling
blocks that Los Angeles ham encounterecl, a matter of the sheer size
of the foster care population. in Los Angeles. Generally speaking,
throughout the State our regional networks are reporting extreme-
ly positive attitudes toward the policies that are contained in the
law and people working as best t.W, can, and we are really seeing
some dramatic forward movement.

I must say that some of these improvements started before SB-14
was passed and are a result of Federal leadership in passing Public
Law 96-272 in 1980. I would like to give you a case study that the
San Francisco regional network has been reviewing. I think it will
give you a good idea of the type.; of children in foster care and
some of the reasons that they get into foster care and also in illus-
trating what could have been different with this child's story, dem-
onstrate some of the improvements that we are seeing in the foster
cam system.

Alex entered the foster care system actually before the reforms
were in place, quite a bit before, and his problems began at the age
of 2 when his mother deserted him and left him in the care of a
father who was abusing him. It is important to note that that
father was also abused as as child, which is a fairly typical situa-

Between the ages of 2 and 5, Alex was repeatedly referred for
Lion.

child abuse, malnutrition, and neglect. He was hospitalized a
number of times with scalp wounds, cigarette burns, black and blue
marks, all the signs of child abuse and neglect.
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Finally, at t h e o f 5, he w a s m a d e a . t-t*.# t of the court,
but he was to remain at home with is father so that he
endured another year of abuse, and at the age of 6, he was placed
in a psychiatric hospital because he was exhibiting some emotional
disturbruices.

From the psychiatric . te'tal, he went into residential treatment
where he stayed for a n of years interrupted for a very short
period of time because his natural mother, who had to Con-
necticut, decided that she wanted to -reclaim !dm. While he was
with her in Connecticut for 4 months, she him in three dif-
ferent emergency foster families and shipped him back to
California.

He went back to the psychiatric hospital and today at the age of
12 be is residing in the State *tal.Unfortunat*, this is a typi-
cal example of an escalaling .. that has not bm addressed
in timely fashion. It is Public Law 96 -272. bat for the very first
time gives us a framework within which timely decisions must be
made to protect these children or to find them alternative place-
ments.

In thinking about Alex's case, if he had been in the system after
the legislative reforms were in place, he would have been undergo-
ing regular court reviews every 6 months. We find that this is one
of the most important improvements in the system. The reviews
focus on the services that are being offered the child and his family
and whether or not there has been any toward resolving
the
first placeproblem

that got the child into the cam system in the

At the 1-year point, or the 18-month point, *. on the
case, a judge has to decide whether or not that 4". is j to
return to his own family or whether there is to be e to
find a permanent placement for that child. are good
that Alex would never have ended up in a State hospital.

In addition, Alex's caseworker would have been working on his
permanency plan from the moment he entered the system.

Another improvement we are seeing in California, which also
would have helped Alex, is that a number of innovative services
are now springing up in a number of counties where the county is

services to either protect the children or the families.
actually contracting with private, nonprofit . to provide the

In California, we also have the San Mateo County ex
San. Mateo in 1976 was one of two counties in a pilot . - The

LIcrhas the same premies as Public Law 96-272. a matter
a:tt Public Law 96-272 more or less sprang from the Family

Protection Act that started with San Mateo and Shasta Counties.
San Mateo has developed a continuum of family support services.

When I say family support, I mean family care woe ere, respite
care, day care, parent education. psychiatric services.tsa
tion services, which I think many of us tend to about,
you haven't got a car and you don't have good lie
floc, you can't get to your medical appointments. San Iateso
County has developed the services both in their public welfare de-
partment and the private, nonprofit sector.

They have seen a decrease by 45 percent in the average length of
stay in foster care in San Mateo County. It is a little too early yet
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and S11-14 has not been in place long enough yet, but the imprea-
sion currently cf people workim with the State department of
social services is that the average length of stay in foster care in
California is decreasing. We should have some better figures on
that by the end of the year.

San Mateo also saw a dramatic increase, from 54 percent of the
caseload to 79 percent of the caseload of children who actually
could stay at home and never had to be removed.

We do have a critical remaining problem in California, and that
is inadequate resources to give us the staff and to provide us with
those direct services to and reunify families. The Federal
cuts in title XX and the ure of title IV(b) to keep pace with the
costs occurred at the same time that we began to see an enormous
increase in calls to the emergency respixise linesSacramento
County, for instance, has experienced an 85-percent increase in
calls over the last couple of what has happened is that the
child protective services who are the front-line defenders,
the ones who respond to the abuse and neglect calls, have been laid
off in all counties in California.

In San Francisco, they carry a caseload of 30, which is large. In
Los An!eles, they a caseload of 79 to 106 children. So it is
almost impossible for workers to do anything except remove
the child immediately from the home for the safety of the child. To
try to support the family and leave the child at home would be too
risky.

I want to say, however, in the last month or so, we are beginning
to hear from our regional foster care networks that there are some
innovative steps instituted with the child protection services
workers, and some the counties are developing emergency re-

unite that have small caseloads so that they can ad-
this problem y.

To end more or less on a positive note, the Network is very fa-
miliar with the case of a woman whose case shows that adequate
services can indeed work miracles. This woman was a heroin addict
when she gave birth to her baby, and be was also addicted. The
woman had a long history of violence. This would be a case
where you would want to remove the child from the .

Instead, the wmnan was referred to a family care r's pm-
gram, a private, nonprofit, 70 percent public funded program in
San Francisco. The care worker worked for a very short
time, only one month, 3 days a week, 4 to 5 hours each time. The
worker put her in touch with community resources.

The most common description of these families that are falling
apart is that they are very isolated and that the are generally
overwhelmed. Often their children are very t, or they have
medical problems.

The family care worker was able to put this woman in touch
with her community resources, including Ler church group, and we
have heard that churches are particularly effective in overcoming
the isolation of some of these families. The family care worker pro-
gram has done followup contacts with her, and she has made the
successfid transition to her own life and caring for her
baby and is actually enjoying motherhood.

It
1 L.
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sum up. I would say we are definitely seeing some motor im-

Evets in the foster care system. We still have a way to go.
nliednexpanded Federal support for the title IV(b) and for title

XX wire our money ammo from for the foster care children.
Thank you.
Chairman MILLBIL Thank you.
[Prepared statement of Jeanette Dunckel followtic)
PUPAIIRD Seseastater or &maws DUNC1112, CatettirignoS or Eno CALWORMA
Founts Caul Nerwomt Poumr Boon% Cunanales htenvers, Caw.

The California Foster Care Network thanks_ you for inviting as to testify and wel-
COMM this opportunity to came beide the House Select Commktee on Children,
Youth and Families to Amuse the status of children in kater cam in California.

My name is Jeanette Mucha I am the Chairperson of the California Foster Care
Network Policy Board. The network is a five of the Children's Research
Institute of California, sponsored by ibundations, involve con-
cerned citinera in California with the issues surrounding the treat

to
ment of kilter

children in the date. The ten Regional Foster Care Networks have worked in their
keel communities to monitor the implementation of SB 14, the state legidation to

VinTlirNetworke also assist in making keprovensents in the case of riveter chil-
12.1.. 96-272, the federal Adoption Assistance and Child W Act of

.dren at both the local and state levels. I would like to describe some of the dramatic
improvements which have occurred in Califienia hi the care of foster children as a
result of P.L. 96-272 and SB 14. This will be %Rowed by a review of problems left
unresehed * there recent legislative lemmata:a.

The federal Adoption Assistance and Child Welfare Act of 1980 was passed with
overwhelming bipartisan support to improve the lives of children in fader core, and
to address. the fact that large numbers of children were growing up in foster care in
the United States without families. Statistics cited by the National
Council of J and Court Judges indicate that one of the children
in foster care in United States never return to their ihmilies, a finding which is
borne out in Cal' is The Council has also stated that children raised without
permanency and setusity in their lives are at =waft'. risk for returning to the
courts as criminal to the social as adult dients. A 1981
report by the Auditor General of Callibraia that the length of time for
3916 of the children in care exceeded three years, a fact that by itself is unset-
tling, because it has been, known for many years that children who remain in foster
care for IS months to 2 years are rarely placed in permanent homes. The
number of times a child was moved from one home to another in foster care awvaseMe.
Thirty-one percent had been in three or more placemesta nine percent had been in
five or more ...-wnts.

The k*,rul Adoption Ambiance and Child Welfare Act and California's SB 14
provide for the first time a decision making framework within which the state must
work to (a) prevent the need for removing children from their parents, Orr reunify
families as soon as passable after children have been removed, and (c) provide a
stable and permanent livire Nitration (including adoptkinr for those children who
cannot be returned to their ilies.

Before addressing the specific improvements which have occurred in California, I
think it is critical to note that many of these impiovements began having a positive
impact before the State enacted SB 14. P.L. 96-272 stimulated many county im-
provements even before a state mandate existed. This type of federal leadership and
statement of the national consensus and national goals lbr foster children has
volleyed an important role in California, and, undoubtedly, in many other Mates as

How did the foster care system fimction prior to P.L. 96-272 and SB 14? The story
of Alex illustrates some differences these laws could have made in his life:

Alex's problenar began when he was two years old and his mother deserted him.
leaving him in the care of his father who had been abused as a child by his father.
Alex's father had been a nerd of the court and eventually had been committed to
the California Youth Authority for four years. In 1976, when Alex was four years
old, he was found in rags with a distended *Sumach. in a grocery store elating pow
deced milk. pretzels, and sugar. At that point he was referred to emergency servIom
Two months later he was hospitalized for neglect and malnutrition, and the hospital
referred him to a child care center. Enserrency services win became necessary,
this time in response to the child care center's report that Alex was black and blue
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A third improvement is that a reduction in foster care placements and increases
in permarren, y have occurred in two California counties which served as models for
fester care n form by participating in a pilot wqrram, the Family Protection Act,
beginning in 1976. The FPA tSB 301 was extended in Mt() by AB 35. It rests on the
premise that, given adequate support the natural family ts the most appropriate
setting for the child; the intent of the law is to protect children optimally and cast
effectively. A large portion of FPA services is geared toward supporting the family.
e.g. family c e workers, parent counselling grouper and parent education classes,
out-ofhonse r 'spite care for children when parents need relief or are in crisis, and
legal representation for mirrors. Many services are provided through contracts with
comtaiunity agencies The results of the program in San Mateo County are impres-
Sere:

1. The pert Map of children remaining in their own homes has increased from
54% of the ca closed, pre-FPA, to 79% for the four FPA years studied.

2. Fourteen percent of the EPA caseload was placed in alternative permanent
homes; 27% of the pre-FPA children were so placed (this reflects the lower number
of children who could remain home).

3. The average length of stay in foster care. prior to FPA, was 653 days. The stay
has been reduced to 360 days, or a 45% reduction.

4. The average foster care caseload was approximately 610 per month, pre-FPA. A
gradual reduction has occurred to 414 per month. Reinjury cases represent approxi-
mately 12% of the caseload.

5. bw drop in the foster care caseload resulted in a corresponding drop in AFDC-
FC !Payments This total aid saving minus the administrative coot of the FPA pro-
gram resulte, in net savings of $77,000 in 19T7-76 and an estimated savings of

,(m0 in 1961-82.
Finally. some counties have changed the way they provide services and are con-

tracting with private agencies to provide 24-hour care. I have previously mentioned
San Mateo's extensive use of private San Francisco, without benefit of the
spec at FPA program, does the same. 'te the lack of precedent at all levels of
government, f oiLovele temporary inhoure caretakers' services. the privately operat-
ed Emergent ily Care Program now receives 70% of its support from the city
and county. The program was started with money from corporations and founda-
tions in order to keep families together and avoid removal of children from the
home. San Francisco has found the program to be cost effective; using a private
agency has slowed greater flexibility in service delivery than could be obtained
using city and county employees. The program provides ?.4-hour. seven day a week
in-home family care workers whore oidective is to help the family gain independ-
ence and move sway from dependence on public agencies, as well as to work on sp
cific family problems that could lead to removal of a child. It is short-term. inten-
sive assistance. San Francisco also contracts for 24-hour and non-24-hour respite
care and parental support services.

Despite all of the improvements which have been stimulated by P.L. 96-272. a
critical problem remains which could reach crisis proportion: inadequate resources.
In California both Title XX and Title tV -B of the Social Security Act provide money
for preventive. supportive and reunification services fax foster children. With cuts in
Title XX funding (between fiscal years 1980-81 and 1982-83, federal Title XX
monies received by California decreased by an estimated 16.9 percent), with the fail-
ure of Title IV-B funding to pace with program costs, and with California's
revenue limitations imposed by Prepmtion 13, Child Protective Services workers
have been lap I off in all of the counties Children cannot be protected without
enough Child Protective Service staff (CPS) to in all child abuse and ne-
glect complaints, not junt complaints of injuries above waist or to children under
12. The remaining CPS workers have such large caseloads (San Francisco CPA
workers, for example, have a caseload of nearly 30, when 20 would be a more man-
ageable sing that only with additional help from the private sector can they make a
difference in the placement rate. Foster Care Network members have reported the
number of calls to emergency response lines are increasing all over the state. Sacra-
mento County alone has experienced an 85% increase in emergency response calls
between 1981 and 1983.

Children cannot remain safely in their own homes without homemakers, respite
day Mire, adolescent psychiatric services, transportation services and similar direct
supports to families. These services must be available 24 hours a day when crises
arise and when the danger of repeated abuse or neglect is present. Reunification of
families often can only be achieved with these same services.

The Marin /Nape /So a Fader Care Network has recently reviewed a case
which gives an eseellent example of why reunification efforts fail:
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and other developmental aspects proceeding at different rates
within each child.

When one adds coinplicating factors such as environment, com-
munity, family, educational

nese
ides, et cetera, it becomes

clear that diagnosing mental and emotional disorders in
children can be difficult and complex.

Symptoms of mental illness in children and adolescents are often
behaviors that would be to at other stages of development
or in other situations. A may be withdrawn, isolated, hyperac-
tive, a runaway, do poorly in school, test limits or even express
their internal pain and confusion by causing pain and confusion for
others at home or in the community. This no wm;gly apparent
when one looks at the population of juvenile is and detention
facilities where there is a high incidence of emotional disturbance
among the children and youth whose behavior has caused society
to intervene.

Because of the difficulty in defining mental illness in children
and youth, it is also difficult to determine its incidence or preva-
lence. The most recent data indicates that at least 7.3 million chil-
dren and youth in the United States are suffering from psychiatric
disease or disability. Even if only 10 percent of them require pro-
fessional intervention, there are well over 700,000 needing profes-
sional help to effectively meet their needs.

In each community we should have a comprehensive range of
services. The children, youth and their families must have access to
and actually be able to utilise the services. With less money avail-
able, the range of services is smaller and, therefore, more must be
spent on services to the disturbed youth whose problems required
intervention for theirs or others' safety.

Less money is available for early intervention, prevention, and
work with the families. As resources decrease in the private sector
or as limits are set on the diagnostic categories that can be funded,
there is a proportionate increase in the demand on publicly funded
mental health services.

There have been several changes in policy and funding within
the last few years. These changes are important because of the
large nL mbers of military personnel and their families. In San
Diego County alone, 20 percent of the population is eligible for
CHAMPUS funding and also CHAMPUS funding serves as a model
for other insurance and third-party payers.

CHAMPUS has decided not to fuM treatment for certain legiti-
mate and professionally recognized diagnoses. When evaluation
and treatment is not funded for children and youth with those ill-
nesses and with others early in their illness, their problems become
more complex and difficult to treat. Should we refuse to treat
people with stomach ulcers, heart disease, or cancer because the
problems have not yet reached a "significant enough degree" or an
immediate life threatening level?

A 60-per day-calendar year limit for psychiatric problems was
set. While that is not a major problem for adult psychiatric hospi-
talization where there are generally short admissions, it is a signif-
icant problem on children and adolescents in patient treatment
units. No one likes to hospitalize children and mith, but when the
psychiatric problems are severe, all lesser lew.k of treatment have
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aheady been tried and found to be inappropriate, there is no other
alternative.

Once hospitalised, time must be provided for evaluation
and treatment When a -, is discharged immaturely, he is being
sent out with only partial treatment. A mentally ill child whose
psychiatric treatment is interrupted just as he begrins to open
and trust others will painfully learn not to trust. A child or
often Interprets this as a personal rttlection and feels even more
unwanted and worthless.

The third area. CHAMP'US terminated coverage for treatment
servkes over a ago. This level of care is especially important
for children aW adoksamts as treatment allows them to live at
home with their parents and to remain in the community.

In our county this has resulted in an increased me of and a Fm-
longed length of stay In the hoepitaL It has also led to an Increase
in referrals for 1 and group home treatment, thus forcing
the child or adolescent who could have stayed at home into a more
intensive, expensive, and restrictive level of care.

As a result of these policks, CHAN:PUS-eligible children and
youth do not get their needs met privately, and they muta compete
with even more severely disturbed children and youth for limited
resources.

I am going to omit from my oral t,,y the problems inher-
ent in the area of special education since Ms. akemore this morn-
ing discussed Public Law 94-142. I only wish to note that the pres-
sures exist to exclude the emotionally disturbed coverage for chil-
dren under that.

What happens to the mentally ill children and youth who aren't
served because there is no fUnding and no appropriate service
available or the services are cut short? Those whose problems are
manifested as acting out or delinquent behaviors will end up in the
juvenile justice system. Those whose problmns and diftidties
make them passive will often end up as victims, and they will be
found in the welfare and dependency syetems.

Still others will become the new, chronically mentally ill popula-
tion. They start the lifelong pattern of going in and out of mental
hospitals
and "

and becoming the new generation of skid row derelicts
nd "bag w*e.
Those who have received partial services may function well

enough to get it. However, they will not function at an optimal
level, and they go out into the community and have their own fain-
ilies, child abuse, neglect and more subtle problems such as feel-
ings of inadequacy and frustration will be conveyed to their chil-
dren.

When mental illness interferes with a child's early development,
it becomes almost Impossible for him to deal with subsequent de-
velopmental tasks and he gets further and fUrther behind relative
to his peers and his own innate potential.

It is my personal opinion that there are four basic needs. First,
more resources are needed in terms of manpower and services.

Second, services need to be looked at in the context of child and
adolescent development to insure their appropriateness.
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county governments. In San Diego County, we have a fWI range of services for chil-
dren and youth. although quantitatively we do not have enough in any one catego-
ry. The range of services includes consultation, aiWs interval-
tem, outpatient evaluation and treatment, treatment, therapeutic group hones.
residential treatment, case management, con uing care, acute psychkstric hospital
and extended hospital services. Became of the structure and range of services pro-
vided for children and youth through the San Diego County Mental Health Services
system we are able to monitor the impact on the community when services are or
are not available. When there is leas money available, the range of services is small-
er and proportionately more money is spent on those tiddren and youth whose
severe emotional problems require intervention far their or others' safety. Less

is then available for early intervention, prevention, and work with the fami-
lies. As resources decrease in the private sector and/or limits are set on the diagnos-
tic categories that can be funded, there is a proportionate increase in the demand
on publicly funded services.

IMPACT or MAMAS in =mous

There have been several changes in CHAMPUS policy and (landing within the
last few years. These changes are important in San Diego County because of the
large numbers of military personnel and their limiters. Also CHAMPUS funding
often serves as a model for other insurance and third payers.

I CHAMPUS has unilaterally tend it seeing arbite in some cases) decided
not to fund treatment for certain
These diagnose' include: Attention DiaslidnrIrdenalitysfaxisAutimn,reccgaladDevelopdiagn=

Disorders. Enuresis, Learning Disorders, Mental Retardation, Minimal Brain
action, Organic Brain Syndrome, Pervasive Developmental_ Anorexia

and When evaluation and treatment won't be funded fbr children
and youth early in their illness, their problems become amenromplex and difficult
to treat. This would be comparable to someone retyping to train a stomach ulcer,
heart disease. or cancer because the had not yet reached a "significant
enough" or an "immediate I level.

A 60-dayircidendar Aar limit on acute patient case for peychiatricasprob-
lems was set. this would have minimal impact on adults (whose length hos-
pitalization is generally around two weeks per episode with effective medication", it
has a signficant impact on children and adoleacants. On our Children's Inpatient
Unit the length of stay is 90 days and on our Adolescents' Inpatient Unit, it
is 30days. No one likes to hoopitaliae children and youth, but when
the psychiatric problems are severe, and all lesser levels of treatment have already
been tried or found inappropriate, there is no other alternative. It takes time to
clearly identify the behavioral and developmental problems, to flaws on the
atric aspect, and to implement appropriate treatment When a child is
prematurely. he is being sent out with only partial treatment lige is comparable to
stopping treatment for pneumonia after five days of antiohicitics. when a full ten
day course is necessary for effective treatment. The absence of pneumonia symp-
toms after five day is a positive sign, but at the point the bacteria are only sup-
pressed, not eliminated. Therefore they return rapidly, now possibly resistant to the
medicine, and make further treatment more difficult. Similarly, a mentally ill child
whose psychiatric treatment is interrupted just as he begins to open up and trust
others will painfully learn not to trust, especially adults who try to hel p but sudden-
ly disappear or leave just when they are needed most Often when hind-
ing stops, it requires transfer of a child to another hospital. e.g. in the public sector.
and a change of therapist. A child or youth especially interprets this as a personal
rejection. and feels even more unwanted and worthless.

i3i Day treatment services were terminated over a year ago. This level of care is
especially important for children and adolescents as day treatment allows them to
live at home with their parents and remain in the community when they need more
treatment than an hour per week of out-patient there our county, this cut has
resulted in an i n c r e s s i e d u s e o f a n d a of s t a y in t h e metal b e -
c a u s e the child cannot be released t o trra:Cgri wi daily therapy. It his also
led to an increase in referrals for residential and group home treatment care, them,
forcing a child or adolescent who could have stayed at home into a more intensive.
expensive and restrictive level of care.

Especially as we approach the end of the calendar year, the shove changes in
CHAMPUS funding have resulted in an increased demand on public services since
the private sector can no longer receive payments for serving these children and
youth As a result. children and youth do not get adequately served either privately
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or in the public sector where they must now compete with even more disturbed chil-
dren and youth for the limited resources.

IMPACT Or MK/CATION POK THE KANKICAPPIM UKIMIATION

While this law does not specifically address provision of mental health services, it
does illustrate how cutbacks or limits in one area nllicantly impact children and
youth who are mentally ill. The Education far the Act tPL 94-141t) re-
quires that children and youth have their unique needs met in order to provide
them with an education. A major probleni throughout the country is that school
petsonnel will often choose not to identify children and youth who are severely emo-
tionally disturbed, since identifying them could require the school district to provide
special education and ancillary service*. Since the schools have limits an the
amount that they can spend on handicapped children and youth, they resolve their
dilemma by not identilYing them has handicapped) rather than by allocating other
resources to meet the needs. The school districts certainly have a dilemma in that
their fe ids are limited. However, it is the emotionally disturbed child who is unable
to kern in the regular clam setting, and who is not identified as needing special
help, who suffers. As recently as October 1983, in HR 3435 tthe re-allocation bill for
PL 94-I42), there was an attempt to change the term "scrims* emotionally dis-
turbed" to "behaviorally dhosilered". This would have removed the mentally ill
children from be4ng considered "handicapped" and replaced thesis with an ill-de-
fined group known as "bviorally disordered". The latter could be considered to
apply to children who presented avimul problems for teachers in the classroom,
whether it was a result of mental disorder or not.

MUM CIULDRAK AND TOOTH

What happens to those children and youth who are not served because they are
without insurance or when services are not 'offered in their area? What happens to
them when the services are not in a form that they can utilize or when those serv-
ices are cut short because of arbitrary limits or regulations? This varies consider-
ably according to the individual child's problems and how they are manifested.
Those whose problems are manifested as acting out at delinquent behaviors will end
up in the juvenile justice system. Those whose problems and difficulties make them
passive will often end up as victims, and they will be found in the welfare iced de-

systems. Still others will become the new "chronically mentally ill" pope-
tiordrand they will start the lifts long pattern of going in and out of mental hospi-

tals and becoming the new generation of skid row derelicts and "bag" pimple. Those
who have received partial services may function well enough to get by. However,
they will not function at an optimal level, and as they go out into the community
aM have their own families, child abuse, neglect and more subtle problems such as
feelings of inadequacy and frustration will be conveyed to their children. When
mental illness interferes with a child's early development, it becomes almost impos-
sible for him to deal with subsequent development tasks, and he gets farther and
farther behind relative to his erstwhile peers and to his own innate potential.

NOWA

It is my personal opinion that there are four basic mirk First, more resources
are needed in terms of manpower and services, both traditional and innovative, to
provide for the diagnostic and treatment needs of these children and youth. Second,
services need to be looked at in the context of child and adolescent development to
ensure their appropriateness Third, there is a need for federal action to mandate
adequate minimum standards when insurance coverage is provided for child and ad-
olescent mental health services. Fourth, and perhaps the most important, legielation
needs to be looked at wecifically in terms of its impact and effect on children and
youth. Perhaps we a children's corollary of the "Environmental Impact State-
ment": A "Child Impact Statement" would have to be filed as part of any legislation
and regulation regarding children and youth, detailing how it would affect them!

Mentally ill children and youth will not disappear. They need our help now. We
must give it now or pay the greater costs tomorrow.

Thank you.
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STATEMENT OF JOHN METER, DIRECTOR OF RESEARCH,
CHILDRELP U.S.A./INTERNATIONAL, CALIFORNIA

Mairman MUSE- Our nett witness is Dr. John Meier, director
of azildhelp

Mr. Mom. Thank you, Chairman Miller, and our hoste,tit;rese-pauerson. We appreciate your , IA and oar
gratitude to you and your colleagues for these hearings. I
can recall, not very low ago it seems, I. a, the Senate's
counterpart of the; select committee was chaired then
Senator Mondale and led to the current child abuse
Public Law 93-247 and a number of other very clumps
for carers and youth. Also 4 it

11 I

very fine at-
tendance this morning. I realize the many exigencies faced by
Cmigressmen right now preclude them all from here. Your
bipartisan quorum 3,000 miles from the District of amble is a
real testimony to the interest of our leaders in a critical area.

I also bring greetings from the national board of directors of
Childhelp USA, particularly from its founders Mrs. Sara O'Meara
and Mrs. Yvonne Feddersmi, whom I am representing here today.

My name is John Meier. I am
as

clinical u, 7.d. I. have
been with the Childhelp research division since
rears ago. I have submitted my forward testimony to you writ-
ing. Tlut name of your seleet committee reminds me of when I did
my stint in the Federal Government as Director of the U.S. Office
drazild Devel t and Chief of the U.S. aiildren's Bureau. My
legacy I would to think, was renaming that office the Achninis-
tration for Children, Youth, and Families, which was a very delib-
erate effort to involve the entire family in providing any services to
children. Your committee's name further underscores that ccevic-
tion.

Rather than reading my written testimony, which I believe has
been distributed, I made a few marginal notes which in the interest
of time, I will just highlight. I am therefore highlighting some
highlights, because your very gracious staff asked me to review a
few of the trends as I see them in the field of child abuse and ne-
glect. Such a review is, of course, a major undertaking in itself.

The Childhelp organization is a private sector response to a
public sector plea made some years ago when Mr. Reagan was the
Governor of California and e these ladies to rechannel
their efforts toward doing thngs r t here in the United States
since they had completed several overseas undertakings. These in-
cluded the Vietnam baby lift and setting up and supporting or-
phanages and hospitals in Japan and Korea.

In responding from the private sector they have marshaled enor-
mous resources toward, first of all, establishing a residential vil-
lage, the largest in the world that we know of, exclusively devoted
to very severely abused children whose lives -.ere in such mortal
danger that they had to be removed from their homes.

In view of the findings of Congressman Corman's committee
which resulted in the Welfare and Adoptions Assistance Act
(Public Law 96-272), we think that any effort to keep children in
their homes or to get them back in some permanent placement
where they can count on the future is extraordinarily important.
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The village accomplishments are gratifying in that some 90 percent
of the children who do spend time in residence at the village for
roughly 18 months on average, have been returned to their fami-
lies or in some cases to adoptive homes. About 10 percent fail in
those placements in spite of our greatest efforts.

In addition to the village residential m, because of the
needs that we have been identifying 'nig right along,
Childhelp has established a network of faster homes in the Los An-
geles area for one placement of all of the children in a given family
unit, when they are removed as victims of abuse and neglect.

This, we feel, alleviates one additional trauma that so many of
these children experience when their families are disintegrated,
navel y being removed not only from their parents, but also
rated from their Billings. It is an experimental effort in its pilot
stages; so far Childhelp has served several hundred families. The
preliminary evidence is that keeping sibling groups together is cer,
tainly a good provision to make when it is necessary to temporarily
remove children from their caregivers.

Childhelp has also responded to the juvenile courts in Los Ange-les by setting up a
to,

la in Los Angeles to do diagnostic and
treatment work for I immediately upon their removal, since
so many of them seem to have been misplaced, and get into what is
called the ping- pang -ball syndrome, or what is also referred to as
systemic abuse whereby they are moved from foster placement to
foster placement as many as 17 or 18 times before they arrive at
the village. Being bounced around for 4 or 5 years certainly con-
tributes to an incredibly diminished sense of self worth, because
they blame theselves for so much of this misplacement and replace-
ment.

Childhelp has recently branched out to other cities like Denver. I
realize that Congresswoman Pat Schroeder, a womlbent and ad-
mired member of this distinguished select committee, knows about
some of the work at the C. Henry Kempe Center for the study and
prevention of child abuse and neglect. We are underwriting a diag-
nostic and treatment planning effort there as well.

Childhelp has recently started a collaborative national network
of universities researching some of the root causes of child assault.
We have affiliations now with the University of Florida at Gaines-
ville, Harvard University, Columbia University, the University of
Chicago and the University of California at Los Angeles, with con-
sultative assistance from the University of California at Riverside,
which is right in our backyard.

These universities, along with several of us in the Childhelp or-
ganization have been looking at an issue which we think lies at the
roots of the answers to some of the questions raised earlier today
by Congressmen Coats, Fish, Weiss and Wolf about the deteriora-

. tion in our national moral fiber. The research we are now conduct-
ing inhouse and supporting elsewhere reveals a ,..icuous ab-
sence of moral development in parents who have , a their chil-
dren.

We have several hundred abusing families now on whom data
are being gather& regarding the level of sociomoral rea wing
within the adults and children. We came upon this lead when test-
ing the children at the village, which is also a behavioral sciences
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compellingly in the previously rather prudish realm of child devel-
opment.

During the process of identifying recent trends in the field of
child abuse I was pleased to realize that our Childhelp organization
itself has been a trend setter in putting together what we contend
to be a comprehensive continuum of services ranging from residen-
tial care of severely abused children, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week,
to rather fleeting outpatient care, educational materials, TV pro-
grams throughout the country, pamphlets that go to millions of
junior and senior high school students throughout the country, as
well as our hot line which serves the entire United States toll free
and gets thousands of calls per month.

Besides setting some trends we have identified other things that
need to be done and Childhelp intends to help do them.

May I in extend our appreciation to you, Chairman Miller
and to each member of your distinguished select committee, for
permitting Childhelp U.S.A. to share some of our opinions and ob-
servations with you.

Chairman Mitrxit. Thank you. Thank you very much.
[Prepared statement of John H. Meier follows:]

ParpAuri) STATEMINT or JOHN H. Me c, N.D., Elnux-roa or Reassert. CHILDHELP
U.S.A./lavaamersorsat.

Mr. Chairman and distinguished committee members, in behalf of Childhelp's
Chairman of the Board, Mrs. O'Meara (Sara; and its National President, Mrs. Fed-
demon (Yvonne). together with all of the members and affiliates of the entire Child-
help organization, I am pleased to extend warm greet' and gratitude to you for
conducting theme hearings and including us. I am testifying for Childhelp U.S.A./
International and was asked by your gracious staff to upon prevailing trends
in the field today. Nonetheless, the opinions and reflections are not those of the
Chiklhelp organization alone, but correspond with that which is surfacing in the lit-
erature and has been highlighted at several recent national conventions and inter
national congresses focused on child abuse and neglect.

By way of introduction, permit me briefly to describe our work in behalf of chil-
dren, youth and families. Childhelp U.S.A./International is the largest private-
sector response we know of that is exclusively concerned with the diagnosis. treat-
ment and prevention of child abuse and neglect. We provide a comprehensive, inter-
disciplinary continuum of services` training and research, all focused upon abused
and neglected children and their dysfunctional families.

For the past 6 years we have operated a residential treatment center. The Village
of Childhelp, for assaulted children and their assaultive families, housed in a mag-
nificent facility in lovely Beaumont, California. While meeting the physical, psycho-
logical. social and spiritual needs of the 200 child victims who have resided
or are now residing at The Village, we have offs extensive therapy and counsel-
ing to their parents, most of whom love their children very muchbut not very
well. In order to interrupt the pernicious transgenerational cycle of child abuse, we
sponsor parenting education classes for assaultive parents who themselves were
probably similarly assaulted a short generation earlier. On The Village 250 acre
campus we have seven classrooms accommodating 2 Head Start dames for 30 chil-
dren, a day care center for an additional 30 l high-risk children and several
special elementary school dames, all of the above for mainstreaming Village resi-
dents with children from the local communities. We already have a few fester
grandparents in our and plan to use many volunteer retired elderly citi-
zens in an innovative visitor research project.

Furthermore, we have provided internship. for many college and university stu-
dents, done extensive training of our own and other staffs, and conducted
research and evaluation at on children and fami ies associated with The Vil-

e. Our national research effort has been going for 2 years as Childhelp's national
borative research network. Recently we have launched a national media cam-

paign to tell about child assault and some of Childhelp's answers to it. Television
specials and printed materials have been shown and disseminated throughout the
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Lady and inaugurated with thousands of local town meetings for public conscious-
ness raising and local grass roots response to combat a national epidemic closely
akin to and often implicated in people abuse. ChildhelA U.S.A./International is de-
lighted to note that elm. Reagan has aloo consented to lend her name and influence
to several of CHILDHELP's national public education activities. Private sector in-
volvement includes not only corporate and foundation monetary support but also
the enlistment of volunteer lay and professional help, ranging from parent aides or
lay therapists who enable young and inexperienced parents to cope wih the de-
mands of parenting, to faster grand is as well as much needed affection to chil-
dren whose parents are preoccupied with other survival demands. to h .4.L. trained
profeseionale willing to donate their time and talent to moderate self 75 p groups
and provide their expertise to other community causes.

The Federal Adoption Assistance and Child Welfare Act of MO (Public Law 96-
272f which was sponsored' by Childhelp's good friend and now ex-Congressman,
James Carman, has placed considerable kcal and fiscal pressure on states (Califor-
nia SR-14) to arrange more permanent placements for endangered children at the
beginning of their out -of -home experience rather than permitting them to languish
in and be buffeted about from placement to placement in the traditional fostercare
system, which itself inflicts what is known as "systemic abuse" on top of the other
traumas already endured by the victims. This pressure for planning
underscores several exemplary efforts to work with *willies in the stages of
dysftinction and probable abuse) within their home and community prior to, and
hopefully instead of, having to remove children from family custody on a temporary
or permanent basis. Since keeping families intact is far more costeffective, in both
fiscal and psychic units of measurement, several innovative and successful efforts to

situa-
tion have been demonstrating promise for replication. On the other
prevent removal of certain children and/or tors from a given home situa-

hand, for those family situations which do not auger well for the people involved.
removal of child victim and/or adult perpetrators is becoming more careful and re-
linquishment proceedings more expeditious in order to place children in a new con-
figuration referred to as "rooter care/adoption" which has been resulting in much
higher numbers of permanent adoptions for children for whom reunification is

infeasible at the early stages of out-of-home cure. The process and criteria for
mg the judgment about reunification feasibility is also being refined and im-

proved with experience and feedback from follow-up studies.
In 1962. Dr. C. Henry Kempe and several colleagues coined the term "the bat-

tered child;" he subsequently helped to develop the current child abuse legislation
PL 91 -247i. and now serves as editor of the International Journal of Child Abuse

and Neglect (and. incidentially, was one of my mentors as Department Chairman in
Pediatrics at the University of Colorado Health Sciences Center, where I served for
some 10 years). In an early issue of the International Journal, Dr. Kempe observed
that there is a predictable trend in communities, gates and even nations as their
public awareness about child abuse grows and develops, a trend which is clearly evi-
dent in the United States. There is a from repugnance and outrage over
dramatic and disgustim episodes of physically disfiguring child assault and battery
to the less spectacular but more numerous reports of neglect, emotional and verbal
abuse. and ultimately to the last taboo of sexual abuse including molestation, exploi-
tation and incest. As various treatment modalities and programs are devised to deal
with these debilitating conditions, others realize that most or all of these debilitat-
ing phenomena should, and probably can, be prevented from ever happening; obvi-
ously prevention of all forms of child assault would be in the best interest of foster-
ing optimal growth and development among a given nation's children. who will soon
become the next generation of parents and helping professionalsor criminals and
terrorists Clearly. the U.S. is currently at several of the above stages with a
way to go to primary prevention of child abuse and neglect; however, we are much
further along this progression than countries which are primarily concerned with
keeping thousands of children alive in the face of imminent starvation.

A task force was appointed recently b7 the current administration to study and
recommend action reimrding domestic violence and its causes, treatment and pre-
vention. Although our very nation was forged out of acts of violence and the rights
of many citizens have been violated subsequently, the epidemic and escalating pro-
portions of violence in our homes, in our cities, and among nations is stirring many
thinking persons and organizations toward constructive non-violent ways of solving
the inevitably problems that arise in childrearing, community action, or domestic
and foreign affairs. Renewed efforts to eliminate some of the seeds of violence such
as corporal punishment of children, cruel and violent punishment of criminals, is
showing renewed vigor. conviction, and support. Groups such as that entitled, "End
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anion and emission toward their children, which constitutes child abuse and ne-
glect. Moreover, the children of these sociopathic and psychopathic parents are at
very high risk ,r( growing up without adequate spiritual/moral devei opment. only torepeat the Vie4OUS cycle on their oflipring. Thus fax Childhelp has invested about
one half million dollars in this investigation, which has mimed the wisdom and
talents of numerous senior faculty members in related research projects located attheir resmte universities of Califontis (Los Angeles and Riverside campuses,.

ChCsriirdhelp it one of the in the Country serving not only the needs
of a number of clients, a variety of professional and para-professional

'a tGaineaville compost, Colunibia, and Harvard.

human service wmfidm% but serving as a trendsetter through innovative
throngs by empirical applied research in its own Village laboratory and in
affiliated programs, which in turn represent now syntheses of other successful ef-forts th ,t the world. We appreciate this opportunity to share our perspectivewith this iguisbed Committee and would be pleased to with any ef-
forts forthcoming from these crucial and impressive hearings. Inkyou and God-
speed.

STATEMEN' OF GEORGIA VANCZA COORDINATOR. REGION IL
ARIZONA RESOURCE CENTER FOR CHILDREN, YOUTH, AND
FAMILIEF
Chairman. MELIZR. Ms. Vancza.
Ms. VA1SCZA. Mr. Chairman and esteemed members of the com-

mittee, my name is Georgia Vancza. I appreciate this opportunity
to speak to you on behalf of Arizona's children.

In my ort I testimony, I have chosen to speak to you about those
children I know best. I have been a child advocate in the state of
Arizona for more than 8 years focusing on the broken and shat-
tered lives of children in the foster care system.

In an effort to enable the child welfare system to better respond
to the needs of these children, I have helped create resources, de-
veloped policies and procedures, designed and conducted training
sessions for caseworkers, foster parents and community members. I
have worked as an ally and an adversary, both inside and outside
the public cy.

I might that I had a unique role, one of ombudsman, within
the public as a full-time volunteer position where I had
access to case fi consultants, caseworkers and took referrals
from children, foster parents and workers. I am proud to be affili-
ated with the many professionals and volunteers who work dili-
gently in improving the quality of life for Arizona's children.

I commend the Congress for having the courage and determina-
tion to establish a national policy dealing with children in foster
care. You have attempted through Public Law 96-272 to guarantee
that every child who enters foster care will have a permanent
home.

Because you understood the child's sense of urgency and the in-
ability of many State bureaucracies to meet their needs, I am here
today asking that you expand this policy and build on that signifi-
cant effort by determining a realistic standard of financial need
guaranteeing that all children have ermigh to eat, a place to live
and a safe environment, regardless of where a child lives in the
United States.

We see children in the foster care system that would not have to
be there if we had the basic needs of their families. These children
become a social and economic liability to our Nation. In the State
of Arizona, snore than 50 percent of the prison population were
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Please, lose no time in establishing a national policy which man-
dates an adequate standard which will insure the children of the
United States the basic human needs necessary to be contributing
members of society.

If I may quote Gabriel Mistral: "Many things we need we can
wait for . . . But not the child. Now is the moment . . . in which
his bones are formed, his blood is constituted, and his brain devel-
oped. We cannot answer him `tomorrow' --His name is 'today."

Thank you.
[Prepared statement of Georgia Van= follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF GEORGIA VANE-. ARIZONA RESOURCE CENTER FOR
CHILDHEN, YOUTH, AND FAMILIES, TUCSON, ARIZ.

Mr. Chairman and esteemed Members of the Committee.
My name is Georgia Vancra. I appreciate this opportunity to speak to you on

behalf of Aiirona's children. In my oral testimony. I have chosen to speak to you
about those children I know best. I have a been a child advocate in the state of Ari-
zona for more than eight years focusing on the broken and shattered lives of chil-
dren in the foster care system. In an effort to enable the Child Welfare system to
better respond to the needs of these children, I have helped create resources, devel-
aped policies and procedures, designed and conducted training sessions for casework-
eis. foster parents and community members. I have worked as an ally and an adver-
sary. both inside and outside the public agency. I am proud to be affiliated with the
many professionals and volunteers who work diligently in improving the quality of
life for Arizona's children.

I commend the Congress for having the courage and determination to establish a
national policy dealing with children in fader care. You have attempted through
Public Law 96-272 to guarantee that every child that enters foster care will have a
permanent home. Because you understood the child's sense of urgency and the in
ability of many state bureaucracies to meet their needs I am here today asking that
you expand this policy and build on that significant effort by determining a realistic
standard of financial need guaranteeing that all children have enough to eat. a
place to live and a safe environment. regardless of where a child lives in the United
State,.

We see children in the fisiter care system that would not have to be there if we
had met the basic needs of their families. These children become is social and eco-
nomic !Willa., to tour nation. In the state of Arizona. more than idle; of the prison
population were foster children. A foster parent comments, "Foster Care was not
the catesi.. only sympton of biological families not helped and effective services
not rendered

Just last week I met with Jim. a former foster chili and I would like to share this
experience with you Jim is IS years old and for ten years has lived in about ti,
ho?.ter homes and two residential treatment centers. lie and his two brothers were
removed tram their home after several reports of neglect and abuse his father left
the Mind. when Jim was five years old. Ills mother alternated between working
several low paying jobs and living cm welfare. She was always tired and seemingly
Just ,,ouldn't cope with the demands of her life. After Jim was removed she tried to
000pr.tte with the many people involved with helping the family Hut, for her, it
was tss, little or too much- toe, late. Jim asks why l was removed from his borne
and placed in foster care'' Ile asked why the $10,000 per year spent on providing
him with substitute homes and psychological counseling was not instead used to
enable him to remain with his natural family' We tell him "it was in his best inter-
est to remove him from his family." and that there were "limited choices." For all
eit our canons efforts and our over $100,1100 we now have a very angry young man
who used to talk about blowing us all up. but he is now planning a suit against the
state of Arizona. his former legal parent, for ali$1114N and neglect.

Today with Public Law !al 272 we would hope for a different outcome for Jim. We
can speculate about Jim's future and his success as a pen ion and we must accept
our part In preparing him with it There was a good chance that Jim could have
remained in his home if the basic needs of that family had been supplemented
trfor it completely deteriorated and required crisis intervention. Fixtyent ifWei per-
vent of the reports to Arizona child protective service involve families living below
the poverty level

13.E
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Today our basic financial assistance in Arizona to dependent children for families
like Jim's to mother and three children) is $282 a month. the 1971 standard of need.
This represents only 34% of the 1983 standard of need In Arizona the mine family
would also receive an additional $168 a month in food stamps making their total
benefit 050 a month. Lot me note that the poverty standard an Arizona for 1993 is
965. In Arizona OM of all AFDC recipients are children: 36% of these children are
under the age of six.

Jim's asset is real and we unfortunately have many, many other Jima and maybe
Alma whose needs are urgent. I am certain you are all well acquainted with the
lamer stories and have statistics at your finger tips of how the system failed and
you must feel tbe mune sense of outrage and frustration as I do at this enormous
Was in human resources.

We have to give you an overview of Arinona's children and families in
A number of from Arizona have provided information for this testimony.

ou
the accompanying written testimony. You will find letters and statements
reflecting the needs and concerns claw to 50 agencies and i 1 urge you
all to read this material and make use of their statistics and facts

PleaseLose no time in establishing a national policy which mandates an ade-
quate standard which will insure the children of the United States the basic human
needs necessary to be contributing members of society.

If I may quote Gabriel Mistral:
"Many things we need we can wait for
But not the child.
Now is the moment .

in which his bones are formed.
his blood is censtituted.
and his brain developed.
We cannot answer ham "tomorrow"
His mine is "today."
Thank you.

Chairman MILLER. Thank you.
Dr. Bach, you mentioned in CHAMPUS, but there have

also been some changes in this te, have there not, in terms of
Medi-Cal and the kinds of services that will be reimbursed? Would
you tell us what the impact of that has been?

Dr. Swat. For those who aren't aware. Medi-Cal is the California
version of medicaid. There are two main areas. One has to do with
access. As a result of the inadequate funding of Medi-Cal, not many
experienced clinicians will accept Medi-Cal clients. Payment, by
the way, for a child psychiatrist is less than one-third of the cus-
tomary private fees. Hospitals unofficially set quotas on the maxi-
mum number of Medi-Cal patients they can afford to admit based
on their overall costs so that often children when they do need hos-
pitalization cannot find a hospital bed to occupy.

Arbitrary limits are also set to contain costs and ostensibly it is
for quality control, but one might use as an example the extensive
documentation which is ned to see a patient more than twice a
month. Trying to treat children with their families, having sessions
with the parents is almost impossible because it would mean two
sessions per week, let alone contacts with teachers.

One local Medi-Cal consultant has quoted CHAMPUS as the au-
thority saying CHAMPUS would never have set a limit of 60 days
on hospitalization if there wasn't good reason for it and, therefore,
she is not one to permit any Medi-Cal child to stay in the hospital
for more than 60 days.

Chairman Mimics- Is she still waiting for the tooth fairy?
Dr. BACIL I haven't talked with her recently, but I think she has

given up her faith on the fairy. She is a good state employee.
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The arbitrary limit, by the way, of 60 days is a lot better than 3
years ago when the ophthalmologist who was reviewing psychiatric
cases had decided two weeks was enough.

Chairman Maus& Dr. Meier, would concur with some of the
testimony that we have received re in other regional hear-
ings that not only is the reporting and the incidence of child abuse
up in severity, that it has increased?

Mr. Manta. Unfortunately, that seems to be the case and com-
pounding the problem is the reduction in numbers of trained
people who serve abused children and their troubled families.
Therefore, caseloads are going up as high as 100 or so per worker.
Moreover, a revised procedure. which we have called re-
verse or inverse triage, name r waiting for at -rise children to actu-
ally be so badly damaged that have to be removed from the
home, seems to be an additional .ma of that increase in num-
bers, greater severity of abuse and reduction in the ability and
number of e to stem the tidal wave.

Chairman Earlier this Mrs. Kaplan testified
that in fact as triage was going on that abuse workers and
protective services workers were, in fact, having to make distinc-
tions between the most severe cases Dr. Bach testified about simi-
lar decisions regarding the tion of mental health resources.
Are you forced to draw these between severely ill fami-
lies?

Mr. Mona. Ms. Kaplan made the observation that this screening
was going on by telephone, which is incredibly inadequate since
you learn so much more from a home visit by a sophisticated child
protective services or law enforcement, person. Muss, the whole
process is really the reverse of good triage, where one seeks out
those clients/patients who can best benefit from what services are
available, to the incense of those children who are near
dead or in fact dead, and rescuing survivors. It is a most regret-
table deterioration in the quality and quantity of service.

Chairman Bimini. We have received similar testimony in the
other rmional hearings and I jest wanted that confirmed. I think it
is important that those of you involved in Ma private sector be able
to spmk to that.

Mr. Moss. Well, you can have some confidence in the fact that
any data or conclusions drawn on California data are good barome-
ters. The citizens of the State of California account for about 12
percent of the child abuse in the entire United States and have the
dubious distinction of causing many more cases. and more severe
cases of child abuse than any other single State in the United
States. So our data base is soberingly large, alarming, representa-
tive and thus noteworthy.

Chairman MILLER. I want to thank the panelists for the kind
comments about the legislation. I fear that we will find out that
the situation since we passed it was the same as it was before. If
we were a little better at holding up our end of the Federal bar-
gain, it would work a little better. Be that as it may, one of the
things we would like to see is for these families to remain intact.

When we talk about holding these families together, what are we
really talking about? What is the single greatest resource we can
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answer is to redefine this gentleman's car as his hone, and then he
world be excluded.

Ms. VANCRA. But he still has to leave home to get the AFbC. He.
would have to sleep in the nearby park and then his family would
qualifY for AFDC.

Mr. Mum. I was just to observe thatame is an
abuse of of both people and substances

and drop. tot's hope that social jwoblems leg behind
and that 7 months or a from now we will see a

eauing is domestic viohnice. In there is a trend toward the
out of the child abuse in 1983, as compamd_to1! and that there is some t at the end idb

the tunnel. course, it is still "" large absolute
number that it is staggering.

One other thing I would emphasise for helping families to SUrvine is the day care Kerr
think

you have heard mentioned repeated-
ly as a major resource. I k programs like Headstart, Whirl is
up for expansion all the time, is one of the most magnificent social

in the world for reaching needy families and children.
has probably tad more abuse and neglect than

anzhoith.manher effort. in country.
Mr. -

Mr. Pkrremox. Again, another fine panel. I really appreciate
your perseverance in stkking here all idternoon with us, and I
assure you that we consider your testimmy very valuable to our
hearing.

thmk that Dr. Bach suggested the child impact statement, I
don't know if you were here at the time, Mr. Chairman, but that
was rather interesting, that time we legislation, what is
going -to be the impact upon in So we might better
address the issues if we had to face the fact t it meant so many
more children would not be getting needed services before we enact
any such legislation.

Menge. Mr. Patterson, at the risk of interrupting, there was a
Family Impact Study thwp that was put by Sid Johnson,
who was a staffer for then Senator Mondale " " when the Senate
CYF committee existed. I don't know whether they are still issuing
family impact data on legislation, but I still just insert that for the
record.

Chairman Musa. Ann Rosewater, deputy staff director, informs
me that they are. They are at Catholic University.

Mr. Mom They are still alive and well?
Chairman Mama. Sid is not working, but they are.
Mr. Mum. Pardon the in
Mr. PATTERSON. What are you at UCLA?
Mr. Mama. We have entered into iations with several universi-

ties to po some of their research provided that they will, in
turn, help us collect information about child assault dynamics that
we are interested in.

Mr. PATTERSON. So it is mostly research.
Mr. Mena. Yes, but in order to do the research, they have to pro-

vide some service and they are looking at the stress on
mothers in some special care settings. Many of these are
unwed, teenage mothers, whose chronic stress contributes to the
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breakdown of their mothering and, in some cases they become
abusing and neglecting parents.

They are also looking at an issue called empathy which seems
quite closely related to a mother's ability to understand and meet
her child's needs, and the absence of seems instrumental in
abuse and neglect. The data are about half in on all five of our uni-
versity projects, and we will have a very interesting report which
we will be pleased to forward to you in about 9 months.

MT. PATTERSON. Ms. WWII, you indicated in Arizona, 50 t
of of the prison population were foster children, is that correct

Ms. VANCTA. That is correct. There was a recent study done, and
those were our findings. Actually, more than 90 percent of the
prison tam stated that they bad been abused and neglected
as ch" , but 50 percent had actually been in foster care.

Mr. PATTERSON. What do you draw from that conclusion? What
does that lead you to believe, don't have foster care, or something
is wrong with the system?

MS. VANC7A.:11_ , is wrong with society obviously. This is
not a public agency " " It is not a problem of our ACYF in
Arizona. It is a community problem, and it is something that we
need to grapple with as a community and as a nation, and I think
it is real easy to see the folks that are trying to provide that serv-
ice as being inadequate and not caring and I have to say that is
really where I started in all of tuis, myself. I started off really be-
lieving that if you could change the people in a system that you
would have a really good child care system, and I now know that is
not so.

Mr. PATTERSON. This morning when we took our tour of the
Youth Guidance Center with the kids involved in the juvenile jus-
tice system, one of the complaints that the people there had, the
administrative staff, was that they don't have the kids for long
enough, that they come in and the system doesn't allow them to
make the most positive impact on them, and then they churn back
in through the system again when something else goes on, for ex-
ample, to go home to a bad parenting situation.

How do you break that cycle without having foster care and
foster homes or drawing the line between when you pull them out
and when you leave them with the natural parents? We all think it
is better to leave the children with the natural pp nts, but then
you see situations where a natural parent is reallymtheir problem.
it is more than just stress from outside; it is from that individual.

Ms. VANCZA. My opinion is that you must break that cycle.
There are experts here that can testify far better than I can on the
conditions of children in families, but it ism experience as an ad-
vocate working with the children and getting to know some of
those families that there was a point with most of those families
where we could have made a difference. Now, there is a group of
families that that may not be true for or at least it is not true at
this point in time and we find in ACY'F in Arizona that between 17
and 2.5 percent of the average caseworker's caseload is made up of
chronically ill or marginally mentally retarded parents. That popu-
lation is difficult to serve.

We just keep hitting these pp le over the head with the services
we have. We don't have anythirng else. We send them to parenting
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classes and talk about active listening when they aren't feeding the
baby. It doesn't make a lot of sense, but we need to do something
dramatically different for that population. But I think if we look at
some of these case histories and learn from them because we have
all the information, we don't need to do anymore studies. We really
know what would make a difference in families' lives.

We need to make a determination that will stop what we are
doing now. We have to continue with the foster care system. We
have to continue with that piece but for the next family that comes
to our attention, we are going to do it differently, and it is not
going to be when CPS gets involved. It is going to be a withdrawal
from a school that says, "Here is a family that is under some
stress," or from a church. The referrals are going to come from dif-
ferent sources who see these families at a different time.

Mr. PAITZ1SON. Early on?
Ms. VANCZA. Yes. I would like to comment that we in Arizona

have a prioritization of our CPS cases now and we are out of com-
pliance with our statute because there is just no way we can do it
all. The child we are never going to get to or seldom going to get to
is that child who is 11 years of and chronically neglected. What I
understand from the mental health professionals is that that child,
chronic neglect is many times far more damaging than physical
abuse and yet that is the child we are not going to get to. And so
we have a system that isn't working.

Our statistics in Arizona show that the rate of abuse hasn't gone
up overall in the States. It is interesting. Actually, we just can't
respond to any more than we are now responding. So what the pro-
fessionals say, kids are more disturbed. families are more disfunc-
tional, and it is just their inability to do any more than they can.
So in one district where they have been keeping good statistics, we
know that there has been a 76-percent increase in reported cases
since 1981, but most areas don't keep those kinds of statistics on
what is not done.

Chairman MILLER. Let me ask a question just on that point. Are
you suggesting that professionals are being discouraged from re-
porting'?

Ms. VANCZA. Well, it depends upon who you talk with. I wouldn't
use the word discouraged. We have an extensive public information
program in Arizona. I am very much a part of that and encourag-
ing people to report all the time, but when you talk with teachers
and school nurses, school counselors, what you hear from them is
not too different from what you heard 4 years ago, 6 years ago, and
that is it is real difficult to get CPS involved in the kind of case
they see as needing the media attention.

Chairman MILLER. When I said discouraged, I mean officially dis-
couraged. discouraged by the fact that there may not be any posi-
tive outcome, or CPS may not get involved in this kind of case be-
cause the professions! involved concluded something about this
person or family that exceeds what the available resources will
allow.

Ms. VANCZA. Certainly your CPS worker would be the first one
to stand up and say, "This child has many needs and I advocate
that they be met.' She would also say, "I don't have time to do
this. I can't take this case," so it would be a lack of resources and a
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need to have more programs to divert these families into at the
point of first referral.

Chairman MILLER. Thank you.
Mr. PATTERSON. Miss Dunckel, I wonder if you have any com-

ments on the California perspective from listening to the Arizona a
little bit. For example, it be roughly 50 percent of the prison
population in California having been in foster homes? Do you have
that data?

Ms. Duras= I don't have that data
Mr. Mme. It may be higher than that. There have been some

studies at San Quentin where 100 percent reportedly have been
abused as children. But then again you have to mterpret the statis-
tics and understand what is meant by foster care, which has sever-
al definitions, does it not?

One thing that you asked about in terms of resources that Cali-
fornia is rich with are the retired elderly' people, many of whom
have been very succesaful parents or child care givers. Moreover,
you have heard eloquent testimony from a whole cadre of volun-
teers. These retired elderly can, when trained as good foster par-
ents, offer a tremendous amount of support to a flagging family
system that just need a confidante, a kiM,of person to come in and
help them with some tasks, to model more appropriate interaction
with children, and so forth. I think that ,y be a national resource
that is scarcely tapped to date and msly have to be enlisted some
way so they feel proud and good about it.

We see numerous snowbirds coining down here to California and
many of them come out to the Village wanting to do anything, par-
ticularly with the children and the families. However, it is still
quite difficult to get . i all the regulations and redtape to
have these well -inter , volunteers enter into some of these
confidential problematic situations. Nevertheless, they remain a
major resource.

Mr. PATTERSON. I don't want to leave the record with any
t t that I am suggesting there is a relationship between prison

Wm; and foster care but by the time a -&M becomes a child
in a foster care home usually you could have caught it earlier,
things could have been done earlier and differently and a good deal
of the continuing kinds of problems may emanate from that tragic
background that the child lead in the natural setting as well as in
foster care.

Chairman MILLER. I think that is a very important point. Let me
jump in here for the record. We are saying 50 percent of the pris-
oners may spend time in foster care. We are not saying 50 percent
of those who are in foster care end up in prison. I think that from
time to time we have seen children who have read about them-
selves and wondered, will I end up in prison because I was abused.
In many cases foster care turns out to be a positive thing for the
children and the people who are engaged in providing foster care.

Mr. Worse. I have a simple kind of ;question and I would like
each of your comments on it. I take off from Miss Varicza's testimo-
ny in which you articulate the frustration which you say we all
feel. You must feel the same sense of frustration that I feel at the
loss of human resource and you are talking about a person who
had out-of-home care mandated but I think that comment really
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applies on the basis of statistics that you cite and the approach and
concern and the needs that you all address and apply across the
board. And although I have been as harsh a critic of the current
administration as anyone, the fact is that ultimately, no adminis-
tration could do this kind ofat best rollback kind of approach
unless the general population felt that that was an appropriate
way to deal or not deal with the problem and that is the profession-
als in the field.

I wonder if you have had some thoughts that you would like to
share with us as to whether you think we are going, as far as the
perception of Americans in dealing with this perhaps most basic of
problems that we all face?

Dr. BACH. Perhaps I could start. I think part of the problem is
that as altruistic as any one of us might be, we are going to look
first at whatever is currently affecting us and there is a saying
that if someone is altruistic, there is a reason for it. I think we
have to look at our own altruism sometime, but let's say that we
are genuinely concerned about others. That goes only so far if we
are not getting our garbage collected at enough of a frequency and
after a month without garbage collections, we are going to call up
our elected officials and say, "How about channeling some of the
money that is going into child care back into public works to pick
up the garbage.

I think that as the economy worsens, there has been a greater
number in the population who are looking out after their own in-
terests and there is fallacy that children don't vote.

I was very pleased and impressed to see the numbers here and
involved with the select committee because I think our elected offi-
cials need to remember that their parents do. The children, I sus-
pect you heard, are often seen at the end of the list rather than at
the top.

Mr. WEISS. I think I am really asking beyond that. If that is the
case. then are we just beating our gums? Are we talking to our-
selves? Is there any reasonable expectation that we are going to be
able to address the very serious concerns that you have all spoken
or)

Dr. Bull. I would say yes. I think your' hearings are going a long
way toward helping deal with that problem because in the past
what has often happened is that there is a focus on pet programs
or the disease or illness of the year or the problem of the year and
legislation gets passed and then 2 or 3 years later that loses favor
and someone else picks up on something else and a number of
agencies out in the community switch their focus and get new
grants.

I think the focus has to be on the process with a good evaluation
of what is the problem that a given child and family have and then
individualize' the plan for whether it is societal, medical, or what-
ever type of involvement will help that family and child.

You asked earlier in the hearing, Congressman, about moral
issue's. I was talking with my staff yesterday about the future and I
tend to be somewhat optimistic because it is hard providing serv-
ices if you are depressed all the time. I was a little too optimistic
because a couple of my staff reminded me that our particular
county is going to try contracting out all the services or a fair
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share of them and they were worried about their job and they were
saying, "How can we continue working with kids when we don't
know what is going to happen to usr

I think one thing that I find myself doing is counting those indi-
viduals and cases that I hear about afterwards that have been suc-
cessful. Just last week, I received a call from a 22-7ear-old young{
man who had been in the system for about 15 of his 22 years, in-
cluding hospitalization at the State howitai. A number of innova-
tive one of which closed because their innovations were

at child abuse but he called me up and wanted to thank
me and to let me know that in spite of his earlier diagnosis as
childhood schizophrenia, alcoholism, and substance abuse, that he
was actually functioning.

He was in a home with a number of other young men and he had
successfully separated from ids family, which for him was a very
positive step, and that he often recalled things that he had heard
during some of the earlier group therapy sessions or individual
comments which I was sure at the time that he couldn't really
hear but he called specifically to say that those are some of the
things which he now thinks about and it helps him to move on.

I think there are sumeses. We are stall at a point where we
can't count enough of them. They are still anecdotal, but I think
they are there and I guess maybe we may not be able to complete
the but it is incumbent on vas to start it.

. Winn. Miss Vancza?
Ms. VxxiczA. I have a plan to fix it. When I get to be king, some

of the things I am going to do are decide that we are going to deal
with winners and not losers. We are going to sit down and priori-
tize or do a different type of prioritization. I don't know that more
money is the answer. I think we just need to rethink what we are
doing and go back to the drawing board and say what do we want
as the outcome? What do we want for people and what is good for
our Nation? What do we need to assure that -,. are gang to be
productive, contributing members to society are we all
the things necessary to get that. outcome?

I don't think we are. I think that people who tend to get involved
in these systems, when they come into the system, are
They feel desperate and we tend to sort of validate that they are
losers. We don't intentionally do that, but there are a whole lot of
things within the system that causes that effect that we validate
that they are losers instead of giving them the tools and the energy
to really be winners.

So I guess I would look at that. One of the specific things I would
like to suggest is that you look at doing today is looking at how we
are administering the block grants and there has been such an
enormous change in the role of Federal, State and local govern-
ments. And the State Government really, we really were not pre-
pared. I hate to tell you that we weren't, and we are doing the
we can and doing a pretty good job, all things considered. But if we
look at children's services, just that area, we spend over $100 mil-
lion on children's services.

For a fairly smaller percent of the population, I don't have the
exact figure, but we spent about 80 percent of our dollars on ap-
proximately 20 percent of our population and that money is not
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prevention, let me tell you it is not. But if the Federal Governmentwould say at least while we are doing this of the process,
while we are now here, we are to provide or insist, mandate
that there be coordination between State agencies and counties so
that you have juvenile courts, departments of corrections, depart-
ments of health services in our State. The department of economic
security, which is where ACYF is, sitting down, going back to the
drawing board and saying we need to come up with a system that
better meets the needs of these families.

For one thing, we have more dollars but we want a different out-
come. I think that sue would find that we can manage the dollars
we have now a little differently. Then we would really know what
the gaps are. Right now I don't have any sense for that myself. I
know that there are a whole lot of gaps and I can give you the
litany of what they are, what is happening to kids but I can't
really tell you that we are using our money as wisely as we should.
And I would go back to my testimony. I would suggeat that we set
a national standard not just dealing with AFDC, but saying what
kind of priority are children. Maybe they are not a priority.

If they are not, why don't we say that? Let's just start being
honest. Right now, they are not a funding priority and I guess I
would look to some real value clarification as a Nation about kids.

Mr. Wznis. Miss Dunckel.
Ms. DVNCKEL. Well, let me state that I am not a professional. I

am one of those volunteers. I found that the whole foster care pop-
ulation is a fairly invisible one, but I do think that the activity that
we are seeing around 96-272 and SB /4 has raised visibility for the
whole population. I also think as I mentioned that we are begin-
ning to see some really innovative services that are getting to those
families earlier. The family care worker program I mentioned in
my testimony, most of its referrals come directly from hospitals
and 70 percent of the children who are referred are under the age
of 8 so that is pretty early intervention right there. I was at a
recent California Medi-Cal Association 3-day conference on child
abuse.

This is the first time the Association has sponsored such a gath-
ering and we heard from the doctors that they can spot a problem
shortly after birth in the bonding process and they can pinpoint
where there could be potential problems. With this kind of infor-
mation and with the increased visibility for this population, frank-
ly I am optimistic. If I weren't, I wouldn't be here today.

Mr. Wars. Dr. Meier.
Mr. MEIER. Various forms of the rescue fantasy motivate many

of us. It is a good force to maintain. It certainly keeps us got at
Childhelp. Children seem to have gone from being as
assets in a family to becoming real financial lianilities. It isn't just
a monetary thing but a time and energy drain that many parents
seem unwilling or unable to cope with while they undergo such dif-
ficulties as the feminization of poverty and so forth. At this point
in our history, children in many familes are definitely perceived as
unwanted additional burdens.

What Urie Bronfenbrenner said not too long ago is that what
every child needs is at least one adult who is crazy about him,
meaning someone who is so emotionally committed to the child's
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well = that the adult will do even irrational I:. to ensuze
that s " 4 um or at least adequate and ti I t.`

If in fact traditional family has tegrated in some cases,
other things have to be supplied rather than becoming the fact, for
example, that 55 pervent of black children are ham to unwed
motherthat is still a family. Let's ftwe out some way to get
somebody who is crazy about each thig in touch with that iddK
whether it is the natural mother, w an elderly hone visitor who
befriends that child from day one as a foster grandparent going
into the home on a daily basis, or same other adult who can model

t and affectionate child nurturing and facilitating the
of care that can be caught by this parent who probably 't

have an extended family to set such an example.
This Nation does spend our money in a sort of bass ackwards

way. We are so concerned about "The Day After" and other cata-
clysms that may or may not occur that our resources are not going
to very young infants, nor to the yvung, unexterienced,
mothers where the bonding and all is in great rdy.

puniehment and other adverse ways of raising children, thce=el
In other countries, where they have not outlawed

provided a home visitor to each mother who is having her first ex-
perience at :motherhood. That trained individual could be a lay
person, could be a volunteer, unpaid, who enables that mother to
access resources during her pregnancy to ensure a healthy, happy

cy right on through the delivery process into the first sev-
epnatiOnths or whatever time it takes to get that child properly
launched.

Well, much as Gilbran's book, "The Prophet," describes parents
as bows and the children as arrows, somehow we must get them at
least aimed in the right direction. If cross-currents and other com-

omg events happen, we can't always prevent that. Well
n is half done and our country has led the way in social serv-

ices in many regards and we should not give up but alter our prior-
ities.

I love that earlier notion of raising winnerswe can and must.
We talk about 10 percent who are being abused. There are 90

percent that are growing up relatively intact. Why not use them to
help those 10 percent? I am convinced we can all do it together but
we won't be able to do it separately.

Mr. WEISS. Thank you very much. Those were very eloquent re-
sponses.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman Miumt. Thank you. The responses to Congressman

Weiss' questions are a good place to end this hearing. They in
many ways summarize the desires of the members of this commit-
tee. It is the reason that many chose this committee. As you said, it
is somewhat difficult if you are depressed all the time to deliver
services. We have a commitment in this committee to help.

If we didn't believe there was a better , I suspect that no one
would have signed up for this committee. are clearly many
opportunities to take care of what society considers to be more
urgent and more rewarding matters, but nevertheless 25 Members
of Congress did sign up for this committee and really have applied

4,1
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their talents and their time and their attention beyond what I ever
anticipated.

Thank you very much for your time and your effort.
Let me also thank members of the audience who stayed here

throughout the day, showing their interest and support for this
kind of inquiry. As I said, this is the last of the regional hearings,
but it is certainly not the last of the efforts of this committee, be-
cause we have learned a great deal and are inspired to move
ahead. What we have accomplished in terms of our goals may be
just a very small statement, but I think it has been a very worth-
while first year for the committee. If all of you could be party to
the private comments of the members, you would be very, very op-
timistic about both the future of this committee and its issues.

So to this Ariel and all the panels today and all the panels that
have testified in these regional hearings, I just want to say as
chairman of the committee, thank you very much for all of your
efforts. It is clear that the information and insight you have given
this committee has educated us beyond our expectations. I want to
again thank Jerry Patterson. We didn't have to out and draft
him for our work. His concern for the issues brought him to us and
I think it is also a testimony to Jerry that the attendance today
was so large. Members did not leave out of lack of interest, but
there is only so much time you can take away from your own dis-
trict and we had people come about as far as you can come, all the
way across the country, for this purpose.

Thank you for your help and that ofyour staff for bringing these
hearings together.

Mr. PATTERSON. Mr. Chairman, if I may just say that there is
nobody that has worked any harder than our chairman and I ap-
preciate the Orange County welcome that all ofyou have given us
by turning out in goodly numbers and by all those from all over
the Southwest region. We had, I think, nine Members of Congress
from six different States up here and I think that that shows the
respect we have, not only for the issue and the concern of children
and the family, but for our chairman, George Miller, who really
has made this committee what it has become over the years, in
fact, put it together in the very beginning and he has a great staff
and I would like to have the staff that makes George Miller look
good stand up.

Chairman Miuza. Ann Rosewater and Judy Weiss did this.
Thank you eery much.
The committee stands adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 4:20 p.m., the committee was adjourned.)

PRF.PARED STATEMENT OF JEANNE AND CHARLES E. MADDUX. PARENTS, SANTA ANA.

Our daughter. Shelle7 Maddu%. was born March 17, 1975, and is eight years old
now. She is quadriplegic rind retarded. Although it is impossible to tell how much
she understands because there is no testing available for a child that cannot control
any limbs. Some tests are given but they consist of stacking blocks, and reaching for
toys as 1 have observed.

Shelley attends a county school, Wallace Development Center for the Handi-
capped. 7.1.e are five such schools in Orange County, California alone. The school
has several classes with 10 children per class, one teacher and two aides. They have
a total care with these children, of changing diapers, feeding, and some instruction
on s basic level is given to the more mobile ones, since they score higher on the
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tests. I feel this is unfair across the board to the non-mobile children as some of
them could benefit in the future from some simple instruction now. as to colors, etc.
As in Shelley's caw, some day we would like her to be able to use a talking board to
communicate hunger. thirst, etc.

Part of Shelley's program since she is so physically involved is to have in the past
some physical therapy often to her for one half hour twice a week by a therapist
working for crippled children's services. This has been given up until amoximately
a year and a half ago. Then the doctors on the C.C.S. payroll chawd or re-wrote
her prescription to exclude hands on physical therapy because she was not making
progress according to their testing. We felt along with teacher and friends, that she
was making progress because her limbs were kept loosened. We found out (as she
seemed to get stiffer and stiffer) three to four months later they had taken therapy
away. We were never informed except to be told that she was receiving consultative
services. To them consultative services means the teacher places the child in non-
restrictive places on the floor and in some crude pieces of equipment, like car seats'.
and bean bags. We attended one clinic, where two C.C.S. doctors. a Dr. Rosenfeld
and a Dr. Ewald prescribed braces for her legs. And Dr. Ewald remarked we had
traded the braces for p.t. (physical therapy). This goes against the PL 94-142 law,
where a child is given a change that restricts his or her environment.

Mast of the children attend these clinics; they are a gathering of a general practi-
tioner, an orthopedic doctor that does surgery, countless (maybe twenty) C.C.S. per-
sonnel including secretaries, Pre, O.T.'s, heads of departments and people repre-
senting Aamis rents. etc. (tO fit wheelchairs). The idea is to work together for the
best possible care of the child. from t, to doctor's examination. I assume
they are paid to examine the child. Myles attended many of these meetings
and only once was given a physical examination. The doctor should look at the child
and tell the physical therapist that the child needs one half hour p.t. a day, etc.
Instead. the &dors ask the p.t. what they want to do, and to limit their workload
they say "consultative services" would be sufficient. I have heard they do this with
all these children now, the (C.C.S.) say they either are doing too well or are making
no progress.

I was told I could go to another C.C.S. orthopedic surgeon (instead of clinic) and
have him examine Shelley. Dr. Angel was sent around eight pages of material on
Shelley and he still didn't know her diagnosis and he told me without examining
her for more than one minute. that he would not write a prescription for p.t.. that
quote "as far as he was concerned she would never receive pl., o.t., or any other
service, and that she would remain the way she was til she died." In other words,
these this man's name was Dr. Amp') doctors and at. people have no interest in
helping these children. In years past all there doctors in 0. °aunty have done what
C.C.S. dictated to them. Also in the past C.C.S. people have always asked the teach-
er and the mother to do p.t., and neither one is qualified. To illustrate this Shelley's
leg was broken by her tetwher during a session of p.t. at her previous school "Gree-
ley" in 1979. of course, bore no responsibility in this matter and our private
insurance covered the costs.

Something should be done about the degree that these C.CS. people construe the
letter of the law to give theinsevles the least amount of work!

PREPARED STATEMIDIT OF CAROL LAWSSNCE AND MAILTNA Kit IXFIEZ

As child advocates, we appreciate the opportunity to present written testimony to
your prestigious committee.

We are Carol Lawrence and Martha Killefer. Respectively, we have been child ad-
vocates for over a decade. One of us is a paid child welfare employee with a MSW
from the University of Utah and the other is a volunteer chill advocate who has
served on various policy boards of child welfare ixationstagencies, such as the
California Foster Care Network and the Children's Society.

Both of us attended your committee's December 7th Hearing in Santa Ana, Cali-
fornia. We appreciated hearing the broad range of testimony presented by leaders in
the field of child and family welfare. However, we have a concern which was not
addressed by these who provided testimony during the December 7th Hearing.

Our concern regards the Adoption Assistance and Child Welfare Act of 191.0 (PL
citi--27D. First of all, we support the intent of this legislation, namely, those features
of it which encourage the provision of services to maintain children in their own
homes, reunification of children placed in foster care with their families when possi-
ble, and the establishment of alternative permanent homes for children who cannot
be so reunified.
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Our concern involves the cost controls mandated by PL 96-27'2 which limit federal
funding of foster care maintenance, and the failure of Congress to insure the fund-
ing levels which are stipulated in the Law.

It is our understanding that the foster care maintenance provisions of the Public
Law are not funded at the level of legal eligibility. It appears that in future years,
states will not be able to claim 50% federal reimbursement due to ceiling limits pro-
vided in Mlle WE of the law. Furthermore, it is also our understanding that 'Title
IVB is not being hinded by the federal government at the level originally promised
byveg=nts of the law.

PL 98-272 stipulates that $266 million in Title MR appropriations will
be made available to the states in fiscal years 1983 and 1984, this has not occurred,
thus far. It is our understanding that the actual amount appropriated for fiscal year
1983 is $101 million short of the targeted $220 million.

Failure by the federal government to fund the Public Law at the levels needed for
its successftd implementation may abort the achievement of its goals. For example,
if there is inadequate funding of Title MB services, it is 11), likely that many
states will not provide preventative placement services to effect remediation
of the family difficulties which prompted the initial concern about the family by law
enforcement and child welfare officials. Many states may choose to not increase
their budgets to °Met the forfeiture of hurtling by the federal t If this
occurs, the front-end service, needed to repair and reunite families may not be im-
plemented. This could result in there being wry tittle reduction of children entering
the foster care system, which would be contrary to a goal of the Law. The
Law would then do little more than to reduce AFDC handing for the provision of
foster care services to protect children from abuse and exploitation. With the cap on
Title NE's reimbursements to foster care providers, some states will respond to the
reduced federal fundingwowl not providing placement serviceseven when warrant.
ed. The effect of this be the locking of children into dangerous family circum-
stances, without providing adequate services to protect them.

In light of the above, we strongly encourage this committee to lobby in behalf of
the funding features of this Law. We further encourage this committee to track
whether states appropriately spend those funds provided to them by the Public Law
for the types of services identified in it

Carol Lawrence
MARTHA KILT. ran.

PREPARED STATEMENT or JANE TERAILL, PHN 111 MATERNAL CHILD AND ADOLEOCENT
HEALTH CQORDINATIMTHE MINUTES OF The PERINATAL COMMITTER OF The MA-
TERNAL CHILD AND ADOLESCENT HEALTH ADVISORY BOARD OF JULY 8, 1983

A. 1942 LOCAL MOTH STATISTICS

Summary Tables of Kern County birth Martial= for 1980, 1981, and 1982, were
distributed by Jane Terrell. Also distributed was a report ing rates of mothers
who failed to begin prenatal care until the last three months of pregnancy. had no
care at all, or the month was not reported, and rates of low birthweight infants by
Census Tract of residence of the mother. Rates for both factors were also summa-
rised by age and ethnic origin of mother. (Tables attached to these minutes.) Census
Tract map were reviewed for relating the data to the actual areas.

Conclusions drawn hem these statistics were as follows:
1. The percent of low birthweight infants (4500 grams or less) being bore in Kern

County has steadily declined from 6.8% in 1980 to a low of 5.91% in 1982, a 13.09%
decrease, This still exceeds the State rate of 5.82% for 1981 (most recent year avail-
able).

la, The local rate represents a &crease at Kern Medical Center of 3.37%, from
8.9%, in 1980 to 14.6% in 1982, after an increase to 9.5% in 1981.

This also represents a decrease at all other places of birth outside KMC of
19.31%. from 5.8% in 1980 to 4.68% in I9(42. following a decline to 4.7% in 1981.

c ) The rate of infants weighing 1,500 grams or lees (very low) dropped 26.0.5%
from 19f40, 1.19%, to 1902, .014 %, following a decline to .90% in 1981.

Id) Thus, since higher rates of infants weighing 2,500 grams or more and lower
rates of infants weighing leas than 1,500 grams are being born, it seems safe to say
that there has been a significant improvement in birth outcome in Kern County
over the three year period.
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net Of the 557 low birthweight infants born in Kern County during 1982, 132 or
23.70% were born to mothers under 20 years of mes and $9 or 15.98% were horn to
mothers who had late or no prenatal care or were not reported.

tf) The rate of low birtleseight infants bon to mothers under 15 years of age
(17.07%1 is altnost triple the overall Kern County rate (5.91%) and to mothers 15
years of age (10.84%), almost double. Rates fisr 17 through 19 year old mothers also
exceed the overall County rote.

tig The rate of low birthweight infants born to mothers 40 years of age and over
t16.67%) also exceeds, double the Kern County rate.

th) The beet ages for having the beet chance of producing an infant of normal
weight seems to be between 25 and 34 yearn of age.

ti) By ethnic group, 1121% of infants born to Mack mothers were of low birth-
weight, whereas 5.44% of those born to white mothem. 5.61% of those born to His -
panic mothers, and 4.46% of those born to mother, from other ethnicgroups were of
low birthweight.

2. The percent of infants being born to mothers under 20 years of age in Kenn
County has steadily declined from 20.32% in 1980, to 18.92% in 1982, a 6.89% de-
crease. This still exceeds the State rate of 15% for 1980 (most recent year available).

tat There has, however, been a steady increase in the number and percent of in-
fants barn to mothers under 15 years of age from 22 127%) in 1980 to 41 1-43%) in
1982, a 59.26% increase for the three year period. and a 43.33% increase from 1981
(.30%) to 1982.

(lot In 1982, 50.95% of births to mothers under twenty years of age occurred at
Kern Medical Center, a 5.4% decrease from 53.90% in 1990, with an accompanying
increase of 6.40% at all non-ICMC Bites.

(CI In 1982, 30.75% of the births at KW were to mothers under 20 yyeea of age, a
9.3.5% decrease from 33.92% in 1980, with an accompanying 2.03% decrease at all
non-ICMC sites

3. There was very little change in the timing of the onset of prenatal care among
women delivering infants in Kern County from 1980 to 1982. The Kern County rate
of women beginning prenatal care during the last trimester, or receiving no prena-
tal care or not it (10.22%) exceeds the State rate of 7.12% for 1981 (most
recent year avails ).

tat Them was only a .42% increase in the rate of women beginning prenatal care
during the first trimester of pregnancy from 61.31% in 1980, to 61.57% in 1982.

tb There was a 1.t.2% increase in the rate of women beginning prenatal care
during the second trimester of pregnancy from 27.67% in 1980 to 28.21% in 19e2.

ice There was a 5.55% decrease in the rate of women beguming prenatal care
during the third trimester of pregnancy from 10.82% in 1980 to 10.22% in 1962,
after a drop in 1981 to 9.65%.

(di The rate of late, none. or not I care for mothers of all ages
exceeds the State rate of 7.12% withrjorlfeillylearataold mothers having the lowest
rate of 7.13%. +This group also produced the lowest percent of low birthweight inn
(ants .V2041.

4. Examination of the data by Census Tract reveals specific geographic areas of
the county where women are both receiving late or no prenatal care for it is not
reported; and producing low birthweight infants ar rates higher than the state and
local rates for each. Those areas include portions of the city of Bakersfield as well as
Southwest, North, and Southeast portions of the county.

is) in some areas with poor rates for prenatal care, the rates of kw birthweight
infants are not exceeding state and local rates.

4b1 In some areas, prenatal care is obtained earlier at higher rates but low birth-
weight infants continue to be produced.

Various factors considered as contributing to this problem in various Census
Tracts were discussed. Among them were socioeconomic problems, availability of
care, and resources to get to care if it is available.

The question arose as to the resources available to Medi-Cat 'retinas in Ridgecrest
since Medi-Cal contracts are being instituted. Staff will call crest Community
Hospital for the information tTelepleme call to Ridgecrest Community Hospital.
Betty Wells, on July 21, 1983: will bill Medi-Cal as usual ono contract) since it ki the
sole provider in an isolated area. High risk women deliver at the Hospital but when
infants nerd special care, a helicopter cornea from Leine Linda to transport them
therri

Dr. Ilattis pointed out that examination of additional statistics regarding the use
of abortion in the various counties suggests that the teen birth rate is higher in
Korn and other San Joaquin Vslk'y counties than in Bay Area counties, for exam-
ple. due to the more liberal use of abortions in other areas.
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Discussion ensued regarding consistency and continuity of care between different
practitioners and the passage impact of home visiting nurses. it was pointed out
that State lir:grams providing abutetric care are having the most impact an the
very low birthweight infants.

O. MU= IND(CATION PROCRAM

It was Mt that since all Kern County physicians know how to use tocolytic
agents, given that patients report to their physicians in time, the first priority
should be to educate patients when to come in. The committee feels it would be
more met effective to educate patients rather than to provide more training for phy-
miasma

The AMC Pragram was discumed as a possible resource but most present were
aware that it provides mainly professional rather than public education.

Resources should be explored for prenatal education as well as the available
media, e.g. radio (English I and newspaper. California State College and Ba-
kersfield College may be willing and able to help make video educational prron
Nancy Cook may be contacted at OM Speakers bureaus are also helpfu l since
sciwds have cut their health

It was also felt that the HetortsOfIker should more liberally publicise the msg.
immy testing program, 'including information about counseling, education, and re-
fermi services. The committee recommends a Board resolution to that effect.

III. The next meeting will be in three months October, 1983.
Kern County. Birth statistics, 1982, month of onset of prenatal care and low birth-

weight infants by Census Tract of Residence:

Month of onset of prenatal rare
samiA

Kern County: Prrtst
1 -03 61.57

04-06 28.21

07-09 6.71
None 115
Unknown 1.36

Total 10.22

California +190411:
07-09 7.12
None 7.12
Unknown 7.12

Low birthwetght infants 1.....1..500 grant&

Acme/
Kern County 5.92
California 0981; 5.82

Census trails below oil rules
Oildak 01
East Bakersfield 07
Northeast Bakersfield 09
Central Bakersfield. 17
Southwest Bakersfield 214
Southwest Bakersfield 29
Shelter. rural 1 40
Sheller, rural ' 42
Wascv, city and rural la
Delano, city 50
Edwards 57
Rural Arvin. Cummings Valley, Monolith. 60

Census tracts below both the nth/arma and Kern County noes far late. none.
unknown prenatal ctwe but exceeding both rotes for low birthuvight

Fruit vale/Norria/Greenacres 05
Edison/Orange 10
West Bakersfield 1$
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Unkempt Bakersfield 34Taft 34Taft 35

Census tracts (acceding the California mac but Mow the Kern rate laic
none. unknown prenatal care and below both rata, far low 14t

Di Wale 2 02Southwest Bakersfield 27Southwest Bakersfield 31Rosedale. 38Ridgearest 54Boron
"4* ' 56

Census tracts exceeding the Cldifornia We but below theKern rale kW.
none. unknown prenatal care and below both rake for low

Oildale 03East Bakersfield 08East Bakersfield 13Centrml Bakersfield 19Soutimest Bakersfield. aoKern Riser Valley/lake Isabella 52
Randsburg, Johannesburg. Inyokern, California city, Rosamond 55

Census tracts exceeding both Cedifbrnia and Kern entirety rates 'Or late. none.
unknown prvaatal care but below both rates Ibr law birthweight infants

Oildale 04Boat Bakersfield 12Central Bakersfield. 16Central Bakersfield. 21
Southeast Bake:Wield 23Southwest Bakersfield 26Tupman /Fellows 33
Buttonwillow 37Wawa 44Lase Hills /Semitropic... 45Delano 49Rosamond 158
lifejave

a59Arvin 63

Census tracts exceeding both California and Kern CIMINOrates for fate, none
unknown prenatal care but below lath rates far low birthweight infants

Bakersfield 06East Bakersfield .... 11East 4Central BakersBakersfieldfi
15

eld 1Central Bakersfield 20Southeast Bakersfield 22Southeast Bakersfield 25
Panama, Gen. Shatter. Lakeside. Pumpkin Center 32
Taft 36Lerdo/Shafter 139
Shatter City 41Waco 46
McFarland 47
Delano 48
China Lake s 53
Tehachapi 61
Digiorgio/Arvin 62
Lamont/Weedpatch 64

' Indicates less than 30 births reported
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KERN COUNTY BIRTH STATISTICS, 1982

Foal CAN (WPM

7 t.9 NM 11"1211

la*

Ale or mkt (PEI
Under 15 19.51 4.88 2613 1101
15 14.46 6.02 21.69 1084
16 1324 245 11.65 5.39
11 13.41 3.15 20.06 6.88
18 .. 9.51 175 1142 617
19 9.61 1.36 14.12 114
TV to 74 6.66 1.95 9.83 613
251.29. 421 160 7.13 .62
30 to 31 4110 1110 146 5.32
3510 39 127 1.42 31 71 3.94
40 18 44 16.67 4.17 20 83 16 67

Row we.
kleitani Wm.
elms WWI
WNW)

Bloc gto,
Mott 9.23 5.44
Black 9.25 1121
Nom 14 49 5.61
Met 1.92 4.46

Low Birthweight Infanta: 557.
Low Birthweight Infants where mother had late or no prenatal care or it was not

reported 89, (15.98%).
law Birthweight Infanta born to mothers under 20 years of age: 132, (23.70914.

TABLE 6. -DISTRIBUTION OF KERN COLEY BIRTHS BY Ati OF MOTHER, 1910, 1981 AND 1982

fte (Years)

IMO

late Penal

1181

Ilearlet Prowl

1912

awl, Penal

Unknow,

1 to )4
4

22

05
27

1

27

01

30

2

41

02
.43

15 io 19 1.657 10 00 1 153 19 65 1.141 18 41

20 to 24 3.138 37 81 3.314 3114 3,530 3145
25 to 29 2,191 26 44 2,384 76 13 2.568 21 14
30 to 34 935 1128 1.042 11 68 1.166 12 31

35 to 39 218 3.48 292 3 21 330 350
SO to 41 51 62 40 45 48 51

45 au, tip 0 0 6 07 1 01

Tote 0216 100 0 8.919 100 0 9,427 100 0
-

stomp sera cooly Neallo Deartmeo WM macs
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TABLE 7 05TRIBUTIMI OF KERN CODY BIRTHS BY MONTH PROMTAL CARE BEGAN, 1980, 1901

MD 1912

WM prenatal cateIllan

19$11

WNW Pool

1911

Ibier Pawl

1902

lbw* Pinot

1 Oa 3 5.010 61.31 5.02 63.8/ 1304 61.57
4 io 6 2.309 2111 2,366 2153 2.659 2111
1 to 9 540 652 SS 6.04 633 6.71
Nome 211 346 229 1.57 203 215
Means to 84 93

. .
1.04 126 136

Yogi Wks 1.216 100.00 1,919 1010 9.421 100.0

sou Gre Cs 118110 Deportail. Isto oisisks

TABLE 8 DISTRIBUTtON Of KERN COUNTY ME BY BITHWEIGHT Of NNW, 1980, 1981, AND
1982

liW

Rota Pawn

1941

Not* Pawn

19112

Winn
. _

Pecan

Met 1 lb 2 or 10 17 11 12 21 12
I 1b1tans2 6 3 ol 29 35 29 33 29 31
26441%364 at 60 12 40 45 42 45
316 5 orto 41665 or 115 139 87 98 99 1.05lelorto 508 or 341 412 386 4.33 376 3.99
5 tb 9 or int lia; 1.120 93 11 1356 9169 1165 94.04
Unknowe 11 13 10 .10 5 .04

RAM 8.286 100 00 1.919 100.00 9,421 100 00

kw, kc CaMTV Heim Destment sits *Iron

TABLE 9. -BIRTH RATES IN KERN COUNTY AND STATE Of MOW 1981

Mons ea ad salana and true tit 11 ad Ws pr Hotrod trM MAW

Am Casey Wow
bow d Ws
Om* ose

smele

PaPtilr 418.254 23,992,900

Omit

101.81 difitTs 8,919 442,066
8016s to mortiets are [I and under 635 19.615
Ic43I tlrrth ,are 21 32 1159 ?I
Kett rate to mettles age 11 and under 152 082 85 4

Sooc., Sto Limp re slam Suirsto 1981

TAKE 12 PERCENTAGE Cf KERN COUNTY DELIVERIES BY HOSPITAL, 1981 AND 1982

itr.prta inC tiej WW1 111 =bei
19

_

V driver at Mom

Reba wan

Greater 84,0',101 Idenotal. Greg* Bakersile01 43 91 4,346 46 10
lest Sok DrArfc1 l/11, 16dtanvidon 201 110 133
Us") Delano/ 1/10,1and i and mkt Nan CoaN4 i 896 814 3 74
Taw*, Yak,. renactiapreolave 16 17 13
I? dgecrest. kW". rest. China 104 5 35 495 5 25
h.tealos ME) Wean" poPAthon 44s1 Men CalltrY 2 81 119 296
:Mier florcour,y 360 249 164
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TAM 12. PRIM Of KERN COUNTY MEWS BY HOSPITAL, 1981 AM 1982Continued

all area anal 1181=p powdoge d apes

limbo piraot

idol moomply Isopitolo . 66.98 6.425 6116

Ilets Nodal OM* . 32.08 2.953 31.32
tionhogols4. .96 49 52

Tole 100.00 9,417 100.00

Saar tient Condo Ntrat adotmo* obi *Ida

TARE 13.--4 O4CENTIATION OF PATIENTS WITH LOW NTH WEIGHT AT KERN MEDICAL MIR
VERSUS OTHER HOSPITALS

NOVO

lOolison al too DO it4.1 Moto * IMO*

baba
Woad

Imo

Mot.
II raw* Nombe

dieted

1111

limbo
4.S lb I Pond hair

dim*

1112

limbo
4.5 I

ee
fkaal

!lemons/ 3,638 197 5.4 3,922 176 4.5 4346 181 42
West Solo 130/nct 191 11 5.6 185 13 7 0 220 18 82
Dalsoo 698 38 5.4 799 57 7 1 824 58 70
North Sera 270 10 31 311 7 2 2 246 9 3 7
rehastio WO 11 3 77 3 14 1 71 7 0
tegeaest 446 36 81 417 19 4 0 495 79 5.9
Wards AR 253 1? 4 7 256 6 7.3 279 5 18
Al others . 7 1 14.3 4 1 25 3 1 33 3
Nonhoormal 91 9 9 9 41 7

_ . .
11 1

. _.. 49 7 41

Tow non MC 5.618 328 5 8 6.058 187 4 7 6.474 303 468

Von *Sul Ca* 2,668 238 8 9 2,861 213 9 5 2,953 254 860

Tot* 8,786 566 6 8 8,919 560 6 3 9.421 551 5 91

Solace Nero (awry %WI pla Macs

TABLE Id -CONCENTRATION Of PATIENTS WITH LATE OR NO PRENATAL CARE AT KERN MEM
CENTER

Ilboolop d Mime lo OW al Amigo Ca* al *we it Poet

kg troesso mows 1 Smog Inman {roads rare tows* pools ?
10 1) Ito I to 91

AR Pion

RIC NYC
Al too

WC

lie pelts' cat

Ai ice INC AR sea
RAIL

1980 3703 1764 3913 27 52 1387 303 892 081
1981 4816 /121 32 69 23.6? 10 76 381 6 95 50

2 45 8? 6815 35 39 24 93 11 07 4 73 5 55 60

Sawn Rem Cagey *Mfg Otgariment. stiotoks

Tel 15 RATES Of FETAL AND NEONATAL DEATHS FOR TRIMESTER Of ONSET Of PRENATAL

CARE, KERN COUNTY, 1980

_

W o ones Polito' Oaf%I talk g
IMO mel Oros p

iolos
tRIO hse pot Mb tout

Oita

Tronestv d onset of yienatal cate
Average 1066 8 is 19 30
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TABLE 15. -- RATES OF FETAL AND NEONATAL DEATHS FOR TRINSTER OF CCU Of PRENATAL

CAC KERN COIN TY. 1

fowl NAN on
LON toNi toss

WNW NAN
Pei 10117

PeNoN1 MON
Off IAN tor

Mks

I 1.30 1 14 14 99

2 905 810 1166

3 1113 1.86 1217
None 3650 18 94 S4 74

Not reported 150 00 82 35 21010
- --

Sent State Owitr 68 Min NNW

TABLE 16.- CONCENTRATIM OF TEENAGE 111011(RS AT KERN MEDICAL CENTER

Nap 081Nues 4,1144)1811

8NC

448,14 Nos

Ni OW Tots

Age 15 to 19 NIN

ar "6" ""'

180.19 rwrs

NI on
wic

........
"'w

1980 note 19 3 22 886 171 1651 905 114 1.659

Hemel of flefivenes m

* NNW IN AV of
balA 86 36 13 64 100 53 47 46 53 100 53 90 46 10 100

Percent of
blyaries if place of
boM by * 071 005 077 3371 137/ 2000 3392 1378 2076

1981 member 17 10 21 891 862 1.753 908 872 1,110

Percent of Monis el
age gm by place of
INN 62 96 37 04 100 50.83 49 17 100 51 01 48 99 100

Percent at total
at ;dace of bath

age 059 017 030 31 14 I413 1965 31 74 1439 19 96

1981 moat 31 10 41 817 864 1,741 9011 874 1,182

Awed of Mimes ci
411 8rM b place of
bath 75 61 24 39 100 537 4963 100 5095 4905 100

Perm, of fetal defromes
if place of NM by
ate 105 15 43 29 70 13 35 18 47 30 75 1350 1890

%Kt fient Comfy NAPA Depoimod sump

TABLE 11. KERN COUNTY BIRTHS BY PLACE OF OCCURRENCE NV GEOGRAPHIC AREA (CENSUS

TRACT) OF RESIDENCE, 1980, 1981, AND 1982, INCLUDING DISTANCE FROM BAKERSFILD

Geographic afea of residence comas
tracts

1980

rgaC Ace omens

1941

AMC AN cam

142

INC AA Wets

0044Na
mon

GRA* 11140SheAl area ; 311 1 h58 1.584 1.131 3,128 1.186 3.461 NA

Tat ieuttorarko (32 311 96 395 107 418 100 420 27/39
Rosed0e,SkOter tiff 41) 131 238 142 266 166 311 1 /70

Wax° )441 60 114 85 241 99 235 26

trrnosaldderland Delano (45 511 113 514 186 591 196 603 24/32

1884. tweet (52) 75 16 38 86 42 82 47

/Ow/ TIOtactulp
Itdraesl/Rosdmotid (53 611 41 651 11 692 42 748 63/127

Ater. Lamortt t62 541 401 142 465 151 451 179 12/21

Out of County/ toNnown 83 773 14 471 11 465 NA

SINAI for Caw, *AO Delkortmett 14$ stolAtcs
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INTERAGENCY ADVISORY COUNCIL ON SERVICES 70
CHILDREN, YOUTH AND Thant FA/SOLON,

Phoenix, Ariz., November la 1981
DEAK FRIEND: On November 2, 1983, at a meeting of the Joint Select Committee

on Corrections, a far-reaching and exciting proposal was presented to the Committee
by the Interagency Advisory Council on Services to Children, Youth and Their Fam-
ilies. We are writing to you as one who we believe might share our enthusiasm.

The essence of the proposal, a copy of which is enclosed, is that no km than 10%
of State funds appropriated for the pansion and/or construction of the adult
prison system be used to prevent and reduce child abuse and repetitive juvenile de-

ininUC ea is based on two related matters: First, there is a direct correlation be-
tween both chronically abused children and repetitive juvenile delinquency with
adult criminal behavior. Second, there is now an urgent need to develop a long-
range and durable plan to stem the flow of into the adult wow% system in
order to preclude a future prison crisis. We believe that the underlying concept
behind this proposal reflects an important step in a ins two long-standing
issues, that are clearly connected, in an innovative deliberate manner.

We are attaching a list of the members of the Joint Select Committee. We would
also urge you to contact your own district legislator. We are hopeful that the incor-
poration of this con weS into the deliberations of the entire legislature at the special
session scheduled for December 5, 1931 will be achieved.

Please contact our ofTice at 255-3191 ifyou have any questions.
Sincerely.

LAVRA AMC/MST. Vice Chair,
Attachment

SEC I. LEGNIATIVE FINDINGS: PoLicY

A. The legislature finds that:
I The present number of adult prisoners being admitted to the Department of

Corrections Prison System exceeds that number being released by more than 100
prisoners per month. That next increase of prisoners in a year exceeds 1,2(N).

2. The increasing number of prisoners entering the Department of Corrections
Prison System is greatly stressing the capacity of the system to securely house these
prisoners.

3. There is once again the need to inertia, the capacity of the Department of Cor-
rections Prison System.

4. The presently approved expansion of the Department of Corrections Prison
System as well as the projected expansion of the prison system in the next 10 years
will Vli:ece a significant financial burden on the taxpayer.

increasing number of prisoners in the Arizona prison system is not unique
but is also being reflected in many other States of the Union.

6. There is a direct correlation between chronically abused children and/or repeti-
tive juvenile delinquent behavior and adult criminal careers.

7. In order to preclude the need for the building of more and more prisons in the
future to accommodate an unabated flow of adult offenders, programs must be im-
plemented now which will prevent and/or reduce the incidence of child abuse and
which will prevent and/or reduce repetitive juvenile delinquent behavior.

S A policy committing the State to an active program of preventing and reducingchild use and/or repetitive juvenile delinquent behavior is the furtherance of
the crime prevention and deterrence policy of this State.

9 A policy of committing the State to an active program 01 renting and reduc-
ing child abuse and/or repetitive juvenile delinquent behavior wilt serve the inter-
est of the taxpayer by slowing the increase in the prison population.

13. It :s declared a policy of this State that:
I. Legislative. executive and judical leadership should be committed to the preven.

tion and reduction of child abuse as well as the prevention and reduction of juvenile
repetitive delinquent behavior.

2. Any funding method developed now or in the future for the expansion and/or
construction of the adult prison system will provide that monies equivalent to no
less than 10 percent of State funds appropriated for the expansion and /or construc-
tion of the adult prison system shall be used to pr went and reduce child abuse and
prevent and reduce repetitive juvenile delinquent behavior.

1 t)
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ice. 2. atintorta amp essuaz AND INILINEPHINCV PRIONOMON AND =num= FUND

A. Them is established a Child Abuse Delinquent/ Prevention and &dui:thin
Fund:consist* of monies equivalein to no

and
lees than 10 percent or State ilinda Im-

pregnated for the expansion andfor construction or the tohdt prison system. Onie-
balf of the CUM Abuse and Prevent= and Rerhaction Fund shall be
used for the prevention and child abuse. Onabalf of the Child Abase
and Del-impeney Proventiou and Reduction Fund shall be teed far the 'prevention
and reduction of swims juvenile delinquent behavior.

/L tie Child Abase and Prevention and Reduction Fund shall not be
used to supplant any other approprieion by a govertnamatal entity for theas=-
non and reduction of (bib! abuse and/or repetitivA! Nees&
The Mkt Abuse and Dslisupency PreeeKion and Reduction Fduelidn=tbe exempt
from the provisions of section 35-190 rebating to Itqtsing appropriations.

PREPARED STATEMENT or GEORatA VAN CIA, ARIZONA MILO ADVOCATE, ?OXON.
Aut.

Mr. Chairman and esteemed members of the committee, my name is

diem In my oral testimony, I have -chosen to to you about those- children I
Vanessa. I appreciate this opportunity to on of Arizona's

know best. I have a been a child advocate in state of Arizona for more than
eight years focusing on the broken and shattered lives of children in the foster care
system. In en effort to enable the Child Welfare system to better respond to the
weds of these children, I have helped create resources, developed policies and proce-
dures. designed and conducted trainiog sessions for caseworkers, foster sweets and
contnatnity members. I have waked as an ally and an adversary, both 'mid! and
outside the public agency. I am proud to be affiliated with the many
and volunteers who work diligently in improving the quality of life rfAerizolisTaigia's
children.

I commend the Congress for having the courage and determination to establish a
national policy dealing with children in foster care. You have attempted through
Public Law 9C-272 to guarantee that every child that enters foster care will have a
permanent home. Because you understood the chills., sense of urgency and the in-
ability of many state bureaucracies to meet their needs I am here today asking that
you expand this policy and build on that significant effort by determining a realistic
standard of financial need guaranteeing that all children have end to eat, a
place to live and a safe environment. regardless of where a child lives in the United
Ntatem.

We see children in the forger care system that would not have tribe there if we
had met the basic needs of their families. These children become a social and eco-
nomic liability to our nation. In the state of Arizona, more than 5041 of the prison
population were foster children. A foster parent comments, "Foster Care was not
the cause. only the symptom of biological families not helped and effective services
not rendered.`

Just last week I met with Jim. a former foster child and I would like to share this
experience with you Jim is veers old and for ten years has lived in about IS
foster homes and two residential treatment centers. He had his two brothers were
removed from the'r home after several reports of neglect and abuse. His father left
the family when Jim was five years old. His mother alternated between working
several low paying jobs and living on welfare. She was always tired and seemingly
just couldn't cope with the demands of her life. After Jim was removed she tried to
foopprate with the many people involved with helping the family. Rut for her, it
was too little--or too muchtoo late. Jim asks why he was removed from his home
and placed in foster care? He asks why the $10.000 per year spent on providing him
with suhmitute homes and psychological counseling was not instead used to enable
him to remain with his natural family? We tell him **it was in his best interest to
remove him from his family," and that there were limited choices.- For all of our
caring efforts and our $100.000 we now have a very angry young man who used to
talk about blowing us all up. but he is now planning a suit against the state of Ari
Iona, his former legal parent, for abuse and neglect.

Today with Public Law 96 we would hope for a different outcome for Jim. We
can speculate about Jim's future and his succeie no a person and we must accept
f.,ar part in preparing him for it. There was a good chance that Jim could have re-
mained in his home if the basic needs of that family had been supplemented before
it completely deteriorated and required crisis intervention. Sixty-six percent of the
reports to child protective service involve families living below the poverty level
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Today our basic financial assistance in Arizona to dependent children for families
like Jim's ta mother and three children) is $282 a month, the 1971 standard of need.
This represents only 34 percent of the 1984 standard of need. In Arizona the same
family would also receive an additional $168 a month in food stamps, making their
total ben fit $450 a month. Let me note that the poverty standard in Arizona for
1983 is $825. In Arizona 66 percent of all AFDC recipients are children; 36 percent
of these children are under the age of six.

Jim's case is real and we unfortunately have many, many other Jima whose needs
are urgent. I am certain you are all well acquainted with the horror stories and
have statisticss at your fingertips of how the system failed and you must feel the
same sense of outrage and frustration as I do at this enormous loss in human re-
sources.

A number of from Arizona have provided information for this testimony.
We have attem to give you an overview of Arizona's children and families in
the accompanying written testimony. You will find letters and program statements
reflecting the needs and concerns of close to 50 agencies and individuals. I urge you
all to read this material and make we of their statistics and facts.

Please Lose no time in establishing a national policy which mandates an ade-
quate standard which will insure the children of the United States the basic human
needs necessary to be contributing members of society.

If I may quote Gabriel Mistral:

Many things we need we can wait for .

But not the child.
Now is the moment.. .
in which his bones are formed.
his blood is constituted,
and his brain developed.
We cannot answer him "tomorrow" -
His name is "today."

Thank you.

PIMA (!ot.INTY FOSTER PARENT ASSOCIATION.
Tucson. Ara.. November 1. 1Y8.1.

DEAR MS. VA:N(7A: Thank you for asking us to help you comment on our children.
We hope that you are able to install in the committee a great sense of urgency on

the issues of children.
If you sense their humanitarian side is listening tell them what we see. We see

children who will never be whole . Oh they may look fine but as surely as the
amputee is hand:7apped for life these children have lost a part of their mental
health. Most are destined to limp through the rest of their lives. We have seen few
psychological curesonly band-aid attempts. Instead, children are coming into care
with more and more serious psychological . We know there's no cure in a
month. a year. maybe never . . the woo are too deep. We live with them, fear
for their futures, and fear for the society they will create.

No one on that committee, in our government for that matter, has anything
better to do than to address the problems of the physical and sexual abuse of this
nation's children Settle for no less than a declaration of a state of emergency be-
caus as surely as floods cause economic disaster, the problems of these children.
gone unchecked will be a social and economic disaster.

If you sense the ears of frugal economists, tell them that these children are to
morrow's economic burden. Tell them that in Arizona alone over 501 of the folks
who fill our prisons were foster children. Hasten to clarify however, that foster care
was not the cause, only the symptom of biological families not helped and effective
services not rendered.

If tone statistician listens tell him that we know abused children beget abused chil-
dren Let him figure what will happen in 54) years given the number of abused chil-
dren we have now.

Might you find a bureaucrat among them, tell him about these children whose
lives are in the hands of a bureaucracy. Those who literally grow to adulthood
awaiting a bureaucratic or legal decision.

The state makes a poor parent and yet it's vested with responsibility for many of
society's children The impact on those children is by the adults who care for their
most intinn:te needs, that is, the social workers and the foster parents There must
be total commitment to improve the quality of these people by raising their stand-
aids and by compensating them adequately for their services and demanding only
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the best performance. It took years to learn that lesson about education . . . isn't It
incredibly obvious here?

Attached is documentation of a few of our specific concerns. Good luck Ms.
Venom. We hope they are there to act di well as listen.

Thank you.

Emlosures.

Joan DANIRIA
Chairman. Pinta County Foster Parents' Association.

"ON BEHALF or ARIZONA'S ( RILDERN"

Written by Arizona Foundation for Children. Ray E. Ekstrom, Executive Director)
DEAR Rte: Over the past twelve years, Arizona Foundation for Children board

members have joined many in the community in serving on various task farces and
ad hoc committees, to study and determine resolutions to the many problems facing
Arizona's children. The issues in this book are not new. They have continually sur.
faced as some of the most serious problems for our children.

However, increased attention to these problems is demanded at this time when so
many of these established to remedy the identified problems are in jeop-
ardy due to the in federally subsidised programs.

We trust that in reading this book you will remember that the statistics represent
real children! We hope that you will feel personally compelled to become involved in
improving the quality of life for our children.

ARIZONA FOUNDATION FOS GNILDRIIN BOARD OP DISSICIINIS

Lois nichler, President
Arthur W. Elrey. Jr.
Carol Kamin
Barbara Rabe

Dino Thompson
Mice Udall
Michael J. Dale
Ann flamlambie

Janet Marrotte
Frederick K. Steiner, Jr.
Emmett K.met Turner
Georgia Venom

Many t h i n g s w e n e e d w e c a n wait for . . .

But not the child.
Now is the moment ...
in which his bones are formed,
his blood in constituted,
and his brain developed.
We cannot answer him "tomorrow"
His name is "today."

--GARR= MISTRAL, Nobel prize WiMIS rig poet. Chile

ONS-THIRD OF ARIZONA'S POPULATION IR CNILDRIIN

They are Arizona's future . . . our most valuable resource. They are, however, the
most vulnerable of our state's citizens.

This book attempts to identify some of the areas where our future population is at
risk. We have dealt with those conditions that seem to be the most urgent. Many
other issues face our children, but we have identified only the most pressing prob-
lems. We have tried to raise issues and address problems, rather than offer solu-
tions.

It should be noted that some of the information in this book is incomplete; fmther
research must be done to reach specific conclusions.. We were not able to address all
the programs which serve children, and some important issues were not included
because of a lack of accurate data. Some of the issues raised are currently being
studied. The solutions to others appear to be easily determined. Most of the isms,
however, are complex; they require study, long range planning and commitment for
resolution.

It is the purpose of this book to make the reader aware of the problems facing
children. Arizona Foundation for Children is ready and willing to work together
with others in the public and private sector to bring about effective solutions.

Source: (T.S Census Report.
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EACH CHILD DESERVES THE orrogvurtnv re DEVELOP HIS FULL POTENTIAL AND IIRCOME
A HEALTHY, PRODOCTIVE CITIZEN; THE FIRST HOPE FOR EVERY CHILD IS THAT HE IS
WANTED AND IS LOVED

An environment that provides a nurturing climate for developing a health child
also includes:

1. Full preparation for his birththat his mother is healthy, and receives ade-
quate prenatal, natal and post natal care.

2. A home where the basic needs are providedsufficient food, clothing and a
shelter that is not overcrowded or unhealthy.

3. A safe homeone free from the danger of preventable disease and accidents,
free from the danger of abuse and neglect.

4. Health carethis includes immunization, check-ups, early treatment of symp-
toms of illness or disability and access to the medical care needed.

5. Proper Nutritionthe lack of which can cause physical, mental and emotional
disease.

6. Early intellectual stimulationrecognizing that a, child develops most of his
mental abilities before the age of five.

7. Access to uality educationthat he will be able to develop to his individual
potential and thereby gain the skills required to become a competent adult.

8. Role models that help to establish a personal value systemgiving him inde-
pendence so that he may become self-reliant, and self -fin so that he may protect
himself from harmful influences.

Children whc are deprived of some or most of these needs are more likely to have
physical, mental and emotional problems. They are at risk of populating our institu-
tions for depeneents; the welfare system, shelters for abused children. fe homes.
group homes, hospitals, special schools and prisons. While the cost of caring for our
children may Le great, the cost of their neglect is astronomical.

Source: -Trot. bled Children in Georgia."

ONE 0111' or FIVE CHILDREN IN THE U.S. LIVES WITH A SINGLE PARENT

In Arizona. 74,418 households with children under 18 years of age are headed by a
single parent, 14% of all households

Nationally. 1::.6 million children under the age of 18 live with only one parent, an
increase of 53.9% since 1970. Divorce is the primary cause of single parent families.
However, while the number of children with a divorced mother doubled since 1970.
those with a never-married mother tripled; 42% of single women with children live
below the poverty level, (poverty level for a family of two in Arizona in 'Si was
$.1,6941. One child in seven, under the age of six. lives in a single parent household.
One black child in two, under the age of six, lives in a single parent household.

The number of children living with single fathers jumped 61% from 748,000 in
1970 to 1.2 million in 1981. However, more children lived with other relatives-1.9
million--than with their fathers.

Source U.S Census Bureau, Federal Poverty Guidelines, Department of Economic
Security

NATIoNALLV. OVER 50 PERCENT OF ALL CHILDREN UNDER SIX HAVE MOTHERS WORKING
OUTRIDE THE HOME

In Arirona. taere are 242.400 children (under 13 years of ago of working parents
who need day care part of the work day. 127,400 of these children are under age
five.

The only day care homes required to be certified are those who care for children
eligible for state subsidy. These homes receive minimal training and very little mon-
itoring on a regular basis tone monitor for every 110 homes. Regulations for day
care homes are almost nonexistent.

Day care centers and day care homes together provide for only 45,750 of these
children, leaving 81140 children, under age 5, in need of some form of supervised
daytime care.

PriceENT OF ANIZoNA'S cHiumEN AGES S-I I ARE LEFT ALONE WHILE THEIR PARENTS
WORK

MOW school age children need supervised day care part of the day.

1 5
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Source: Governor's Council on Chi Idnen, Youth and Families; U.S. Census, 1980;
Sylvia Porter; Department of Economic Security Administration for Chi Urea,
Youth and Families.

ONE-TMED DV ARIZONA'S ORLIN= AXE snrsosurr citnestins: 33 PERCENT ASS NUIPANIC,
e PERCENT ARE NATIVE AMERICAN, 3 PERCENT ARE BLACK

Minority children grow up in conflict with two worlds. Some families have been
able to accept the best of both worlds and have learned to adapt thanselves based
on their own convictions. Many families have determined that one or the other cul-
ture will be predominantthe struggle for these children comes If the choice Is for
the culture that is not predominant in the school or community. Even greater
trauma faces the child whose family is torn between the two culturestrying to
adapt to both.

Source: Community Behavioral Services. Phoenix.

Poveirry

64 PERCENT OP ARIZONA'S AFDC RECIFIENTS ARE CHILDREN (1563I

Contrary to the old myth that welfare families have seven or eight children, 73%
of the families receiving Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC) in Mati-
ns have only one or two children and the maximum allowable increase for one addi-
tional child is $53.

Another popular myth says "once on welfare, always on welfare." Nearly two-
thirds of the Arizona families receiving AFDC 63% have been receiving Resistance
for 24 months or less. One-third of the AFDC families lease the each year.

In Arizona, AFDC benefits increased by 46% during a peri the cost of
living increased by 135%.

An Arizona mother with three children receives $282 per month based on a 19/1
minimum standard of need. This is onl 34% of the 1983 minimum standard of 825
need figure which is 48,580 CHILDREN ARE CARED FOR AT A 1971 MINIMUM
ECONOMIC LEVEL 35% of these children are under six years of age.

Arizona ranks 37th in average amounts of grants paid for AFDC.
Due to a two billicm dollar cut in state and federal funds in 1982, 6000 Arizona

individuals lost AFDC benefits in 1982.
Of 10 mothers receiving AFDC. nationally: 4 we caring for pre-achool children; 3

are working, seeking work or in training; 1 is disabled; 2 are currently e-ekirg em-
ployment; than' of this group are over age 45 or have never been employed).

Source: WHEAT; New Directions; Department of Economic Security, Children's
Defense Fund.

11-IA115 AROMA CHILDREN DEPEND ON FOOD STAMPS TO HAVE ENOUGH TO EAT EACH
DAT

This represents 13147% of all of Arizona's children.
National studies show that as a result of the Food Stamp Program, infant mortali-

ty was down 3.3% and infant deaths caused by hunger-related diseases declined by

Food stamp benefits average about 49e per person per meal and are tied to the
Iture Department's own surveys show

Ruses are at the same dollar level
mended Daily Allowances for the

cost of the "Thrifty Food Plan. The
that five of every six families whose food ex
as the Thrifty Food Plan fail to obtain the
basic nutrients.

An inadequate diet prevents a child from properly developing physically. mentally
and emotionally. As a result of poor nutrition, children are at greater risk of devel-
oping diseases tie., hypertension, diabetes. cirrhosis of the liver) as adults, that
result from a poor diet during childhood.

Proposed cuts in food stamps support nationally for 1983 would eliminate benefits
for 3 million persons and reduce benefits for 15 million *them 60% of those losing
benefits are families with incomes below the poverty level.

Source: Children's Defense Fund; "A Children's Defense Budget. 1982"; "Ken-
tucky Families Have Problems"; ACCORD; Department of Economic Security.
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HEALTH Wert

AUTEISIORUZ ACCIDENTS ARE TIM LEAVING CAUSE CE ACCIDRIITIAL DEATHS IN YOUNG
CUILDRZ14; IN 1980, 10 CHILEISSEN POUR YEARS 1W AGE AND UNDER DIM IN AUTOSTO-
BILE AIXIDENTIL

1.533 children, four and under, were seriously injured.
A ten year review of almost 40.000 children up to four years of age who were in-

volved in automobile accidents shows that about 150 died. What Is significant is the
effect of wearing a seat belt in determining death or survival. Of those wearing seat
belts. one in 8350 was killed; of those not wearing seat belts one in 227 was killed.

Children who don't wear seat bests are 14 times more likely to die in automobile
accidents than those wearing seat belts.

Source: Neil Solomon. M.D.. Arizona Republic.

38 CHILDREN UNDER THE AGE or 4 DROWNED IN ARIZONA IN 1041

Children under 4 made up 28% of the total of all persons drowned in Arizona in
19$1. Children under 4 represent only 4% of the total population. These percentafm
compare unfavorably with Colorado. a state with a sink 7 chil-
dren under 4 drowned in 1980412% of the total drownings in i.

Some of the passible reaeons for these statistics are open drainage ditches and un-
fenced canals and swimming pools. Most municipalities in Arizona require residen-
tial pools to be fenced with self-locking gates; however enforcement of those safety
regulations is almost nonexistent.

Source: Arizona Vital Records: Department of Vital Statistics. Department of
Health, Colorado.

SOME CHILDREN STILL. CAN'T SEE THE BIACIIIIOAIW OR HEAR THE TEACHER

Though we have taken great strides in sight and hearing screening, some children
still fail to receive appropriate diagnosis and treatment. There are many other
chronic health problems that are not detected which interfere with the child's abili-
ty to learn.

55,000 school age children in Arizona are physically. mentally or emotionally
handicapped. 921- of all children in Arizona have tooth decay before age six. On any
given day 2.000 children can be expected to be absent from school due to acute
dental problems.

For 11 million children, Medicaid is the only means of financing check-ups, medi-
cal check-up, medical treatment, dental care, hospitalization and necessary medica-
tion.

On October 1, 19142 Arizona became eligible for Medicaid funds through the com-
mencement of AH(XXS, the Arizona Health Owe Coat Containment System. Will
AHCrir meet these needs for Arizona's children?

Source: Deportment of Health Services, Bureau of Maternal & Child Health: Chil-
dren's Defense Fund.

EACH SEAR IN ARIZONA OYER SOO BABIED DIE WITHOUT CELEBRATING THEIR FIRST
BIRTHDAY

They der in infancy from problems whicn include respiratory infection, congenital
problems and prematurity. Medical health professionals project that up to one-third
of these deaths are preventable.

Source Arizona Department of Health Services: Bureau of Maternal and Child
!fruit h

2,000 BABIES BOUN IN AkIZONA EACH TEAK SPEND THE FIRST SEVERAL. WEEKS OR MONTHS
OE THEIR UVISS IN THE HOSPITAL

More than half are born prematurely, and their principal problems are conditions
which are directly related to prematurity. Many studies have shown the direct con-
tribution of absent or inadequate prenatal care to premature birth and life-threaten-
ing illness in the newborn. It is anticipated that l (3 of the 2(NIO babies mothers did
not receive adequate prenatal care.

Source Department of Health Services: Bureau of Maternal and Child Health.

16
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COUR Aiwa

ts CIIILORSN OPIUM ACM OF 10 DIRD AD A RESULT OF ABU= IN ten IN ARIZONA;
13,807 ainaturst wins WORM VICTIMS Of OWN AMOR AND NIIIIIRCT IN ARIZONA
IN 1881

There were 32,444 inquiries made to Child Protective Services (C11). It cannot be
concluded that because only % of the inquiries were investigated that % of the chil-
dren represented by those inquiries are not at risk. Phttional studies indicate that
these are nine unreported cams of child abuse for every one reprted.

Manpower nears to be one of the issues . . . since there are not sufficient CPS
workers, only the most serious report, can be

Nationally, child abuse affects well over one people each , it
has bra the leading cause of infield mortality and now ranks as the n fire
child killer in the MS.

Source: National Humane Society; 1980 Conference: Department of Economic Se-
amity.

an FIMICRNT OF PAM1L MOLY= IN MILD ABM MAD WORT anon FAMILY
VIOLIN=

In an 18 months study in Coconino County in 1981-N, 520 families were served
by the crisis nursery due to abuse or potential abuse of their children. 480 of those
families also were experiencing abuse of spouse. Wing abuse or WINO abusive with
their peers.

This destructive cycle must be stopped! 75% of selfacknowledged child abusers
who are seeking help through Parents Anonymous sidiered some form of abuse as
chiklren.

One study in a southern state shows that 73% of convicted armed robbers, rapists
and murderers in the state's adult correctional facilities had been ahead as chil-
dren.

Source: Northland Crisis Nursery, Study by Dino Thom "Who is the Abuser?,
A Social Demographic Profile," Joan Kempen "Hope for A Petvonal His-
tory of Parents Anonymous," Patty Wheat and Leonard Lieber, "Child Abuse and

in the Background of Multiple Offenders," Ruth S. and C. Henry Kemp,Ned

Om-or-Haw Case

IN 1803, ARIZONA 811114T OVER 100 MILLION DOLLARS 018 CHILINIZNia SIRVICS0

Four state agencies and fourteen juvenile courts administer these dollars to deliv-
ery services to children and youth who are developmentally disabled, emotionally
disturbed andfor potentially or actually determined to be abused, neglected. inoorri-
gide or deliaquent.

BO% of the funds are spent on 20% of the youth, those with serious physical or
emotional problem, while only 20% of the funds are spent on 80% of the -children
in need of prevention, intervention or diversion services.

The concerns rained by these facts are:
Coordinatim of services.
Potential duplication of services.
Dollars loot to duplicative administration.
Ariaona's funding enmities.
The Governor has established a Cabinet level committee which includes the direc-

tors of the Department of Corrections, Department of Economic Security and De,
pertinent of Health Services. Thepu of this committee will be to establish an
efficient and cost effective service delivdelivery system for the children and youth of Ari-
sons. The committee will work with and receive input from the Governor's Council
on Children, Youth and Families and an Interagency Advisory Council.

Source: Model Children and Youth Services Development Project; Interagency
Committee; Deportment of Economic Security.

2,800 MIII.ORRN ARE IN VORTEX CASE IN ARIZONA

Some of these children will spend their childhood in foster care. The future of
these children is uncertain because plans to establish a permanent family for them

,162
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are not implemented according to the child's sense of time. As a result,
are scarred by their prolonged stay or mid moves in foster care. 75% of

all who are in foster case for 134 years remain in foster case until they
become adults.

In Arizona, the total foster case program COOS almost $12 million annu-
ally, not administrative coats. If one child iias removed from foster care due
to replacement the natural family or placed in an adoptive home, the cost sav-
ings for one year is $10,000. There is no way to measure the human cost factor!

Source: Foster Care Review Board, 1981 Report: Department of Economic Securi-
ty; Children's Defense Fund.

THE AVERAGE DAILY PORTER CARE PAYMENT FOR A CHILD IN AR/11001A 1B 05.38; THE
AVERAGE DAILY COW IN, BOARD A PUT II4 A 1004NILL IS 35.88

The family fester care fee is intended to cover a child's room and board, non-pre-
sciiption health needs and other incWentals.

Source: Department of Economic Security.

1,035 OP ARESONA'S NATIVE AMERICAN 01314111174 WERE Sig van= CARE IN OTHER
STATES U4 1901

This number represents 16% of our fatal Native American child population who
are primarily cared for by non-Indian families.

Source: "Linkages for Indian Child Problems," Vol. 2. lame 1, 1952.

170 CHILDREN ARE WAMMO FOR ADOPTIVE FAMILIES IN ARIZONA

92 of those children have been identified as special needs children, they have seri-
ous medical or and 71 of them are 13 years old or older.

Through the special for workers in the area of
planning and with the diligent review of the Foster Care Review BoardsPet=e17-
then have been freed from foster care and placed adoptive
families. Arizona also has a progmns which provi a for families adopting
special needs children and this has the number of who are adopt-
ed.

In the first six months of 1982,86 adopthms were finalized. (250 accursed for all of
1951.1 Special recruiting group. of professional and lay have joined in seeking
additional minority idles to adopt our minority children who are waiting.

With all of these efforts, 176 children still have no permanent family.
Source: Department of Economic Security.

DEVEIZIPM133TALLY DISABLED

THERE ARE OVER 14,000 DRVISIASPINENTALLY DMABLICD CHILDREN IN ARIRONA

1.900 of these children are served by state agencies. The services provided include
parent support, in-home training for children and families, preschool services, res-
pite and sitter services. andin caws where supportive services cannot offset the
needresidential services.

Prevention, early identification and intervention services can often be the differ-
ence between a child who *vetoes into an independent and self-sufficient adult and
one who requires continued assistance and support. Through a recently completed
cost/benefit analysis, it was shown that the benefits of preschool services out-
weighed the costs by MSc% The retarded children in the project required less spe-
cial education, had lower delinquency rates, required no institutional care and had
higher lifetime earnings.

Prevention and intervention dollars are the most vulnerable to budget cuts.
Source. Department of Economic Security; Division of Developmentally Disabled.

340 DEVELOPMENTALLY DISABLED CHILDREN REQUIRED FUME CARE IN 1982

Families with developmentally disabled children often experience great stress. For
340 of these families, this stress led to neglect, abuse. abandonment or the inability
of the parents to provide care. As a result. these children are now in foster care
instead of in their family homes.

16
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It is estimated that the oast of fester case for one developmentally disabled child
is $14,300 per yaw. With improved and expanded family support services such as
sitter, mph* and in -borne training many families would be able to cope
with their disabled child and olony care placements would be prevented. This
would result in a cost saving* of $12,600 per child per year.

Source Department of Economic Security; Division of Developmentally Disabled.

EDUCATION

DIMINO ME 8 MONTH IICHOOL MBAR 1900-61 15,0816 CHILDREN mroaree OUT OP ARIZONA
ECIK/Ola

The 1979-80 national rate was 50.37 per 1000 enrolled; the Arizona rate is
66.65. Among Black and children there is one dropout for every two high
school graduates. One out of teen-age girls drop out of school.

The at of education fir one child per year is $1,765, far less then the cost of
henefils.

Willgatebildven who leave school without graduating are twice as likely to be
unemployed as high school graduates.

In Arioawa, the youth anemployment rate was 18.2 in 1980; for non-white males it
was 27.& In 1979 the Arisesta youth unemployment rate wan 18.8.

SCUM: Department of Education; Deartment of Corrections; Arizona Juvenile
Justice Advisory Council State Plan far 1

IDUCATION IS A MAJOR PlICIBLIPM MR MANY NATIVE AMERICA!( YOUTH

In Arizona the estimated thepout rate is 2540%. In the 1980 -81 school year 40%
of the children at Phoenix Indian School dropped out.

At one phoenix high school, 23% of Indian studied* dropped out, while the aver
age dropout rate among all students at that high school was 18%.

Oa some reservations there are no high school facilities for students. Some of the
issues to be esplored in providing education for Indian youth are:

Isolation factors
Recruitment of teachers
High turnover rate among teachers
Busing hilostaredistanme

of boarding schools
Mardischool financing.
Source: Department of Education; Indian Education unit, 1980-8i Annual Report;

Youth Advocacy Project, Auguat 1981, Phoenix Indian Center.

TAMIL= YOUTH

AIPONOL RELATED aectown; ARE MR LEADING CAUSE OP DEATH IN YOUNG PERRONE
ADO lb-15 IN ME U.S.

75% of Arisona high school seniors use alcohol with some regularity. In Coconino
County-60 out of the 100 monthly juvenile court cases are al A related. The
child of an alcoholic has a 50% greater chance of becoming an alcoholic.

Significant emotional damage is done to children due to alcoholism. A study done
in I hoenix with employee shows that the alcoholic's family has a 50-60% higher
utilization of medical insurance benefits for psychiatric services than the average
insu ree.

Families meek help for other problems when alcoholism is the real. but often
hidden problem. Alcoholism increases with unemployment. The alcoholic affects an
average of 5 to 7 other people directly; and children and yot. ng people are the most
vulnerable members of the family.

Source: Greeter Phoenix Affiliate of National Council on Alcoholism; Task Force
on Juvenile Alcoholism; Flagstaff.
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ARIZONA RANKS 5911 IN THE NATION IN THE RATE OF ADMISSIONS TO DETENTION CENTERS
AND JUVENILE CORRECTION FACILTIIEM EMI YOUTH WERE COMMITTED 10 THE DEPART-
MENT OF CORRECMONS IN 1581

It costs $27,000 to incarcerate a juvenile in a juvenile correctional facility in Ari-
sone. It is estimated that 20% of the juveniles committed to the Department of Cor-
rections could be placed in non- secure programs if the programs were made avail-
able and utilized.

The increase in the number of children placed in correctional facilities from 1979-
81 was 14.6% while the increase in the number of juvenile arrests for that period
was only 2%.

Major crime against persons comprised 4% of all juvenile arrests for 1979-80.
Source: Arizona Juvenile Justice Advisory Council; Office of Economic Planning

and Development; Intergovernmental Programs.

Ran SABLES WERE DORN TO ARIZONA TIOLNAGERs IN 1951

123 were born to mothers under age 15.
Two in five young women will become pregnant at least once during their teen

yearn
600,000 babies are born annually to teen -aged mothers in U.S. The nirth rate

among 14-17 year olds has increased 75% since 1961 and has decreased among all
other age groups.

11% of U.S. teenage girls become pregnant each year, 5% give birth; teen births
represent 16% of all births in U.S. while teen abortions represent 31% of the abor-tions.

93% of teenage mothers keep the baby.
Babies born to teen mothers are three times more likely to die during their first

year than babies born to mothers ages 20-34. The adolescent mother-to-be faces
unique problems of pregnancy due to her physical and emotional immaturity, lead-
irw, to the high incidence of unhealthy babies born to teens.

One out of every nine babies born to teen mothers is likely to be premature, rytarded or have other disabilities.

CHILDREN OP TEENAGE PARENTS ADJUST TO SCHOOL AND LEARNING WITH GREATER
DIFFICULTY THAN CHILDREN OF OLDER PARENTS

While adequate prenatal care of the teenager may result in the birth of a healthy
infant, the subsequent health may be severely jeopardized by early parenthood. All
analyses show deficits in the cognitive development of children born to teenagers;
much, but not all of the effects result from social and economic consequences of
early child bearing.

Source; Arizona Family Planning Council; Vital Statistics; "Infant Mental Health
Journal." study by _Mark Roma. A.S.U. Spring '$2, "Good Beginnings," Vol 111, No
4, July-August, 197g; "Conceptions," Winter 19$1. Planned Parenthood: Department
of Health Services.

ACTION STEPS

WHAT 1411011X WE Do ON BEHALF OF ARIZONA'S cHILDREN''

The facts show that in Arizona, as in other states, we have allowed many of our
children to be a low priority, often failing behind highways and prisons in state
budget decisions.

Concerned citizens can help to shift this emphasis by becoming a strong "voice for
children" and speaking out on the issues. Something can and must he done to im
prove the conditions highlighted here, but it will take the combined efforts of indi-
viduals from all parts of the community.

AS A CONCERNED CITIZEN YOU CAN MAKE{ A DIYPtRPNt'E

The following are ways in which you can help:
1. Become better informed about all issues affecting children.
2. Share your concern and knowledge about these issues with your family, friends.

neighbors and those you contact in your work and leisure activities.
3. Communicate your concern and desires for Arizona's children to elected and

appointed officials and representatives.
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4. Volunteer your time, efforts, espertise and financial support to community or-
ganizations and agencies serving chikken.

5. Identify yourself with our statewide advocacy efforts on behalf of children by
becoming a member of the Arizona Foundation for Children.

We cannot stand idly by and fail to meet the needs of children. The results or our
apathy can be devastating.

Today's children determine to mcwrow's world,

I Am A CffiLD

I am a child.
All the world waits for my cs..:Jing,
All the earth watches with interest
To see what I shall become.
The future hangs in the balance,
For what I am
The world of tomorrow will be.
I am a child.
I have come into your world
About which I know nothing.
Why I came I know not
How I came I know not.
I am curious.
I am interested.
I am a child,
You hold in your hand my destiny.
You determine, largely,
Whether I shall succeed or fail.
Give me, I pray you,
Those things that make for happiness.
Train me, I beg you,
That I may be a blessing to the world.

(This statement written in Chinese and English. appears at the entrance to the
Golds-pasts kindergarten in Hong Kong.)

Acasowizactowestrs

Arizona Foundation for Children wishes to express; appreciation to the sources
listed in the book and to the following contributors who provided information, pito
tographs, technical or financial assistance.

Arizona Department of Corrections.
Arizona Department of Economic Security
Arizona Department of Education.
Arizona Department of Health Services.
Arizona Supreme Court Foster Care Review Boards
Glendale Family Development Center.
Governor's Council on Children, Youth and Families.
Hall Research Associates, In:.
Junior Leagues of Georgia; -Troubled Children in Georgia
Kentucky Youth Advocates, "Kentucky Families Have Problems
Rick Mueller Photography.
Navajo Division of Social Services; Bureau of Indian Affairs "A Future for

Navajo Children."
New Directions for Young Women
Northland Crisi Nursery
Helen L Running.
United Way of Metropolitan Atlanta
Robert T Wilson Foundation
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ARIZONA UPDATE

BUaorr CUTBACKS

Some results from communities around the State: 6.000 people lost their AFDC
benefits in 19142 because of changes in eligibility requirements; 270% increase
within six months in requests for emergency food; 1,000 people homeless in one
county living in cars. parks. and arroyos; Vs more school children in one poor urban
area lacking basic needs of food, shelter and clothing; 60% increase in requests for
food boxes in one year; 76% increase in reported cases of child abuse and neglect
since 1981 iACYF-11t; 90% increase in requests from AFDC families for emergency
aid from Salvation Army: 54% increase in children served by ACYF in one county
since 1981, 13% reduction in funding; more than 50% of the inmates in Arizona s
prisons were abused as children; Arizona is incarcerating people at a rate 95%
higher than the national average; 2.000 people are on waiting lists for services from
the State Division of Developmental Disabilities; 1,000 more children in day care
than was planned or budgeted for; and 109% increase in substantiated sexual abuse
cases in one county in the last two years.

ARIZONA OVERVIEW

$200.1100.f RIO shortfall predicted in 1984 tax revenues.
AFDC rolls are expected to increase by 4,000 people.
An additional :400 children are projected to enter faster care.
Department of Corrections is currently 1.000 inmates over capacity.

UNITED Way Ortr GREATER TUMOR,
Tucson. Ariz.. October .11. 19M.

Memorandum to: Representative George Miller, Chair, Select Committee for Chil-
dren. Youth and

Representative

From Janet Marcotte. Chair, United Way Government Relations Committee.
Subject: Select committee testimony.

I would like to begin by commending the House of Representatives for establish-
ing the Select Committee on Children. Youth, and Families. This committee was
formed at a time when families are facing the greatest threat to their destruction in
our country's history.

Government funding plays a major role in voluntary agency support, nation-
wide representing 42% of their budgets on the average. In Tucson. government
support for the 41 United Way agencies totals 50.5% of their budgets, thus reinforc-
ing that Government and United Way allocations are intertwined. Therefore, as
government funds are cut back, pressures increase on United Ways as well as the
entire voluntary sector to fill funding gaps and save services faced with elimination.

For example, in the fiscal years 19441-19144. anticipated cuts in the federal budget
will produce over $25 billion in cutbacks in income for voluntary organizations
working in such fields as social welfare, education. health, income assistance, arts
and the environment.

They cuts have caused and will cause additional income cuts for non-profit orga-
nizations. as State and local governments translate their reduced federal funds into
greater budgetary allocations for public services rather than allocations for volun-
tary organizations.

These budget cuts have already caused a much greater reliance on private
donorsindividual and corporate--to make up for these cuts in federal aid to the
voluntary sector. However, according to Cornell C. Maier, Chairman of the Board
and Chief Executive Officer of Kaiser Aluminum and Chemical Corporation, the
truth is that private sources simply cannot till the void caused by federal budget
cuts And. it is not realistic to look upon the private sector for the amount needed to
maintain the current level of service. Corporate giving for example in 1982 totalled
approximately $2 5 billion. or five percent of all giving. Even if corporate giving dou-
bled. the #4.5 billion donated would still be a far cry from the amount required to
match the governmental /midget cuts.

Based on these projections made by Mr. Maier and shared by many others, the
federal government, in partnership with the voluntary sector. must maintain its
share of funding to critical health and social services in this country. The congress
must resume the funding needed so that no child, family, or individual falls through
the cracks of our society.
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In relation to specify legislation, the United Way of Tucson's Government Rela-
tions Committee would like to express its support of the following two bilk recently
ittroduced_ in_ t,m:

HR M7 Facilities Child Care Act (8 1531)- This bill would direct 1019 to
blue grants to public agencies and private nonprofit °manhattans to provide child
care service) in public schools. This bill seeks to address the problem of latchkey.
children, which is a major concern in our community.

HB 2242/13 1380These two bills would provide $8 million over the next five
years to States and communities starting or expanding public or nonprofit child-
care information clearing houses. As the economy continues to improve, child care
is a Enejor component to this improvement and without a system for providing this
infomation, man working parents will not be able to find safe and quality day
cam for their

In closing, thank you for the opportunity to amines a few of our views concerning
the needs of children, youth, mad fiunilies.

PIIMPARED Swimmer OW WILLIAM G. Snamm, DIRICCIINI, Ammer Samoa Holm,
Cowen or MANUS

Child abuse and neglect has reached epidemic across the United
States, and Orange County, &mite its reputation for and the good subur-
ban life has not been immune from this talan=Statistics on reported cases of abuse, and the sexual moles-
tation and exploitation of children have "gene through the roof" over the

21. years. In 1978, 3,483 such cases were reported to the Orange Child Abuse
. In 1982, the number of children who came to the attention of authorities

risen to 7,697, a 122% increase. These represented "mandided" reports only
teachers, nurses, doctors, social workers, police and other przfessionab who are re-
quired under the law to report suspected cases of abuse and neglect. Several thou-
sand other incidents were reported by non-mandated sources; neighbors, relatives,
citiaens in the community, etc.

Reports of children wlto have been victimized come from every community in
Orange County. from the richest to the poorest. Abused children represent all
ethnic and religious groups, and come from every socio-economic strata.

Professionals in the field have felt for years that the extent of the abuse and,
aometimes, torture that these children have experienced has become more aggravat-
ed, and is occurring in younger and younger children. Of 2,065 children from Infants
to teenager's requiring protective custody in 1982 in Albert rattan Home, Orange
County's cy fbr dependent children, 29% had been physically or
emotionally abused, 14% had been sexually abused, 35% were admitted due to ne-
glect and lack of parental care and 15% came from unfit homes or were
destitute, 4% were abandoned, and 3 were admitted as runaways, or for miscella-
neous masons.

This Teptesenta an endless parade of tragedies; children with skull fractures and
broken bones; children with scalded bodies and scars from cigarette burns; babies
addicted to heroic and experiencing withdrawals, due to their mother's use of drugs
du her pregnancy; children left homeless due to the arrest of their weenie;
latch children from single parent homes where affordable child care Is amply
not a , families who are isolated from traditional support systems; children
whew parents are filled with despair and a sensed hopehenness, which has driven
them into psychiatric hospitals or to suicide; children living in the back seat of a car
or a garage- for menthe teenage girls and boys, and pre-teens and toddlers who have
been moleteed and exploited, and robbed of their childhood by trusted adults who
have betrayed them, and, finally, children who are simply not wanted. who are
abendoned; society's "throw away kith". who are the products of parents who
simply have no parenting skills.

Yet these are the fortunate ones. They have found safe refuge and. hopefully, de-
cisions will be made to improve the quality of their life, which so many other chil-
dren take for granted. Unfortunately, however, some of our most vulnerable chil-
dren do not reach the safety and security of Albert Sitton Home. They become thetratt

have
statistice of children who have lost their lives as a direct result of abuse and

n
In the last five years over fifty children, all under the ages of six, ha died

dinel:trange County.
What Orange County has experienced in terms of the neglect and abuse of its

children is a mirror of what is being experienced across the country. Increased pop-
ulation growth, or compression, urbanization. divorce and family breakdown. unem-
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ployment and economic hard times, alcohol and drug abuse. cultural and racial dif-
ferences. and unrealized hopes and expectations all combine to focus frustration and
anger on our children, who become helpless targets. And certainly one cannot dis-
count the impact of increased public awareness and sensitivity about child abuse in
the ever increasing number of cases that are reported. Nevertheless, it must be rec-
ognized that what is being seen represents only the "tip of the iceberg".
ltellad abuse and neglect is rooted in the very fabric of our society. The cost in

economic and human terms is enormous. It is incumbent upon us. then, to break
this vicious cycle. Certainly an improved economy can have a big payoff in lessening
the stresses which our families experience. But much more must be done. Children
must have a high priority and be recognized as our nation's most valuable resource.
Policies must be adopted which strengthen families, and funding must be available
for child abuse prevention programs, parenting education, child care, and treatment
for the victims of abuse and neglect. To do less is indefensible, and will only result
in a continued band aid approach to the problem. As a nation we can do better than
that, and we must for the sake of new generations of our children s

Y.S.P. Vft-nst-WITNgtel AnititTANCE PM:RAM,
Costa Mega, Cahf. Ileeemher N, 1.98.I

Reference: Southwestern regional hearing.
Hon. GINIKill< MILLIM
Congress of the United States. House of Representaturs. Chairman, Select Committer

on Children. Youth and Famihes.
DEAR (i IN( at islismAN Mtitaa: Y.S.P., Victim/Witness Assistance Program helps

victims and witneases of all types of crime regardless of race, creed or age in Orange
County Victim/Witness Centers are located in each of the county courthouses in-
cluding Juvenile Court. Child victims are particularly vulnerable, and the Program
is constantly involved with child victim/witnesses and their families.

A criminal act can have seven after effects on the child victim and the family. It
may result in deep personal and emotional problems causing friction within the
family and marital relationship. Victim/Witness staff are trained to provide a varie-
ty of services as well as reassurance and support as the ease moves through the
criminal justice system The Program refers to counseling and other needed services
and maintains contact with the family as long as it appears service is required.

In Juvenile Court. the Program serves child victims in dependency as well as in
criminal cases. Overall. general pleasure has been expressed with the new thrust to
increase family counseling. More children are able to stay in their homes, or if re-
moved, are returned sooner

Child sexual abuse is an increasing problem in Orange County. The Victim/Wit
ness Program of Orange County developed the Child Abuse Prevention Program in
response to this problem, receiving a federal grant through the tfflici. of Criminal
Justice Planning and Department of Social Services.

Child protective services reported 914 cases of sexual assault in 19141 The same
}e sir the Victim Witness Program served S7,0 vit tims of sexual assault and :"67 or

.V; were under Is, of these :NI wort, 12 or under
In of reported molest cases the child knows the molester Dr. Roland Summit

out Harbor t i r I. A Medical Center, in a study. concluded that only ti; or one out of
7 child malestors were reported to authorities In contrast the other 2:is-, of report-
d cases are crimes where the child is grabbed, molested, raped or murdered and

are Inv:middy reported to atithorstis
Patents and teacher are gene ally unaware that most children are sexually as-

bv someone that they know Others who may be aware. do not feel comforta-
bl in talking to the child about these matters; t'onsequently. most children an nut
alrier; to this danger and do not know how to deal with such a situation In addi.
tam. children may not be behoved when they tell that they have been sexually as
sanity/I by an adult

Some so called "preventive programs". can he destructive to the family and do not
!mild up self esteem or improve omnitinication. Sometimes little consideration is
given to the age and development of the child After research. the Child Abuse Pre-
ntitai Program of Glendale. Ohio was chon and adapted for use in the Orange
couritv Schools Emphasis is given in making child sexual abuse a public WSW% the
ctassrostin workshops pro%ide children with information to fre0g11174* assaultive situ
.011111. Nttlerial presented in the teacher :staff in service and the parent program
ftsii141* on totor% ift% tot the problem of child sexual abuse, as welt as intorination
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mammary in caring for victims of abuse. Materials identifying the child victim.
crisis intervention, and reporting procedures is distributed at all adult workshops.

In changing the position of chi dren as powerk-as individuals, the classroom work-
shop focuses on children's rights; to be safe. strong and free. The issue of assault as a
violation of rights in examined and specific prevention strategies are offered to
maintain individual rights. The goal is for the children to grasp the concept and
language of children's rights and to apply it in describing real life sit ations and
activities. Fallow-up activities and adult feecRiack reinforce these . Support
networks between children and adults within the school community established
social service agencies are created to reduce the child's vulnerability and isolation.
Children are encouraged to seek the support of their friends and a trusted adult
when they need help. Children may be more likely to approach school staff with
their concern after viewing their teacher as a supportive adult within the workshop.

Administrators. whose participation is an inherent part of the program, make a
commitment to support teachers in reporting abuse. This visible support. incorporat-
ed as part of school policy, creates a supportive structure and atmosphere which
may encourage teachers to act on behalf of their students.

Seeking to minimize the trauma of revictimizatiun often caused by the system.
the Program explains realistically, the implications of reporting the souse to the
child, and maintains a close personal liaison with police officers, Deputy District At-
torneys and social service agency personnel responsible for child protection and
treatment of abuse cases.

A team of nine make school and youth group presentations providing training to
three classes at a time, with a ter and two volunteer role players. Role play-
ing centers around situations child vs. child abuser, child vs. stranger abuser and
child vs known abuser. First the situation is dealt with poorly then. with child input
and participation. it is presented positively. Time is allowed for additional explana-
tion and feedback for individual children. Programs have been held at elementary
schools. preschools and for youth gimps at Superior Court, West Court and Golden
West College. The goal is to reach over 7,500 children, 150 school personnel and
3.100 parents this year. Every effort is being made to reach the vulnerable. includ-
ing minority, developmentally disabled. children of alcoholics and those previously
victimized.

The most heart rending cases served by the Victim/Witness Program are those of
child victims of parents of murdered children. Crimes against children result in the
terrible toll of emotional and physical injury. as welt as the high cost of psychologi.
cal and medical treatment. Children are particularly vulnerable, but with "low
cost" educational programs. the crime rate can be reduced. Support is urged for
funding for such programs and for support of Victim Legislation which encompasses
the cost of medical and psychological services for victimized families ineligible for
other help.

Sincerely.
Minim Mows.

Program Coordinatitr.

FACT SHEET ON ALCOHOL AND DOPARRTIC VIOLENCE RY LINDA PRINGLE. ORANGE
COUNTY SRVICZ irmt ORANGE COUNTY COALITION AGAINST DOMESTIC VIOLENCE

The exact relationship between domestic violence and alcohol abuse is not known.
To date little documentation regarding this has been done. However, a search of the
literature and some local information gathering does shed some light on this sub-
.1411

AWNED WIVES

Carder. in his Pris Minnesota study of nearly 1015 abused wives who called a coin-
inanity agency hotline. found that 341 of the abusing men were daily drinkers and
another 11r7- were weekend drinkers. In addition. 71(1 of the abused wives said they
also drank, with most reporting frequent drinking

In 197$ Congressional Record reported another survey of women who sought
emergency aid in Ann Arbor. Michigan. following abuse by their husbands ti011- of
the husbands were excessive drinkers and more than 4;511 of the assaults involved
some drinking.

Del Martin. the author of the book "Haltered Wives," states that from national
surveys conducted by respected sociologists it is estimated that of the 47 million cm
pies living together in the United States in 197, 3.4 million had faced a spouse
wielding a knife or gun. well over four million had beers beaten up by a marital
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partner and another five million had engaged in "high risk injury" violence. During
the course of the marriage it is estimated that halfof all American wives will expe-
rience some form of spouse-inflicted violence, and for 20% of these women the vio-
lence will occur with "incessant regularity".

Bytes. in a 1974 study in Ontario discovered that 139 domestic cases which came
to family court, violence was twice as likely to be reported in families with alcoholproblems than families without.

Gayford. in a British study interviewing 100 abused wives, found drunkenness afactor in 74 of the cases.
Gerson's study of alcohol related violence data gathered in Ontario in the mid

1970'st showed that most alcohol related acts of violence were marital assaults.
Some persons seem to hold the view that alcohol abuse dm; not cause marital

violencethat the link is not one of cause and effect. One hypothesis is that intoxi-
cation is a disavowal technique used by abusive husbands: Intoxifieat ion may be per-ceived by the drinker and possibly others as well as a "time-out- period during
which normal rules and standards for behavior are diminished i(;elles 1972, Hind-
man 19791.

Child abase

Dr. Henry Kempe who gave us the term "battered children." and Helfer (19721,
estimate that alcohol may play a role in as many as 'is of all reported cases of child
abuse.

Gil's book "Violence Against Children." contains an estimate that 37,000 to 50,0(N)
child abuse incidents result in serious injury each year-2.000 result in death. It has
been said 1Viano. 1973) that more children under age 5 die from injuries inflicted by
their parents than from TB. Whooping Cough. Polio. Measles, Diabetes, Rheumatic
Fever and Appendicitis combined.

Beh ling in his study at Long Beach Naval Hospital of Si cases of child abusefound that in 35. or 0% of the cases, one or both parents has a history of alcohol
abuse.

In a study of father-daughter incest, Julian and Mohr 19$0. reported problem
drinking as a factor in incestuous families.

A 1974 Helsinki study (Viakkunent of 45 cases of father-daughter incest found al-coholism in 22 of them. However, it appears that alcoholism may be more clearly
associated with child neglectboth physical and emotionalthan with abuse, ac-
cording to Alcohol Health and Research World 1977.

Among socioeconomic factors correlated with incest. income has been found to be
the most closely related; race appears to have title significance (National Center on
Child Abuse and Neglect 19$1'. The median income of both abusive and incestuous
households is considerably lower than the median income of all tl.S. families. Data
further indicates that both abusive and incestuous households are larger than found
in the general population (Julian and Mohr I9801.
tlioier to home

In a Los Angeles Police Department survey conducted in 1979 investigators re-
ported that nearly half of the fapamily dispute cases involved alcohol or drugs

To focus the attention on the devastating impact of domestic violence. the Orange
County Coalition Against Domestic Violence ran a data collection project with the
participants of all County police agencies. In the 72 hours. September 27-29. 1952.
the police reported nine felony crimes and 46 misdemeanors committed related to
domestic violence Felonies included seven assaults with a deadly weapon and a
sexual assault against a child. Misdemeanors included eight cases of assault aridtor
battery. 19 of fighting or disturbing the pence, and two cases of child heating.

The relationship between the suspect and victim varied: 21 husbands victimized
their wives, four wives their husbands, two children were beaten by parents; one'
child was sexually assaulted by her stepfather "live-in" males victimized "live
in females Twelve male adult children victimized parents and/or siblings

Domestic violence has to be serious for police to he called. Even formal reports are
nth written for the worst incidents The City of Garden Grow finds in analyzing
statistics that it can be anticipated in a year approximately 1.746 calls for service
related to domestic violence. or five calls each day in the City Statistics show a WI
:irri-st rate. s'': formally reported, PI cam-died. 52'74 nor further action was taken

Projecting these figures for the County (population approximately 2.H11,0011 com-pared to in Garden Grove, 6 3' ; cif the total i it could be anticipated that in a
year there will he 28,:i41* calls, or 7t4 calls per day

For the years 19*0. 19*1 and 1912 the Family Violence Hotline reported the fol-lowing information It should he noted that the relationship htwen ount:4litr and
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Assault w,th intent to rape 1

Total

Misdemeanors included:
Assault and battery 25
Disturbing the peace 16
Threat with firearm
Vandalism 5
Interfering with peace officer 1

Total 444

Relationship of suspect to victims:
Husband victimized wife 19
Wife victimized husband 2
Live-in male victimized live-in female 6
Father stale his children
Son's mother victimized daughter-in-law
Wife's parents victimized son-in-law
Stepson threatened his step father with a deadly weapon
Sun and one daughter victimized their mothers
Mother viaimized her daughter under 18
Father victimized his son under 18
Father victimized his daughter under 18

Domaine VIOLIENCE DATA COLLECTION PROJECT 1983

This is the third year of data collection from police agencies in Orange County.
During a 72 hour period on September 9, 10 and 11, 55 separate incidents of family
violence were reported to county law enforcement ies.

Data indicates the number of incidences on by County law enforcement
agencies, to be consistent with the 1982 reporting period.

by
is known, however, that

a significant number of cases still go officially unreported and the trauma, human
suffering and negative impact on the family unit cannot be measured solely in
terms of numbers of reports.

For revery call responded to by police regarding family violence, it is estimated
that only 1 of 1 of those calls results in an official report. Based on reports received
during this 72 hour period, it was issmessed that police in Charge County responded
to an additional 165 calls whets. no report was taken.

A conservative evaluation of the average time spent responding to family violence
calls by police is = minutes per call. Garden Grove Police Department has recently
computed officer costs at a per minute rate of $.47. This rate includes actual costs of
salary. fringe Eenefits, support services and vehicle. The policy in most Orange
County agencies, if not all, dictates a 2-man response on family violence calk Using
the Garden Grove data. a 2-man response on such calls will costs $41).68 for the av-
erage of 22 minutes spent on each of these calk

lAsst year, Garden Grove police, using their own computerized data, projected that
police agencies county wide would respond to 7S calls per day related to family Yip-
legit... in l9Ki. This projection was am:,/Maly accurate, as demonstrated in the cur-
rent counts' data which indicates a rate of 72 mils for service in a 24-hour period
related to l'amily violence.

Aceordingly. 26,767 calls, at an average cost of $20 68 per call, result in an ex-
penditure of C*5423.5.00, or in excetei of ',iv million dollars that will be spent by
police county-wide responding to these calls in 19143.

Klich year it is increasingly ithvious that the problem of family violence exacts a
high price from all of us. fiscally, psychologically, and physically

VIOTARED STATEMENT OF EviLYN COLON RECKTELL, FAMILY Ian EDUcAToR, THE
.oALITiON CONCERNED Weill ADOLERCENT PREGNANCY, SANTA ANA, (*Au,.

Toe t am Cooncerned with Adolescent ancy welcome,: the opportunity to
submit written testimony to the House SelecPrftmmittee on Children. Youth and
Families. to rep iew and present some possible solutions to the problem of early un-
intended pregnancy.

Teenage pregnancy is a crisis both for its victims and for society. There are 14
million girls between 13 and 19 in the U S. and 5,5 million of them will become
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CCM' was beginning to be reasoned as a valuable coordinating body for activitiesrelated to preventing scent . More important, it was seen as a vehi-
cle for identifying the needs both in services and education. Once identified. the
wealth of ideas and energy available through the membership could be put to work
to alleviate the need.

it was for this reason that in 1981 CCAP prepared a proposal for the Parent
Awareness; Project. it has become evident that the community namely parents, were
essential in encouraging responsible family life education in their sc churches
and community organizations. Further. that they could, with assistance, become
educators within their own homes.

First. however, what was needed was to increase their awareness of the problem
and their role in preventing it. The patiect. funded by the State Office of Family
Planning, was designed to expand and focus the activities of CCAP in en effort to
involve parents in education programs and community organization efforts. Cur-
rently being implemented, the project fannies on the media, newsletters. printed
materials and workshops to increase parent awareness. it also assists others in-
volved in family life education or adolescent pregnancy by providing them with a
resource library, resource directory, workshops, membership meetings and printed
materials. Finally, it supports the valuable work of the six active committees.

CCAP now boasts an ever increasing membership of nearly 100 individuals and
organizations. The mailing list currently exceeds 800 CVAP is no
simply a post office box, but is housed m a centrally office with sentc:
meetings and a library. A director, a family life educator and a full-time
administrative assistant, along with a fourteen member board of Directors are re-
sparable for the implementation of the Parent Awareness Project.

SUMMARY OF BACKGROUND LITRIATURE

Orange County has a population of nearly 2 million persons with a median
income of $22,300 (Orange County, 1980l. it is estimated that there are over 250,000
parents with 354,000 K-12 public school children (figures for private and non-public
schools are unavailable,. The ethnicity of the Orange County population is predomi-
nately white with an estimated 14% Hispanic, 1'% Black and 1V Asian population
group.

Orange County has experienced exceptional growth during the past decade. It is
projected. based on the mean age of the new arrivals to the area that the number of
women in their childbearing years 415-444 will increase t2% between 1977 and 19145.
This data has compelled the local health planning council to focus on this group in
future planning for the county ( County Health Planning Council, 1979r. An-
other outstanding health concern in County is the high incidence of sexually
transmitted diseases. During 1976 and 1977, the reported cases of gonorrhea in-
creased by If and the reported cases of syphilis increased $4% (Orange County,
1914411.

Generally. however, the Orange County population represents a healthy group
with mortality and morbidity rates not typical of an urban community. The popula-
tion tends to he younger with higher incomes than comparable counties. The prob-
lem of adolescent unplanned pregnancy is not limited, though. to urban communi-
ties. In fact with the higher number of childbearing aged women and the higher
rates of sexually transmitted diseases, Orange County may be at greater risk.

The most recent report from the Outtniacher Institute highlights another con -
cern. For example, the Nexusl activity among white females (aged 15 to 171 doubled
during the decade of the 1970's. while it increased less in minority populations.
Also. teen marriages dropped only 4% for whites, while it dropped 4.,% for blacks.
This pattern regarding the white population continues throughout the report. There
are undoubtedly many reasons for these findings, nevertheless. Orange County with
a population °fig% white, may require special attention.

The local data would support this claim (see attachment Al. In 19149, there were
9,52ti reported births to teens in Orange County; the fertility rate among teens has
climbed from 19.4 in 1959 to 21.5 births to 1,0(N) teens in 1977. 1 out 5 births} in
Orange County is to a teenager; and teenagers account for 6X° to 10,000 reported
abortions each year.

Early childbearing poses serious health, social and economic problems for adoles-
cent mothers and their children. The problems include increased high school drop-
out rates, higher suicide rates and higher infant mortality rates. The cost to the tax-
payer is estimated to be $8.3 billion nationallkergedd $4.5 million in Orange County
each year Ai persons in Orange County are a by these data.
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'Teenage sexual activity. pregnancy and childbearing are longstanding social
problems that have increased alarmingly in the last decade. One way to combat ir-
responsible tadolEscentt sexual behavior and to reduce the number of unintended
pregnancies is through sex education. Adolescents currently learn about sex from
peers and the mass media. This 'education' often is characterised by mieinforniation
and questionable values." thitfarinalion Services Bulletint.

"Fostering responsible, informed decision-making is an important aspect of family
planning activity. When young people are presented with factual information re-
garding sexuality, they are tees likely to engage in irresponsible sexual behavior.

Family life educators have an obligation to provide non-biased information to help
adolescents avoid the consequences of irresponsible sexual behavior.- (State Plan Pr
Family Planning Services,.

Because statistics and authorities agree that unintended adolescent pregnancies
are detrimental to the community and the individuals and families affected. Orange
Count adolescents need nonthreatening, accurate sexuality information.

nts are more in need of sexuality information than ever before, and at
increasingly younger ages. Yet many adolescents do not know of the existence of
health services available to them. or find out only after their find pregnancy or
other health related problem. Adolescents in Orange County ly are not
aware of agencies that may be tailored to serve the special of adolescents
needs for lion of anonymity and confidentiality, low cast, sensitive treat-
ment and rxlebrevascheduling.

Community awareness of the problem has brought enthusiastic support for new
family life education and service

The most serious problem f by agencies such as ours obviously is lack of sub-
stantial funding to reach an ever increasing and diverse community. Dollars need to
be channeled directly to prevention and education if we are to stem the tide of teen-
age pregnancy, which ultimately leads to female heads of household costing our gov-
ernment $7.2 billion per year.

The Coalition Concerned with Adolescent Pregnancy's 'nosier task is to prevent ad-
olescent pregnancy by encouraging responsible family life education and by encour-
aging good communication and healthy development. Through networking and plan-
ning with many agencies and through our own efforts, we have developed parenting
programs, teacher training and consultation, programs for youth, a resource library
and an information /referral phone line.

Our target population is the Orange County community especially parents and
teens. However, we provide services to all groups, because we feel that a multi-facet-
ed approach is best

Last fiscal year. ('CAP (with a staff of only three) reached 3509 persons through a
direct program or contact, many others (estimateI 15,0001 were reached through
brochures. flyers and feature stories. Volunteer assistance makes these numbers
possible.

Our program objectives are rather lengthy. but basically we have utilized a media
campaign. printed materials, neighborhood workshops and county-wide workshops
to accomplish the task of increasing the communities awareness of adolescent preg-
nancy and sexuality.

Interested parents have been recruited and trained to conduct programs for other
parents in their communities, through the Parents as Educators component of
('('AP.

in an effort to serve families as well as parents, training workshops have been
developed and conducted for parents and adolescents. The training is designed to
increase their ability to communicate about sexual health issues.

(I7AP has worked to develop and maintain a network of individuals con-
cerned with adolescent pregnancy and interested in promoting family life sexuality
education. This component of our program offers workshops, newsletters and a re-
source library to this population.

It is the intent of our work to make responsible family life education a reality in
Orange (*minty schools. community organizations, churches and homes. This is
being dune in an effort to alleviate the problem of adolescent pregnancy and its re-
lated problems. More important. this is being done in an eff.rt to increase healthy
sexual development among Orange County children and to increase parents' skills
in encouraging this process. We believe that we have made a significant impact in
our community.

There is nothing that so touches every part of our lives, that carries so much im-
portance in our society and which so many people have so much misinformation
about than sex

17
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On one hand we are surrounded by explicit sexual messages and yet
only twenty percent of parents actually talk to their children about sex. ty per-
cent of all Americans favor sex education in schools but only ten percent students
receive a Wity comprehensive sex education program. The rest get substantially
less or nothing at all.

We are faced today with over one million teenage pregnancies a year. One third
of all abortions in the United States are to teenagers, some as young as eleven or
twelve. The consequences of these children having children ate often tragic. Never
have we so badly needed to help our youngsters come to grips with accurate sexual-
ity information.

ATTACHMENT A

ESTIMATED 1982 TEEN FERTILITY RATES BY St TOOL DISTRICT IN ORANGE COUNTY
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The "school district" describes a geographical area only in this table (not the
number enrolled in the districts' schools). The "estimated number of women" in-
cludes not only young women, 15-19 years of age, attending public junior high and
high schools in the district, but also their counterparts in private and parochial

It also includes young women in this age group who are out of high school
because they have graduated or for other reasona The "teen fertility rate' repre-
sents( births only, not pregnancies (abortion data is not available).

Ron J. Thrown, Ph.D.,
Santa Ana Unified School District. December 16. 1.98.1.

Congreosnian GUM:it Muse,
(hair. Select Comniatee on ('hildren. Youth and Families. House of Representatims,

Washington. 1).C.
MAR CoNGIUMEMAN MILLER: I would like to thank you and your staff for the ef-

forts that you are taking on behalf of families in American (rudely.
Since 1974, I have served as an Administrative Consultant to the Swedish Base-

ball and Softball Federation. I am very impressed with the pragmatic and progres-
sive philosophy of Swedish leaders in education, government, labor. business, and
social service systems and their ability to work "together" in maintaining a high
quality of life for their fellow citizen*.

Many of the difficulties that are facing Americansociety. have already been dealt
with in a very effective manner in Sown. People, especially the children and the
elderly, are given the highest priority in Sweden.

The following enclosures are excerpts from a doctoral project, "An Overview Of
Public Education In Sweden." It will give you insight into the public education and
social service systems of Sweden. I would appreciate it if you would please add this
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information to the testimony of December 7, 1983, that wail riven at the Santa Ana
City Council Chambers.

It is my belief that we have the potential in the United States to develop a high
quality of life for all of our citizens, however, it seems to me we lack a national
commitment to obtain this goal.

If I can be of any service to you, please feel free to contact me. Thank you very
much for your time.

Sincerely.
RON BROWN.

CHAYISR 7SUMMARY. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

SUMMARY

This study was designed to provide an overview of public education in Sweden.
The purpose of this study was sixfold: (i) To provide background information on
Sweden; (2) To ptervide background information on the development of public educa-
tion in Sweden; (3) To provide information on the administration and organization
of public education in Sweden; (4) To provide information on the curriculum content
and teacher training in the public education system of Sweden; 751 To provide infor-
mation on the unique aspects and relationships of the public education and social
service systems of 'ftr; and (6) To offer res for the reduction of
the dropout rate in California's compulsory comprehensive public education system
based upon knowledge received from the public . ducation system of Sweden.

CONCLUSIONS

Swedish students attend a nine year compulsory comprehensive school from ages
seven to sixteen. A student may select to go on to the voluntary upper secondary
school. The dropout rate from the compulsory school is 33 percent. The dropout rate
from the voluntary school is 8.1 percent.

California students attend a twelve year compulsory comprehensive school from
ages six to eighteen. The dropout rate is 30 percent. Many public and private agen-
cies indicate that the reason for the large dropout rate in the public high schools of
California is due to the lack of alternative educational programs in California school
districts.

The current system of public education in Sweden was established in 1971. After
attending the nine year compulsory comprehensive school a student may select to
go on to the voluntary upper secondary school. lie/she may select from one of
twenty-two diploma lines (practical/vocational and/or theoretical /academics or from
one of 450 special courses tan-the -job training) or he/she may work in the public or
private sector. In 1977, Parliament pawed the Higher Education Act which enables
persons twenty-five years of age or older, having a record of at least four years of
gainful employment, and having a sufficient knowledge of the Swedish and/or Eng-
lish languages, to be admitted to the university. In 1977, the government adopted an
expansion plan which, by 1981, had established 100,000 new day nursery facilities
throughout the country

The public education system of Sweden operates as one unified school district
with a common standard and equal funding for all schools. Education is free from
the part-time preschool to the university. It is designed this way to bring about de-
mocratization in education and society.

Swedish students in the nine year compulsory comprehensive school are required
to take courses in sex education, personal relations, parenting, child development,
English, home economics, industrial arts, career orientation and exploration, and
computer technology.

About 45 percent of the students who go on to the upper swan Lary school select
the practical/vocational lines, and 55 percent of the students select the theoretical/
academic litre. Seventy-five percent of the upper secondary students go on to the
university.

Adult education is very popular throughout Sweden with 60 percent of the adult
poteation attending school.

Sweden Parliament, National Swedish Board of Education, National Swedish
Board of Universities and College:4, and National Labor Board plan educational
policy

1T el
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Seeden's public education system has problems, too, however. they are minimal
in cOmparison to the problems facing public education in Catalonia today. To
reduce the dropout rate and to improve California's compulsory -compreheresive
public. education system, the writer offers the following meorninentlations based
wpm relevant applications of the public education system of Bowden.

Aline &ate Ditm of Edlostation should &valor a maiter plan of education
for the remainder of the 20th Century and looking into the thit Century.

(2) The State Defartment of Education needs to MAIM% specific goals and re-
twganie California s compulsory comprehensive public education system

is
into a co-

hesive system that &Mile and easy to adapt thein accordance with changing
needs of society.

(Si The State of Education needs to mandate that students receive in-
otruction in ses ion, personal relations, parenthood. child development, for,
Sigh language. home econoinics. industrial este. career orienintion and-exploration,
and-computer technolca by the end of the eighth grade.

t4 The State Department of Education tae to alternative diploma lines
for public high school students who want a t../acedeinic ed wation. or a
practical /vocational education, or a combination of then l/ education
and practical/vocational education or for a student who wants to work. The student
should also have !Accessibility to adult education and community college programa

(60 The Uni of California and State University of California systems should
allow "open adm " to people twenty-five years of age and above.

(00 The public education institutes (high school through higher education; need to
correlate their course offerings with the Department of Labor and what is available
in the labor market.

t7) Mother care centers, child care centers, day nurseries, preschools, and retire-
ment centers should be provided in each community.

(Si The State of California needs to finance its compulsory comprehensive public
education system properly. In Sweden. in addition to all the services outside the
school that are provided far the child, the average amount spent per year on each
child is V.tinti 00 The national average in the United States is $2,690.00 and the
average in California is $2337.00.

PREPARED STATEMYNT or NAN ('HAPMAN. 1E.EIrCTIVE DIRECTOR. OPTION HOUSE. SAN
BERNARDINO, CALIY

Although the Domestic Violence movement is relatively young, there are 104)
Shelters for battered women and their children in California. ;10 of these Shelters
are located ic the Southern California region. In 1982. 150,1XX) women and children
utilized Shelter service% (including 24-hour hotlines' in California. Twenty-six of the
:10 Shelters in Southern California provided services to 2,35,1 women and children
in 19K2.

Dornestw Violence is no longer the invisible crime it has traditionally been For
the past three years. there has been a Domestic Violence Awareness Week with the
slogans ''Domestic Violence is a Crime Against the Future," "Domestic Violence
Hits (lose to and 'peace on Earth Begins at Homy These slogans exempli-
fy the efforts of Domestic Violence service providers to increase community awar-
new regarding the problems of Domestic Violence.

Domestic Violence generally refers to the crimes of spousal abuse ibatteringl.
child abuse. incest, and other forms of family violence few. children beating par-
ents'. In the city of Los Angeles in 19)42, the City Attorney processed 4.500 cases
involving Domestic Violence The Iasi Angeles CounI.ICucamer s Office reported 21;1
Domestic Violence-related homicides in 190/2 Child Protective Services have never
been more needed in the Southern California region than at the present time, and
rape. another crime directed mainly at women, is steadily increasing

In recognition of the fact that Domemic Violence is a social priklem, with social
roots and consequences. the Domestic Violence movement has emerged Within the
movement, battered wimien's Shelters stand out as an organized attempt to offer
help to victims of Domestic Violence

Battered women's Shelters focus primarily on providing a safe place when.
women can find temporary refuge from the abusive situation. Shelters also provide
a number of other services for battered women and their children. including advoca
y, resource referral. counseling. outreach and following up support. children's sery
ices and other types of assistance fiegal, medical. etc
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Aside from providing a safe place for battered women and their children on a
temporary basis. Shelters work toward achieving the following goals and objectives:
to provide an empowering environment for battered women where they understand
that they do have other options besides returning to the abusive situation: to pro-
vide validation of the battered women's experience, showing her that she is not the
only woman this has happened to. and that violence is never justified; to provide a
comprehensive children's program designed to break the intergenerational cycle of
violence. to provide advocacy for victims of Domestic Violence, working within the
system to help this population with special needs: to provide outreach services for
individuals who do not need Shelter but do need information and/or referrals. as
well as intensive effort directed toward community education. Those individuals and
groups involved in the Domestic Violence movement focus especially on making Do-
mestic Violence visible

The overall position of women (and children; in this society is clearly inferior to
the overall position of men Particularly, women and children have historically been
regarded as the property of men. This attitude leads to a cultural view that men
may do as they please with their wives and children: a view that has been largely
reponsible for keeping Domestic Violence an invisible crime. Although Tr 41r4 of all
American women can expect to encounter Domestic Violence at some point in their
lives, the Shelter movement is little more than 12 years old. The fact points to the
reality that attention to the crime of Domestic Violence is recent and dramatically
u n de mated

The Domestic Violence movement. therefore. focuses heavily upon community
education regarding both the general incidence of Domestic Violence and the special
needs of these victims It is the aim of Domestic Violence service providers to edu-
cate community members about this most insidious of crimes. and to work toward
prevention in the future

As the economic situation worsens, the trend is, for the status of women to worsen
as well Women. traditionally concentrated in low-income. low-prestige jobs; fre-
qunth the last -hired and therefore the first -fired when lay-offs become necessary.
find the'uv.e'lves in an increasingly negative position when the economy worsens.
This fact leads to the reality that it becomes ever more difficult for the battered
woman to get out on her own. to secure a job and income. housing, and all the
thing!. she will need to leave the abusive situation.

Moreover. as the economic- situation has worsened. and particularly with a Repub-
lican government, the funding for Domestic Violence service providers has become
more and more problematic. The consequences of these funding problems are long-
term and far reaching First. the service providers are able to provide less service'.
especially an the critical area of prevention. Second. the Staff involved in helping
victims of Domestic Violence suffer from low salaries and little-to-no job security at
the same tame that they work with individuals in a high stress, crisis situation. this
is is sad situation at best, as the staff cannot possibly do the best job of helping these'
victims under these circumstances

Community' suprt for locally based nun-profit organizations such as Option
Douse is sLetchy 'poThere is a strong base of support from soon' community members
which hie, continued to remain strong for the past six years flowerer, Domestic Vi
ailencr service providers tar the somewhat unique problem of serving victims that
Mitt!, individuals regard as unworthy of help This attitude stems partially from ig-
entrance not knowing the extent of Domestic Violence and partially from the atti-
t ode that victim. of spousal abuse somehow deserve their fate Again. the intensive
taffairts ;it community education help to ameliorate these attitudes. but one conse
quoce eat them is a lack of community support for programs which provide service's
to haltered women

In the- effort to educate community members regarding the problem of Domestic
lulrice, it is Alen helpful to discuss the Cycle of Domestic Violence It does appear

Oho there. MY three distinct phases which operate cyclically and which serve to
keep the' battered woman in the abusive situation First, there is the Tension Build
mg phase ts as when both internal and external pressures build. creating tension
in the marital relatioaship These pressures can include the vrydaY annoyances of
life with another person. problems with children, money and ear pi; problems. etc
When these ItflriPIT- have built up sufficiently to had to violence. the Explosive
phas begins The, is the stage w here the actual violence is-curs taw violence- can be
anything front verbal threats t e fatal physical injury; It is important to remember
that thi, fltICI 1, occurring between two people who have met and fallen in love,
11.0(1 dreams and plans together. are, mom probably mai reed. with children and living
fix:ether it e. no IMO grangers on the street brawling over some
1..su On, tttr plir.iv phase h-t. turn p1.13411 on!. the Vie Plent 4. as Aver ,and thy
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tension is gone too. This then allows for the emergence of the Loving Respite or
Honeymoon phase. The Loving Respite phase of the cycle is the time when the bat-
tered woman finally has some power. as only she can forgive the hatterer. He is
feeling (in most cases; sad, remorseful, guilty. The dynamics of this phase are most
powerful. as he courts her. woos her, begs for her forgiveness, promises that it will
never happen again, agrees to get help. etc.

Understanding Domestic Violence as occurring in this cycle goes a long way to-
wards understanding why women stay. However, one of the most critical factors in
why some men beat women, and why some women stay, is that it is learned behae-
i7r. Repeatedly, we find that the woman involved in a battering situation witnessed
her mother being abused; the man who is the hatterer witnessed his father abusing
his mother. The impact of this fact is tremendous, as dealing with frustration and
anger violently is transmitted from one generation to the neat, as is the attitude
that being abused is acceptable. Because we know that Demotic Violence is thus
transmitted from one generation to the nest, a major focus of the Domestic Violence
movement is prevention. Prevention can be taught in the schools, it can be engi-
neering through comprehensive Children's programs like most Shelters have. and it
must be a viable aspect of counseling efforts. As mentioned above, prevention efforts
are often the first to fall by the wayside as funding becomes critical. This fact
should lead to a concern on the part of current legislators to secure the necessary
funding for programs which address these needs.

It is important to note that Domestic Violence occurs in all social classes, it is not
a problem that only workim/lower class individuals suffer. However, middle and
upper dare women who are battered have many options (e.g.. the money to go stay
in a motel if necessary; when faced with an abusive situation. Because the working/
lower class woman often does not have alternatives, she stays in the abusive situa-
tion. It is therefore critical that service providers such as Option House continue to
provide Shelter for battered Women.

In 19$2, Option House. which is a ccruitry-wide program (but one of five in the
County,. served 740 women and children in Shelter. An additional 500 to 600 calls
are handled each month through our 24-hour hotline. The need for our services is
obvious. as is the need nationwide. Because this need is so obvious, service providers
strongly urge continued efforts by legislators to address the problems of Domestic
Violence. particularly funding issues, but also issues which are important to victims
of Domestic Violence isuch as custody rights. etc.,.

One last item of importance is that Domestic Violence service providers are not
"man-haters". nor do we advocate divorce or the break-up of the family as the only
alternative open to the woman who is bettered. Our main goal is to change the abu-
sive situation in several counties, there are now programs available for the bat-
terer; programs which focus on teaching the batterer non-violent way of dealing
with anger and frustration. These programs reflect the attitude that the family situ-
ation can often be changed and the family unit kept intact with help. When divorce
and ending the family situation is the alternative that the battered woman selects.
then we as senc providers aid her in finding the things she will need to survive-
a job, housing. etc.

Although Option House is a Shelter in the Southern California area (located in
San Bernardino County!, it provides basically the same services as all other Shelters
for battered women and their children. The goal of providing a safe place is pri-
mary, while the other services provided are secondary. As part of the overall Do-
mestic Violence movement, Shelters are not a band-aid measure. Rather. Shelters
are an important part of the movement to eradicate the crime of Domestic Violence.
Other ports of the DUITIeStIC Violence movement include Coalitions and Alliances at
the regional, state and national levels.

PRI.PAKED STATEMENT (W SUZANNE CRAWFORD-CRAMER. MSW, OCEANSIDE. CALIF

MR CHAIRMAN. AND DISTINGUISHED t'oMMITTEE MEMBERS: Thank you for the op-
portunity to provide additional testimony to that taken in Santa Ana. California.

I am currently employed by a private, nonprofit community social service ccti:
ration in Oceanside, California My services are provided to Marine Corps
Camp Pendleton through a contract, between my employer and the Base, to develop,
anpiement and coordinate a preventive education program in the area of Child
Abuse The program is row in its svcond year, and in the course of assessing needs,
tailoring the program to those nerds. etc . 1 have worked closely with many Marines
and their tanules Although this testimony contains information which is a matter
of record. the goals. objectives, and methodology of the ('amp Pendleton pro-
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gram, I have included my own personal views, opinions and recommendations. My
=ninput does not necessarily reflect the views, policy or position of Campet or the United States Marine Corps. Additionally, because statistics are

always dynamic and seldom one hundred percent accurate, those cited herein reflect
a snapshot in time (December 191131 for Camp Pendleton demography), approxima-
tions tcom factors) or estimations (where empirical data is not available). Statistics
4uoted from published sources are so identified.

To place the Camp Pendleton Family Advocacy Program, as I view it, into proper
perspective, a bit of background is in order.

Personal1 have been associated with Camp Pendleton since October, 1982. Prior
to that time my experience included, over a five year span, working with service
families in a hospital-based family advocacy program, a Navy Family support
Center. a civilian child abuse treatment agency and an out-patient alcohol educe-
tion4reatment program.

Family Concern Within the Marine Corps.The Marine Corps has always consid-
ered the Corps, itself, as one big family, with the spotter and children of Marines as
part of that family. Attention has been more sharply focused on the individual
family in recent , with the development of programs specifically designed to
support and enric family life.

In September, 194 , the Commandant of the Marine Corps (MCI, in a letter to all
family

General Officers, C7einmanding Officers and Officers-In-Charge. directed them to de-
velop policies and pregrams, and to apply the necessary resources to address the
physical. moral and spiritual needs of Marine families.

nu importance of the family, as an entity and as an integral part of the Corps.
was given additional emphasis by the creation of Family Service Centers during
14.40. At the direction of (MC, Centers were opened at seventeen major installations
throughout the Marine Corps. The mission of these centers was, and still is. to sup-
port Commanders by providing information, guidance and assistance to Marine fam-
ilies. and to coordinate all existing military support resources and those social serv-
ice programs available at the Federal, state and local level. The functions of the
Camp Pendleton Family Service Center are discussed under the Existing Programs
portion of this testimony.

ifurine thrps Fami4 Advocacy Program.The policies and guidance for adminis-
tering this program, throughout the Corps. recognize the part played by the U.S.
Navy s Medical Command. Because many cases of physical abuse are surfaced in
hospital emergency rooms, the Naval Medical Facilities supporting Marine Corps in
stallations obviously have an important role in the Marine Claps program. The
Marine Corps Program encompateies the prevention, identification, assessment, ju
risdiction, rehabilitation and discipline Aerie -its of both child and spouse abuse.

Comp Penclltun: the Base and Envirunment.The Rase is located roughly mid-
way between Loa Angeles and San Diego; the closest two metropolitan areas. The
cities; of Oceanside ipopulation approximately 75.0001 and San Clemente (population
approximately '22.000) border the Base to the south and north, respectively. One of
the largest bases in the Corps, in terms of area and population. Camp Pendleton
could be compared to a county, or parish, with several widespread communities
therein. Within its boundaries work and/or live some 2$,00() active duty military
members over Itl.(100 dependents live in government quarters, and approximately
3500 civilians are employed by the base Of the active duty military. over 11,004' are
niarriel Public housing (government provided quarters( can accommodate just over
3,5451 of the married service members, For those owning mobile homes, 149 spaces
ere provided in a base-operated mobile home park. Those with families in the area.
but not fortunate enough to live on the base, reside in one of the higher cost-of
living areas of the country .

ramp l'endicion, the Madam Family. - While the Corps remains primarily a sery
we conipe-ed of single membi.rs. approximately 3911 of Camp Pendleton Marines
are married. and the number continues to rise In the higher enlisted ranks, the
marrosi percentage at Pendleton stands at approximately sci. No doubt, the state
of the national economy during recent 3rears has lured many to voluntary military
service. watts its guaranteed inccune, medical and other benefits

'the Marine family at Camp Pendleton represents a crags section of the nation's
society Vet, there are differences which are significant to the incidence of family
violence (II the roughly 11.111111 married personnel at Pendleton, a sizeable number
are parents, with an increasing proportion of those being single parents. In lest the
INtense nailiower Data ('enter cited figures indicating that, in the Navy and
Marine Corps. two-thirds of all single parents were male Yet, considering the pro-
port IMI of males to females in the military, females are still more likely to be single
parents It Is important, in light of the reenlistment restrictions applied to single
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parents, to note that single parenthood is usually a ten=i4estate. ultiniately re
solved by marriage. remarriage or voluntary separation I. However,
while they are on active duty, sing* parents remain ji m I rick.

Military family life isn't Emshy. Flendlies routinely herniation with
times frequent . . importations, bath ba and short term. Wise units are rotated
to the 'Western Pacific f-r six-month Other units mid inilividuals
spend considerable time deployed on field wirptions or traiahig evolutions at loca-
tions geographically removed from Camp

their
_Persdieton. Them stateside training cons-" separate 613111 heir Amities for anywhere from three to ninety

days at a time. lAkewise, the inherent panne of military lib . being otscall 24
hours per day, working in a higheiek environment On many cases) and the constant
awareness that the breadvrinner's life could be placed on the line at any moment

conuir nlieve te militin7 families. POW falsifies are expected to ihno
non under stainar condition&

&MB COIL Factoss such as inconebeancy, unpredictability, and powerlessness
have been ifled as elements contributing to -personal and Bunny
dysfunction and are pert

idesd
and parcel of the military experience. Any one of these

would put stress on tbe family, much lees on those families with preexisting prob-
lems. Given these conditions, it is a tribute to the militarybutfamily that the rates of
abuse recorded in the military are not
civilian peers (1980 U.S. DepartmentgiVitantbralth *Tillman Services Report on

remain cm a par with

As the numberNectientlityenfamilkaMil=me to grow, it becomes
Child Abuse and the

clear that if the Marine thine is to remain cost effective in terms of attracting
careerist, attention nem% to be paid to thcee persons who most directly impact the
reenlistment decisionthe &may members.

The primary mission of the armed forces is to protect the and interests of
the United States both here and abroad. The military with
immed to those social problems that clearly and directly threaten effec-
tiveness. Mw Department of Defense 1980 Appropriations Bill states that r na-
tional security may depend in large messing upon the fitness and emotional well-
being of our military personnel". Witness the current to the presence of
drug and alcohol abuse in the military. Yet as late as 1 4, while national efforts
were fairly well defined, the military response to family abuse was virtually non-
existent. It is just within the past three years that family violence has received at-
tention and direct, mandated, funding by emir's& Individual homes, such as child
sexual amasult, are just beginning to be addressed.

The key to the vault of military monies for social concerns is directly connected to
our ability to demonstrate the cost effectiveness and mission enhancement factors in
prciposed programs.

Picture, if you will: Jimmy Dynamic, an 18 year old who decides to join the
Marine Corps: Armed with his high school diploma and a desire to become one of
"The Few. The Proud", he arrives at one of the two Marine Corps Recruit De to
begin his training. Twelve weeks later, with about $14,000 worth of behind
him, he moves on to his first duty assignment. Throughout his career, he is
an Infantryman or an Electronic Technician, his training is continuous. Developing
and maintaining a combat ready Marineor soldier, sailor or airman, for that
matteris expensive. I am told it wouldn't be unusual for the government to have
invested up to $98,000 in the training of a technician, over a fieir-year enlistment.
By the time Jimmy advances to the In-Commissioned Officer ranks, has married
and begun to raise children, he could be earning in excess of $20,000.00 annually,
counting his family allowances. Any way you look at it, Jimmy has become an ex-
pensive asset.

After years of spouse abuse, Mrs. ikrnamic shoots and kilhi Sergeant Dynamic.
What then are the costs if: iB on documented canes of military family vio-

lence).
Since Mom went :o work nights, 14 year old Donna Dynamic had become a

pseudo-wife and reports she has been molested by her father.
While caring alone for a colicky infant, Sergeant Dynamic loses control and

smothers the child-- he is sentenced to 7 years in prison.
During a domestic argument Sergeant and Mrs. Dynamic lock their child

in the car while they argue inside the home. It is a hot summer night; the
child suffocates.

To_ protect their investment, the Marine Corps has established programs, such as
the Family Service Center. to moist the Marine family in maintaining a healthy
state of well-being and to specifically address those areas of family dysfunction that
have been identified as treatable. An educated and informed Marine Corps can
hopefully reach families such as these with prevention programs to intervene in
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high risk situations with late services, and to offer support and information
to keep healthy families thy.

Existing ProgramaAs prey stated. Family Service Centers were estab-
lished during 19t*J. The Camp Center opened during December of that
year. The assistance and expertise available at our Center offers a multi-disciplinary
multidimensional attack on family problems. A staff of eight civilians and four Ma-
rines serve a military community of over :38.000 active duty members and depend-
ents. Additionally, there are approximately 5.000 retired Marines residing in the im-
mediate area who are eligible for our services. These services range from providing
general information and referrals to other agencies/resources, to working with
family violence. During the period April through September over 7,000 contacts
have been made with individuals, families. local commands and other support agen-
cies. both on base and in the surrounding communities. The services by our
Center include:

Generul Information and ReferrotBudget Counseling: Emergency Food/Shelter
Referral; Family Orientation: Financial Problem Solving; Hospitality Kits; ID Card
Assistance; Relocation Information; Welcome Aboard Packets.

Personal Affairs.DEERS Program; Survivor Benefits Assistance; Notary Public;
Retirement Briefings; Voter Registeration.

Deployment Pmgram. Serves units deployed for six months; Families of men on
one year unaccompanied tour.

oisework: Wives' Support Groups; Newsletters;
hordes. Daily contact with Okinawa: Family message video-taping; Individual

deployment briefingw, Reunion
briefings

Family Adivsory Program: Child abuse.Crisis intervention; Education presenta-
tions; Incest Diversion Program; Parent Education /Support Group; Parents United:
Short term counseling.

Spouse abuse Crisis intervention; Education presentations; Men's Support
Group: Rape counseling: Short term counseling; Women's Support Group.

Our Family Service Center works closely with community based agencies, both
public and private. to provide comprehensive sei'vice delivery to the military fami-
lies attached to ('amp Pendleton. These service are further enhanced by a strong on-
base social service system that includes: The Chaplain Corps, the Family Protection
Unit of the Provost Marshal's Office, Navy Relief, the Red Cross. the Armed Serv-
ices YMCA and the base day care system.

Additionally, the Naval Hospital. Camp Pendleton. offers a complaint of services
through their medical departments and the Navy Family Advocacy Program, which
is specifically tasked to provide primary management of child and spouse abuse
treatment. evaluation and medical support. As such. the Naval Hospital is responsi-
ble for identification and reporting d child abuse. We work closely with their pro-
gram to provide supplementary and complimentary program services to assure con-
sitaency in program delivery and supervision toward restoring dysfunctional fami-
lies to health.

A new Family Service Center facility is scheduled to become available during
Fiscal Year I9m5 The new quarters should he large enough to handle an increase in
staffing. which I feel is sorely needed. In my view. neither our present staffing level.
nor our existing facilities are large enough to fully meet the needs of the population
we serve Despite the sire limitations, our Center has, during the past year, initiated
the following new programs:

A Family Violence Preventive Education Program, tailored for military organiza-
tion presentation.

An emergency response Crisis Intervention Team. in conjunction with the mili-
tary police. to defuse domestic disputes

A Pre-trial Diversion Program for sexual abusers of children, in conjunction with
the Staff Judge Advocate.

Area'. t If Cancern, The decrease in funding at the Federal. state and county
levels for social services to children and families results in a wide range of service
gaps. The military families share a representative portion of the caseload of public
agencies that have been affected by fiscal cuts in 1952: iFigures cited by the San
Diego County Dpartment of Social Services 42.000 Child abuse cases reported in

Fl Diego County: Zil.titai Child abuse cases investigated and found to be "True
Findings-. 3.5451 Continuing cases of children handled on a monthly basis by the De-
partment of Social Seevices. 1,47 approximate number of full time social workers in
San Diego Count, iRecent state funding has provided for additional modest in-
creases in staffing for children services
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The on-base agencies working with children and families can fill only asatall par-
thin of the gap left in the civilian governmeetal sector, and hence rely strotmly on
local community programs to work with military families experiencing dysfunction.

The areas that repestedly come to my attention as of highest priority for program
funding to meet the-immediate needs of families arm

lioasiv. While Camp Pendheton is constantly renovating, quarters, there re-
mains a severe shortage of government quarters availabie.

All unite for E-1 through E-3 are designated
The wait for government quarters can rangewecteradtegya to 24 months depend-

ing on the rank of the sponsor and the space required.
With 39% of the permanent base married. the 3,172 adequate avail-

able units fall critically short of tire
Camp Pendleton is in a hO cost civilian community_ with the aveneee

rent-for a two bedroom apartment at 6650400 and 6500.00 per month 'which
often require first and last menthe rent and a hefty security dement prior to occu-
pancy.

The need for adequate housing is printery, especially Sir those families whose
sponsors are deployed for 6 months and who rely on the military community for
support and assistance.

Mme.Under the insigices of the Officers Wives Club, Camp Pendleton pro-
vides a diverse childcare system for both ftill and part-time day care, from infancy
to school age. Unfortunately, _eyes with this fine developmentally-booed system.
there are significant gaps in child care services:

Nu free or sliding cost scale case tbr families atom' below the 1:10verty line.
No onaite care available in government quarters, to serve families of the lower

three pay tirades. These families are the youngest, least least likely to have
transportation and the most "at risk" for abuse and

No on-base respite care : for families as at-risk or abusing. Off
base facilities, in the im = surrounding communities, have only 31 spaces
available. with over half of these currently filled by military dependents./

No 24-hour care for children of working parents, deployed single parents or fami-
lies in crisis. Existing community apiaries have only S voluntary spaces.

Needless to say, ilmit the above services we fall far short of meeting the needs
of the children at highest risk for gime, much less of our goals to support families
who are attempting to maintain a balance in functioning.

Emergent", Melter.The need for emergency housing is critical for military fami-
lies. and one that neither on-base nor community have filled. Unlike the
stereotyped transient population of vidtuds. drawn to South-
ern California by the climate. miltar= represent a specialised homeless
population:

Families arriving. unexpectedly, while the sponsor (who must personally apply for
government housing) is overseas, or training away from the bane.

Families evicted from quarters because of repeated infiractians of regulations.
(This occurs only infrequen_ tly. and only after ample warning has been given.)

Families in a period of dysfunction or transition.
Runaways.
On-base agencies. such as the Family Service Center and the Chaplains Corps, can

make only limited shelter arrangements, and must rely on community resources for
must emergency housing. Community resources are Akio limited:

Child Abuse Shelter has but 29 beds (12 children and 9 teens).
Spmme Abuse Shelter has 17 beds (for women and children).
Nearest FAMILY shelter is 40 miles away, in San Diego.
Additional child and spouse abuse shelters are. likewise. in San Diego.
Shelters so far away from the base offer a roof, but little opportunity for long-

term solutions. It is not unheard of to find families living in cars, or with successful
friends, until housing is obtained. For example. last year a young mother and her
six children were reduced to living out of their automobile after being evicted by
relatives with whom they were living while the father was overseas. Widesprad
local media coverage of their plight neglected to mention that numerous military
service Nrencies had cooperated to provide ariastance, even as the story was pub.
lisped. The combined efforts of our Family Service Center. Navy Relief Society.
American Red Cross and sympathetic community residents ultimately resulted in a
happy ending to this story. but only after some complex and highly coordinated co-
operutiun. including the return of the Marine from overseas. In this case the full
insets of the community were quick to respond. and special attention was given be-
cause of the publicity involved Other. lest publicired cases are often lost "in the
system."
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Sire* ParentsA, the national rate of singie-pment households ao does
the another of single pavans at Camp Pendkton. With 18 thousand
Marines assigned to immolations that me fienuesitb, in field and periodically
rotate overseas for a stemmith tour of duty, the parents have nowhere to
turn fOr comprehensive services for di, placement or other sup.
past servkie: Neither the base nor the community agencies dam such
servicee.

Without the strong sense of "Wang care of our own" that mats within each
cninasand, these lea would be lost Currently, the most she.

gallant source of support for them families is from members of the Marine unit
those men. and their families, that collectively reach out and fill in for the absent
Marine.

children whom wives have left them. , they find themselves in immediate
need of child care SerViC09 and crash coulees

Tune and again I become aware Marines with Wines or young

child rearing. These men we often
career-minded Marines who are willing to care for the childien themselves, rather
than place the children with relatives or foster care, while they complete their cur-
rent enlistment and consider their fatless, career plane. Without the availability of
flexible. consistentple ILWitunzlity child care services, of these Marines must
lane the
fits, and thC:reorps Imes a trained Marine.

. In each cases, the Individual many accrued bene-

Emergency AssishencaThe need fin. food apd financial maiMance is
reflective at problems generated within the family, and from the military
syttem itself:

Personal management of funds tasty 12% of Pendleton married Marines partici-
pate in Direct Deposit program).

Last-minute arrangement for allotments or reliance on overseas mad often result
in families of Marines ...squiring financial assistance for rent, food or bills.

A can delay receipt of allotment check if forwarding addresi is
not prior to *tartans from last location.

met counseling offers long range solutions, but does not meet immediate need
for food or feeds.

While it is Utopian to hope for complete elimination of financial hardship among
families of either the military or the civilian sector, the Marine Corps is making an
effort to reduce the circumstances which give rise to money problems. The automat-
ed pay system is contently being refined, as system-induced or human-induced
errors are discovered. Ultimately, an on-line, real-time update capability will allow
instantaneous correction a disciepancies. Meenwhile, esteem-related problems get
immediate, personal Command attention at all levels. Concurrently, quasi-military
agencies such es the Navy Relief Society stand ready to provide emergency financial
assistance. Far more numerous, however, are the hardships created by personal mis-

t of funds, or simple lack of planning. To corillait this aspect of the prob.
inerVenapproach at Camp Fm.. m mikes a Corps -wide SIMTWIKNII of the impor-
tance of preventive education.

Maximum use of all available resources is made to preside families, individuals or
groups with expert instruction in the areas of budgeting, consumer rights and re-
sponsibilities, credit purchases, etc. For those already in extreinis, financially one-
on-one counseling and debt vonsolidation/liquification assistance is available
through many community non-profit organisations. In the master Marine Corps
training directive, financial management is listed right along with combat oriented
subjects. as annual requirements.

Of particular concern are those families in the throes of a divorce or separation.
Often the wife will find herself with dependent children to provide for, with little or
no financial support voluntarily provided by the husband. In many such cases, reli-
ance on the civilian courts to produce funds for sut seems almost magical. The
Marine Corps recognizes the obligation of each to provide adequate
for his/her legal dependents, and counselinig to this effect is given by
whenever allegations of non-support are made. Guidelines of "adequate" suc re.are
provided for cases absent a court-mandated amount. Whenever there is no
order issued by a court of competent jurisdiction. the penalty for failure to provide
financial support, under military law, includes the passibility of a forfeiture of pay
and/or dismissal from the aervice. Either way the very "hand that feeds" is bitten.
When the support amount is dictated by court order, an involuntary allotment for
dependant support may be registered against the member's pay. Although not
unique to the military, the impact of non-support is usually more acute to a military
wife because she is more apt to be far from home and of extended family mem-
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bees. When the wife is from a foreign country, the impact is even more emotionallytraumatic.
*dire/ BeneritzExcellent community programs are available loadly for chil-dren and path problems or disturbances. However, tweeage limitations u:ZerriethTingnviVillHetlthrie and Medical Program Air Uniformed Serv-ices t(alAMPUS) severely testrict the previsken of adequate intervention and resplit-Hons.
Currently, acute hospitelisation for children and adolescents is limitedto Ai .niesrinsunt of ;`! the same as with adult inpatient cant. Yet child and ado.lament treatment plans are considenibly diffierent from adult plans, and can rewirea 2 to 5 month hospitalization, to ensure a solid return to the home. Without theavailability of attended cam, children are either imr. returned home, with

subsequent hospitalisation becoming necessary, or are placed in a nee.idential setting. Each of these solutions impact CHAMPUS resources for an evenIt nger period of time, resultinjutuasabirwitualtimate cost.
face

Parents who elect to bearthe cost of recommended stays a prohibitive coat (up tosameo ppeerr day at local rates). Supplementary services such as day-treatment carefor drib r,en and youths are not covered at all by CHAMPUS, and thus eliminate acost elective mesas for prroiding psychiatric services far most military families.
ConclusionoThe preceeding reflects some of the specific problems affectimt themilitary families at camp Pendleton with whom I bare worked these pest 15months. It is my hope that as you gather data from around the nation, the informa-tion provided herein will assist in irkentifying those areas where gape exist between the social services available to the military and those available to the civiliansector.
As we. as a nation, seek to make the world safe for democracy, we cannot neglect

nor overlook the continuing needs of the children. youth and families of those whohave been tasked with protecting our country. Mission readiness begins, within themilitary community, with the readiness to protect the health and well being of itsmembers. Societal abuse of children for whatever reason or cause is intolerableparticularly if poor national policies or misplaced priorities are causitive factors.Certainly. as we see the Marine Corps once again serving in a global hot shop. wecannot forget the families left behind and entrusted to our care.It has been my privilege to share with your distinguished committee my thoughtsand reflections on the needs of Camp Pendleton families. I look forward to your ef-forts, through your various committees, in drafting policies. legislation and fundingthat improve militaryconditions for the milita family. thus enhancing the defense of thenation.

CITY or OrEANNIDE VICTIM AID PWX;RAIll
PMNICNITT rouraztem Asia AWARENEN4 PROGRAMS

"Speak & Say Nio!" -KindergartenThird Grade:This program is skecifically designed to teach young children awes .1-St the differ-ence between "okay and "not okay touches fend when and how to say "NO!" Theprogram begins with a six minute cartoon filmtdrip featuring the delightful charac-ter. Penelope Peabody Mouse. who in a positive, nuturing way teaches children notonly to beware of strangers. but to recognize and avoid sexual abuse from trustedfriends, relatives and arquaintences.
Following the cartoon the presenter thoroughly explains the meanings of appro-priate and inappropriate touches and teaches children that their best defenseagainst sexual abuse is. a sense of his/her own power as a person (how to say "no!"1;and resources available for support and protection.
This information is presented to young children because there is a I in 4 chancethat a little girl will be a victim of sexual abuse before she becomes IS; there is asn s chance that a little boy will be a victim of sexual abuse before he becomes IS Ahigh percentage of this sexual abuse comes from people the child knows. Too manychildren will comply with inappropriate requests because they are uninformed. orbemuse they are unlucky to he in the presence of an adult who takes advantage ofthe child's innocence. needs, or fears.
Presentation length -30 :15 minutes.
Project STOP Four! h ?I ft h Sixth tirades
Project ST 0 P stands for Student Training on Prevention and is targeted towards nine. ten. and eleven year olds Project ST O.P offers three separate timelycomponents that teach children about respect and vandalism. child abuse. and drugabuse
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way eactive film thsa milks the necessary preparation for pietection. 13% We-utes.
rasing This Rho of all ages to a positive self-imageby kerning to take far one's srAiena The film m hew negative

behavior such as drznadadeimubstance abuse simply magnily psalms and a poor self
butliP-pink.tAlrriepe

dalg-Abase Slider The slides are of actual Oceanskie Polite=
aunt photographs of child abuse victim slides show various types of
*juries (hand tdaps, bite marlin broken banes and burn marks) and acchintel inju-
rise Akhough sense of the slides may be unceinibrtable to view, none of then§ are
too graphic to cause a reaction to the viewers. Approx. 18 minutes.

Girls Stawne: Awar:s'essteregat of a sexual attack exists ie nee re-spansiliility ef vowing up. This film develop that awareness by showing
typind situtdhins that avoid lead to danger. As importantly, it shows hew to avoid a
potential nem& The film engdiasies early signstombe aware of and concludes with
the importance of reporting int:Wets to regionsibb 12 minutes,

Sop Beware: Bays as well as gib need to knew that they, tee, could be a target
of sexual attack. Three vingettes show approaches used molesters cf pow teen-
age boys and point out that nielegnis are alien people Imws and tnahld by the
the existence of the
victim. The nee-sensational but realistic apples& ef the fibs boys to maths

shows them common sense
Ito

the reverting of 14% minutes.
Families in Trouble-10th and 12th:
Spousal Assault Slider Actual Oceanside Police s offemale battery victims (by apogee boyfriends. and arePtreledcon-junction with a lecture concerning It violence and child abuse.
Victims: This film utilises actual and perpetrators of violent crime to il-

lustrate the long term effects of violence within the Astnily. Christina Cauwford, ac-
tress and author, and daughter of the late film queen. Joan Crawford, narrates this
unrehearsed film on child abuse and family violence. The correlation between child
abuse and violent criminals is dramatically illustrated by a video visit to the Cali-
fornia State Prison in Chino. Options and choices for both victims and families are
offered. Many types of comet resources are also explored. 24 minutes.

LevelAdsth Ages 18 and over
The Victim Aid Programs also offers for college level students and the

adult community on a variety of subjects. are effined on rape prevention,
domestic violence. child abuse awareness, and community resources.

Tice following films and slides are frequently used in our adult presentations
Deck and Hallo Al. an aspiring business executive with the "perfect" family hat-

ter, his wife following a Christmas party. This film naves& the tensing
Al's outburst and shows the destructive effect it has on the family. We learn
amen got a "good whipping" as a youngeter. This film iihntrates the cycle of vio-
lence and to identify how it works. 'This is an excellent introductory film to open up
discussions on family violence and child abuse. 10% minutes.

Child Abuse Lecture & Slides: The Victim Aid Program offers adults and college
level students a highly informative lecture on the causes & effects of child abuse.
Following an introductory lecture. the Victim Aid Program presenter show* actual
DPI) slides of the various types of child abuse and neglect.

Rape. A Pleventier Inquiry: This film utilizes four victims of sexual assault to il-
lustrate how devastating a sexual attack can be. All of the victims offer suggestions
on how to avoid becoming a rape statistic. The film also includes interviews with
convicted and incarcerated sex offenders who explain their motivations and how
they tieletwil their victims. Awareness is the key element in prevention of any vio-
lent crime. and this him reinforces its importance.

Sputum/ Assault Slides: Actual OPD photographs of spousal abuse victims are
used in conjunction with a lecture on spousal assault and family violence. The
phases of spousal assault, personality characteristics of the batterer and victim ate
also explored in this informative lecture

hand -out material and information pamphlets are distributed at the end of all
programs
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UK Caimans,* Bumf Dances Monrrotutto Noonan

tBy Judith K. °tether, Ph.D. John A. Harris, M.D. MPH)
This year approximately one in twenty children will be born with

l ramureas will bee
serious con-

genital anomaly.' * Knonlions personal and financia
care of children with birth defects. Months and years of questioning will lie=
both for le rents and their I do anything which caused this to

CouldhaCen9 I have done to prevent this?
etiology of most birth is tea.' Currently, in the State of Cali-

&rola there is no accurate or complete data on congenital malformation incidence.
and the distribution of birth defects_ by race. by socioeconomic Antos. by or
osee of the mother is uncertain. Needless to say, there is no I A, data
that allows for detection of birth dards dusters or for
tentild tenitnessig offente web es medikidltits, infections, nessenar
cals. or nutritional thetas.

The State Department of Health Services is making an ongoing,
mitment Unsaid prevention of birth defects through creation of the Cal
Defects Monitoring Pregram CBDMIS This is establishing
birth defects in five

Icounties
in the Francisco Bey Areat

Contra Costa. San San Mateo and Santa Clara) and assists in in
dons of dusters of birth defects that are identified anywhere in the state. The
ferule Program is the largest and most comprehensive In the country,
outcomes of over 65,000 births per year, future years, the denartment has its*
option of extending the registry to other California counties.

Although based in California, the (DMP is deshpred to have an impact
beyond the borders of this one state. With a hirth defects registry in place,
about the teratogenic effects of prmaW exposures to a wide range of environ
agents can be directly .et The lack of a data base suffment to address such
concerns became dramatically apparent in California during spraying of Malathion
to control the Medfly. During the spraying, the Department of Health Services re-
ceived hundreds of inquiries about the potential reproductive health effects. Al-

tsi
animal evidence indicated that rnalathion in the do

safe or humans, there were no human data to provide the definite assur-
ses used was probably

ante we all wanted. The CBDMP t enable such questions to be answered as they
arise

ri
paring birth defects incidence rates in exposed areas to non-exposed

ureas, noting if a dose-response relationship exists, and by comparing incidence
rates and after a wta-tir environmental exposure.

In addition, the LMDIW has been designed to provide a rich resource for special
scientific investigations of environmental and nonenvironmental causes of
birth defects. Staff of the MP will be working closely with scientists to use the
data base to investigate hypothesized such as specific drugs, prenatal in
fections, nutritional factors, and chemicalsinnthe workplace and environment. The
long term goal of the program is to identify teratogenic agents and to ester fears
about substances which do not cause birth defects.

In addition to serving as an invaluable resource for research on teratogenic
agents, the 113DMP will provide data useful for planning appropriate medical serv-
ices for children with birth defects in the Bay Area counties.

The CBDMP registry will include all structural, non- metabolic congential anoma-
lies encompassed by ICD-9-CM codes 740.0-759.9 that are diagnosed in the first
year of life for most conditions and in the first five years of life for conditions like
ongenital blindness. and cerebral palsy and mental retardation Data collection

for births occurring on or after January I. 1983.
To collect the data, CBDMP staff will visit sixty-five hospitals, five county health

departments, five California Children Services offices, three Regional Centers fur
the Developinentally Disabled, and eight inpatient and outpatient genetic centers
throughout the Bay Area in order to identify children with serious birth defects and
to collect diagnostic and demographic information of these children. The data will
be computerized and incidence rates will be calculated.

The diagnostic and demographic information that is routinely collected will
enable CBDMP staff to conduct correlative epidemiologic analyses of suspected dos-

Hemmen OP. Slone 1), Shapiro S Birth defects and drugs u pregnancy PSG Publishing
Company. 1977

The Collaborative Prenatal Study of the National Institute of Neurological Diseases and
Stroke The Women and Their Pregnancies. US Department of HKW. Waahington, 1972

Kalter H. Warkany J Congenital malfornuitions. New Fag J of Iiieditany. PACI, :apt 424
Kocher H. Waritiony J Congenital malformations. New Eng J of Medicine. 1904:1. 304491
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tees of birth defects and to hypotheses show specific exposures. cage a:mi-
tre! studies will then be implemented to test those specific heeds
which offer the most promise of answering questions about , agents.
Review of mothers' prenatal records and interviews with parents 11 be used to
obtain systemic information about exposures when case control studies are con-
&acted.

In caflecti these data the Department has followed the model establiahed by the
Centers for Control (CDC)* Rather than imnovindr a reportinuequirement

calyh=taadin=1118'frhorlymedticrtilledr hemeratielthWandanised far=arn
area such as Northern California with a epeogalial pediatric referral system,
this method of data collection has been ted to weld*: highly complete
and accurate informidion at relatively low cast to the public.

In the United States, only the CDC collects comparable information on the ind-
deuce of birth defects diagnosed in the first year of life-, however, this comprehen-
sive data collection system is operative in the Metropolitan Atlanta Area alone'
and covers a considerably smaller population base then is true for the California

Pr=t1y, the only information about birth defects incidence in California comes
from the birth certificate and the newborn hospital discharge abetracts. Unfortu-
nately, these sources are both inaccurate and incomplete: Inaccurate be-
cause untrained are . -, for ffiling out forms and in-
complete because many defects are not at birth.

The statutory authority 'or the Birth --- Monitoring Program comes as a
result of a legislative initiative by Senator Diane Watson, rperm of the State
Senate Health and Welfare Committee. Senator Watson's bill Mow Chapter SO-1, Di-
IriSiOn 95, Sections lasoo-losa5 of the California Health and Safety Cadet
with broad bipartisan support in May 10112 and allows the t of =dIli

Services access to the hospital medical records of children birth defects and
women with stillbirths or miscarrirges. The bill stipulates that all personal identify,
irw information be kept strictly confidential.

Physicians in California play a crucial role in the Birth Defects Monitoring Pro-
rem. Diagnoses to be included in the registry will be abeam-led from charts. Than
rt is extremely important that physicians be as as possible in identifying
children with congenital malformations and recording full diagnostic information in
the media)! record. Additionally, California physicians who suspect that a charter of
birth defects is occuring are urged to contact staff. Most temtogenic agents

rubella. thalidomide, and methyl mercury 6 have identified because an alert cli-
nician identified the problem and brought it to the attention of others.

CALIFORNIA BIRTH Dm= MONITORING PROGRAM

The California Department of Health Services has recently begun a new program
which offers potential for important research on a wide of birth defects that
cause death and disability in infants. This program, callerangedthe California Birth De-
fects Monitoring Program [CBDMPI. was created through state legislation passed
last year (SB8341. Sponsored by Senator Diane Watson from Los Angeles, the legisla-
tion received broad support from both Republicans and Democrats and from a host
of community and medical groups concerned about child health.

Approximately 500 different conditions are being monitored by the program, in-
cluding disabilities due to irregularities in devilkipment of internal and external
organs and limbs. chromosomal anomalies, cerebral palsy, and mental retardation.
The primary goals of the program are to provide information on the incidence of
these conditions and to monitor for "Clusters" or unusual occurrences that might be
associated with exposure to some environmental chemical or other toxic substance.
The program also provides a resource for research into causes of these conditions so
that strategies for prevention can be developed.

The CBDNIP covers five counties in the San Francisco Bay Area (Alameda, Contra
Costa. San Francisco, San Mateo, and Santa Clara). These counties have a total of
approximately 67,000 births annually. with an expected number of 3,000-5.000 chil-
dren with birth defects Information is being collected on children born on or after

Edmonds Laydr 1-161. ei al Congenital malformation surveillance. Two Amer.
icon systrint, tit 19el. 10247

0 Molter RW How environmental effects on child health are recognired Pediatrics. 1974 May,
79-2 794.;
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January 1; 1983 and whose mothers were residents of one of these five counties at
the time of birth.

Staff of the CBDMP are visiting all hospitals, genetics centers, Regional Centers
for the Developmentally Disabled and California Children Services (CCM programs
which serve children in the five counties. Through review of medical records at
these facilities. information on children with the covered conditions will be abstract-
ed. Some private in the five counties are also cooperating to provide infor-
mation on thaw ch Wren who will not be Skald through the other sources.

Tice information will be entered into a confidential computer file at the California
Department of Health Services. CBCMP staff will use the data to generate statisti-
cal information; information that t identify an individual will not be divulged.
Strict ^atm! procedures have been to make sure that all information is
ke ply confidental; only statistical summaries will be retested.

la tion to monitoring birth defects in the five counties, the program offers
birth uk kis consultation to all California counties. Program staff are currently as-
sisting in several cluster investigations throughout California

The a roes of most birth are not However, many chemicals are
suspeaeu l causing birth defects. Some of these are drugs; others occur naturally
in the environment; others are found in industrial or agricultural production or in
household use. Some scientists believe that more than one-third of all birth defects
may be caused by such chemicals.

The CBDMP is one of about 20 birth defects monitoring p ratuts in the world.
The only similar in the United States is in Atlanta. Georgia. These Iwo.
grams have identi several important causes of birth defects and halm eased fears
about other suspected causes. The CBDMP. as one of the largest, will be an impor-
tant contributor to these worldwide effort) while providing a valuable resource for
the citizens of California.

For more information, contact:
California Birth Defects Monitoring Program. 2151 Berkeley Way, Rm. 515,

Berkeley, CA 94704. )4151540-3164.

FAMILY Cams CENTER,
Costa Mesa. Wi(, December 158.1.

To: The Select Committee on Children, Youth and Families. For the Record of the
Dec. 7. 19$8 Hearing in Santa. Ana CA.

From: Bruce Hazen, Marriage Family and Child Therapist. Director of the YMCA
Family Crisis ['enter, Costa Mesa, CA.

Re: Unexpectedly reconstituted Family:' A Shift in Contemporary Family Life.

lantonecitosi
Trends 'in values. economies. real estate and jobs have caused families to recom-

ibne, sometimes without sufficient mental, emotional or financial planning and an-
ticipation. Many of us have grown with expectations of the abundant 60's and 70's.
We expected economic prosperity. expansion and subsequent individual autonomy
and independence.

But now kids aren't finding the jobs in the community. Affordable rentals aren't
as available. Elderly parents and relatives are looking to their families to help
where social security or retirement benefits have disappointed them. And they're
moving back home .

A. The Phenomenon: Definition and Data
The phenomenon being described is the "unexpectedly reconstituted fatally";

adults living with late adolescent age children who have not left home by the time
expected thy parent or child) or adults living with adult children who have returned
home unexpectedly.

The unexpectedly reconstituted family IURFI, when it occurs. may be a bleisMne
for those involved or it may be a mental pressure cooker. The key is haw the experi-
ence is handled by family members and the society.

The point is, families experience stress when they break apart and become single-
parent families and they also can experience stress if they never break apart or if
thev recombine unexpectedly.

the U.R.F. phenomenon is on the increase in the Orange County area served by
the Family Crisis Center. And there is reason to believe that the incidence is in-
creasing in other communities across the county. The following statisitics demon-
strate what has been happening in Orange County: 1970-14% of households had

116-1S5 0-01--13
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ad for some reason. IP unmet and Win" of nnentineer, Pik
and failure are not uncommon. unresolved, these can emotionally cripple
an individual or an entire family. Counseling can often help a ihmily "ravine"
their situation. see it as a style and set up a timetable for moving on.

3. Roles. Parents and may not know how to live as "equals" when adult
children return home. Who raises grandchildren? Who has ai=et: make deci-
sions for the whole household? A new set of rules needs to be

4. Privacy. Living space in most existing single-unit house is not desi=for
multiple-family life. &en returning to the original family home, with of
space, can find psychological crowding a problem. Limited space means limited
vacy. Tensions may not cool as easily if people are constantly in each others Voce
day and night. Planning skills and time management can often help fiunilies in this
bind.

5. Duration. When no one knows fbr sure how long a stressfial situation is going to
last there is no way to know how fast or slowly to use resources. Stress can seem
unbearable simply use there is no end in sight. A new contract may need to be
worked out a term of the new living arrangement. This may help avoid
the development of passive dependency on the part of some children who move back
home or seem as , .4t they'll never leave. 6. ConflictsNew and Old. Any group
of people living , will have conflicts. But a reconstituted family has the
unique ability to old, unresolved conflicts from the past to bear on a current
living situation.

Unresolved conflicts may lead to stilted or avoidant communications and ulti-
mately inure conflict and misunderstanding. Early intervention is. the key.
C CORCIIILSiOnS: Our respanse

Why is this unexpectedly reconstituted fiimily important, and what should our re-
sponse be? The reconstituted family is a familiar model but as a trend in middle
and upper middle clam families it is new and growing in the last ten years. It repre-
sents a coping style for families or individuals that might otherwise rely, on govern-
ment services in time of stress if their family were not

These families are worth noting for another reason. =ertive.problerin develop they
are quite treatable. They already provide a "social glue" for their various members
that keeps them stable in a way that outside services seldom can do without enor-
MOUS pense.

The
ex
response should be two-fold: public information and commitment to preven-

tion and early intervention services geared for families not individual..
We need to gather information shalt unexpectedly reconstituted families and

then broadcast what we know. Survey information may be more useful than pro-
tracted. expensive and in-depth psychological research. And we need to gather the
information on what is workim in families not just what is dysfunctioning. Families
need models of success not to tell them bow rapidly they're mg.

By making this information public we send out the "you'rettatte="itt
those families who are living in the reconstituted model. y may feel they're
"doing something wrcsig" and need to be reinsured just the opposite is true. For
those who are not coping well, there needs to be suggestione for getting help, early.

The electronic media is the one that is capturing the eyes and ears of families
everywhere. This media can broadcast unrealistic, distorted fantasies, (positive or
negative) about families. It can also broadcast images of reality that families can
identify with and take strength from. And there are both mental health and media
talents at both State and Federal levels to produce the kind of messages families
need to hear.

Finally, in terms of treating the unexpectedly reconstituted family, there needs to
be more family oriented treatment in government services at all levels. The insur-
ance industry needs to broaden its perspective to include policies that cover profes-
sional counseling for families as fully as it covers treatment for individuals.

There is a deliate, strategical move in health services programming to cut back
State and county mental health services. They are cut to the point of offering "last
resort" services for the severely disturbed in too many situations. The result: pre-
vention and early intervention are left to thence or the more loosely connected pri-
vate non-profit sector and 12i the Arms and burnout of rnment mental health
staff who are dealing repeatedly with the most disturbed clients is significant and
detrimental.

Unexpectedly reconstituted families are not itecesearily in crisis or on the endan-
gered species list. But they are potential victims of a social services system that can
only recognize and respond to disasters or desperation. These families are a symbol
of adaptation and successful coping.

They deserve recognition where they succeed and early assistance when needed.
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Urervmsev or C-euesinne, Hems env,
Berkeley. CI October IA IOU

Representative Gomm Mita"
amino:es Med Ckfrassittes ON ettikben. Testis and Asia ilia*
UAL awe of Bgaresentativee

Diem Ma. MILL= Please find enclosed the survey results from the University of
Cell/bride Stuck* Rapeame, Resource, and Care Survey, conthicted in the

of lMR. This eurvey involved 95.900 Universily of California students liens
all 9 campuses. The Men of the sample linens eves intended to provide information
useful for mes the circumstances at student parents on each campus.

In_ltrief, the °bighted cate that student parents make uip about 6.5% of
the LIC student populailen, that parents are concentrated heavily In the graduate
awe pretiamional school popsdatiens, mid that about 69% of student parents use
WIMP form of day caw for their childeen. The survey indicates a number of parents
are either seeking day care or seeking additional home of day case lion their chil-
dren.

A full report on the survey results en to student parents In the U
as a whole itenclosed. Should it be m4 it is posible to obtain alpha of

Wecampus results
We hope this information will be useild to you. and the caninifttee.

Sincerely,
Rismentzr 'Moues.

Fromm Developawat Sperialiet, Mkt Care Striae&

UNIVESSITY or CALIFON:OA Sntsrowr EXPXXXL Ilionuntit. AND CHILD CANZ STUDY
CHILD CARS annexe MOULTS Sonionnue Reveorr

0111100UCTION

In recent years, guardians have been raised on a number of occasions about the
need for day care racilities for chiltben whose parents are snowed is lidl-
time study at the University C9ali ia. Student parents. members of the State
Legislature, University aisministnters. others have all taken part in discussions
of the issue at various times, beet

and
t analysis has been hampered by as lack of reliable

data.
In October 1981, the University of California Systenswide Administration author.

led funds for a survey to be conducted of (IC students with chilies's. The object of
the survey was to determine the number of students with young children, the
number af student parents making nee of child cam services and the number of
student parents uaslie to And shad care situttions that satisfied their needs.

The survey was designed to tanglement infirmatien alreate available on the
child care needs of student parents enrolled it the University. That infisrmation, in
part. consumed of data on rapacity, coat, and services available in en-campus child
care centers

In oddities several other studies carried out in pat had mooed studenti
on the question of whether a adlicient amount of care was available to them
but these studies were firmed to aniessments of individual COMPUIIIN or ef only a
few of the campuses. The present survey measures demand for child care among
students on all campuses throughout the University of California system.

The report which follows contains the data collected in the survey; the informa-
tion is presented hr aggregate form covering all campuses of the Univenlity. The or-

botion of the report is the fallowing (l) a of the main points of the
of the survey, di a brief description of regent University f California stu-

dent c care programs, t3) an outline of the methodology used in carrying out the
survey. and (4) a detailed review of survey moults.

SILIMMaltY OF SURVEY PtNNrlOa

Student parents make up a r4ad. small part of the University of California
student population, about SZ percent. TMy are, on the average, eider than other
UC students, and heavily concentrated among graduate and professions, school stu-
dents A satudi, but s ignilkaatt number 119 percent) are single patents

A majority of student parental and student parent spouses are employed, and em-
ployment. ag with academic work, are the two main means students seek out-
side care for their children. Repecially among undergraduates, parenthood seems to
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the percentages of sampled student patents indicating the same response
are not within 2.7 percentage points of the value that would have resultedea=
student patents been sampled. Moreover, on items where a high percentage of stu-
dent parents responded in the same way, the confidence that can be placed in the
results is a bit higher. Far instance, when the results sinew that 75 percent or more
of the student parent responses all fall into the same y, the
given should be within 2.4 points of the =ages that would hme been if
the responses of all student patents were

BMUS OF 1112 OURVVVITUDigNT PAS IPM

Our data show that student parents make up approxamately 6.5 percent (about
7,500 students) of the DC student population. Among respondents.. there was a fairly
even distribution between men (48 ) and women (52 percent). Mast (63 per-
cent) me between the ages of 25 39. and over half (54 percent) are between the
ages of 30 and 39.

The average age of student is 32, while that of students who are not par-
ents is 23. Alen, well over of VC student parents are either students
(56 percent) or prokssimal school students (10 percent). while 34 percent are
undergraduates. It is important to note that, although graduate students and proks-
siesta school students make up about 66 percent of student parents, they constitute
only theta 25 percent of the total student population. Given the ages and the aca-
demic status of [IC parents. it is likely that many ate students who have spent some
years outside the university and have now returned for additional education.

Most DC parents (78 percent) are part of a two-parent household, but approxi-
mately one in five (19 percent) is a ten& parent. Another 3 percent of parents de-
scribe themselves as having same other living arrangement, not single parents and
hot part of a two-parent household. A large majority of single parents (65 percent)
are women.

Our survey showed a somewhat mixed, but on the whole encouraging.
with regard to student parents' financial status. Excluding financial aid.

an average income of $19,076, an Brokena median income of $12,971. Okenr dawn
evel. 27 percent of student parents have an income of less than $7,000, 27 per-

cent have an income of between $7,000 an $14.999. 33 percent an income between
$15,600 and 939.999. and 13 percent Mt imam of $40,000 or more. The average
amount of assets reported by student parents wax $31.479. and the median amount
was $7,539.

The following are three charts displaying student income information in different
ways. The first compares the income (excluding financial aid) of student parents and
students who are not parents. The second compares the income tesduding financial
aid) of graduate student parents and graduate students who are not parents. And
finally. the third cam the income (again excluding financial aid) of single-
parent and two-perm(

20 .4
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Fifty-84 percent of student parents receive financial aid, defined for the purposes
of the study as scholarships. fellowships, grants, student loans, and work study, but
excluding teaching assistantships. social securi to, veterans b* or
payments from. Aid. to Families with Dependent . Of those receiving student
financial aid, 22 percent 'receive lees than $3,000, 20 percent receive between 0,000
and $5,999, and 14 percent receive $6,000 or more. The average amount of financial
aid received is $2,353 and the median amount is $1,133. Below is a chart comparing
amounts of student financial aid received by single parents and by students in two-
parent households.

ISTAIOUTION OF STUDENT POWS 87 MOUNT Of FINANCIAL AIL PEEEIEV

1981-82 STUDENT MIKE. PESOU,CE. AHD CHILD CAPE SuPolv08-*

48-

P

3$
C

N
T

28 -

III -

II *I $ i 110 it* Ifil0 (3,-. 3-2 2-3 3-4 4-5 S-6 6-7 7-9 0*
ALL PaliENTS
SINGLE PARENTS
TWO Main AID IN IOU

Turning to the question of student parent expenses, the average monthly housing
cost reported was Wift, for food $291, for books and supplies 633. and for transporta-
tion, $46. Thus, the total average monthly expenses for student parents for these
four essentials is $746.

Of student parents. 33 percent work for 20 or more hours per week. 26 percent
work 19 hours or less, and the remaining 41 percent are not employed. Of student
parent spouses. 47 percent work 30 or more hours per week. 18 percent work 29
hours or less, and the remaining 35 percent are not employed. These figures, in com-
bination with other information gathered in the survey, indicate that a significant
part of the need for student child care iv due to the employment of one or both par-
ents. Further, employment is very likely a necessity for these students since almost
all 197 percent) are independent of parental support.

Forty-two percent of respondents indicated that three persons were dependent on
their income and assets. and 29 percent showed four persons dependent on their re-
sources. Considerably smaller percentages showed greater and lesser numbers of de-
pendents on family income: 14 percent, 2 persons; 10 percent. 5 persons; and 3 per
cent, more than 5 persons.

ITC STUDENT PARENT HOVISEINSAIS

Over half !:',9 percent; of student parents have one child. and 31 percent have two.
Small proportion:. have three 04 percent), or four or more (2 percent+, Looking at the
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ages of the children of student parents, 27 percent of the children are less than 2
years old, 26 percent are between the ages of 2 end 5, and 4$ percent are between
the ages of and 12.

It is important in thinking about child care needs to keep in mind the number of
children in each age group. Different age groups of children require quite different
kinds and amounts of care. and the costs and availability of care also differ. For
example, demand for infant care often exceeds supply, more so than is usually true
for the other two age groups. Also, infant care is normally more expensive to pur-
chase than other forms because of infants' greater need for individual time and at-
tention from a care giver. Care for children is distinguished by the facts that it
generally is needed only during late afternoon hours after school, and that the cost
per hour of care is usually lower because the adult-child ratio with this age group
can be higher.

WHY PARENTS NEED CARE MR 111KIR CHILDREN

Parents' reasons for using outside care for their children are many. One group,
however. single parents, face special problems in this area since they usually have
no option in regard to seeking care and they often need a greater number of hours
of care than two-parent families.

ITC single parents. especially those whose children are 4 years of age or younger,
tend to use greater number of hours of child care than do two-parent households.
Below are three charts comparing the number of hours of child care used by single
parents with the number of hours used by two-parent households.
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Excluding the special problems of single parents, other student parents tit,. 1(y

seek care because of their need to devote time to academic work and employment.
As mentioned earlier, a majority of student spouses and student parents work. In
addition, among students responding to our survey, 21 percent of spouses were en-
rolled at least half-time in an academic program, 10 percent of those at UC.

To determine whether student parents enroll fur fewer units than other students,
we compare the responses of the two groups on the i.:uestion. The results are the
following:

COMPARISON Of ACADEMIC UNIT LOAD OF STUDENT PARENTS AND OTHER STUDENTS RESPONDING

TO THE SURVEY

IM Petcrolll

Uodergtadalte students
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12 b 13
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14 ohts oats

0 ctitidtri 03 05 03 28 362 545

1 child 83 1 5 108 31 408 349
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Professional school 51143E411s

0 dlikkett 24 5 35 35 161 141

1 clod 19 13 2 39 165 144

2 otikiren / 1 3 6 131 21 17 1 564

Guiltier tudelts z
0 oisixen 51 30 222 79 384 705

1 cfuld 112 51 716 15 34 8 13 8
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From the data just given, it appears that undergraduate student parents do enroll
for fewer units than their counterparts who are not parents. Proportionally, 20 per-
cent fewer undergraduate parents enroll for 14 or more units than do non-parent
undergraduates To a leaser extent, this tendency is also evident among professional
school students with two children and among graduate students with either one or
two children

Some student parents also believe that their academic progress is slowed by diffi-
culties related to child care. When asked what effect more and better care would
have on their academic work, about 30 percent of student parents said none. But of
the remaining students, 36 percent of them said it would not have taken no long to
earn their degrees. Twenty-six percent of this same subgroup said their spouse
would take a job or work more hours if more and better care were available, and 15
percent said their spouses would enroll as students.

In addition to the above data regarding student responsibilities, we also asked stu-
dent parents to rate a series of factors in terms of their importance in their decision
to seek care. A large majority of students, 85 percent, indicated that a very impor-
tant reason they seek care is "because I need to go to claw or study." A smaller, but
very sizable percent 453 percent/ marked as very important "because my spouse/
partner is employed," or "because I'm employed" c43 percent/. Respondents differed.
to a marked degree. in their evaluations of the importance of only one of the rea-
sons for seeking child care; that was, "Because we/I think it's important for the
children's development." To a somewhat lesser extent. students also differed in the
degree of importance they gave to child care needed while they took care of daily
chores and other essential business. Concerning the other explanations for the need
for child care leg.. the time needed for employment or for study', there was general
agreement Mann their importance.
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REASONS FOR USING CHILD CARE

1901'02 STUDENT EXPENSE, RESOURCE, AND CHILD CARE SURVEY
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CHILD CARS USED SY UC STUDENT PARENTS

The two forms of child care most frequently used by parents are, not surprisingly,
care by a spouse and supervision by kindergarten, elementary, or junior high school.
The frequency with which parents use various kinds of child care is shown on the
following chart Please note that parents were asked to mark all forms of care used.

Aside from supervision at school and parental supervision, the most frequently
used forms of care are a sitter taking care of one child. a preschool, an exchange
arrangement with a friend, and an adult relative. It is interesting to note that none
of these forms is used by more than 16 percent of parents and that there is no great
variation in the proportion of parents using, most of the various forms of care. The
chart does not show the relative amount of time each form of care is used.

MUM= or HOURS or CHILD CARS MD

Among UC student parents, the survey showed considerable variation in the
number of hours of care used par week by parasitic to some extent, me patterns
were shown to vary with the age of the children. (Charts showing hours of child
care used, by age_ group, are given on page 10.) First, among parents who use some
care for their children and who have a child less than 2 years of age, no clear pat-
tern emerges regarding the number of hours used per week. The largest group (24
percent) of parents of children under 2 uses between 10 and 19 hours of care per
week. However, 19 percent use 20-29 hours per week, 17 percent use 40 or more
hours, and 16 percent use 30-39 hours.

On the other hand, parents of children in the older age groups, more clear-
ly defined patterns are t. A large majority of parents of children 2 through 4
years of age 173 percent) use 20 or more hours of care per week, and a (53
percent) use 30 or more hours per week. Also, a majority of parents of 5
through 12 160 percent) use toss than 20 hours of care per week.

Some of the likely reasons for these variations are the following. First, most
school-age children only need outside care during the late afternoon hours when
school is not in session; thus, the large proportion of parents of5-12 year olds using
lees than 20 hours per week.

Second, parents of 2-4 year olds, in comparison with parents of younger children.
are more likely to use full or nearly full-time care both because there are many
well -organized and educationally wound preschool and because there is
more general agreement about the benefits of good care pr grania for this age
group than for younger children.

Finally, approaching this same idea from a different direction, the lack of a clear-
cut pattern of hours of use amen/ parents of infants may reflect parents' desire for
family care for this age group. This interpretation appears to be subetant ated by
the fact that, elsewhere on the survey, when asked about child care opti ins, the
mast frequent response of student parents of children under 2 was "a relative
caring for my children."

Another possibility is that differences in the number of hours used may reveal
problems in finding an adequate number of hours of care for children in certain age
groups. The data from the survey do show that parents of children 0-2 who have
some care need, on the average, a greater number of additional hours of care than
other parents. Also, parents of children 0-2 are more likely than parents of older
children to want care and have none. On the other hand, the reason most frequent-
ly given for lack of care is insufficient money, rather than inability to find care.

CHILD CARS NERDS

How nearly does the amount of child care now used meet the needs of student
parents? Of those responding to this survey, 66 percent indicated that they used
some form of child care. while the remainder did not. Of this 34 percent using no
care, 60 percent of these parents indicated they do not wish to have child care. and
40 percent said they would like to have someone help.

To put this information into perspective, this means that out of the approximately
7,500 student parents enrolled in the University. about 4,950 use outside care and
about 2.550 do not. Of those who use no care, approximately 1.530 do not wish to
have outside child care and approximately 1,020 would like to have child care.

The reasons these latter parents gave for not having care follow. The number of
parents in each category below is the total projected to be in the UC student popula-
tion: 746 parentsWe cannot afford the only kind of care we would be willing to
use; 102 parentsThe only child care we can find is of a kind or quality we find
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unsatisfactory. :is parents We cannot find any child care regardless of quality; 134
parents-- We have another reason for not using child care facilities.

Clearly the most common reason for not having outside help is lack of money.Parents feel they cannot effort the only kind of care they are willing to use. OnlY 10percent of this subgroup (those without care who wish caret indicated that the child
care available to them was of a kind or quality they found unsatisfactory, and only4 percent indicated an inability to find any kind of child care.

Of the student parents responding who do use child care, the survey asked how
nearly the amount of care available satisfied their needs. Thirty-six percent indicat-ed that they have all the care needed for all their children under 13. Of the remain-ing parents, 30 percent of those with children under 2 needed no more care for this
age group, 34 percent of parents with children 2-4 needed no more care for this agegroup, and 32 percent of parents of children 5-12 needed no more care for this age
group. Of the parents who do need more care for their children, the mean numberof additional hours per week needed by parents of 0-2 year olds is 10, by parents of
2-4 year olds is X, and by parents of 5-12 year olds 7.

Relatively few parents nee» large numbers of additional hours of care. Most areseeking either fewer than 10 additional hours per week or between 10-1S additional
hours per week.

ISTPIOuTION OF STUDENT PAFENTS SY ADDITIONAL MOWS OF MU& CAFE NEEDED
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ADDITIONAL HOURS OF CARE PER WEEK

To sum up the question of child care needs, then, two into should be noted.
First. about 14 percent of all student parents, or about 1,1 I . would like to have
care and have none. A large majority of these indicate that money is the reason
they do not have care.

Second. substantial numbers of parents (approximately 64 *went of those who
use child carer indicate they would like additional hours of care for at least one of
their children Rut almost all of these parents want a relatively small number of
additional hours per week.

PRICE OF CHILD CARE

In general, a large percent of child care arrangements in this country are not
paid for in cash Some studies have estimated that percentage to be as high as 7040
percent. Sometimes this care is free, provided by a relative or friend. In other cases
it is a commodity exchanged or bartered with a neighbor or friend. Groups of par-
ents also form cooperative to care for one another's children, and even in child care
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centers where payment is made in cash, there is often a requirement for wt con-
tribution of services of some sort. At most of the University s child care centers, low-
income parents often receive all or part of their child care at modest coat beelinee of
state grant support to the center.

The method of payment for child care is changing, however, in the community at
large and at the University. More and snore, cash payment is used, because of in-
creased ability to pay as a result of a greater number of two-income families. Also,
the breakup of extended family units, which served in the past as one of the pri-
mary sources of non-paid child care, has contributed to this trend-

Among UC student parents, cash is the moat common form of payment for all or
part of the child care used. In response to a about the method of payment,
we learned that am.mim. one half of parents using child care pay for it on
a cash basis. i percentages of parents receive care in exchange for services, re-
ceive care at no coot, or receive care through some combination of cash, service, and
free subsidy.

For 14 percent of parents with some form of child care, no cash is expended for
care. Of those making cash payment for care, the average weekly cost is $35 for
children under 2. $36 for children 2-4, and $23 for children 5-12. In evaluating dif-
ferences in weekly amount spent for care for the three age groups it is important to
keep in mind the different amounts of care used for the three groups.

Of all parents receiving child care, 37 percent make no contribution of services to
their children's program. Of the 63 percent who do contribute services, the average
amount committed is 2.7 hours per week for children under 2 and children 2-4, and
2.2 hours per week for children 5-12.

DISTRIBUTION OF STUDENT-PORENTS SY WEEKLY COST OF CHILD CARE (PER CHILD)
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STUDENT SATISFACTION WITH PRESENT CHILD CARE ARRANGEMENTS

Two of the most significant questions on the survey, addressing matters for which
we had little data prior to the survey, involve students' satisfaction with the care
their children are receiving.

Respondents indicated their satisfaction or dissatisfaction with a number of as-
pects of their present child care arra ments. The factors about which students
showed greatest satisfaction were the dependability of services (92 percent either
completely or fairly satisfied), the physical environment or setting where services
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are offered (90 t either completely or fairly satisfied), and the amount of MI-
periliSiOn provi (MB percent either completely or fairly satisfied).

The issues about which greatest dissatisfaction was expressed were the inability
to get the kind and amount of care needed all at the same place (29 percent either
somewhat or completely dissatisfied), and the location, ion, and/or con-
venience to home of care (24 percent somewhat or completely diesa tialled).

Overall, services are rated highly, on all but three of the factors rated, at least $0
percent of students indicated satisfaction, and on the remaining three, over 70 per-
cent of students indicated satisfaction. Below is a chart showing students' rating of
all eleven aspects of child care they were asked to evaluate.
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STUDENT PREFERENCE FOR VARIOUS FORMS OF ('Hill) CARE

The desirability of various forms of child care has been the subject of considerable
debate in recent years. Some parents and educators believe that only the care of a
spouse /partner is acceptable, especially for young children. Other parents and child
care experts place a high value on the socializing and educational advantages that
child care centers can offer, while still other parents seeking professional care
prefer the flexibility and home-like environment of family day care.

Selection of a child care situation is further complicated by the fact that demand
for good quality child care frequently exceeds supply and that there often is consid-
erable cost differential among various kinds of care.

In a survey of this type there are some problems in asking students' preferences
since some forms of care which might be most attractive cannot reasonably be pro-
vided. for example live-in help or a relative providing care. At the same time, how-
ever, it is important to ascertain what student parents prefer, even if changes in
present circumstances would be necessary in order to make it available.

A further limitation in asking students to express a preference is that their choice
is made in the abstract when, in fact, such decisions are usually much influenced by
circumstances. Location, cost, hours available, familiarity with the care giver, other
children enrolled in the program. particular elements of the educational program,
and various other factors all can, and in concrete situations, often do, exercise a de-
cisive influence.

All this notwithstanding, there is some value in attempting to learn the prefer-
ences of student parents in regard to different types of child care. Our survey ques-
tion on this subject asked students to 88611111e that, in expressing a choice, circum-
stances such RA their family and finances would remain roughly the same, but that
a variety of forms of care. which may not now be readily obtained, would become
available. We also requested that students choose only one form of care and that
they indicate the age group of the child for which the care was being chosen.

The forms of care most highly rated for children under 2 were "a relative provid-
ing care in my home or the relative's home" <26 percent of these parental and a
child care center en percent of these parents). The nest largest group of parents of
children under 2 115 percent; indicated they were not interested in having care for
their children, while another 14 percent of these parents expressed a preference for
a paid sitter.

Among the parents of children 2-4, the most popular form of care 442 pen-el of
these parents, was a nursery school or other pre-school. The next most highly rated
form of care for children this age was a child center (21 percent of these parents).

Finally. among the parents of children 5-12. by far the most highly rated form of
care was an after-school program 445 percent of these parents) The second highest
number of parents of children this age, 17 percent. indicated that they were not in-
terested in any child care.

2 1 (
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DISTRIBUTION OF STUDENT-PARENTS BY PREFERRED FORM OF CHILD CARE
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PREPARED STATEMENT DP MARY-CAROL KELLY, OOWTOR. MEDIA PROJECTS, CENTER
FOR POPULATION OPTIONS

Mr. Chairman. members of the Committee. Thank you for the opportunity to
present testimony today about a major social and economic tragedy facing this coun-
try. unwanted teenage pregnancies.

Four of ten girls who are now 14 years old will be pregnant in their teens; two in
ten will give birth and three in twenty will have abortions. The teenage birthrate in
the U S. is higher than most developed countries and many developing countries.

The rise in out-of-wedlock pregnancies continues to peak between 15 and 17 years.
In 1980 over half a million babies were born to teenagers bringing to a total about
million children under age five living with mothers who were teenagers then they
gave birth.

The Center for Population Options is deeply,goncemed with this situation
concentrating its efforts both nationally and internationally on prevention edu-
cation Specifically. I would like to talk today about the work of our Media
Office located in Los Angeles, California. This office works to promote
messages on sexuality and reproduction in the media by creating an awareness and
sensitivity to these issues among professionals in the entertainment industry. Our
current areas of' focus are television, motion pictures and radio.

These media are significant teachers of social roles, attitudes, values and behav-
iors. Unfortunately, they often provide young people with role models who act with-
out consequen9s in stories that resolve all of life's problems within 30 to 60 minutes.

There are more than 150 million television sets in America and the average home
has its set turned on about 7 hours a day. By the time a student graduates from
high school he or she will have watched about 15,000 hours at TV and over 500,000
ads. This same student will have spent only 11,000 hours in the claagroom. As for
radio, 99% of all teens listen for an average of three hours a day. Add a couple of
hours a week for a movie and the American teenager is spending well over 45 hours
a week watching and 'istening.

If' the sexual information young people receive from radio and television and
motion pictures was balanced, accurate and responsible, there would be no need for
our Los Angeles office to exist. But, as casual review of TV stations, youth oriented
feature films and radio rock shows reveal, this is not the case.

As one midwest survey found, young people think sex is for the young, the beauti-
ful and the unmarried. Unmarried people have more sex than married people and if
you are married, you "do it" with someone other than your spouse.

And where do young people get these ideas? Primarily from the media. Research
from a variety of respectable institutions has shown consistently that the media
present a distorted view of sex and sexual relationships. For example, one study
found that 70% of the sexual references on television are between unmarried people
or involve a prostitute. On any typical evening viewers will hear a growing number
of references to rape, transvestism, phy, transsexualism. homosexuality
and striptease. Yet contraception is still 1 considemitaboo.

There are exceptions. Two excellent examples of television shows which have pro-
vided young people with responsibility, thouight provoking stories about teenage isex-
uality aired recently. The first, a recent episode of Family Ties, produced by Gary
Goldberg in association with Paramount Studios which aired on NBC, focused on
the issue of a teenage pregnancy and the need for parent-child communication. The
second example is an episode of a new series titled Moving Right Along, produced
by WQEI) for PBS Television. In this show, a group of young people explore their
own sexuality, birth control, celibacy and their future ambitions. We applaud the
outstanding work done by all of those involved with the creation of these shows.

In an effort to assure that shows such as these reach the public and in particular
young people. CPO alerts many national agencies which work with youth, such as
the Girls Clubs of America and the National Council of Churches. They, in turn, are
able to contact their membership through newsletters, special mailings, schools and
local affiliates. In this way CPO is able to increase the viewers of a particular show
by several million.

It is imperative that the creators and policy makers of television programs, record
companies and radio stations, become aware of the effect they are having on the
behavior of young people, and that they begin to respond to the need for characters
to express responsibility during sexual encounters. Television, with all of its presex.
Se% and post sexual episodes presented in living color to adolescents, in the process
of formulating their own sexual roles, should include the mention of contraception
or planned parenting or non-parenting. Tremendous effort is expanded by the media
to promote casual. spontaneous and unplanned sex And this is exactly what so
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many teenagers are imitating. Spontaneous, unplanned and, I should add, unpro-
tected sex.

We were very pleased by findings of a recent analysis of the media and sexual
issues which found that most top creative and executive profemionals in the televi-
sion industry are, on an individual basis, receptive to the inclusion of more sexually
responsible messages. The industry policy however, does not yet reflect this think-

inffhere has been little research done on popular rem of today and their
impact on young we know that they have a major influence on the
young. The importance of this medium is explained in the following lyrics
from the 1983 hit record "Sexual recorded by Marvin Gaye and released
through Columbia Records:

Wake up., wake up wake up!
Oh baby now, let's get down tonight
Baby, rm hot just like an oven;
I can't hold it much
It's getting stronger =glower
When I get that heat'
I want sexual healing, sexual healing
Oh, oh, come take control
Just grab a hold . . of my body and mind
Soon we'll be nankin' it honey
Baby, I think I'm capeisin'
The waves are risen' and titan'

To counterbalance the kind of so many of today's pop songs present,
CPO is now developing new recorded service messages with major music stars
which will be distributed to the top 500 teen oriented radio stations around the
country. In the past, celebrities such as Linda Ronstadt, Alice Cooper, Marne Dan-
iels, Mohammed Ali, Michael Jackson and Mick Fleetwvod have participated in our
public eervice campaign&

CPO is also working with many national organizational; and agencies to make tele-
vision stations and networks aware of the need for the advancement of contracep-
tives. At present, such ads are refused for fear that they may offend listeners, pro-
mote promiscuity and usurp the role of the parented excuses which are outdated and
we believe not valid. There is no legitimate reason that these products should be
singled out for exclusion from the public air waves especially since virtually every
other product used thr personal hygiene and bodily functions is advertised. Given
the amount of sex h in programming, promos and advertising, it is difficult to
understand the media a refusal to allow for the balance that commercials on contra-
ceptives might provide.

While I have presented to you today many areas of concern to CPO, I do not want
to leave you with the impression that the situation is hopeless or so overwhelming
as to make our efforts meaningless. It will take time, energy and the dedication of a
lot of us, but I sincerely believe that 10 years from now tremendous strides will
have been made through the media to reduce the number of unwanted pregnancies
in this country.

Thank you.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF DEBORAH LARRY, DIRNCTOR OF THE CHILD DRVIELOPMRNT
CRNTICA FOR 1NTANTS AND TODDLERS, NORTH MANOR COUNTY YWCA

The Board of Directors and Staff of the North Orange County YWCA a to
the opportunity to submit written testimony to the Select Committee, in unction
with the Hearing on Children, Youth and Families in the Southwest held in Santa
Ana, California, on December 7, 1983.

North Orange County YWCA is deeply concerne. with problems of children,
youth and families and offers direct services for all ages in an effort to meet some of
these needs. The problems of family instability, economic insecurity and unemploy-
ment, lack of child carp, inadequate child care, child abuse and neglect, and related
concerns are well known to your committee. Because of the YWCAs commitment to
serving community needs, we have joined other social cies in trying to alleviate
some of these p oblelts and offer services in infan day care, individual and
group counseling. and job training and placement.
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The North Orange County YWCA Infant Toddler Center serves 30 children, which
is our full capacity. Since its opening in January, 1980, a waiting list of well over
100 families has existed. Daily we must turn away at least three discouraged, trou-
bled parents. As mentioned in other testimony, infant and toddler care in Orange
County is extremely scarce and very difficult to find. We are greatly concerned that
we are meeting such a small proportion of the tremendous need.

Parents without safe, nurturing care for their young children are affected in
every area of their lives. They are usually unable to utilize job training opportuni-
ties or seek and maintain employment. They do not receive adequate health care or
help in parenting skills and these and other pressures frequently result in disinte-
gration of the family structure.

More than 50 percent of the children served at the North Orange County YWCA
Infant Toddler Center are from single parent families, high school or teenage moth-
ers and of parents who lack employment. In Orange County, 48 percent of the cou-
ples are divorced and 60 percent of these women work. This places a tremendous
burden on the skilled and unskilled single parent attempting to seek training,
school or employment and most importantly, secure child care.

As you have been made aware in previous testimony. the early childhood years
are the most crucial years in human development. Infant toddler needs are on the
increase in Orange County with regard to adequate child care and badly needed
funding for food programs. At present, many children spend 9.3 hours per day in
child care and receive inadequate nutrition at home.

Most children in the County require out of home care for 10 years. The number of
after school programs in Orange County is inadequate to successfully serve the in-
creasing need for programs which will supervise the Latch key children. And these
children represent the greatest number on waiting lists.

We join with Child Care Advocates of Orange County and the National Associa-
tion for the Education of Young Children in recommending more child care spaces
in Orange County; more school district and money for implementing
them; broadened tax credits for employers with exemptions on taxes for child care;
parent education programs; and programs offering supervision for Latch key chil-
dren.

The YWCA of North Orange County Infant Toddler Center Staff and Board of Di-
rectors supports HR 401 and S 1531 to allow funding for public schools and non-
profit agencies which provide before and after school care for elementary age chil-
dren. We support HR 4091 and S 1913 to restore reimbursement for five meals daily
for child care food programs. We also support HR 4465 for child care tax credit to
employers.

We appreciate the opportunity to share our perspective with the Select Commit-
tee on Children. Youth and Families and will support and participate in any forth-
coming hearing.

Thank you

NACE,
Costa Mesa. Calif. 1)ex-ember 8, I.981.

To the Select Committee on ('hild7en. Youth and Families:
Recently, the American people received some very shocking and distressing news

from the National Commission on Excellence in Education about a crisis in our
public schools. This crisis was succinctly summarized in their report "A Nation At
Risk: The Imperative for Educational Reform" when they stated: We report to the
American people that . . the educational foundations of our society are presently
being eroded by a rising tide of mediocrity that threatens our very future as a
Nation and a people We of the National Association of Christian Educators in the
Public Schools iNACE are concerned that the children of our nation receive the
very best education possible in both academic and in moral and spiritual values. We
commit our efforts toward the achievement of this ultimate goal.

History abounds with evidence toward the fact that not too long ago our public
schools produced results that were the envy of the entire world. The causes for this
tragic turn of events are complex. The cure is even more complicated, contrary to
the NEA's main solution of simply pumping $11 billion into education. Our educa-
tional system used to worknow it doesn't. In order to correct the current condi-
tions, it is paramount to first find out in what ways the previous successful system
has been changed so hat it is now a dismal failure. We of NACE belies that the
major change is the philosophical ideologies that currently control the educational
establishment. John Steinbacker in his forward to The Source of the River of Pollu-
tion t by 1)r Joseph Bean, stated that:
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"America's early public school ideology came out of the great Christian church
schools of the 19th centuryYale. Harvard, Princeton, Notre Dame. etc.for nearly
100 years the influence of the Christian religion was undeniable in tax supported
schools . . Then something began to happen. Along came John Dewey. past presi-
dent of The American Humanist ASSOC and he began to set into motion at Colum-
bia University the wheels that would turn full circle in our own time, resulting in
the public school system becoming the greatest instrument for the propagation of
atheism and subversion ever known."

Dr. Bean, in his above mentioned book, went on to say:
In 1905 our schools began to be used to bring the American population to accept

a fully controlled economy. But in the thirties nearly every important educator in
the country promoted the use of the school to re-direct our individualism and our
free market into a collectivist economy. Relative morality was introduced into our
schools in the thirties. growing to a crescendo in the fifties and sixties, producing
beatniks, civil disobedience, hippies, drug abuse and alienation. In the forties,
ground work was laid in developing the proposition that the population, once we
reach complete national socialism, must be made content with the control . . . By
now the chief concern of the schools is not to teach the child knowledge and skills,
but to work on his psyche so that he fits the particular criteria."

This points to the two major changes in America's educational ideologies. They
are Ili the direction of curriculum development and (21 curricula content. The foun-
dation of these changes is found in the religious and philosophical ideologies of Sci-
entific or Fvoluntionary Humanism, which is taught under the guise of secularism.
science and church /state separation. Enclosed with this testimony is a copy of the
Humanist Manifestos I and II for further research at your convenience. Please note
that among the signers are some of the most influential leaders of science, educa-
tion. philosophy, sex education, and psychology, such as: Isaac Mince, H. F. Skin.
nor, Alan Guttmacher, Julian Huxler, John Dewey. Lester Kirkendall, Francis
('rick, Sol Gordon. etc. Among the many tenets of Humanism are ". . As nonth-
e'Ists. we begin with man not God, nature not diety . . . No diety will save us, we
must save ourselves . . the human species is an emergence from natural evolution-
ary forces Ethics is autonomous and situational . . . Ethics stems from human
need and interest . The right to birth control, abortion. and divorce should be
recognized . . sexual behavior between consenting adults . . Moral education for
children and adults is an important way of developing awareness and sexual matu-
rity It also includes a recognition of an individual's right to die with dignity,
euthanasia, and the right to suicide . . . The separation of church and state are im-
prative . We deplore the division of humankind on nationalistic grounds . .

the best option is to . . move toward the building of a world community . . ." All
of these principles are now being taught in our public schools. The humanists admit
it also In. The Humanist. which is the official journal of the American Humanist
Association IAllA), John Dunphy has published the following challenge:

A viable alternative Ito ('hristianity) must be sought. I am convinced that the
battle for humankind's future must be waged and won in the public school claw-
room by teachers who correctly perceive their role as proselytizers of a new faith; a
religion of humanity that recognizes and respects the spark of what theologians cull
divinity in every human being. These teachers must embody the same selfless, &Ch.
Cilt (MI in" the most rabid fundamentalist preachers. for they will be ministers of an-
other sort. Ltilizing a classroom instead of a pulpit to convey humanist values in
whatever subject they teach, regardless of the educational levelpreschool. day care
r large university The classroom must and will become an arena of conflict he-
w Cell the old and new the rotting corpse of together with all its adja-

,,,rit evils and misery, and the neu, faith of humanism, resplendent in its promise of
a world in which the never-ralized Christian ideal of "Love thy Neighbor" will fi-
n allv - A Religion For A New Age-." The Ihinioniiit. Jan./Feb., 198.3, p.

And ,yet we hear repeated claims by the AIIA, the NEA, and the Atilt that hu-
manism is not taught in our schools These groups hide behind their battle cry of
separation of church and state And vet. the U.S Supreme Court has officially res.:-
is:m.4Ni humanism as a religion In Tomas(' v Watkins 367 I1 S 4$$ p. 49:o
Ito. I T.S Supreme. t Ourt stated

"Among religions in this country which do not teach what would generally he
considered a belief in the existence of God are Buddhas: t. Taoism. Ethical Culture..
se, filar flunmassm and others"

The ACI.1` acts as the legal arm for the- MIA The ACLU files suit every chance
it gets, in order to resarict iensort the teaching of our American Heritage and
JudesoChristian morality and principles in our public schools And yet. it defends
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the teaching of humanistically oriented programs such as family life, values clarifi-
cation. and sex education.

The issue of the separation of church and state is used as a smoke screen. This
principle as pushed by the ACLU. the NEA. the AIM and dozens of other leftist
groups is not found in the U.S. Constitution, the Bill of Rights nor the Declaration
of Independence. In fact our research has thus far turned up only one constitution
that contains this principle. I quote from the "Constitution (Fundamental Law) of
the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics", (copy enclosed) "Article 124. In order to
ensure to citizens freedom of conscience, the church in the U.S.S.R. is separated
from the state. and the school from the church."

The ACLU's history is replete with connections to communism and the many
communist organizations in the United States. (See the enclosed article "A Close
Look at the 'American Civil Liberties Union' (ACLU)" ). No wonder the ACLU has
worked so hard to abolish the Hasse Committee on Un-American Activities.

It is interesting to note that the U.S. Supreme Court in Everson v. Board of Edu-
cation (1947; derived its "wall of separation between the church and state" defini-
tion from a private letter written by Thomas Jefferson in 1802. This statement was
made 11 years after the 1st Amendment was ratified. In fact, Jefferson was serving
as an Ambassador in Paris at the time that the 1st Amendment was written and
ratified. In his enclosed article "Separation of Church and State: Historical Fact or
Myth?". Rep. Wm. Graves of Oklahoma records that:

"Justice Joseph Story, described 'as perhaps the greatest scholar' ever to sit on
the Supreme Court (1810-45), rejected as unhistorical the view that the state should
be neutral against religious belief, but held that Christianity should be patronized
by government. He said the real object of the First Amendment was not to counte-
nance. much less to advance mohamentanism, or Judaism, or infidelity, by prostrat-
ing Christianity, but to exclude all rivalry among Christian sects, and to prevent
any national ecclesiastical establishment, which should give to an hierarchy the ex-
clusive patronage of the national government.' The great Chief Justice (1801-35)
John Marshall, wrote that since the American people were entirely Christian 'It
would be strange indeed, if with such a people, our institutions did not presuppose
Christianity, & did not often refer to it, & exhibit relations with it.' The Supreme
Court prior to Everson had in fact held that Christianity is a part of the common
law, recommended Bible study in public education, and proclaimed that 'America is
a Christian nation,' 'whose institutions presuppose a Supreme Being.'

Another effective tactic used by secular humanists to accomplish their goals is ac-
cusing of opponents of censorship whenever curriculum or curricula content is ob-
jected to. Although these liberals say that they defend academic freedom, they are
guilty of censorship. Take for examples their involvement in the battle against
equal treatment on the study of origins, law suits that have all but eliminated the
reciting of The Pledge of Allegiance. the elimination of traditional Christmas carols
from school plays, suits against students gathering together for prayer of' Bible stud -
ies on schools grounds. etc. A look at a few examples will clearly show that there is
a great need for a close critical examination of what should be allowed into public
school texts books and libraries before they are approved for school use.

. Everyone must develop his own set of principles to govern his own sexual
behavior." SE-1)49, col. 2. par. 2, Psychology For Living, high school psychology.

Your decision about using marijuana is important to you. You should be the
one to make it . . ." SE-178, Good Health For You, grade 5 Health course.

"Go when. you may and search where you will . . . Search out every wrong . .

Then you will agree with me that. for revolting barbarity and shameless hypocrisy.
America has no rival." SE-88. Many Peoples. One Nation, grade 5 American History.

a Hebrew legend tells how God created Adam ay gathering dust from the
four corners of the world . . ." SE-179 Psyrhology for You, high school psychology.

For more quotations from public school text books and library books, please refer
to the enclosed pamphlets Humanism in Textbooks (Secularism Religion in the
Classroom i" and 'X Rated Children's Books"

Sex education programs have been controversial for years and not without good
reasons. The major objections are (again), course content and philosophical goals.
The results of which are well documented and shocking, Planned Parenthood. which
receives millions of dollars annually in government funding, is the source of sex
education material. This material is blatantly humanistic in its advocacy of situa-
tional ethics. sexual liberation as well as free (state funded; contraceptives and abor-
tions From their pamphlet "So You Don't Want To Be A Sex Object

contraceptives
that is distrib-

uted to high schools, students re
"Don't diddle around with sex. Tide how you feel about it, what you want from

it, whether you want it and with tri, and then he honest about it. What kind are
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you interested in? . . . Unless you and your partner are completely monogamous,
have yourself checked regularly for VD.. . You can avoid the possibility of giving or
getting by avoiding these kinds of relationships or by insisting that the man uses a
condom. Don't expect the man to have a condom, you carry them."

In a report entitled, "Illegitimacy In The U.S. 'Prepared for the U.S. Commission
on Population Growth and the American Mature", Professor Philips Cutright, of In-
diana University, detailed the failure of sex education and contraceptive programs
to curb illegitimacy among teenagers:

In these y o u n g e r groups, w e f i n d no evidence t h a t the p ro g r a m s reduced . . . .

illegitimacy, because areas with weak programs or no programs at all experience
smaller inertness or larger declines than are found in (areas with strong contracep-
tive programs.) Venereal disease is actually found to increase among children ex-
posed to these programs . . . The reason for these negative results is that the pro-
grams stimulate much higher rates of sexual activity among the children subject to
them. Yet whenever the problems of teenage pregnancy are discussed, the only solu-
tion seems to be more of the same."

An article in the magazine America titled "Bringing the Sexual Revolution Home:
Planned Parenthood's Five Year Plan" Feb. 1978, some very interesting insight is
given to us.

"Planned Parenthood's youth activities amount to a positive encouragement of
sexual activity among teenagers. Showering these young people with contraceptives
and provocative literature results in a tremendous peer pressure that makes teen-
agers who do not engage in sex feel abnormal. Through these tactics Planned Par-
enthood is creating a demand for its own services."

America is in great need of a good definiC.7n of Morality. To be moral is to: "con-
form to generally accepted ideas of what is right (vs. wrong) and just (or fair) in
human conduct.' (Webster's ). America's heritage is the Judeo-Christian
ethic. The secular humanist would "whose standard? Surely not some funda-
mentalist religious minority out to force their own religion and moral views on soci-
ef;-' We are a secular pluralistic society." Whose standards should America live by
or any other nation, for that matter? In a poll (1982) of Americans, 97% said they
believe that the Bible "al the only "standard and those 97% believe in God. But the
secular humanist, represented by the ACLU, the NBA, and the AHA ( + 200 other
far left atheist groups), all say NO! "The Christian view of morality is an antiquated
myth. The only thing immoral in America is morality!

You might say: well, just so they don't teach our kids such rot! That would be
nice. The trouble is, they do teach such views. A leading influence in the schools for
the past 15 years has been teacher trainer and author of the (inlfamous "Values
Clarification" textbook taught in all our civics cleaves, is Sidney Simon. He said:
"some changes are desperately needed. Schools can no longer be permitted to carry
out such a horrendously effective program for drying up student's sense of their
own sexual identity. The schools must not be allowed to continue fostering the im-
morality of morality. An entirely different set of values must be nourished.

The textbook Values Clarification was written to destroy all religious (Christian)
values as myths of our out-of-step parents and churches. It teaches pure secular hu-
manist doctrine. I have enclosed copy of "A Critique Of Values Clarification" for
your further reference.

The goals of humanism are straight forward. Control the minds of children with
left wing socialism (secular humanism) until you have established a "mind-set" for
the nation. Then introduce a one-world religion and a one-world government which
is state controlled with any opposition being branded "far right ' fundamentalists
who are "mentally ill". Incarceration for resocialisation is the next step. Their goal
for the 1980's is total destruction of religious liberty in America. They are well on
their way ('losing every church; removing any mention of God from our school. gov-
ernment or media, except as a "factual myth" is a well thought out and executed
goal.

In recent years. the "mental health" aspects of the anti-Christian forces have
come out in the open with incredibly shocking statements. such as: Paul Brundwrin,
in the Social Sciences magazine said, "Any child who believes in God is mentally
ill"

The humanist education materials are becoming more and more bold in this anti.
Christian hate. Think how much differently a child would be treated if he were
branded "mentally ill" for being a Christian. Ashley Montagu. a leading teacher ed-
ucator. in his Anaheim address to 1000 Home Economics teachers said: "The Ameri-
can family structure produces mentally ill children." He felt that children must he
broken away from the family, in order to be properly "resocialized" to our new soci-
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ety. Even worse. Dr. Pierce of Harvard University, a leading U.S. teacher educator
for NEA said, tin his book, Education to Remold the Child)

"Every child in America who enters school at the age of five is mentally ill, be-
cause he comes to school with allegiance toward our elected officials, toward our
founding fathers, toward our institutions, toward the preservation of this form of
Government we have . . patriotism, nationalism, sovereignty . . . All of that
prove, that the children are sick, because the trub, well individual is one who has
rejected all of those things and is what I would the true international child of
the future."

The National Training Laboratories, run by the NEA, ex ins the use of psychi-
atric methods on children who are mentally well: "Alt Fgh they appear to behave
appropriately and seem normal by most Mural standards, they may actually be in
need of mental health care, in order to help them change, adapt and conform to the
*lined society in which there will be no conflict of attitudes or beliefs." (Issues in
Training)

Our goal is "behavior change", the NEA states, Dr. John Goodland (former NEA
president) said, "the majority of our youth still hold to the values of their parents
and if we do not alter this pattern, if we do not resocialIze ourselves to accept
change, our society may decay . This is only a very brief examination of a very com-
plex problem. Attached, is a list of changes that NACE feels is imperative to imp&
ment in order to start the process of turning our public schools into the successful
institution it once was.

If we can be of any further assistance, we are at your service.
This week Dr. Robert Simonds, the founder and president of The National Assn-

caition of Christian Educators in Public Schools, as an appointed member of the Na-
tional Commission on Excellence in Education, is in Indiana.

Sincerely yours,
STEPHEN JOHN Rossrrro,

SOME THINGS NACE WOULD LIKE TO SEE CHANGED IN Ova PUBLIC SCHOOLS

1. Filthy or pornographic materials or language in our textbooks is inappropri-
atehas no educational valueand should be removed from all textbooks.

2. All required reading materials should be wholesome without undue emphasis
on sex, sexuality or children's rights over their parents (Example: "How to Sue
Your Parents for Malpractice"). It teaches sex experimentation to 5th and 6th grad-
ers and has an overemphasis on child's rights, creating a rebellious attitude toward
parents.

:3, All reading should be taught by the proven method of phonicsnot "lookssy",
which was designed to be taught to children who were deaf mutes.

4. History textbooks must be written honestly and objectively, not slanted to one's
social or political ideology; Modern U.S. History books are politically tainted and
twistedoften becoming anti-American in persuasion.

5 Christianity must be shown in a positive light and not discriminated against.
Anything or anyone that teaches a no-God viewpoint must removed from the class-
room.

fi All teachings of the religion of secular humanism must be removed from our
textbooks and oral teachings.

7. Teacher training must be kept from teacher-union (such as NEA) control. All
teacher training materials must be open to public scrutiny.

S. The teaching of anti-democratic principles, such as the supriority of socialism
in secular humanism, must be stopped.

9. Religious values with our Judeo-Christian moral value system of our founders
must be taught as our American Heritage.

10. Permissive sex education courses, which encourage youth to experiment with
sex; and planned parenthood which teaches that abortion is not murder, but a right.
must be totally removed from our schools in K-12.

11. The fear campaigns of NEA against innocent children, on such subjects as nu-
clear war, are politically motivated and psychologically damaging to young children
and must be stopped.

12. Discrimination against Christian teachers, in hiring or dismissal actions must
be stopped.

13. Character Education curriculum as produced by the American Institute for
Character Education should be encouraged for ad ion in all public schools.

14. All teachers found to be teaching anything that would destroy children's faith
in God should be reassigned to non-teaching jobs.
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('- cation ScAeuce should be taught with evolution as a two-model curriculum
on origins.

PREPARED STATEsIENT OF ADAM SELIGMAN, Dialircrolt-AT-LAMati, NATIONAL
ORGANIZATION KM RARE ThsoaDElls

I'm here today to speak as a representative for the millions of Americans who
suffer from rare diseases. While there are an estimated 4,000 disorders that are con-
sidered rare, it is impossible to give an estimate of how many people are afflicted,
due to the lack of research in these disorders. A ballpark estimate of how many
people have rare disorders in this country would be between ten and thirty million.
This is a population larger than that of most states, yet is probably the most ig-
nored minority. Up until this decade. many of us have been unknown, but probably
every person in this room knows someone with a rare disorder. It is time for the
Government to listen to us.

I have Tourette Syndrome, a neurological disorder characterized by tics and invol-
untary vocalizations. T.S. is not life threatening, but it is a killer of the spirit. I first
developed Tourette Syndrome when I was seven. I was not diagnosed until the age
of fourteen. During this period I was expellsd from public school because the teach-
ers felt I was probably psychotic, since there was no other explanation for my be-
havior. I was accepted by a school for the learning disabled, with a very high tui-
tion. I had a yearly battle to receive funding from my school district. I had a two
year fight to become eligible for Social Secunty Disability, and was the first person
in California to receive it for Tourette Syndrome since T.S. is not listed in the Social
Security Administration's "Medical Criteria Listing." I am currently considered un-
treatable, largely because no drug company is willing to do research needed by the
one hundred thousand victims of Tourette Syndrome in this country. At the age of
twenty-one I have already fought two discrimination suits, and won, and can look
forward to more if the current level of apathy by the general public is maintained.

My story isn't very unusual: Most people with a rare disorder have similar, if not
worse, stories to share. I think there are three central problem areas that we all
share in common.

The first, and the most crucial, is getting a diagnosis and once having been diag-
nosed, finding a doctor knowledgeable enough to treat your disorder. Medical
schools have become factories towards training doctors in how to treat the most
common diseases. With this attitude dominant t` roughout the health field as a
whole, it is no wonder the medical students rarely learn about disorders of low inci-
dence. Tourette Syndrome, narcolepsy or Wilson s Disease may be presented as an
"interesting" oddity, but few doctors are actually trained in diagnosing these disor-
ders Even when a doctor can diagnose these conditions, he may have no idea of how
to treat it, or what support groups exist that may help the tient survive. Over
80(7 of Tourette Syndrome patients are self-diagnosed th the media, and we
are a well known disorder, compared to many other rare d'

The second problem area is what happens once the patient is diagnosed. The
hassle, intolerance, and incompetence of Government agencies is often worse then
the disorder itself. My getting expelled from public school is a classic example. The
Education for all Handicapped Children Act, PL 94-142, required the school to
make the attempt to give me an education equal to my peers. Instead, they simply
kicked me out of the system, then made it a nightmare to receive the funds to
which I was legally entitled. This type of violation is rampant in the Federal and
State Governments. The very fact that there is no consistency from one agency to
another as to what disorders are defined as disabling is a large part of the problem.
Even worse is the lack of consistency from one state to the next If a child with
I)ystropic Epidermolysis Bullosa receives Medicare in Utah, a child with the same
disorder in Nevado may be denied aid. The Federal agencies have never heard of
the bulk of rare disorders, and their attitude is that they don't want to know. We
present a problem that doesn't fit into their paperwork, and they punish us accord-
ingly

The third problem is the cost of treatment to both the victims of rare disorders,
and their families. The average maintenance costs for a child or adult with t'ystic
Fibrosis is SI:000,00 a year. This is not including hospital visits or other emergen-
cies The patient requires daily therapy, so either full time nursing is required, or
one patent cannot work in order to care for the child_ If the child survives to
become an adult, he may not be able to get private insurance, due to the severity of
the disease At the same time the person may not qualify for public assistance, be-
cause the bulk of his medical expenses are preventative. and the patient doesn't fit
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the definition of disabled. Denied aid on the grounds that he is too sick on the one
hand, and denied aid because he isn't sick enough on the other, the Cystic Fibrosis
patient still has enormous bills to pay, and little to look forward to except an early
death from the most common genetic killer in the country. This situation is
common to many rare disorders.

I think there is a strong need for some kind of catastrophic medical relief plan,
similar to federal relief for victims of natural disasters. Up to now, those of us who
suffer from chronic rate disorders have fallen through the cracks, denied aid from
both the public and private sectors, with high medical bills that will persist for our
lifetime. A system must be developed that will help families, not punish them, be-
cause their child has a chronic illness.

There is a final point I would like to make, that covers all of the problems dis-
cussed before, and expands upon them. This is the problem of the "Disease of the
Month" club, which is typiLe federal response to the treatment and cure of diseases
in this country. The Disease of the Month is the disease that receives a certain
amount of press attention, or that affects the child of a politician. Suddenly millions
of dollars are diverted from already existing research programs and spent on one
disease in an orgy of publicity getting research. Once the fuss dies down. the re-
search is never heard of again. The research rarely accomplishes anything of value,
and causes damage by fostering the misconception that the disease is no longer a
problem. This month the disease of the month is AIDS. Before that it was Herpes,
or Toxic Shock Syndrome. Instead of bowing down to pressure groups, or plcying
favorites with the media, what is needed is a more realistic system of awarding re-
search priorities for hopelessly understudied diseases. There are more than 4.000 dis-
orders that the private sector has no interest in, due to the small size of their popu-
lations and consequent lack of profitability. The Federal Government seems content
to follow this example, except when under pressure. The end result of this policy is
that millions of people will spend a lifetime in pain, living on inadequate disability,
SS1 or welfare chscks with no hope for the future because they had the misfortune
to be afflicted with the wrong disease. We have to stop treating health issues as po-
litical issues, and realize that all Americans are affected, not just members of com-
peting ideologies. This issue could be one of the most important facing families in
this country right now, for the mere fact that a civilized society can not afford to
have ten percent of its population disabled just because no one gives a damn.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF CAROLE SHAVMLII AND MICE Sitorrosi, Setter ATTORNEYS,
YOUTH Law CENTER, SAN FRANCISCO. CALIF.

The Youth Law Center is a non-profit public interest law firm representing chil-
dren involved with the juvenile justice and foster care systems. Attorneys from the
Center are involved in litigation in several states challenging conditions of confine-
ment for juveniles in jails, detention centers and training schools. Staff also provide
training and technical assistance to private and governmental agencies on issues
concerning juvenile justice and permanency planning for children in foster care.

One part of the Youth Law Center's foster care project has been to study the im-
plementation of Public Law 96-272. the Adoption Assistance and Child Welfare Act,
in the western states in general and California in particular. Staff attorneys have
visited several counties in California and interviewed attorneys, social workers,
service providers, and judges to obtain their perspectives on the effects of this law
and California's implementing statute (S.B. 14) on children in-care.'

On the basis of our interviews we conclude that passage of the federal and state
laws has resulted in improvement in the foster care system. Almost everyone was
aware of the general provisions of the state law and many individuals also were
aware of the requirements of the federal law. The notable exception to this was bio-
logical parents who, in many cases. were not aware that the law had been changed
and equally unaware of their rights under the new laws.

In particular we found a new awareness of the importance of both preventive
services and other efforts to avoid removal of children from their families and the
need for permanency in children's lives. Foster parents, advocates, judges, social
workers and providers all commented on new requirements that make removal from
homes more difficult and mandate quick return to the biological family. In addition,
members of all of these groups were aware, at least theoretically, that the move-

' In our study of Implementation of the federal act and this dieussion of our findings, we have
analyzed implementation of both the federal and state statutes.
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ment to achieve permanency may require termination of parental rights after a
shorter period of time.

We found that these legal requirements were not only ized but being imple-
mented by several courts and some social service systems. Efforts were made, par-
ticularly on behalf of younger children, to provide permanent homes either by re-
turning children to their families or by finding adoptive placements. In addition.
almost all communities were making some outreach efforts for hard to place chil-
dren.

Nevertheless, despite these improvements, we believe there is still much to be ac-
complished if the goals of the Adoption Assistance and Child Welfare Act are to be
met. We have identified several specific problems that appear to be common to
many of the systems we observed.

First: Judges, advocates, social workers and service providers all complained
about a lack of funding for preventive and reunification services. This may be the
result of inadequate overall funding levels or may result from inappropriate use of
funding. In some areas, foster care is still the first alternative. Since foster care
placement is so expensive, little money is left over to provide preventive services
that could have avoided the placement.

In addition, some groups are completely deprived of the most basic services. For
example, in one county where the proportion of non-English speaking children in
foster care was very high. there was a waiting list of several months for non-English
speaking parent counseling services. In many counties, a lack of housing is a serious
problem and departments are unable to provide funding for first and IW months'
rent. Even adequate casework services are unavailable.

Despite the implementation of the reasonable efforts requirement in October of
1983.1 most judges are not reviewing cases independently to determine what efforts
have or could have been made to maintain the child in tine home. This reluctance on
the part of judges is largely due to their feeling that, because departments of social
services do not have uate funding to provide services, imposing a reasonable ef-
forts requirement would be meaningless. Thus the lack of biequate funding for serv-
ices frustrates the intent of the law.

Second: Social workers in most departments have extremely high caseloads which
make it impossible for them to provide services to families. These overloads also en-
danger the lives and health of children in foster care by making it impossible for
workers to monitor the uality of care provided to them. In some instances children
have been sexually or p ly abused by the foster parents without the knowl-
edge of the social worker use of the worker's inability to make regular visits to
the foster home. In addition, caseworker overloads result in unnecessary changes in
foster home placements. Foster parents who could keep a problem child if they were
given counseling and emotional support request that the child be removed because
no such support is forthcoming. Without adequate caseworker services, the likeli-
hood of a child returning home pending an appropriate permanent placement is also
greatly reduced. Therefore case overloads greatly defeat efforts toward permanency
planning.

Third: In many counties, court systems are overloaded. As a result, instead of
monitoring the performance of Department of the Social Services, court hearings
often merely give a rubber stamp to decisions made by overworked social workers.
On one day in Los Angeles we observed approximately 35-40 detention hearings in
one court. Each hearing took between two and five minutes. Under the circum-
stances, the court had little or no alternative but to agree with Department of
Social Services' recommendations.

Fourth: Because of court overloads, six-month reviews mandated by both state
and federal law are in many situations ineffective. These reviews, which are de-
signed to provide a forum for children, biological parents, foster parents, and other
interested individuals. usually take the form of a paper. review. P'articipation is dis-
couraged because it interferes with the efficient running of the court system. So,
although all counties are technically complying with the six-month review require-
ment. as it is conducted. this review is usually of little benefit to children or their
families.

Fifth. Permanency planning hearings are inadequate. Both state and federal law
require permanency planning hearings for every child in foster care at the conclu-
sion of a 12 -month Estate law or 18-month (federal law( period. Most courts did not
hold any permanency planning hearings until August or September of 1983. Be-
cause of the tremendous backlog of cases that have been in the system for over one

The reasonable efforts requirement mandates that Judges determine that reasonable efforts
have been made w avoid out-of-home placement prior to removal of a child from the home.
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year, some judges held over WO hearings in one month. Again, as in the case of the
six-month reviews, these hearings r:eie little more than a rubber stamp for Depart-
ment of Social Services' decisions. Full hearings were held only when the biological
parents or other concerned individuals retained or requested appointed counsel.

In the vast majority of cases, children had no adult who was able to represent
their interest, and permanency planning hearings were either a paper review or an
oral review lasting only a few minutes. Ironically, it is in this very situtation where
there is no concerned adult that a permanency planning is most needed and the
court's attention most helpful. For almost all of the adolescents or hard-to-place
children, courts decided on long-term foster care as the permanent plan. These re-
sults are in clear contrast to the intent of bath federal and state law which was to
ensure a permanent home for every hard-to-place child.

Sixth: At all stages there is a lack of participation by the child for his or her advo-
cate), the foster parent and the biological parent. In some counties, while parents
are given written notice of permanency planning and review hearings, they are
orally discouraged from attending if they "agree with the Department's recomrnena-
turns." This makes it impossible for the court to observe first-hand a situation on
which it is ruling. In other counties, the notification to parents is either not sent at
all or sent in a form that is incomprehensible to them. We did not observe any
county in which parents were affirmatively encouraged to attend hearings and the
importance of these hearings was stressed.

A similar situation exists fax foster parents who are often the adults who know
most about the child's immediate and long-term needs. Some foster parents fear
that the Department will retaliate against them by failing to place foster children
in their homes if they attend hearings and speak out against Departmental recom-
mendations. Others find it difficult to obtain transportation and child care. Still
others complain that attorneys did not request their imput about the foster child.

Finally. children are extremely underrepresented in all of these hearings. In moat
counties, the attorney who represents the Social Services Department also functions
as the child's attorney. It is rare that a child has an appointed attorney. A child
whose desires conflict with the recommendations of the Department 'lever has a
chance to he heard. More importantly, a child who is not receiving adequate serv-
ices from the Social Service Department cannot make these problems known to the
court

Some counties have dealt with this situation by establishing a guardian ad !item
or court-appointed special advocate I('ASAI program In these programs private indi-
viduals, usually not attorneys, are appointed to investigate the child's case fully and
present recommendations to the court. Unfortunately, these programs are privately
funded and very small in scope so that they serve only a tiny fraction of children in-
care.

Because u. under-representation by biological parents, foster parents and children.
court hearings often become a dialogue between only the Department of Social Serv-
ices mai the court, with judges receiving only a biased or one-sided picture of the
child's problem

Seventh There are serious problems in the quality of care for children in foster
care While some counties offer limited training programs to foster parents, none
required lull, adequate' training prior to certification of a foster parent. As one
foster parent indicated, the Department looks very hard at physical qualifications of
the house but does not investigate psychological or intellectual qualifications of the
foster parent This problem becomes extremely serious when the foster child is
physically or psyhologically disabled (special needs!. In the counties we visited, spe-
cial needs nester parents are compensated at a higher rate than regular foster par
ems but ha..e no particular qualifications, training, experience or knowledge that
enables them te, deal with these special needs children As a result, some children in
foster care receive poorer quality care then they would in their biological parents'
home

Eighth Counties do riot adequately address the "special needs- child As noted
above, little or no training is required or available for special needs foster parents
In addition. outreach efforts for adoption of special needs children, particularly ado-
lescents. are not adequate. In many countier. Departments appear to be reluctant to
hilly use- the adoption subsidy program to locate adoptive homes. These departments
tin not encourage individuals who inquire about the adoption subsidy or inform po-
tential :adoptive parents of the adoption subsidy Foster parents and relatives whose
only obstacle to adopting is financial are most seriously affected by this practice.

Penally County departments have failed to develop or publicize the due process
procedures required under federal law None of the foster or biological parents we
inter% ieweet knew about procedures available to them to contest denials of visitation
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or other benefits, or the refusal to place foster children in their care. Many foster
parents indicated their fear of using such procedure, if they were available because
of possible retaliation by social workers or department officials. One county did
have an ombudsman for foster parents, but that = only dealt with problems of
the foster parents and not with those of children

Even the social workers we spoke with were uncertain as to what due process pro-
cedures were available to parents or children when benefits such as visitation and
communication were denied. In one department we receive several different an-
swers about the a te pmelure to follow. Unless these procedures are well-
publicized and straight mward they are essentially meaningless.

As a result of our observations we make the following recommendations:
First: Higher levels of funding must be provided for preventive and reunification

services. This could be accomplished by either reallocating funds now available for
foster care maintenance payments or raising the overall level of funding services.
We believe that both are probably necessary and that, at It initially, there should
be a higher investment of finels on the federal, state and county levels in services to
keep families intact.

Second: We believe that training on the provisions of Public Law 96-272 and re-
lated state laws should be provided to social workers, foster parents. a
judges, and biological parents. Although there was a high level of awarentasitt°rorg
existence of the new law, there was also conffision about what it meant. In many
cases, a lack of understanding of the philosophy and intent of the law was a barrier
to its full enforcement. For example, we believe that judges would be more likely to
hold full six-month reviews and permanency planning hearings if they understood
their purpose more clearly. We strongly recommend that the federal government,
and specifically HHS, take the lead in providing training to departments, judges,
and consumers in foster care.

Foster children also have a limited awareness of the operation of the foster care
system and some form of training should be provided to them. For example, the Los
Angeles Guardian Ad Litem Project has developed a video tape on the foster care
system which is to be shown to children who are waiting for court. This and similar
efforts should be supported.

Third: Child advocacy organizations, particularly those providing direct services
in the form of representation of children in dependency proceedings, should be de-
veloped and funded. Guardian ad litem projects and CASA projects are also crucial
to the operation of the system as it now functions. Serious consideration should be
given to providing each child in care with an attorney or a guardian ad litem. Un-
fortunately, several projects. that provide this service have recently lost federal sup-
port and are going out of operation.

Fourth. The provisions of Public Law 96-272 should be more strictly enforced.
This means that federal reviews should be adequate to ensure more than mere tech-
nical compliance. For example, in monitoring the permanency planning require-
ment. HHS auditors should look at the quality of the permanency planning hearing.
This should include verifying what parties were present, which parties were repre-
sented by counsel. and the length of the hearing. Merely noting on the chart that a
permanency planning hearing was completed does not achieve the ends of the taw
and is ultimately counter-productive.

Similartje-4.he requirements that a due system be in place should be strict-
ly enforced and states should be requi to distribute information about that due
pewees system to all consumers and service providers. More detailed implementing
relations may be necessary to achieve this end.

In conclusion. we believe that the passage of P.L. 96-272 and California's SS 14 is
a good first step to achieving permanency for children. However, the law must be
fully funded and, judges. social workers and service providers must make a commit-
ment to its goals. Training, enforcement. and meaningful participation by everyone
involved in the foster care system is critical to the success of foster care reform.

PREPARED STATEMENT OP JACIRUKLINE M. SHOHILT, PH.D., EDUCATION PsvcnoLowsr,
(;ARnIN GROVE., CALW.

Education today suffers most of alt from the hick of clear messages as Lu what the
schools are supposed to be doing and criticism because they aren't doing it. Al-
though there is agreement that schools are supposed to create a literate population
who can enter the labor force as happy. useful, and productive citizens, this direc-
tive is more a goal statement than a measurable objective. To evaluate any enter-
prise requires a structure for measurement of its effectiveness based upon outcomes.
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Also there needs to be consideration as to how much expenditure of finances. re-
sources. and personnel will be required and provided to achieve the stated objec-
tives.

Schools are the only institution in our country which receives and interacts with
almost every member of the next generation. The children, our future "products"
represent the families of our nationtheir talents, their differences and similarities.
and their miseries, There is ample testimony as to the changes in present family
structure. family attitudes, family ethics and folkways, and subsequent changes in
family emotional and physical health. In the United States we pride ourselves on
tolerance and acceptance of the diversity of our people who come to us from every
land and culture throughout the world. We witness changing social patterns associ-
ated with the integration . . . those which revitalize our nation and those which
threaten our lives.

Commensurate with our dedication to Constitutional ideals is awe that we dare
not invade the sanctity of families and homes just because they are unusual or dif-
ferent. Our spirit of independence guarantees each of us a broad spectrum of priva-
cy. Only when society perceives a threat to the well being or safety of the group as a
whole it dares to restrict individual freedom.

Our republican form of government depends upon an educated population to ful-
fill its ideals and practices. It follows then that all children who can profit from edu-
cation shall have it provided for them, unconditionally, without regard for family
wealth, nice. religion, language background, or any other factors of difference, in-
cluding physical, mental, or emotional handicaps.

Although we do not bar any children because of their differences, somehow we
overlook the ramification of this diversity when we evaluate whether our schools
are effective. We ask a single question, "Are test scores higher?" without asking for
whom'' hi there any clear directive from society as to what schools are to do with
children who are too hungry to listen? Does society tell educators how to teach the
child who has had no sleep because his parents were fighting all night until neigh-
bors called the police? Add other factors of child abuse. alcohol and drug abuse and
the children who have parents so beset by economic stress that they do not attend
to the needs of their children certainly not to their school progress. If these and
other exceptions to the "Ozzie and Harriet" ideal of American family life were
added together one may estimate that such children would comprise at least 30 per
cent of the school population today.

In general. institutions change more slowly than society. This factor has been
identified as the manner in which human beings keep continuity with their history
so that social change is gradual and less chaotic. As social institutions, schools also
change slowly NO that educational procedures and practices are probably as good as
they ever were. The conflict in education today arises because of this. The educa-
tional institutions cannot respond to the diverse and changing needs presented by
the present school population without directives from society. The schools have little
independence to act except when permitted to do so by legislation and funding.

Rather than goading the schools into practices which school staff sees as ridicu-
lous because staff does recognize and is sensitive to the nerds of the children. society
and their legislators need to set objectives with educa.ors and families in each com-
munity with consensus on how much ncling can be invested to achieve the objec.
tives Let 'is agree as to how the sch is can serve and to what extent . . . and in
relationship to the objectives to be ieved. Let the community and other social
institutions accept responsibility for, roviding for the needs of children unrelated to
educat ion

For example. should schools feed hungry children. care for children when parents
are not at home until night or out all night, provide medical. dental. nursing. psy-
h(11(egl(11 services for emotionally ill? Yesterday schools focused on teaching read-
me, writing. and arithmetic. Today. communities press the schools to provide serv-
ices previously provided by parents or community institutions. Such additional rune-
toms demanded from the schools requires additional staff. facilities. resources, and
funding But without clear mandate. rather usually by community default. the na-
tion,. schools have inherited these and other responsibilities no other institution
will accept

Probably there are no schools in the United States who are not trying to do their
hest to continue to teach basic academic skills. What has changed is the children
who are to be taught and the families with whom the live And this is not to imply
that all the changes are negative Must of our young people are curious. indept-roi-
ent and eager for learning and action But they are different as each generation is
dolerent and they respond in new ways to instruction
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If we are committed to improving educational standards for allChildren, then we
need to consider which auxiliary programs we will need to introduce to serve the
ever widening differences among the children. More homework will not keep all
children learning in school especially those youngsters who have no place at home
to do it. For many young people alibiing standar* drives them out of school. Years
ago children who did not do well in school dropped out and found employment. Now
there are few jobs that do not ire a high school diploma. Without entry into
employment the majority of our go on welfare or into crime to su
themselves. The escalating costa of criminal activity mkght be reduced by
programs that keep these young people in school. Today our dropout prevention pro-
grams are not very effective, are understaffed, and fall to reach all of these young-
sters.

Realistically, we can provide only as many programs as we can fund. The schools
will never be able to meet the needs of every child. But if society spells out direc-
tives in measureable objectives to serve specified populations, at least the end re-
sults of the schools' endeavors can be evaluated to determine what is working and
effective.

In a morning newspaper recently was an article that described the falsification of
test scores by a school in a small community of Orange County. Someone at the
school, purportedly, had spent up to 40 hours erasing the chilthens' responses on an
achievement test and correcting them in an attempt to show that their school had
achieved great gains in academic skills. Without excusing the deed it may have
come about because of presume and expectations from society that the school do
what it could not do with its limited resources and divergent talents among its chil-
dren. And so someone tried to make the impossible happen . . . by cheating on the
test results of the children.

If the characteristics and needs of children within a school are identified educa-
tional programs can be developed within the financial capability of the community
to improve the learning of children. To an extent some programs are already in
place---day care centers, school lunch, counseling, and vocational education. What is
lacking is clear consensus in each community as to what it expects the schools to do
for the children who live there. The community has little understanding of what
monies it needs to provirk for what programs and families within the communities
do not participate actively in the development of objectives to be carried out by the
schools in educating their children. Lack of participation has contributed to building
an atmosphere of criticism and suspicion within the community with regard to
schools and their practices. When families in the community know school staff, we
for themselves what and how their children are taught, and have access to records,
confidence has a chance to build. At present however, families are apparently so
strewed that they do not visit schools; conserted efforts by staff result in visitations
by less than 10 per cent of the families. Educators, legislators, and community insti-
tutions need to encourage and take an active role in the development of objective.
through community participation followed by writing of proposals for funding of
programs which the community has identified as necessary. . . . Mrs. Smith,
mother, needs to know that her child is failing arithmetic because he has no one to
help him at home. nor has he a quiet place to study in her :3-room apartment when
brothers and sisters are playing while Mrs. Smith is at work. Mrs. Smith may need
to request that her child receive tutoring after school with day care for the younger
children if her son is to learn arithmetic. The community where Mrs. Smith lives
needs to be aware of her problem to decide if her child is to be allowed to fail or
whether funds can be provided for a tutor and day care. The community needs to
decide what it is wiling to spend to keep its children in school and healthy enough
to learn. The community also needs to be involved in administrator-staff selection
for schools to be able to be supportive of the tax monies allocated to pay salaries.

Let us begin with the premise that all is not lost, that schools are indeed doing
the best they can but that we need government to provide a framework that facili-
tates the development of measurable objectives based on the realities of each com-
munity's circumstances. We can no longer wait for resolution of issues arising from
conflicts between our nation's guarantee of equal educational opportunity for all
children when social changes now impact upon children to such an extent that they
cannot learn in educational programs designed to serve the needs of their parents
and grandparents.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF MARY L. YUNT, SECRETARY TREASURER, ORANGE CoUNTY
CENTRAL LABOR COUNCIL, AFL-CIO

The c -rrent unemployment rate in Orange County is about 5.2%.' Expressed as a
percentage, unemployment in Orange County does not appear to be a major prob-
lem. But that 5.2% represents about 63,300 people who are out of work. A year ago
there were more-98,100 without jobs. Then and today, there are many, many
people who would like to be working, but are not.

Psychologists and medical experts agree that when there are a lot of people unem-
ployed, there are increases in alcoholism, divorce, wife beating, child abuse, crime,
illness, and even suicide.s In Orange County last year we were able to document
some of these increases. The number of reported child abuse owes jumped dramati-
cally. Admissions to the Albert Sitton Home, a foster youth home in the county, in-
creased 24%. Local social service agencies reported twicf as many requests for
emergency funds, food and shelter as in past years.

When people are out of work, they delay medical care until there is an emergency
or until times are better. In the first ten months of 1982, hospital patient days de-
creased by 1.7% in Orange County. Outpatient and emergency room visits to county
hospitals were down 2.2% in the same time.

Unemployment hits both union represented and non-represented workers and
their families. We at the Central Labor Council recognize the opportunity and re-
sponsibility for helping those who are unemployed, especially those unemployed
who are members of affiliated unions. In the last two years, we have initiated sever
al programs to respond to the special needs of our unemployed members. In large
part, we started these programs because existing government and private programs
did not meet these needs.

Among the programs we started are:
A food distribution gym. Many people who are newly unemployed are not

eligible for welfare benefits. And, many who find themselves in this position are not
need to having to ask for assistance. We started a food collection and distribution
program to provide food to those who need itno questions asked. We are now
working to establish an arrangement with St. Vincent De Paul, under which we can
purchase food at below market prices and distribute it free-of-charge to those who
need it.

The Language and Assessment Center, Santa AnaBetween 1980 and 1982, 72
Orange County businesses closed operations displacing 8,300 workers. These busi-
nesses did not offer to retrain or otherwise help employees to find new jobs. A union
representative was assigned to the Santa Ana College Language and Assessment
Center to help unemployed union members retrain themselves to find new jobb.

Counselling servicesThe United Way of Orange County Labor Liaison Office set
up a referral system to direct the unemployed to existing sources of government and
private assistance for food, shelter. medical care and emergency funds. These serv-
ices continue today.

After many of our union members had been out of work for over a year, we began
to recognize the psychological effects of long-term unemployment. We initiated
counselling programs to address these intangible effects. In seminars, professionals
tried to help unemployed workers overcome feelings of guilt, anger, and frustration,
which often resulted in illness, fatigue, insomnia, and violence.

The Central Labor Council of Orange County worked with affiliated local unions
to inititate these various programs because the need for assistance was not being
met. We believe that the Federal GA/eminent is in a position to help meet these
needs. Congress should work to allocate greater funds to existing programs for food
distribution, retraining, and other assistance. Special emphasis should be placed on
reaching out to help those who may never have received any type of Government
assistance. Many of these people are caught between programs and are not eligible
for the assistance that they need to get back on their feet and find work again.

Congress should also work to improve coordination among existing programs
both Government and private assistance programs. When resources are allocated for
these purposes. they should be used wisely and to create a total assistance package.

i Employment Development Department, tool S Grand. Santa Ana. C'A. contact: Alta Yetter
"Jobless The Effect is Emotional as Well. lAys Angeles Mmes. October 21. 19X2
"An Affluent County Feels the Painful Pinch on Jobs: The Register, November 2x. 19442
"With the 1 ANN of Work. Insurance Benefit Package Also Goes,- The Regulter. November V.
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I would like to thank the Select Committee on Children, Youth and Families for
this opportunity to comment on the effects of unemployment. Thank you also for
your interest and concern. Together, let's work to find solutions.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF TWINLINE, HEALTH EDUCATION PROJICT, FUNDED BY
CALIFORNIA Swot Omdurman or Hztvre Seances

Multiple birth families those families whose members include twins, triplets or
moreare a scattered, invisible and needy populatimi in this country. Twins cross
all racial, ethnic and socio-economic boundariog they are born to both the teenage
parent and the mature parent; to the professional mother and to the mother on as-
sistance.

Twins and other multiples comprise 2% of the United States population, or
5,000,000 people. In California, 9,000 new sets of twins are born each year. With the
exception of Twinline and Mothers of Twins Clubs, services to these 5 million
twinsand their parentsare virtually min-existent

Twinline is a California-band parent support service for families with twins or
more, Our goal is to help families cope with the unique ElittERNM of caring for multi-

birth families, and a plan for a statewide network to deliver these seivicea

ple birth children. In 1981 the California State Department of Health Services
nated Twinline, a demonstration project for the development of services to multi

services are available to is from the time multiples are diagnosed through the
childrearing years, as well as to the prefessionaho who serve them.

The following statement of need is based on four years" experience in developing
and delivering a variety of direct services to multiple birth families in the San
Francisco Bay Area and providing written materiaki and consultation
the state of California, the United States and Canada. At the heart of
services are our Warniline, a . =for support and referral which is
staffed 12 hours a week; and i about twin are and development
made available by mail, free, to anyone. Our Warmline averages 100 contacts a
month for an average of 20 minutes per call. The m*.fty_ of our callers are Bay
Area residents, but we receive several calls p mth from Smitlmn California and
states as far away as New York. Our free written materials are circulated as fast as
we can produce them. In FY 82-83 over 6,000 were distributed throughout the U.S.
and Canada. See Appendix A for further information regarding Twinline services.

TWIN DEVELOPRIZNT: A GAP DI TIM 121TRATURII

The tremendous gaps in research about twin development handicap our efforts to
generate information which will help parents understand and cope wisely with the
needs of their multiple birth children. Although twins have been used as tools in
genetic and biomedical research since 1890, relatively little is known about the char-
acteristics) of twin development per se. Frequently the only sources of information
on a twin phenomenon are the anecdotal reports of experienced twin parents. An
example is the "twin biting twin" phenomenon which commonly affects toddler
twins and may last for several months. No research exists on the subject Anecdotal
evidence suggests that in most cases twins tgro this stage on their own no
matter what parents do or don't do to stop it. ver, parents whose babies are
biting each other's arms black and blue want to know more. "How long will this
last? When should we intervene? How can we stop it? What can we tell the pediatri-
cian who believes this is a sign of severe disturbance? What can we say to the neigh-
bors who are beginning to suspect we are child abusers?' Twinline answers ques-
tions like these with the best information available, including whatever facts re-
search has contributed on a topic and the cumulative wisdom of our experienced
parent clients. However we look forward to the day when researchers x akA a con-
certed effort to investigate the characteristics of twin development so that parents
of twins and the professionals who serve them will have as much information avail-
able to them to help with their doubly difficult task as do parents of children born
singly.

Along with a lack of information, twin families suffer from a variety of unique
stresses

THe STRASSER OP PLURAL PREGNANCY AND METH

A plural pregnancy is routinely classified as medically high risk. This means the

Mceof carrying and delivering multiples can be life-threatening to all involved.
difficulties of diagnosing plural all too often result in non-diagno-

SIS--causing surprise for the doctor, s for the parents and fetal distress in the
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infants. The state of shock which for many begins with the moment of multiple
birth, is a continuing state through the early weeksmonthsyears of multiple
parenting.

The effects of "twinshock", as the Japan have named this experience can be
MTpermanently damaging to the health of the multiples, the mother, and the entire

117.1eSintwiiee find higher rates nf alcohol and drug abuse among twin mothers;
higher rates of child abuse in twin families; and a greater incidence of marital dis-
cord. Among the well-documented stresses endured by families of multiples are the
followirqk

Plural pregnancy frequently results in maternal illness and fetal distress.
Plural pregnancy management sometimes requires complete bedrest of the

mother for several weeks or even months.
Plural pregnancies are not always.diagnored prior to delivery: 25% of Twinline

survey respondents had no notice prior to delivery, and over 50% had leas than 2
months notice.

The perinatal mortality rate for plural pregnancy is significantly higher than for
single pregnancy: 3.5 times greater in Caucasians, 6.5 times greater among other
racial groups.

Multiple births occur at a high rate of turity: over 60% of multiples are
born prematurely or below five and f pounds. Many premature babies have
wing medical complications and deve tan

Birth defects occur at a rate of 18% = in multi than in singletons.
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THE STRESSES OP TWIN REARING

By the time the twin arrives, presuming s/he has survived the pregnancy and
birth, the family has most likely experienced severe emotional, physical and finan-
cial stressespecially if the multiple birth came as a surprise. Here is what this
famil now goes home to face:

multiples often requite weeks or months of intensive care in hospitalIn
some cases the infants are placed in separate hospitals. If breastfeeding, the parents
must manage the logistics of transporting breast milk daily to the hospital or hospi-
tals. Whether bottle or breteafeeding, they must manage the logistics of visiting in
order to bond with their fragile babies. They may have other children at home as
well.

Home with their babies. the parents must figure out how to nurse/bottle-feed more
than one at a tone.The logistics and scheduling of nursing can incapacitate an
entire family.

Parents must not only do it alone, but figure it out alone.--Childcare books, clinic
personnel, social workers lack both theoretical and practical information on twin de-
velopment Twin club publications (available only by mail order from individual
clubs nationwide) are generally simplistic or outdated.

The house is too small.--Two babies (and their equipment) require more space
than one.

Finances get tighter. Especially for premature or disabled multiples, medical
care is costly. Next there are the doubled or tripled costs of supporting the infants.
All of this is compounded by the mother's inability to work out of home. Childcare
fur multiples is scarce, and where it exists, is not affordable.

Transporting two or more babies is difficult, if possible. When the mother is
single. mobility is reduced to zero.

When the twins are also disabledIn addition to all the above shocks and
stresses, the parents of disabled twins go into grieving for the perfect child they did
not have
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A SAMPLING OF TWINLINE CLIENTS

Most of the families Twinline serves are able to gather some support system and
have at least a rudimentary know

l
reof child development. Even so, they report

retmendous need for information atarmoral support. "This is so bad, we must be
doing something wrong," is the common cry for help from new parents on our
Warmline. When the caller cannot be understood through her sobbing, we know it
is a parent of toddler twins. The care of twin children is a stressful activity for most
families, no matter what their circumstances. When there are complicating factors
such as when the babies are disabled or the mother is single, the difficulties can
overwhelm even the most well-prepared parents.

The following stories illustrate a cross section of the needs of the multiple birth
families Twinline is serving. They demonstrate how our services work and where
the unmet needs he.

1. The case of the parents who "have everything".
Both George and Eileen are professionals. Their twins are one month old. They

take turns feeding the babies on alternating nights, so each can get some unbroken
sleep. They have a paid housekeeper 6 hours a day. Even so, Eileen is very tired
from the exertion of both breast and Eiottle feeding each baby every 2 hours during
the day.

One day when her housekeeper was ill and her husband out of town. Eileen was
alone with the babies for 10 hours. One of the babies was very fussy and cried for
long periods of time. Eileen began to imagine herself abusing the child. Eileen is a
University professor with expertise in child abuse and infant neglect. She looks for-
ward to returning to work on a reduced schedule with new understanding of her
subject

2. The case of medical complications.
a. Jane and Steve were diagnosed expectant parents of twins in the 6th month of

pregnancy They were atunaed, unprepared for 2 babies where 1 was expected. The
twins were born at 7 months gestation. 3 lbs. each. Both babies remained in inten.
sive care nursery and required life support assistance for several weeks. Because of
an en/yme deficiency, brrastmilk was the only food the babies could tolerate. Jane
had to use a breast pump and transport milk from her Oakland home to the hospi-
tal in San Francisco daily. The babies were so fragile their parents were afraid to
touch them The parents went home each day feeling they would never get to
parent these babies to whom they had given birth.

When the babies finally came home, they were difficult to care for. They required
constant encouragement to nurse; and because their sucking reflex was still mir-
y-eloped it became necessary to supplement each breastfeeding with a bottle. The
feedings went on every 2 hours around the clock. Jane and Steve, both law students,
found themselves exhausted, overwhelmed and worried that their babies would
never catch up developmentally.

Twinline helped Jane and Steve by listening to their worries, validating their feel-
ings that their situation was extremely difficult and providing information on twin
management and premie development. We were an understanding ally they could
contact for ongoing support. We also connected them with another family who had
survived similar difficulties.

At least 60r; of plural pregnancies result in premature births. The field of prema-
turity preyentiun is new, the theories controversial. Some doctors routinely pre-
scribe bednsit !Ur expectant mothers of twins. Others argue such bedrest under.
mines the mother's and babies'health and strength.

The problems resulting from prematurity are both short term and long term.
Short term there is the question of survival of the baby; long term, the question of
deyelopniental delay or other disability. Recent research s is learning disabil-
ities attributable to prematurity frequently are not diagnosed until age 5 or 6 when
the child enters a formal school Betting.

h Sharon and James' (*stetrician never suspected twins. Several months into the
pregnancy Sharon and the Doctor had a disagreement about her due date. The
Doctor insisted Sharon's date could not be accurate given her abnormally large
sue despite the fact that Sharon kept regular written records of her menstrual
cycle At 7 months gestation iby Sharon's dates' the Doctor insisted it was time for
this big herby" to be horn He induced labor. The second baby, only 2 lbs was de-
prived of oxygen The twins were identical boys, but one developed severe cerebral
palsy

Twinline offered Sharon emotional support as she went through the process of re-
joicing for one baby. grieving for the second, and wondering whether her develop-
mentally different children could be treated as twins after all. We also connected
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her to other parents with disabled twins, and are now sponsoring her efforts to form
a support group for families with disabled twins.

In the end, no information is available to help these parents raise their twins.
Though twins are routinely used in research to clarify nature-nurture questions, no
attention has been given to the study of normal twin development, much less atypi-
cal twin development as in the case of disabled twins.

Nor has adequate attention been given to training doctors in the art of diagnosing
Aural pregnancy. In a retrospective study conducted by Twinline, 25% of the moth-
ers surveyed received no diagnosis prior to delivery, and over 50% had lees than 2
months notice. 50% of the respondents self-diagnosed twins an average of 2.8
months ahead of their doctors' diagnoses or the birth, whichever came first. The five
symptoms most frequently reported by the participants were: weight gain, greater
fetal movement, large size, dreams, and separate fetal movement)

These symptoms must now be investigated in a prospective study, the results of
which could provide a tool for doctors and expectant mothers alike.

A tool would solve only part of the problem, however, as in many cases it is the
doctor's attitude toward women's perceptions which prevent him from exploring the
possibility of plural pregnancy. Undiagnosed expectant mothers of twins are some-
times made to feel guilty. as if their symptoms resulted from maternal indiscretion
when in fact they are displaying the normal symptoms of plural pregnancy, e.g.,
women are instructed to eat a minimal diet to limit the extra weight gain they are
presumed to have caused through overeating Such instructions, in addition to caus-
ing physical and emotional discomfort. can have adverse medical results as extra
weight gain is necessary. healthy and normal for a plural .

To the medical importance of early d' must be the psychological im-
portance. Families come about as much rough the anticipation of and preparation
for children as through the birth itself. The strength and stability of families begin
with the images parents have of themselves with their children. When the family
"picture" includes one child tone crib, one stroller, one car seat) and 2 or 3 are born
twithout prior diagnosis) the family pictureand the family are shattered. The
stresses of exhaustion tearing for two babies around the clock leaves no time for un-
broken sleep,: extra expense t2 cribs, double stroller, 2 car seats); and limited space
can disrupt the bonding process so necessary to the development of a strong, stable
family unit.

2. The case of single parents.
a. Valerie, a 33 year old single mother of 3 teenage daughters, had finished with

childrearing. Several years ago in fact, she had had a tubal ligation. Despite the re-
puted permanence of this procedure, however, she found herself pregnant again at
:VI. Unable to abort in conscience, she decided to have one more baby. In the second
trimester she learned she was carrying triplets.

Valerie was on hospital bedrest for 3 months before the triplets were born 6 and
one half weeks premature. The identical boys were 4 lb 131/2 oz. 4 lb 10 oz. and 2 lb
15 or. One did not need a respirator. One was in the intensive care unit in Alta
Bates hospital for a short time and the smallest one remained in intensive care at
Oaknoll Naval Hospital for one month.

Valerie's mother came from out of state to help her for the first month at home.
Valerie moved from her 1 bedroom to a three bedroom 2nd floor apartment which
made it impossible for her to even walk around the block without someone to help
her curry :i babies and a large twin stroller twhich Twinline acquired for her free)
downstairs, She is further homebound because she does not have a car. Twinline has
consulted with Valerie since the 26th week of her pregnancy. We paid hospital visits
and home visits with triplet literature. donated clothing and equipment which we
solicited. She has received some respite babysitting relief and has had a flow of
habysitters. a number of whom have burned out working with triplets. We have
been her main moral support throughout her overwhelming task.

Recipients of aid cannot be totally helpless. If they have no mobility to go after
the services available and if they have no clarity of mind because of exhaustion and
stress they must at least have the ability to covey their needs to someone who can
respond with real help. Not all needy people have the ability to express their help-
less nercs as well as Valerie. There are those who fall through the cracks because
they might not have been expressive at the right moment and are invisible by the
time their resources run out

ii Catherine is a "functional" single parent. That is. she is married. but her hue-
hand is in the Navy. out on tour most of the time. She has 3 month old twins. a 19
month old. and a 4 year old. Her husband has been newly stationed out of the

' Suwimus gypi Murat F'regnaneY Survey Report, summer. Ns)
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states. Her doctor, however, will not permit her to accompany her husband because
she is "too exhausted ". Her husband bas moved his wife and children to California,
where l:itsmre living with his family while he on tour.

with a full of children. tell their daughter4n4aw to "pull knelt
The with this t is that 's in-laws aren't able tt=e_

er and take care of these children". She is now no exhaustad, having had no more
than 4 hours sleep a day in 3 months, that while solacing help from naval social
services, she falls apart. The social worker &tides she needs to be committed to a
psychiatric ward. The doctor who sees her tells her she just needs rest, to go home
and tell her in-laws to help her.

c. Jeanette is an 18 year old mother of 6 month old twins. She lives with her par-
ents and her 16 year old sister. her family "amply" her situaticm, they
have stopped helping her care fur the and her father behaves abusively to-
wards her.

The most well-organized family is critically stressed by the birth of twins. For the
single parent, twins can be overwhelming, an un disaster, What Twin_
line can offer each of these single parents is support, snots t to
get support from an they can, written materiahi, connection with single
parents, and referrals to a to social services.

But what each of these needs is respite: daily help from another person
so she can sleep or go out by herself for a while. Respite is available only for moth-
ers who are incapacitated or who are demonstrably committing child abuse. None of
these mothers fits either category, although the unrelenting stress and isolation re-
sulting from twin rearing can push the most placid parent over the brink.

Parents of multiple birth children need respite which ki available as a preventive
service, to enable them to get enough sleep, enough contact with the outside world
to maintain their own mental health during the early months with twins.

The teenage parent and the "functional' single parent are perhaps in even worse
circumstances because they have the "appearance' of' being surrounded by help in
the form of extended family. They must also deal with handling it all alone amid
the criticisms and expectations of these relatives.

3. A family in exceptional life circumstances.
a. Ann, we are told by her social worker, is incarcerated, and just gave birth to

twins. She wants to be a good parent to the twins, wants information, and wants to
be transferred to a jail which permits mothers to live with their children while they
serve time. How can Twinline help her?

This sample of situations is biased toward multiple birth families in the most
pressing circumstances; yet the problems faced by these families are not different
from those of lens stressed families, only more extreme. In summary:

Every parent of twins needs help in the early months. Not occasional help, as in a
friend dropping by every couple of weeks, but daily, reliable help.

The majority of parents need financial assistance to help them absorb the addi-
tional expellee of 2 where 1 was expected.

All parents need recognition of the difficulty of their task as well as emotional
support to help them weather their twinshock.

Expectant mothers need doctors who are skilled at plural pregnancy management
and diagnosis.

All parents and family service providers need more information about the life of
multiple birth children and about their development as well.

None of this is to deny the joys of multiple birth familiesthe pleasure and pride
of having twins or tripletsbut the care of multiple birth families is fraught with
many difficulties. One of our clients, an African-born father of 5 daughters, includ-
ing fraternal twins, who works nights as a cab driver sums it up: "Twins are a hard
happiness

APPENDIX A

WHAT Is Twisume?

Twinline is a research-based support service for families who have twins or su-
pertwins itriplets or mores.

It evolved from the vision of two parents of twins who joined forces in 1978 to
plan a service which would fill the gape in resources available to new parents of
multiples Few profeseionals had knowledr of the needs of twin families; libraries
held few answers because the books hadn t been written yet; researchers, while ac-
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customed to using twins for research purposes, seldom asked questions about twin
development.

Under the helpful sponsorship of an Alameda County Child Carts Resource and
Referral Agency called Bananas (for parents who feel as if they're "going bananas").
Twin line initiated research projects in plural pregnancy diagnoski and twin lan-
guage acquisition and began to test a variety of family support services in Alameda
County In 1981 Twin line was designated a demonstration project by the California
State Depalment of Health Services with a mandate to develop statewide services
for multiple birth families.

Our goals are to develop research which will answer the questions parents are
asking. and to generate services which will make this information readily available
to parents.

Our services include:
Written handouts, free when sending a self-addressed stamped envelope (see en-

closed lad for titles).
A Warmline telephone number for advice. information and support.
Family meetings. informal talk sessions for parents of twins; child care provided.
Consultations for professionals and parent clubs who have questions in their work

with twin families.
Twinline reporter. a quarterly newsletter for multiple birth families and the pro-

fessionals who serve them.
Research programs, seeking new information about twin care and development.
Phone: Warmline (MWF) 10am-'rpm (415) 644-01463; Business Phone (M-F) 10am-

-1pm.
Address: 2131 University Ave., Berkeley CA 94704.

APPENDIX B

The Twinline project has funding through June 31), 19144 under the California
State Department of Health. Maternal and Child Health Branch contract o
sli4149. The contract reimbursement is $79,000, approximately two-thirds of the total
program cost. Twinline has a staff of t3 FTE.

PREPARED STATEMENT OP TEAM OF ADVCR'ATER "OR SPECIAL KIDS. A PARENT
(RGANISAVON SERVING Au. Aoss AND ALL DISABILITIES, MANCE, CA

Handicapped children and youth and their families are not protected from any of
the problems faced by others in today's society. They are. however, subjected to ad-
ditional stress and frustration in a variety of areas. We would like to comment on
some of the issues presented at the Santa Ana Hearings, as well as identify issues
which were not raised

41411.1) li()LESTATION

While the subject of child molestation is of concern to all parents, the unique vul
nrability of handicapped children should be noted. Physically handicapped children
lack the ability to remove themselves from a potentially dangerous situation, while
mentally handicapped children may fail to perceive the potential danger. The emo-
tional impact of molestation is obviously intensified for children who lack the abili-
ty to communicate what has happened, and to promos or work through the result-
ant anger and fear.

The Los Angeles Times of Sunday. December 11, 19l. carried a story of a 71/2
year old cerebral-palsied. blind, retarded girl who was abducted from a residential
care facility and molested. Five weeks prior to this article, another girl (14 years
old, cerebral palsied. blind and deaf) was taken from this same home. A 2$- year -old
alcoholic young man who is a formrr employee has been arrested on suspicion of
having committed the crime While there are rape crisis centers and private coun-
slors to assist victims, rarely do they possess the expertise or resource to serve the
handicapped community

CHILD SIFIUSE

Child abuse is a serious problem in our country. and has been linked to both the
parent having been an abused child and a low frustration tolerance. Many people
today live lives filled with stress: the cost of living, unemployment. the breakdown
of the extended family all of these test an individual's frustration tolerance. Fami-
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was required this year to amend state law posed in 1982 which included
in the proposed regulatory to PL 94-142. TASK receives an average ol
=ne calk per month that rertricindividual assistance to solve prob.

ere encountering with
WhLairis ermnu to note the burgeoning emphasis on quality education in

Ure United States, it is 'ed that such em will not negative i
kneecapped students by denying them a At the same time,

on

students continue to confront barriers in vocational programs: Vocational education
opportunities are extremely limited and results in the lore of much potential
human as well as financial.

Munger Watch nowt Broad far the World)

Hum= to PAS/4MM

(WH/EAT: World Hunger: Effective Mice Together)

United States Census Bureau statistics for 1982 indicate that 15% of the popula-
tion Is living below the poverty level, officially &fined as an income of $9,882 for a
family for four. The number of persons below the level increased 12.3% in
1980, 8.7% in 1981, and 8.1% in 1982. These are 34.4 Americans currently
living below the poverty threshold. In 1982 the ranks of poor Americana ironwood
by 2.8 million portions. The percent of Americans below the poverty level has not
been hither since 1985, a year after President Lyndon Johnson called for a "war on
poverty.

Mauna statistics gain meaning as we understand them in the contest of our own
city of Pasadena. During the past year, several members of a hunger
have attempted, through intervkws and data gathering, to assess the city
which surrounds their church. Consider the following typical examples of Pasadena
resident&

Case 1: The Jones family consists of two adults and two children. The husband
lost his job last year and the family had been living off unemployment benefits of
$544, plus 288 in Food Stamps. At present they are living solely on Food Stamp
money as they await an eligibility period before they can receive AFDC. are
facing eviction for not being able to pay rent and their utilities are on Sh
titre.

when Mrs. Jones fainted as a result of malnourished. Two days previously her
Case a The paramedics were to a community center in Pasadena

daughter was released from the hospital treatment of sickle cell anemia. The
two of them are living with the grandmother on her Ube grandmother's) $400
monthly Social Security supplement t

Case 3 Jim was being teased at for not hiving any underwear. His mother
is strugglim to feed, clothe, and shelter herself and four hiidrets on $700 of AFDC
and $I3B of Food Stamps. Presently they are living in a hotel room with no refriger-
ator; the mother cooks on a single hot to element She is seeking a better housing
situation for her family, but cannot come up with the first and last month's rent,
security deposit, etc. in order to move.

PASADENA: 1930

In IMO, an article was featured in The New Republic which began with the fol-
lowing observation about Pasadena.

It is the crème de its online of California, and one of the prettiest and wealthiest
towns on earth. It makes the spiffy suburbs of Basta& New York and Chicago look
positively sad. The place is not merely a community; it is a symbol.

To Morrow Mayo, the author of this article, Pasadena symbolized wealth, power,
and sophistication. Pasadena was "the millionaires town," there being fifty-two ad-
joining palaces on one street alone, Orange Grove Avenue. The winter population of
one hundred thousand dwindled every stammer to thirty-five thousand as wealthy
residents migrated to Balboa or Catalina bland. Left behind, says Mayo, were the
"tradesmen," the support clam for the rich.

Pasadena's image has always been larger than its reputation of a hundred thou-
sand residents. Every New Year's day, millions of people tune in their television
sets, first to watch the Annual Tournament of Roses, and then to see the Rose Bowl
game. Inevitably, the winter weather cooperates with the swim suit clad beauties
perched on floats perpetuating Pasackna's image as one of the "prettiest" towns on
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earth. Viewed hem the vantage point of the Goodyear blimp, Pasedmia's tree lined
stirgacr4raaevhe flirty as an comb for practicing the good life.

, is not mille built in the early part of
the . There is the Institute of Technology, home of mousy dhein-
risked And a few miles away is Cal-Tech's sister institution, Jet Propul-
sion laboratory, the nerve neater of many a planetmy spew probe. In a recently

ten thousand
renovated section of the city is the Pareen Corponstiton, the home office for nearly

employees working worldwide in oil and construction
projects. The downtown center has been rased and in ant

ts stands a beautiful new mall.
enisores and

=I:office buildings, the city fathers tinwed aMieasuP ( mayor being a woman)
city are

hoping to Mtract businesses to Pasadena from the higher locale of downtown
Los Angeles.

PA8ADXNA TODAY

Shall we conclude that Pasadena is a city free of poretkr. a of Eden nes-
tled in the shadow of Mount Wilson which rises behind it? antiwar woad

iarrto be "no." In fact, according to one current nesideid of who in
was a case aide at the Pasadena office of the State Emergency Athninis-

tration, there may have been an underside to Pasadena's heap even in thirties.
"I remember that there were many construction workers on relief, who had

not had a job since the Civic Auditorium was completed in 1933. A SWIM
owner (not on relief) had last his business by extending credit to those
There were clerical workers, and salesmen whose companies had !bided. these
were Mexicans, some of them U.S. citizens, who had been employed by the
and in the citrus groves.

In some, wood doves were used for cooking and heating. Quite a few did
"Some of the homes I visited had been without gas or electricity thr several

their laundry in the backyard in a galvaisbed tub over a wood fire.
"Pasadena was a community of =traits. We had Herbert Hoover as a frequent

visitor and Upton Sinclair as a permanent resident. We had the hilliest per capita
income of any city in the U.B. (soon to be replaced by Beverly Hillat_yet a few

Cittexican chikiren attended school. There were on inan,y of our
died ofmainutrithin (I knew two). We boasted of Cal-Tech while

streets, but in one old house on Boulevard twenty people had to share a
movie toilet"

Mw theme of Pasadena as a community of contrasts is echoed in the recent litera-
ture analysing the city._ For example, ten years ago a study appropriately titled,
"Puvert in the City of the. Roses," Nun' with the statement:

is a city of remarkable irony. There is a range in economic status, hous-
ing conditions, and racial composition, unparalleled in any other city of 100,000
people. Because of this. Pasadena Is a microcosm of much largo cities and mirrors
many of the same social problems afflicting this country's urban areas.

Analyzing the 1970 Census data for and the city of Mari -
fro, the authors of this study comment that in a ten period was a 94%
increase in the non-white population: the Black increased 85% and the
znish-surnamed population increased by 140%. During this same period the
White population decreased by 27,000, a decline of 20%. ill 1970, the study states
that "Nearly one of every four worm; who lives in Pasadena is either below or
marginally above the poverty level." Taking the larger Pasackma/Altadena area,
16.485 persons were below the pove y level, Whites constituting the largest number
(Whites 8,185; Blacks 6,367; and Spanish-surnamed 1,933).

According to the latest U.B. Census done in 1980, 56% of the total population in
Pasadena is White. 20% is Black. 18% is Hispanic, 7% is classified as Other (largely
Oriental). Collectively, the minority categories accounted for approximately 45% of
the total population. The White population has declined from 80.1% in 1960, to
68.3% in 1970, to 54.7% in 1980. In the 1970's, Pasadena Unified School District
data indicate that Hispanic enrollment represented the largest percentage increase
of any minority group, increasing by_ 'mdinately 74%. Or 2000 students.

in 1982, 26% of the children liC3rd grade) in public schoob were from families
receiving AFDC. Fifty -five pertent of the children qualified kor the free or reduced
payment lunch program. Twenty-nine percent of the children were from families
with median incomes below $11,100. The point of these statistics is to indicate that
while Pasadena is still one of the prettiest towns on earthon a clear day! it is far
from the resort city of 1930. It's "underside" has grown. There is a great deal of
pain and suffering which needs to be addreseed within the City of the Roses. Panicle.
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na is a city of contrasts, with definite pockets of human need. For example, within
one square mile of the Pasadena School District's 73 square miles, there are 2,200
Hispanic children (1C-tith grade)--out of a total of 9,000 children (K-6th) in all of
Pasadena's public elementary schools. A priest serving the neighborhood church of
this area estimates that 60-70% of the adults in this one square mile are undocu-
mented. The population is extremely dense. with large extended families often shar-
ing a single small apartment.

PUBLIC ASSIRTANC2 PROGRAMS

It is clear from our interviews that public assistance programs barely meet the
subsistence needs of many individuals, with not a few individuals slipping through
the "safety net" altogether.

F000 STAMPS ANP AFDC

As of January 1, 1914:3, the schedule for AFDC payments and Food Stamps was as
follows:

Swain
44f4m4s

fair* sae

kal axis

1 1248 126 60
2 408 42 26
3 506 72 107
4 601 98 132

AFDC grants have always been below the government's established poverty level.
Even with food stamps, benefits are still 7% below the poverty level. The Bureau of
Labor Statistics estimates the budget for a poor California family of four to be
$13,097 a year. In California an AFDC family of four receives maximum benefits of
$$,796 a year in grants and food stamps. This is only 67% of the amount the
ment says is the actual living costs of poor people. Nation-wide, 7$% of all
Stamp recipients are children, elderly disabled, or single parent heads of house-
holds. The ?reposed cost of the Food 'Stamp in 19t44 is $11.4 billion, al-

=rPresident Reagan is seeking to save $5. b4illy from 19$4-1988 through pro-
cuts (during the same period in which military expenditures are dramatically

escalating;. Among the hardest hit households would be the one million with elderly
and disabled persons. which would lose an average of $250 a year, or 26% of their
total food stamp benefits. In interviewing twenty Food Stamp recipients in Pasade-
na, we consistently found that they were running out of stamps__ by the middle of the
month. Their recourse was then to use money from their AFDC payment or from
other earnings. borrow money from parents or friends, and otherwise subsist on po-
tatoes, rice, and beans.

During these interviews we discovered that large increases in utility bills had
become a major problem for many poor people. One interviewee said that she owed
$300 on utilities and was wondering how she would cook for her three children if
utilities were cut-off. Other individuals complained of the high cost of rent, one in-
terviewee's rent increased from $Z25 to $450 within a few months. The director of a
senior citizens center said that she knew of none of her clients who were renting for
leas than POO a month. Families are often paying a minimum of $500,

WOM/N, INFANTS AND CHILDREN

Posing a sharp contrast to the Food Stamp program is information that we grant-
ed on the WIC program. The Altadena/Pasadena %VIC agency serves approximately
24110 people: lra women, 5004 infants. and 2:01 children. Currently there is no
waiting list for pregnant women.

Maria, who registered for WIC benefits seven years ago--during the pregnancy of
her first of four childrenstates that the program has helped her greatly, both in
improving her family's diet but also in enhancing her own understanding of nutri-
tion, She said that she particularly appreciated the classes dealing with nutrition
where she learned to read and interpret the ingredient labels on packaged foods.
She also likes the accesi; she has to a nutrition counselor. Another recipient who
was interviewed states that the primary benefit to her was that she was urged to
breast feed her child. Ms, Eloise Jenks, Executive Director of the Public Health
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Foundation for Les Angeles County, stated that in 1976 almost no women inter-
viewed for the WIC program were nursing their babies. Now almost 70% of WIC
clients are breast feeding, a definite nutritional and economic advantage to child
and mother respectively.

The WIC program wovides three ways to better health: physical health care, nu-
trition education, and eupplemental food rich in vitamins A, C, 13, iron, protein, and
calcium.

scnoot. LUNCH MORAN

For some years there has been no brettlifest in Pasadena public schools.
Currently, however, even the lunch program ng severe difficulties because
funding for the program has not kept pace with the rise in food and labor costs.
Even for those who are eligible for a free lunch, there are threk changers in the ap-
plication procedure that are having direct consequences: .\

1. The application Wins have became so complicated that many parents cannot
fill them out without moressional andiganceand there is no funding for school
aids to functicer in this regard.

2. The forms require listing one's Sochi' Security number which for obvious rea-
sons intimidates many undocumented workers.

3. The "hardship" clause has been eliminated placing a special burden on those
with large medical expenses or high rents.

One teacher we interviewed said that she has never before in her professional
career encountered so many children on the reduced lunch program (or for that
matter, paying the full cost) who simply say that their mother does not have money
for them to pay the required amount each week. She also said that she is increas-
ingly seeing children who came to school with lunches consisting of nothing more
than a piece or two of bread with margarine on it or a little jar with peaches or
some fruit. Other teachers who were interviewed said that it is apparent that many
children are alining to school without any breakfast. They are not certain whether
this is a result of parental neglect or the fact that there simply is no food in the
house. We suspect that both factors may be true, but the existence of urban (versus
inner city hunger) cannot be underestimated.

CHILD CARR FIRIDING PRIXIRAM

Reductions in the Child Care Feeding Program another program dealing with
childrenbased on our survey of nearly fifty licensed family day homes, preschool
centers, and day care centers, are causinF considerable hardships. Family day
homes serving children of low-income working parents are, for example, receiving
approximately half of the pre-October 1991 level of funding. Such homes are re-
quired to provide breakfast, lunch and two snacks, as well as dinner if the child re-
mains after 6 p.m. None of the persons that we interviewed representing the twelve
family day centers have increased their weekly c to parents lance the redue-
tion in funding. Instead, they my they have the costs themselves because
their clients (loo- income parents) cannot afford to pay more. Several of those con-
tacted said that they may have to go out of busineto within six months if more aid
is not forthcoming.

Pre-school centers are also experiencing great difficulty. The director of one pre-
school center said that they are unable to provide little in the way of educational
materials to the children because of lack of fund& The consequtnce of such pro-
grams as those mentioned going out of business is that parents in the low-income
bracket will be forced to quit working or else will leave their children at home unat-
tended.

WNW* NUTRITION AND ACTIVMRS PROGRAM

The SNAP Program in Pasadena delivers 70 mewls each day to senior citizens who
are home bound and serves another 360 + meals to seniors at eight different sites.
The Director. Teri Moore, says that they are operating on a "bare bones" budget.
Because of lack of funds they have had very little money to use for recreational pur-
poses, surely a for need for seniors.

Major Clevitt of the Salvation Army says that in the Southern California area,
they serve meals to 6,000 senior citizens five times a week. But he estimates that
there are another 15-21000 seniors who are in need of such programs as Meals an
Wheels.
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PRIVATE AGENtlEti

There me a number of people who, for a variety of reasons, are not adequately
covered by public assistance programs. These people may be political refugees or un-
documented workers who are not eligible for assistance. Alternatively, they may be
persons awaiting eligibility for a particular program. Sometimes individuals are not
aware of public benefits or else they are too mentally incompetent to apply for
them. The Director of Union Station. a drop in center which supplies food and recre-
ation. offered the following example.

Peter is about 70 years olda man from Mississippi who came to Pasadena dec-
ades ago to work as a handyman and domestic. During all the years he worked he
saved some money. and when he had to quit working eight years ago he began to
live off his modest savings. He has been coming to eat at Union Station since it
opened in 197:3 In 197S he ran out of money and began living in a shack that he
discovered on some abandoned property. When he began bringing his bedroll to the
Station we realized that his situation had changed and for the firm time talked seri-
ously to him about his life situation. Prior to this time he had been very private
about his personal affairs. We discovered that Peter was very poorly educated and
naive. He did not know about Social Security, for example. or about any of our soci-
ety's welfare provisions. Since 1w was over 65i and without resources. he was almost
automatically eligible for Supplemental Security Incomea $450-500 per month al-
lotment. Peter still comes to the Station every day. Although he has a room now, he
is not really able to cook for himself and the Station supplements the meals he re-
ceives at restaurants. During the time that Peter was living of his savings and then
out-of-doors. Union Stations food provision for him was mil-retell. as opposed to sup-
plemental. food

UNION RTATRN

Hill MIA's. the Director of Union Station in Pasadena. estimates that there has
been a one-third increase in the demand for services from a year ago. The major
change he sees in clients who frequent the center is that there are more people who
are mentally disoriented and more young males who do not fit the stereotypical
"bum" image. About 30% of their clientele live on the street (sleeping in parks,
etc, I. Approximately 20% of those who come to Union Station are women. A third
are over SO years of age and approximately a quarter are under 30 years of age. For
many of them, Union Station is their major source of a nutritious meal. James is a
typical Union Station client.

He is a fifty year old man who has lived in Pasadena for a long time. He receives
about sat per month from a 10% Veteran's Disability (due to an injury he sustained
in 19r4 while 1w was in the Armed Forces'. Currently he rooms with a relative in
Altadena. but only between the hours of 11 p.m. and 4 a.m. The relative permits
George to use a room or porch. but it is not a secure living arrangement. During the
other hours of the day, James is either in Central Park with neveml others who
hang out there, or at Union Station, between the hours of 9 a.m. and 3 p.m. His
only stable food source is Union Station. His $00 total monthly income is used for
incidentals and a little food. While James is at the Park or at the Station he spends
must of his time socializingplaying cards and watching television with his friends.
lie makes a few extra dollars by selling used clothing and small items out of a foot
locker that he' has strapped to a dolly. James pulls the dolly behind him wherever
he goes Without the food that Union Station supplies. J1111141 would become a
human se- avenger, move to another locution, or enroll for welfare tim option that he

he' would never take'.

eawsiiis IN HEE!)

Friends in Deed is an organ inition funded by the Ecumenical Council of Pasadena
that in 19s1 assisted 7.591 people with food or clothing. In 19)42 the number of
people assisted almost doubled to 1:3.3ti The Director. Patty flamic, states that the
change in demand for services in this one year period is almost entirely attributable
to the worsening economic situation and Federal cutbacks in social services For ex-
ample. in the month following the cuts in Ow School Lunch Program in 19)41. she
remembers seeing a marked increase in the number of mothers visiting Friends in
1)d requesting food supplements In 19$42, 490 requests for emergency food were
filled 'this is a one time only basket of food calculated to last :3- 4 days'. This rpre-
sented a 1:3; increase over 19 )41. A similar 4II' increase was ram-nem-4-d in the
&mood tor hatieloschool clothing for children.
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SALVATION ASHY

In interv' Major tlevitt of the Salvation Army (Los Angeles Division), he
said that from 1981 to December 1982, they had experienced a 5% in-
crease in their case load in the inner city, but a 60% increase in the urban areas of
the greater Los Angeles Wain.

In Pasadena, Captain Love said t had seem approximately a one-third increase
in emergency food aid. The greatest change in the last year, he said, is that they are
seeing increasing numbers of families as opposed to male transients.

FOOD PANTRIES

In addition to Union Station and Friends in Deed, there are a few other groups
seeking to assist the poor of Pasadena. St Andrews Catholic Church has an active
food assistance program, sponsored by the St. Vincent de Paul Society. Lake Avenue
Congregational Chureh provides food baskets and food vouchers for needy individ-
uals. Lutheran Social Services has an active program as well. A coalition of some of
the above groups has formed and, for the first time on an experimental basis, is re-
ceiving food pantry supplies from the El Monte food bank. Federal cheese surpluses
have also been distributed in Pasadena.

ODNCLUINON

The purpose of this report has been to describe the state of poverty in Pasadena
and some of the programs which are attempting to deal with the who other-
wise are reflected as mere statistics in governmental reports. y the next
task is to address ourselves to ways of countering the suffering and indignity that is
occasioned by poverty.

In response to the atatistics cited at the beginning of this report, President
Reagan has formed a task force to study the extent of hunger in the United States.
Ironically, he seemed surprised that people are going hungry in America. This
seemed impossible to him given the in:reams in such programs as food stamps, free
or reduced-price school lunches, public housing or subsidised health care. It is dis-
maying. indeed, that benefits have grown from $2 billion in 1965 to $72 billion in
1980. Nevertheless, the inereasee of those below the poverty line in the last several
years must be directly attributed to the President's economic policies

This report has been written by Donald E. Miller, Associate Professor. School of
Religion. University of Southern California, Las Angeles, CA 90089-0355.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF PLANNED PARIINTHOOD AENOCIATION OF ORANOS COUNTY

Planned Parenthood Association of Orange County. a family planning clinic, pro-
vides high-quality, low-cost medical services to lawr- income women of Orange
County. Our services include an education department with a staff trained to
present programs e:i a variety of topics (e.g. anatomy, physiology and birth control
and sexually transmitted dimmest 'r his program also includes workabops for both
English and Spanish speaking parents who want to improve their ability to commu-
nicate with teens on topics related to sexuality. While we encourage open dialogue
between parents and teens, we also strongly endorse the right to furnish teens with
confidential contraceptive care. PPAOC believes that program such as ours play a
meaningful role in stemming the tide of teenage pregnancy.

Teenage pregnancy is a nationwide problem of epic proportions. Orange-County is
no exception in this regard. The following statistics illustrate this point. The total
number of live births in Orange County in 1981 was 33,144, including 3,613 live
births to teens. Data collected on live births in the county by marital status of the
mother, for 1980, showed an increase in the number of unmarried women giving
birth. From 1980 to 1981 there was a 7.7% increase in the number of births to
women under 15. In 1981, 42% of teens who gave birth in the county were unmar-
ried.'

The consequences of teem pregnancy are almost all adverse. Pregnancies that end
in abortion or miscarriage involve difficult decisions and involve some health risk to
the teenager, although abortions before the 16th week of pregnancy are less danger-
ous than childbirth.!

State of California, Department of Health Services, Birth Records, for all birth statistics
State of California. Department of Health Services. Abortion Reports and Birth Reports,

1980
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The consequences of most concern, however. relate to the pregnancies that result
in births. These t touch the health. social and economic lives of the
teenagers who give bi and the children they bear. Babies born to teens are more
likely to die in their lint year of lib than are those bores to women over age 20. The
risk of having a low-lirthweight baby is also considerably higher for tempos's. as is
the chance of maternal mortality and niorbidity.s

Probably the meet far reaching consomme of tentage childiearing is the loss of
educational opportunity which the teens experience. With this has in educational
opportunity conies a limitation in the chances to gain the skills needed to compete
in moiety. Consequently. teen parents are frequently unable to obtain higher silo-
rital jobs. and their family incomes tend to be lower than those earned by other
families.

Besides the kat education oppernmities for teenage parents, studies have shown
that their children also suffer by having lower IQ and achievement scores. and are
more to repeat at least one school grade than the children of those who de-

VAOC y supports a multi-faceted approach to working with teens and
their parents. Ideally this program inchades an approach to sex education which
contains the following components:

provides individuals with adequate and accurate knowledge of family life and
human sexuality in its physical and psychological. social and moral dimensions.

tb helps to clarify strengthen values and attitudes related to the family and
`sexuality.

to enhances feelings of self - worth and selfesteem.
(d increases skills in decision-makket and communication.
PPAOC also strongly supports adoptate public funding for contraceptive care and

maintains the belief that this service must be available to teens on a confidential
basis.

ORANGE COUNTY HALFWAY HOME.. INC..
Garden Grave, Calif, &mastiff X. IMP

Mr. Jenny M. Parmesan,
Congressman. 1/4th District.

('aster Pfaza. Santa Ana. Calif.
DEAR CONGIUMMAN Parreases: Thank you for the invitation to attend the south-

western regional hearing of the Select Committee on Children, Youth and Families.
Your leadership in bringing this important hewing to Orange County is commenda-
ble.

As I listened to the testimony yesterday I was impressed with the breadth of in-
formation provided to the committee. However, based on my experiences with both

provided to the insidious role of drugs and alcohol in the of America's
the criminal and juvenile justice systems. I would suggest that aftention be

youth and families.
In both my work as an administrator of a community based corrections agency

and my participation with a number of Orange County's Citizen Advisory Groups, I
am constantly exposed to the recurrent dilemmas associated with substance abuse.

As examples of this tragedy I would cite the direct correlation between: alt Bah
stance abuse and violence. as documented in "Ounces of Prevention," the final
report of the State of California Commission en Crime Control and Violence Preven-
tion; and t2a Substance abuse and crime, as statistically projected at approximately
79-14014 by the California Department of Corrections.

There is obviously no simple solution to such a complex problem. However, a mul-
tifaceted approach of education, prevention (motive alternative experiencrie, treat-
ment and enforcement is absolutely necessary to address the epidemic of substance
abuse. which I believe to be the primary negative ingredient in the disintegration of
the American family and ultimately our society.

Clearly the Select Committee must consider a variety of factors, many of which
were well expressed at yesterday's hearing, in developing federal policy related to
America's youth and families. I hope my input can be useful in your deliberations.

s -Teenage Pregnancy Thr Problem That Hasn't Gone Away." thr Alan Guttmacher Inets
New York. pp 2,6-31i, 19N1
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Please feel free to contact nur at may time 111 can be of any assistance or provide
you with further information. 1 warM be interested in participating in
any forums in which citisens are involved any capacity.

Sincerely,
KIVIT4 IIIIIMAN, Executive Director.

PligtAROD STATE:MOM OF Joss COWS, PH.D., MOKOVII, MATIOINAL AND PlOONATAL
ensnarer's, 00ANOg Cowers blamcat. Assonants'

MO= or ACC101 TO FRIXATAL cans sea =ram WOMIN Of ORM= COUNTIr

This study has come urn many IOUTCell, and regineents the collective effort of

researchers, and concerned citizens, who care about the ithigniChOliktall of as
many people. 1 and analyse it la the hope sf better

who live in this country. This report consists of detailed of factors

0.

mood-
ated with inathiquate mesa to oars Hispenk taxmen in one of our most
affluent communities, Orange .

a
Thy preeentatkm is divided into

brief historical background, a deso-Astion prantinar,
W

dein
a
de=ebY a county

Michael elch (l anie WM0,, rs anabsis of shs-
trricglistmm1:ertificates of live births (1978 Mtba, a dimwit= and of a

survey of delivering women's attitudes hemnde mental care (1980 births), and a
review of a limited set of comparable data from 1181. The story beghss 1978, in a
collaborative effort between two public sgenciea

The broad issue of access to prenand care and the Ijssel& problem of Mews&
participation in prenatal care in County became an official subject of in-
quiry of the Orange County Health l (001PC), and the Public
Health and Medical Services of the Orange County Human Services in 1978.

At that time, a teak Race of our community's 4X1010000041 and were re-
vhiwing the status of regionalized prenatal caw. A subcommittee given rayon-
sibility for investigating access to prenatal care. In our early discussion about an
appropriate research strategy, I the members of the committee to identify
ethnicity as a variable in the of utilization patterns of prenatal care. Subse-
quent results proved this to be a productive strategy.

TUX IFICUZ0 DATA

A preliminary analysis of data presented by Welch (1979) of the Division of Spade-
: of the Oraw County Health Services Agency, confirmed that ethnicity and

spec s - Ily Hispanic wan SD 1, , : dimeneion in understanding
access to prenatal care in I County

Table 1 contains a summary of the preliminary facts Identified in the Welch data.
This data indicated that the rate of neonatal mortality in the group that received
little (care only in the ninth moth) or no prenatal care, the inadequate care
(10G).(10G). was 34.2 per 1,000 live births (Welch 1979:51. The rate for the group
received care during the first three months of preeenc7, the adequate care Foul)
(ACV), was 6.4 per 1.000 live births (Welch 1979:6). These figures are slightly elevat-
ed by the exclusion of women who received prenatal care after the third, and before
the ninth month. The contrast in the rates of mortality do indicate the very real
consequences of the lack of access to prenatal care.

Kw (learns noted
Neonatal the rate gel 1,001 tie Oats

TABLE 1.MORTAWY

1CG

Anti Penwal

ACC

3.0 69 <1.0
64341

Sam ONO 1979 5

Table 2 provides more information about the women who are at risk. Seventy-
three percent of the mothers with inadequate prenatal care were Hispanic, 25%
were Anglo, 1% was Black, and 2% were Asian. The Hispanics in the 10G represent
approximately 9.5% of the Hiswnic women who gave birth. In sharp contract, only
6 4% of the Anglo mothers lead received inadequate care.
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TABLE 2.RACIATINOTY Of MOTHER

XS

Inds Pond Mohr Pond

WI* 54 73 053 19

2 1 III 7
Music 171 73 1,120 15
kw 4 2 351 3

Asento ladas 0 0 28 1
Olter 2 1 41 0
Wks=

Soon WIln

Table 3 presents as age profile of the women in the IG and in the A. Women in
the ICG had a median age of 22.1. The ACG mothers tended to be older, their
median age being 25.6.

Salm sae

TABLE OF MOTHER

cs XS

77.1 754

Vine Odd 19/9 3

Table 4 outlines the relative rate of review pregnancies between the ICG and
the AOG. The proportion of women in the ICG who had previous_prepenoles was
twice that of the women in the ACC. Sevimtrone percent of the JOG mothers had
had other pregancies, while 34% of the AOG mothers had earlier pregnancies.

TABLE 4.PREVIOUS PRIMA=

dodo Pond Ikons Pond

Number ol dominos
0 65 79 4,734 45

1 62 27 3,461 33
1 41 18 1.447 14

3+ 5d Pi 770 7

Sane OW. 19794

Sasa sec

In Table 5, the Welch data provides us with information on low birth weight, and
the status of prenatal care. Women in the inadequate care group were twice as
likely to give birth to a low birth weight baby than were the mothers in the ACG.
Twelve percent of the ICG mothers gave birth to infants who weighed less than
2.500 grams. Five percent of the AGC mothers gave birth to babies in this low
range

TABLE 5.LOW BIRTHWEIGHT

*axe Penn %atm Pone*

1,500 grim a fess 28 12 546 5

19114

In Table ti, still another contrast emerges between the ICG and ACG. Thirty-three
percent of the ICG births were illegitimate. Eight percent of the AGC births fell into
this category.
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TABLE 6.--ILLEGMMATE BIRTHS

ACC

Naito, Prod lkotw Paul

area 78 33 903

bow lilt 1910

Finally, in Table 7, the Welch data allows us to the cities where mast of
the IOC and AOC mothers reside. It is dear that . Ana, Anaheim, Garden
Grove, Costa Mesa, Fullerton, Buena Park, Westminster, Placentia, Orange, and
H Beach are the lames to 87% of the fin Most of these towns, and aspo
daily to Ana and Anaheim, have significant Ekranish surname population&

TAM 7.MEKOCE OF MOTHER

a
hater !baba Potosihod

Sae Asa 99 42 1.506 14
Aides 31 13 1.354 13
Gaon GPM 11 7 660 6
Qeta liall 14 6 411 4
Merton ,, . 9 4 494 5
Biwa Park 8 3 312 3
Vistrnate 1 3 377 4
Flateta 6 3 179 2
Oslo 6 3 529 5

Nodegtos BIWA 6 3 853 3

Sama Ma, I9T9 3 I Las eichOld ems Wm me I wad or Ina tiff In War =goy

When evaluating this data, the reader should keep in mind Welch's reservations,
". . because of delays in the registration of allocated events and seasonal vari-
ations in the incidence of births, this series should not be regarded as anything close
to a probability sample . . ." (1979:1). and his recognition of ". . . the um ications
of the obvious revealed in these data" (1979:1,6t Further = of a
complete sample of inadequate care births in Orange County (below) the
trends revealed in Welch's data

The members and staff of the Access to Prenatal Care committee were sufficiently
impressed with the obvious implications of the Welch data to attempt to ascertain
why Hispanic women in Orange County were net getting adequate preeatal care.
We also wanted to establish more data on the consequences of inadequate
access. To accomplish this task, we two tracks.

The first track involved the desgn, testing, and administration of the Access To
Prenatal Care Survey. This questionaire was distributed to 237 women, who gave
birth between June fne7 1980 and Augur 20, 1980, at the University of California
Medical Center (UCIMO in Orange, California (Hardy 1980). UCIMC was chosen as
a research site due to the fact that 71% of the women in the inadequate care group
delivered there (see Welch 19792).

The second track involved the drawing of a data set from Certificates of Live
Birth that were in Orange County. California during the period of Janu-
ary 1, 1978 th June 30, 1978. Both of these tracks, and their respective data,
were essentially oned by the committee.

The meaningfulness of the data in the Access to Prenatal Care Survey was ques-
tioned by the staff due to the ". . . total sample size and the number of women re-
porting no prenatal care" (Hardy 1980:1). Presumably, the objection relates to the
proportion of women reporting no prenatal care in the Welch data (1979:1). None-
theless, the responses generated by the survey are useful for understanding the
sampled women a attitudes toward prenatal care. I believe that analysis of these at-
titudes is particularly important as a source of hypotheses in the absence of any-
thing other than anal reports.

The need to provide reports base on data is extremely important in the formula-
tion of public policy with long and short term implications for Hispanic mothers,
their their families, and our perinatal care delivery system. Unfortunately,
important players in the process subscribe to at least one belief that consti-
tutes a stereotype, unsu by any data. I was shocked when Dr. William ['Ten-
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dergast, the Epidemiologist of the County of Orange, stated, before me and four
members of his staff, that ". . . we all know that tnese women come from Mexico
just to have their babies here." I replied that at best, this was an hypothesis, unsup-
ported by data.

The birth certificate data was not analysed by OCHPC staff due to reductions in
the agency's budget, and a consequent reordering of priorities. At the time, I was a
member of the Board of Directors, so I the data base in order to analyse
the information. I felt that it was y important to analyse this data set,
due to the complete demographic material it contained. The California State Legis-
lature limited the amount of information that could be collected on birth certificates
in subsequent years. Finally, I felt that the Health Planning Council's major effort
to evaluate the appropriateness of Orange County's regionalized perinatal care
system was inadequate, if it ignored a major source of neonatal mortality and mor-
bidity: poor access to prenatal care for Hispanic women.

THE CIDITIVICATE LIVE sum DATA

I will now discuss the birth certificate data' because it allows us to get a more
complete picture of the ICG and AGC, and how a mother's ethnicity and other social
facts are associated with access to prenatal care, neo-natal mortality, and low birth
weight.

The birth certificate data was stratified into two groups. The first is a 100%
sample of all live births registered in Orange County for which the mother had in-
adequate care. Inadequate care is defined as no prenatal care, or the receipt of pre-
natal care during the ninth month. There were 230 cases in this subset.

The second p contains 280 cases, and is drawn from certificates of live births
registered in l County that indicate adequate prenatal care. The OCHPC staff
matched the group with the first. The variables that are matched are the
of the mothers, and the city of own of residence of the mother. A third
the mother's ethnicity, was also stated to have been matched (OCHPC 1980:1).

In my review of the data, it became t that the match for ethnicity was not
complete. For the 178 Hispanic mothers in the ICG, there were 86 Hispanic mothers
in the ACC: Since the Welch data indicate that Hispanic mothers represent approxi-
mately 15% of all mothers who delivered during the time period under consider-
ation, the proportion of Hispanic mothers in the incompletely matched ACX; sample,
41%, will skew rather than control, for any comparison between the two groups.
Stated another way,ainy statistically significant association between H" is eth-
nicity and another VRlable (when the comparison is between the ACG and the ICC(
will underestimate the association and level of significance. Before going on to the
presentation of the data, I should point out that the first group, the ICG. is a 100%
sample. Tests done within this population will be definitive of the associations
among the variables tested.

In presenting the findings of the statistical tests, I will follow the format that I
used in reporting Welsh's preliminary analysis of the County data: profile of the at-
risk mothers, mortality and morbidity data.

In Table 8, I test the relationship between Anglo and Hispanic representation in
the adequate and inadequate care groups. Despite the overrepresentation of Hispan-
ic women in the AGC, the relationship between Hispanic ethnicity ark: inadequate
prenatal care is highly significant. In fact, far beyond the limits of conventional sta-
tistical significance. Hispanic mothers represent fully 82% IN .178) of the ICG
N 217i. An Hispanic women was approximately 15 times more likely to receive
inadequate care in 1978 than an Anglo woman.

TABLE 8 TEST Of THE ADEQUACY Of PRENATAL CARE COMPARED THE ETHNICITY OF THE

MOTHER: ANGLO OR HISPANIC
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Table 9 demonstrates that meet of the women with inadequate prenatal care were
born in Mauer 66%, N=146. The emaciation between the mother's birth in *WOO,
and the receipt of Inadequate prenatal care in Orange County, California Is again
far beyond the limits of conventional statistical significance Sig. =0.0000. 'The
mothers barn in Mexico constitute 82% of the Hispanic mothers in the inadequate
care group. Clearly, Hispanic women, of Mexican birth, are at relatively greater risk
of receiving inadequate prenatal care.

TARE 9.-TEST OF THE ADEQUACY OF PRENATAL CARE COIWNED WITH MOTHERS' PLACE OF

BIRTH: MU OR ELSEWHERE

Mtdo Itsdad

Nan Pinde Ibex Nod
10111

Admen case 56 21.1 114 613 731

24.3 75.1 100
1884148818 cm 146 12.3 . TT 30.7 223

65.5 34.5 1110

a202 100.0 251 1010 1-453

/5.13991. dl -eget ld
Oita d mows dandlos

Oddedo d Lie 1115. in 1. 19/1-** 1911

Further analysis of The Certificate of Live Birth data indicated that the Hispanic
women who received Inadequate prenatal care and their husbands were drawn from
the lowest levels of the work force, had received the least education, and were the
lowest paid segment of the sampled population. I have not included the tables which
describe this data due to their /moth and complexity; howevrw, these findings were
statistically significant.

Another significant factor associated with inadequate prenatal care was the previ-
ous death of a child. Table 10 displays the results of this comparison. There is a
statistically significant association Isww= the previous death of a child, and inad-
equate prenatal care. This emaciation appeazs to have particular implications for
identifying Hispanic women who are at risk of inadequate care.

TABLE 10.-TEST OF THE ADEQUACY OF PRENATAL CARE Cann WITH THE DEATH OF ANOTHER

CHUM THE FAMILY

Now d add ctillw

0

flambe Pend

1

Nasty Prost

2

*Off Pedal

3

Noddy Pend

Total

moire 226 515 3 17.6 1 333 0 0 230

98 3 . 1.3 0.4 0 1 1 7

!adequate 213 4E5 14 82 4 7 66.7 1 100 230

926 6.1 . . .... . 09 .. . .. . . 14
.

'1.4

fatal 439 100 11 100 0 3 100 0 1 100 N - 460

s' BINA so 00317,15
Pend d w tetal duds

Sara Wow d tor lo I. 1911 be )9. 193

Table II shows the relationship between Hispanic ethnicity, and the death of a
previous child in the inadequate care group. This data suggests that only the His-
panic mothers in the ICG have experienced the prior death of a child. Further re-
search on the circumstances of the child's death may shed light on the at-risk states
of these mothers.
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TABLE 11. Cf INSPNiC AM ALL OD ER FARES BY THE DEATH OF ANOTHER

CHO IN THE FAMILY: h ORE GROUP ONLY

Not, al *sr cloaca Out

0 2 3

1$3934611C

lots Pow! Nod* Rood Loft Patool 1a.81t Pam!

Yes lfb . 14 100 2 100 1 100 183
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Still another strong indicator of inadequate prenatal care is demonstrated in
Table 12. This test indicates a highly significant association between illegitimate
birth and inadequate tal care. A )ugb proportion of the ICG births (142%,
N -,311) were out of . There was no significant association between ethnicity
and illegitimacy.

TABLE 12 -TEST Of THE ADEQUACY II PRENATAL CARE COMPARED WITH lUEGMMATE BIRTH

lieptoste 1181b95%

Note Peas! Igo Ntar Rercewl
Tote

Megiste 3 8 3 227 53.5 230
1.3 98.7 100

Inadequate 33 91 1 191 46 5 230
14 3 851 3 100

Total 36 100 0 , 424 100 0 N 460

25 34460 si 0 0000. 1111
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We can begin the review of the mortality data contained in the Certificates of
Live Birth sairr!e by reviewing the data in Table 13. This table provides us with the
neonatal mortality rate of 30.43 per 1,000 live births. There are no statistically sig-
nificant differences between the Hispanic and non-Hispanic rates of mortality in the
inadequate care group. However, since the Hispanic women are over represented in
this group, they have a higher neonatal mortality rate.

TABLE 13 -TEST OF THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN HISPANIC BIRTH AND NEONATAL MORTALITY
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In table 1._.we can see the relationship between W ,rti. and inadequatenatal carne.care. When we compare the percentages of low . .. t infinite, in the
birth to 692% of the low
ACG and the KU, a sharp catboat Mothers with inadequate care gave
birth to 302% of the low birtbill=tinfants. The risk relationship is most clearly

Mothers with adequate care gave
revealed by comparing the arcentages of women with adequate and inadequtte
care, who gave birth te the .., infanta. Of the mothers with
care, 5.3% gave birth to low , , n infiints. The mks who receivedadet:
equate prenatal care were over four .. . more Mr* to giVe birth to a low birth-
weight infant The associntien between low birth and inadequate prenatal
care was statistically significant at the .01 level.

TABLE 14.TEST (WT) RELADDIGHW BETWEEN NRTHWEIGHT NOM AUQUACY Of PRENATAL
CARE

Italeishr
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Within the inadequate care group, there is an association between low birth-
weight, and Hispanic ethnicity. Table 15 shows that Hispanic mothers gave birth to
92.9% 01.26) of the low birthweight babies. The other mothers gave birth to only
7.1% 04=2) of the low birthweight infants. Hispanic mothers, with inadattenatal care,care, were 13 times more at risk of delivering a low birthw tthe other mothers. The association between Hispanic ethnicity and low birthweight
within the inadequate care group is statistically significant at the .0163 level.

THE ACCESS TO PRZIVATAL CABS

I now return to an pnalysis of the Access to Prenatal Care Survey, conducted at
the University of encifornia. Irvine. Medical Center. When this questionnaire was de-
signed, ethnicity was identified by the language spoken by the respondent. The re-
search instrument was available In either Spanish or This is an important
fact since I had access to a of the read* and not the original, comp id
questionniiires when I analysed die ta.

Table 16 shows the number and percent of women in each group, who answered
English or Spanish 1 questionnaires. Only two (6.25%) of the 32 women in theTeti responded in E Thirty of the ICG women responded in Spanish. Clearly
the responses of the women in the inadequate care group represent the attitude of
the Hispanic women who are overwhelmingly represented in the inadequate can
grfflip. Below I discuss the three questions where there were statistically significant
differences in the responses of the women in the ACG and ICG.

TABLE 15,-- COMPARISON OF LOW BIRTHWEIGHT BI ITIG WITH HISPANIC AND taiHISPANIC
NEONATES: INADEQUATE CARE GROUP

bilmmight

<2,500 '2.500

'body Parent kilts Penni

Yftsoamc

Yes 26 92 9 153 181 179
110 1130
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TABLE 15.--COMARISON OF LOW 11111,411211ff Bins WIN IISPAIOC NW NOMOSIMIC
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Table 17 shows hew the women responded to the statement, "Women of different
ethnic or racial have trouble getting goad prenatal care" (Hardy 18110:10).
Them results ht11.$ that the women In the inatimpaste care pow tend to perceive
a racial or ethnic barrier to prenatal care. The association wan statistically signifi-
cant at the .0086 level.

TABLE 17.TEST OF A PERCEIVED RACIAL DAM TO PRENATAL CM Minn ADEQLWTE AND

INADEQUATE CARE GROUPS
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In Table 18, we see how the AVG and KX3 mothers responded to the statement,
"Women know what to expect about pregnancy from prior family experience"
(Hardy 1980:14 The mothers with Inadequate prenatal care tended to agree with
this statement. This association was statistically significant at the .0067 level. Given
the risk factors associated with inadequate care, this attitude constitutes a myth
that needs to be vigorously refuted.

TABU 18.TEST OF THE STATEMENT "MIN KNOW WHAT TO EXPECT ABOUT PREGNANCY FROM

PRIOR EMMY EXPERIENCE" COMPARED WITH ADEQUATE ADE PLAINQUATE CARE GROUP

aquae left&
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TAM 18.TEST OF THE STATEMENT IllOW MAT TO DM ABOUT PROMO FROM
MR FA NO EXPERIENCE" CCOPMED WITH ADEQUATE AND RUMEQIN1TE CARE MOW
Contbsed
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The final tables show how the NM and A00 plan to pay for their chdiveries.
In Table 19, I have compared how the sampled women plan to pay for their care.

There were significantly dilbeent strategies used by the 100 and AOC} mothers.
E--ty-five patent of the 100 mothers planned to me personal !Undo to pay for
their care. Gab, 28.8% of the AOG mothers planned to pq. fitr their care with per-
sonal funds. If these strategies are carried out, the ACO mothers will, by in large,
be coveted by insurance. The IC0 mothers will pay in cash.

TABLE 19.M THE SOURCES OF MISINISEIENT FOR PRENATAL CARE CENVAIING

PERM FUNDS WITH INSINWCE

Meta inhoglo

nogg Posen Neste Pang
nxal
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In Table 20, I compared the use of MediCal and private funds by women in the
ICG and AC G groups. The number of women in the ItaG who planned to me Medi-
Cal is saw* the same as the number of women in Table 17, who planned to me
insurance (25%, N.41). Evidently, MediCal Is the only source of instrance for the
SCG women. MediCal is also a shmilicant source of reimbursement for the women in
the ACG who deliver at UCIMC.

TABLE 20. --TEST OF THE MACES OF NIONXISMIT FOR PRENATAL CARE WARING

PERSONAL FUNDS WITH MCA.
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COMPAILABLE DATA: 198 1

To establish trends in Hispanic acme to prenatal care, I submitted a request for
data. comparable to the above, to the Division of Epidemiology of the Orange
County Department of Public Health. In this request, I included copies of the tables
I derived from the OCHPC/UCIMC survey, the Certificate of Live Birth data, and I
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made reference to the Welch data. I net with Dr. Prendergast, and some of his staff
to discus' my request, and to review the data.

The epidemiology staff told me that it would take four months to ste compa-
rable data They cited staff commitments to current projects, aM problems with
generating data that was comparable to the definition for adequate and inadequate
care, and low birth vnit. The county e=miologists did provide me with one set
of data from 11631. This is .

Table 21 compares the and percent of white and Hispanic low weight
births by trimester of care, or no care. This data is not entirely comparable since
the definition of inadequate care inclutka those women who received care in the
ninth month. This fact will skew the results by lowering the number and percent of
women in the care group. Menthols's, the proportions are not encourag-
ing as 3,2% of the women received no care, while .3% of the
A to wzanen received no care. In other...words, a is woman Is ten times maze
likely than an Anglo woman to not waive prenatal care.

TAW 21.COAWAMSLVI Of MO NO INSPAK OR WEIGHT MG BY TRIMESTER IN CARE
OR NO CARE
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A similar pattern prevails when we look at the percent of low weight births with
no prenatal care. A total of 6.0% of the low weight Hispanic births had no prenatal
care. In contrast, only .89% of the Anglo low weight births had no prenatal care.
Hispanic women with low weight births were over six times more likely than the
Anglo mothers to have not had prenatal care.

CONCLUSIONS

It is clear from the above that Hispanic women experience a higher rate of neona-
tal infant mortality and low weight births than Anglo women in Orange County. It
is also apparent that there is a profile of Higianic women who are particularly at
risk of not receiving prenatal care. By and large, it appears that them women are
undocumented aliens, though this is not the case. In the absence of prenatal
care, the infants of these women are exposed to conditions of interuterine develop-
ment that unnecessarily threaten the infant's life, and/or diminish the potential
quality of the child's future life. Neligan, Kolvin, MclScott, and Garside point out
that, ". . when a child's growth pattern has already been Beverly impaired by the
time he is born, his whole subsequent development may be significantly impaired in
a manner which cannot be remedied by improvements in postnatal care" (1976:93).
Other researchers (Doing and Sands 1973) have reached similar conclusions.

Yet today, in Orange County, the Department of Public Health has placed a cap
on the number of undocumented women who can be seen in any month at the
Public Health Prenatal Clinics. This policy tends to place es disproportionate burden
of unrealized and permanently impaired intellectual potential on the Hispanic
child. family. and community.
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CALIFORNIA STATx Uenvraerrv, FULIARTON
Ihrriurriarn or Arnintroce.00v,
Pailereon, Calif, November A, ISU

COngreen111111 JERRY PATTRRSON.
Dean Jewry: I am enclosing a recently published paper which may be useful in

your coming hearings re chi Ms= in Orange County. Unfortunately, the changed
schedule makes it imporedble for me to attend although I had W-d forward to
being part of the wove in the original time set.

Congratulations on your kiwi* these critical issues to the public in our county.
I have benefited tremenckniely front attendance at the two recent "Women's
Forums" and am delighted to see the mtpansion in the direction of total family con-
cerns. Not only I, but my stets and my fellow members of the Orange County
Labor Council follow the proceedings whether we are in actual physical presence or
on the sidelines because of work schedule conflicts.

Keep up the good work!
Sincerely,

CORINNE SHEAR W000, Ph.D., Pvjessor.
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PICIPAINED STATIMINT 1M R. ft Mame, BURLINCIAME, CALIF.

PART 1.-111CRIKAIIM RECOMMINDIID

1. Whomever is receiving child swat slutll be to provide the paying
party a detailed record of where the money is every 3 months and that
the person reioeiving the money be required to to the paying is-rty receipts en-
compassing at least /5 pm'. of the

to

2. Said receipts would show:
A. Name of budiseen a ptu was made.
B. AddressCity/State.
C. Date of purchase.
D. Amount of purchnse.
E. What was purchased.
What it is for

Clothes,
2. Transportation,
3. Toys,
4. En t,
5. Camping GPs/
6. Church activities.
7. Restaurants/eating out,
S. Medical and dental,
9. Household supplies, and
10. Miscellaneous.
Why should any person have to pay chill support, medical bills, insurance

ums etc., if that can't: 1. Communicate with the children. 2. Have Cationrts with the
fly people are not anxious to send weekly to someone who might be

and foolit the chil-tingneeds. This does happen.
eni liquor, cigmettes, drugs ashnessneglecting

In the event of any disputes! they would be settled outside the court thru media-
tion and arbitration services with unidased 3rd portico.

The spiritual and emotional costs of unresolved conflict Is too high to let thingsride, wonderingwhere the money goes, and if the children are being properly
taken care of.

The above would provide a direct line of communication between both parentsand the children which is needed so bad.

PAM n.LEGISLATION SECOMMUNDED

I. Get the divorce cases out of the Criminal Justice System, and restrict the exten-
sive use of silly restraining orders that prohibit proper communication between
family members so children will not be insecure, confused and suffer.

Too often, unfair restraining orders prohibit necessary communication between
adults and children. Such orders

A. Promote hate in the courtroom;
It Prohibit proper communication to solve problems;
C. Do not allow children to express their views; and
D. break up families to keep social workers, psychologists and other

bureaucrats em yed with a lot of paperwork, etc.
There are a of community problems that should not go to court, but be put

before a neighborhood conunimuni or arbitration /mediation panel to solve so people
will not have to spend money they can't afford for expensive attorneys.

Disputes over trees, fences, parking, barking dogs, etc.. are among those that don't
belong in court. Neither do family disputes laelong in court.

I recommend neighborhood conference commissions arbitration of mediation
panels be set up similar to the planning commission where people are appointed to
serve for several years at a time who can best decide what's best for the local com-munity.

Give both parents a chance to be heard and let questions be asked and then
deckle what's best for the area and the children. Even neighbors, and by all meat*
let the children enter into the discussion. Perhaps prayer before and after the meet-
ing might help.

In California. both parents can be asked to attend a mediation conciliation confer-
ence. but if one parent refuses to go, nothing is accomplished. It should be mandato-
ry both attend before any divorce action is allowed. Children should be there to par-ticipate.
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